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The success of a video game is measured based on the experience it elicits for players. 

Players play a game if they feel that gaming is an enjoyable experience. Playability is an 

aspect which enhances a positive player experience. A game has good playability when 

the player can interact with the gameworld and possibly with other players in an intuitive 

and unobtrusive manner. In addition, suitably difficult and engaging gameplay makes a 

game fun. During a game development project, the game design needs to be evaluated 

frequently to ensure that the design meets playability criteria and holds a positive player 

experience.

This thesis introduces the expert review method accompanied by 47 domain-specific 

heuristics for game evaluations. Expert Review is an analytical inspection method in 

which inspectors evaluate a game by playing it and interacting with the user interface 

elements. Playability heuristics are grouped into five modules: Game Usability, 

Gameplay, Multi-Player, Mobility, and Context-Aware. These modules represent the 

multifaceted nature of playability, and they are applicable to all kinds of games, 

regardless of whether the games are played on a PC, a game console, or mobile 

devices. The inspectors can include or exclude each module depending on the objective 

of the evaluation and to keep the evaluation as efficient as possible.
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Abstract 

The success of a video game is measured based on the experiences it 
provides for the players. The players continue playing the game if they 
feel that it is an enjoyable experience. Usually there are several video 
games with a similar concept on the market, and players favor those 
games which provide the most interesting and engaging gameplay. 
Playability is another aspect which enhances a positive player experience. 
The player should be able to interact with the gameworld and possibly 
with other players in a smooth and unobtrusive manner. 

Making a good game is a long process and game designers should 
evaluate both player experience and playability aspects regularly. Player 
experience is difficult to assess until the players are able to play a balanced 
and playable game. Playability evaluations can be done throughout the 
process, but are often mixed up with quality assurance testing even 
though they have a different focus. In addition, analytical inspection 
methods, which do not include end-users, are not commonly used in game 
projects, although they are efficient evaluation methods. 

This dissertation addresses issues with an analytical inspection method 
called expert review when it is used in playability evaluations of a game. 
The focus of the research work is twofold and it is located at the 
intersection of evaluation methodology in human-computer interaction 
and game design. First, the objective is to explore what playability means 
in video games. The second objective is to define playability heuristics that 
could be used with the expert review method to evaluate video games 
during the design and implementation phases of a game development 
project.  

The work consists of analytical and experimental parts. Game design 
literature was studied to find out the most important aspects of the design 
that influence the player’s interaction with the game and should be 
included in the playability heuristics set. The experimental part consists of 
several game evaluations in which the heuristics were used together with 
the expert review method to evaluate video games. The game evaluations 
were focused on mobile games as they were Nokia’s interest in 2005-2008 
when the research work was ongoing. However, the heuristics are 
applicable for evaluating video games on different gaming platforms. 

The results indicate that expert review is a viable method and playability 
heuristics help inspectors to discover problems in design and thus, 
improve the playability of a video game.  
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Preface 

This dissertation work originally started from a normal project request 
that the Nokia Research Center receives from Nokia’s business units. At 
that time, the entertainment business unit was producing games for the N-
Gage platform that 3rd party developers developed. Product managers at 
the business unit wanted to have a method to evaluate the quality of game 
design and whether a game was ready to be published as an N-Gage game. 
The request was received in 2005. 

At that time, there were game researchers at the Nokia Research Center 
who had studied games for a long time and developed their own games as 
well. However, they did not have experience in evaluating games. 
Therefore, the request from the business unit was transferred to the 
Usability Team where I was working. My team manager asked who 
would like to participate in this joint project with the game researchers. I 
have played video games since 1983 when Commodore 64 was launched 
and I was also interested in usability evaluation methods. I decided to take 
this opportunity and volunteer for the project. I did not think that this 
would turn out to be my dissertation topic, since I was also involved in 
another project about voice interfaces and I had already studied them for 
some time. 

The project started together with Elina Ollila (former Koivisto) and other 
game researchers at the Nokia Research Center. As a first task of the 
project we had to decide which evaluation method would be the best 
option to fulfill the request of the business unit. The expert review method 
was an obvious choice because the business unit would not have a team of 
usability experts or other professionals that would conduct game 
evaluations with very complicated methods. Neither did they have 
facilities for a usability laboratory or similar which would enable efficient 
user testing of games (or playtesting). They needed a simple method that 
could be easily taught to game producers or other persons and conducting 
game evaluations should be fast and cost-efficient. 

We developed playability heuristics by reviewing game design literature 
and conducted game evaluations using the expert review method and the 
playability heuristic set. There were several prototype games available 
that we evaluated and made recommendations on how they could be 
improved from a playability perspective. The project was completed in 
2007 and we delivered the playability heuristic set and the description of 
the method to the business unit persons. Our deliverables were put into 
operation immediately. 
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After the project I thought that developing playability heuristics and the 
expert review method was such an interesting task that it would be a 
shame to leave it behind. I asked my managers whether it would be 
possible to continue this project as an extra project and expand it to meet 
the requirements of an academic dissertation. The project where I studied 
voice user interfaces was also transferred to a business unit in the previous 
year and the research part had finished earlier than expected. I decided to 
take playability heuristics as a new topic for my dissertation. I got the 
permission to continue this game related research and deepen it with a 
few additional studies. The length of the project is probably longer than a 
typical dissertation work due to the nature of how the project was done 
during these years. Working mainly for a dissertation with close 
colleagues would have been an ideal way of completing the project earlier, 
but in my case it was not possible after we finished the project for the 
business unit. Conducting studies and writing articles on top of the 
normal research projects at work has been time-consuming. 

I conducted more experiments to study the expert review method and 
whether the results are comparable to playtesting, how different 
playability heuristics work with the method, and deepen my 
understanding of the playability of mobile games from a game design 
perspective, and thus creating a contribution both on a conceptual and an 
empirical level. This dissertation is an account of the work that I have 
done with the playability of mobile games and how a project of 
responding to an industry need was expanded to an academic project 
towards a Ph.D. degree. 
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  1 

1 Introduction 

1.1 MOTIVATION 
Using feature phones and especially smartphones for playing video games 
has become a common form of entertainment that attracts millions of 
mobile phone users worldwide. Technological enablers such as increased 
processing power, graphical accelerators, high resolution displays, and 
broadband and Wi-Fi connections have enabled us to use mobile phones 
for playing games. Developing games for mobile devices can be seen as 
being more popular than game design for game consoles and personal 
computers (Kersey, 2013). 

For every game designer, the main objective is to design a game that is 
enjoyable and fun for a large player population. However, the design task 
is not easy and sometimes it takes years to finish the development project 
of a game. Large development projects are very expensive and time-
consuming. Despite all the money and effort that game companies invest 
in a game, it is not guaranteed that players will like the game.  

When we talk about aspects such as enjoyable games that are fun to play, 
we are typically referring to experiences and how the players perceive the 
game or any other product (Preece, Rogers, & Sharp, 2007). In the game 
industry, positive game experience is a crucial factor in determining 
successful games on the market. There are often several game titles 
available which are based on similar game concepts. Video games are also 
one of the few product categories which are constantly reviewed by game 
critiques, and the players can trial demos before making a purchasing 
decision. Furthermore, word of mouth is used frequently to receive 
recommendations of good games from fellow players. If the game 
experience is not on a satisfactory level, players can easily switch to 
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another game which hopefully provides a more enjoyable and fun gaming 
experience.  

The players’ perception of a game and interaction with the game 
mechanics will depend on many factors in the design. A player’s previous 
experiences, skills and knowledge of games together with the current 
context in which the game is played influences the gaming experience. As 
Donald Norman (2005) has noted, it is not possible to design an experience, 
but it is possible to design for an experience. 

Patrick Jordan (2000) has noted that for experience rich products, such as 
video games, three aspects must be fulfilled to provide a positive user 
experience: 1) a product should have the right functionality, 2) it must be 
usable, and 3) it should provide emotional responses to the users. In the 
video game context, the right functionality could mean that the game 
concept is interesting to the players. The game is usable when the players 
do not have to struggle with the game interface, and the game mechanic is 
understandable to the player. Emotionally stimulating games are those in 
which the player can feel different emotions such as desire, fear, hope, 
anger, challenge, relief, anxiety, pride and many more (Fridja, 1986). There 
is a close relationship between these aspects, and they can be thought of as 
layers in the design (Jordan, 2000). Without the proper functionality a 
product will not be usable. Furthermore, a product that is not usable is 
unlikely to provide desirable emotional responses for the users. In this 
dissertation, I will focus on usability, or preferably a playability layer for 
creating a positive user experience, and the issues which make a game 
playable. Playability is a multifaceted structure which deals with the user 
interface and the content of the game. Playability is defined and discussed 
in detail in Section 2.  

Designing products that have the right functionality and are usable 
requires an understanding of the end-users, their tasks or needs, and how 
they typically interact with the products. This can be done by involving 
users from the target user group in the design process. This approach is 
called user-centered design in Human-Computer Interaction literature 
(ISO 9241-210,  2010). It means that, in every phase of the process, 
intended users of the product are involved and they can give their input 
for the product design. Although end-user feedback is valuable 
throughout the design process, it is especially useful in evaluation tasks in 
each phase. 

A game development project is not an exception in this respect and game 
designers have collected players’ feedback when they evaluate video 
games. Focus groups are used to evaluate concepts and collect ideas in the 
concept creation phase of the development project (Fullerton, Swain, & 
Hoffman, 2004). Playtesting is used to discover difficulties that the players 
have when playing a game. The players can also provide feedback about 
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the game experience (Rouse, 2001). Typically, players are invited to 
playtesting sessions, but mainly playtesting is conducted internally and 
game designers evaluate partial prototypes by playing them by 
themselves (Rouse, 2001). 

However, there are challenges in this approach. Playtesting by external 
players cannot be utilized effectively until there is a working prototype 
available. The prototype usually needs to have a feature-complete status 
before external players are allowed to see it. Game designers are not very 
eager to show unfinished games to someone they do not know well 
(Fullerton, Swain, & Hoffman, 2008, p. 251). The problem arises if serious 
playability problems are found in a game when it is evaluated by external 
players. Correcting these problems may require major changes to the 
design that is usually time-consuming and expensive to do. Leaving them 
uncorrected will most probably have a negative impact on the game 
experience, which is a major risk for the success of the game.  

Human-Computer Interaction researchers have developed Usability 
Inspection Methods (UIM) to overcome the problem of discovering serious 
usability problems too late during product development (Nielsen, 1994b). 
The methods can be used to evaluate the design when end-user 
involvement is not yet feasible and provide useful feedback for the 
designers to redesign problematic features in the product. In usability 
inspections, the evaluation is conducted by a group of usability experts 
instead of intended end-users of a product. 

Expert review (Nielsen, 1993) is probably the most common inspection 
method used to evaluate software products. Despite its popularity in 
software development projects, it has not gained the same esteem in game 
development projects, or at least the method is not mentioned in game 
design literature (e.g. Rouse, 2001; Mulligan & Patrovsky, 2003; Fullerton 
et al., 2004; Fullerton et al., 2008; Schell, 2008) as a viable option for 
conducting evaluations. Later on, expert review has appeared in the 
literature as an evaluation method for video games (Isbister & Schaffer, 
2008; Shneiderman & Plaisant, 2009). 

This dissertation is a multidisciplinary work combining human-computer 
interaction (HCI) research and game research. HCI research is a broad 
area and studying users’ interaction and performance with a system can 
be done from many different perspectives. Evaluation methodology 
research is one research branch, which has been very active since the 1990s 
and new methods have been defined for different purposes. In this 
dissertation, instead of defining a new evaluation method, I want to study 
how we can apply (or possibly modify) the existing method, namely 
expert review, to suit a new domain. 
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 4 

Game research and game design research define the domain for the 
dissertation. In order to utilize expert reviews effectively in game 
evaluations, we need to have domain-specific heuristics to guide the 
inspection. To define these heuristics, it is essential to understand the 
characteristics of games. In this dissertation, I will explore existing game 
research by different game researchers and game design literature to find 
out the most important characteristics that game designers consider 
relevant when they are designing games. This will help in determining 
what kinds of issues domain-specific heuristics should cover. 

My approach in the dissertation, especially to game research, is pragmatic. 
Instead of diving into game research very deeply and getting involved in 
sometimes heated discussions in the field, I will approach game research 
from the perspective that practitioners in the game industry would do, to 
utilize the existing knowledge of research in their daily work. I will 
explore what aspects constitute the playability of video games and how 
this knowledge could be used to enhance the expert review method to suit 
game evaluations better. My motivation for the study is also to promote 
the expert review method to the game industry as a cost efficient method 
to evaluate the playability of video games.  

1.2 PREVIOUS WORK 
The expert review method has been used to evaluate software for years. 
Nielsen and Molich (1990) developed the method to lower evaluation 
costs. The method is cost-efficient and effective in evaluating various types 
of designs. Prototypes can be partially implemented or even non-
functional. The method is commonly used to collect feedback for the 
designers prior to user testing.  

One evaluation round can be completed in a couple of hours, which 
enables fast and continuous improvement of the design. This is a 
remarkable saving compared to the user testing procedure, which would 
require participant recruitment, preparing testing facilities and materials, 
scheduling tests and conducting tests with participants (Rubin, 1994). User 
testing will usually take days rather than hours to complete. In addition, 
studies indicate that a skilful and knowledgeable usability expert can 
identify usability problems with a similar accuracy as a user testing would 
provide (Molich & Dumas, 2008). Therefore, it is a tempting idea to 
evaluate games with this method, but unfortunately it cannot be directly 
applied to game evaluations. 

Nielsen (1994b, p. 29) has indicated that domain-specific heuristics are 
needed for specific classes of products, such as video games, to 
supplement general heuristics.  Johnson and Wiles (2003) showed in their 
study how the traditional usability heuristics conflict in game evaluations. 
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Game researchers (Federoff, 2002; Johnson & Wiles, 2003; Desurvire, 
Caplan, & Toth, 2004; Korhonen & Koivisto, 2006) have also noted that 
traditional usability heuristics cover only some of the user interface issues 
relevant to video games and ignore gameplay aspects completely. Hence, 
there is a need for developing domain-specific heuristics for game 
evaluations. 

Despite the recognized lack of domain-specific heuristics for video games, 
game researchers have not studied them extensively. Even a commonly 
agreed upon definition for playability is missing. The definition should 
describe high level objectives and guide the research work of developing 
playability heuristics. 

Sometimes playability is referred to as game usability (Isbister & Schaffer, 
2008), which would implicate that playability has similar characteristics as 
usability has in productivity software. According to ISO standard (ISO 
9241-11, 1998), usability is defined as effectiveness, efficiency, and user 
satisfaction in a specified context of use. Effectiveness and efficiency refer 
to a user’s ability and performance in completing tasks with the product 
and user satisfaction is a result of succeeding in task completion. A usable 
product is often easy to learn and easy to use (Nielsen, 1993). 

Games, however, are complex products and there are more things that 
influence the playability of a game. The effectiveness and efficiency of the 
players are not the only sources of user satisfaction and there are usually 
other design goals than effectiveness and efficiency that game designers 
want to promote in a game. Enjoyment and fun are achieved in games 
when they are sufficiently challenging for a player. Learning necessary 
skills in the game, solving problems, or discovering the gameworld are 
common instances of challenge in games. Another typical design goal is 
competition, which includes predefined obstacles and difficulties for 
players, and unpredictable things to happen before the winner of the 
game is known. These two design goals are related to the gameworld and 
they obviously conflict with objectives of designing usable products. 
Design goals can also relate to astonishing graphics and story which will 
immerse the players. 

On the other hand, effectiveness and efficiency are acceptable objectives 
for user interface design of the game. In fact, players value user interface 
design even more if the design is not just efficient, but it is reliable, 
convenient, and unobtrusive, so that playing the game is as smooth as 
possible. The player should be able to concentrate on playing the game 
and not struggle with the user interface. Unfortunately, there have 
sometimes been incorrect assumptions about what fun means in games. 
Clanton (1998) says that problems in the game interface and game 
mechanics can be masked by the fun of solving problems in the game. I 
would argue that the claim is completely wrong because design problems 
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in the game interface mean that there are simply basic usability problems 
and solving them is not a part of a positive gaming experience. Similarly, 
problems in game mechanics are frustrating to a player, because the 
player has a mental model and expectations of how the world should 
operate. If there are problems in the game mechanics those will similarly 
deteriorate the game experience. 

Before domain-specific heuristics can be defined properly, we need to 
understand what playability means in video games. There are a few 
earlier studies that have tried to define playability. Egenfeldt-Nielsen, 
Smith, and Pajares Tosca (2008) have defined that good playability refers 
to fun, challenge and ease of use. Järvinen, Heliö, and Mäyrä (2002) have 
defined four components of playability: 1) functional, 2) structural, 3) 
audio-visual, and 4) social. They can be used as an evaluation tool to 
evaluate both the formal (game functionalities) and informal (user 
experience and user practices) aspects of the gameplay and how they 
interact (Järvinen et al., 2002). Fabricatore, Nussbaum and Rosas (2002) 
have studied action games and defined playability as the possibility of 
understanding and controlling the gameplay. According to them, non-
functional aspects of the design cannot balance or replace poor playability. 
Usability Glossary (2002)  defines that playability is affected by storyline, 
controls, pace, usability and possibly other aspects. 

1.2.1 DEVELOPMENT OF PLAYABILITY HEURISTICS 

Even though there is no generally accepted definition of playability, 
domain-specific heuristic sets have been developed to evaluate video 
games and their playability. Figure 1 shows an overview of the 
development history of playability heuristics. 

 

Figure 1. Timeline of playability heuristic development. 

The development of playability heuristics was initiated in the 1980s, when 
Malone (1980) studied video games to find out what makes them 
enjoyable. He did not call his findings playability heuristics, but they were 
principles in a design framework. Malone (1980) defined three principles: 
challenge, fantasy, and curiosity that are needed for designing enjoyable 
user interfaces. The result highlights the importance of the content in 
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games. After Malone’s work, there have been isolated studies about fun 
and HCI aspects in games (e.g. Cherny, Clanton, & Ostrom, 1997; Clanton, 
1998), but the researchers have not developed their observations further 
into a form of playability heuristics.  

Federoff (2002) conducted a case study in a game company and defined 
heuristics that can be considered as a first set of domain-specific heuristics 
for video games. The study did not include the validation of the heuristics, 
or at least such results have not been published. During the same year 
Fabricatore et al. (2002) published players in action video games and how 
their preferences affect playability. They can be used to evaluate action 
games, even though their findings were not described as heuristics.  

Desurvire et al. (2004) published heuristics, which were based on 
Federoff’s heuristics. This was the first study in which the result of the 
heuristic evaluation was compared to user testing results. The study 
showed that with the help of heuristics, inspectors are able to identify 
playability problems in a game prototype. Later on Desurvire and Wiberg 
published a refined list of heuristics as Game Usability Heuristics 
(Desurvire & Wiberg, 2009). 

It was an interesting coincidence that at the same time as we were 
working on our playability heuristics for mobile games, there was another 
study ongoing at the University of Jyväskylä, Finland on the same topic. 
Karvonen (2005) was exploring factors of playability of mobile games in 
his master’s thesis. The objective of the study was to create a framework of 
playability from the player-centric point of view and it contained seven 
categories: 1) Gameplay, 2) User Interface, 3) Audio-Visual presentation, 4) 
Story, 5) Game Concept, 6) Other factors, and 7) Mobility. We were not 
aware of this work until it was brought to our attention in September 2006. 

The playability heuristics described in this dissertation were originally 
published in March 2006 (Nokia, 2006). The heuristics were divided into 
modules and there were four modules called Game Usability, Gameplay, 
Mobility, and Multi-Player. We expanded the heuristic set in 2008 and 
defined a module of heuristics for context-aware games (Korhonen, 
Saarenpää, & Paavilainen, 2008). 

After that more domain-specific heuristics for games have been published 
by different authors. Schaffer (2007) has published a white paper which 
included illustrations of usability problems related to heuristics. Pinelle, 
Wong and Stach (2008a) have published heuristics that are based on game 
reviews. The difference of these heuristics was that there are no heuristics 
concerning gameplay issues and they can only be used to evaluate game 
usability issues. Pinelle, Wong, Stach and Gutwin (2009) extended these 
playability heuristics and published playability heuristics for multi-player 
games in the next year. 
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There are also more specific heuristics for certain game genres or player 
groups. Köffel and Haller (2008) have published heuristics for tabletop 
games. Educational games and social games have received special 
attention and there are a couple of heuristics sets or guidelines for these 
games (Thomas, Schott, & Kambouri, 2003; Kiili, 2005; Hinske, 
Langheinrich, & Lampe, 2008; Paavilainen, 2010; Mohamed & Jaafar, 2012). 
Desurvire and Wiberg (2008) have explored inexperienced gamers to give 
guidelines in how to make games initially more friendly. Recently, Hara 
and Ovaska (2014) have defined heuristics for the interaction design of 
motion-controller games. In these games, the user’s movements are used 
to control a game avatar or interact with the user interface. Although these 
heuristics are targeted to a very narrow scope of issues affecting 
playability, they indicate the complexity of the game evaluation task.  

In addition to heuristics, there are other guidelines available to design 
more usable and engaging games for players (Falstein, 2003; Snow, 2007). 
Even though these are not regarded as playability heuristics, they provide 
useful information for game developers and designers. 

Currently, the development of new playability heuristics has settled, and 
there are several studies which apply the heuristics in different kinds of 
game evaluations (Röcker & Haar, 2006; Jegers, 2008; Paavilainen, Alha, & 
Korhonen, 2012). Naturally, there are some special issues which are not 
covered by the heuristic sets, but the main message in these studies has 
been that the current playability heuristics cover typical problems in the 
design and they can be applied regardless of the platform or game genre. 

1.2.2 GAME QUALITIES BASED ON GAME CRITIQUES 

Another favorite method to define good games is to use game critiques to 
see what aspects game professionals have reviewed in the game. Even 
though some researchers have used game critiques to define the 
playability of a game (Karvonen, 2005; Pinelle et al., 2008a; Hara & Ovaska, 
2014), they usually take a broader view including marketing and brand 
issues which are outside the scope of playability evaluation. Bond and 
Beale (2009) have studied computer game reviews to determine what 
features should be prioritized to make a game successful (Table 1). They 
have identified the following 13 categories:  
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Category Sample Criteria 

Gameplay Engaging, fair, balanced, progressive, fun, innovative, 
easy to play, hard to master, objective based, freedom, 
compelling, dynamic, various possible solutions 

Environment Impressiveness, eye catching, good lighting, lifelike 
effects, good soundtrack, good sound effects, good 
music 

Storytelling Mature, progressive, tense, engrossing, embedded in 
gameplay 

User Interaction Fast feedback, customizable, invisible controls, 
realistic, functional 

Customization Powerful, easy, personalization, character, 
modification 

Social Interaction Multi-player co-op, multi-player competition, 
communication, sharing 

Variety Non linearity, choice, differences, dynamic combat, 
varied AI, emergent tactics, varied delivery media 

Technical 
Implementation 

Well-designed camera, unobtrusive adverts, smooth 
frame rate, uniformity, freedom to behave as expected 

Cohesion Seamless integration, story related to gameplay, 
cohesive story, consistent style 

Maintenance Low hardware requirements, easy to maintain, 
independent of external software 

Price (value for 
money) 

Value for money, cost, add on cost, hardware cost 

Franchise Franchise, established genre 

Quantity Lots of good, not much bad 

Table 1. Characteristics of successful games by (Bond & Beale, 2009). 

Paavilainen (2010) has criticized game critiques as a data source for 
identifying usability problems. Game critiques have been written for a 
different purpose and audience, and even though they might report some 
playability problems, they do not report all of them because game 
critiques have an impact on the commercial success of a game (Jenkins, 
Lee, & Archambault, 2010). Zagal, Ladd and Johnson (2009) have studied 
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game critiques and identified nine themes (Description, Personal 
Experience, Reader Advice, Design Suggestion, Media Context, Game 
Context, Technology, Design Hypothesis and Industry) which are 
commonly discussed in game critiques. Although some of the themes are 
relevant for the playability point of view, they usually do not discuss 
aspects on the level that a usability expert would do, but the aspects are 
left on too high abstraction level. Therefore, using game critiques to 
determine playability heuristics is questionable. 

1.2.3 HEURISTIC EVALUATION METHOD 

Ling and Salvendy (2005) have explored previous work on the heuristic 
evaluation method and listed research directions that need more work. 
The research can be divided into four directions that are illustrated in 
Figure 2.  

The domain-specific heuristics research direction is located in the upper 
part of the triangle because this research direction has been the most active 
one and several heuristic sets have been developed for different domains. 
This will help achieve more precise and relevant evaluation results as the 
original heuristic set cannot cover the characteristics of the domain. (Ling 
& Salvendy, 2005). 

 

Figure 2. The research directions in the development of the expert review method. 

The second active research direction has been the evaluation method 
development, which is located in the middle of the triangle. This research 
direction focuses on extensions to the method and how they are applied to 
various domains. Muller, Matheson, Page and Gallup (1998) have 
introduced Participatory Heuristic Evaluation (PHE), which includes users 
of the target system as domain-specific specialists. Sears (1997) combined 

Domain-
Specific 

Heuristics 

Inspectors' 
Work 

Practices 

Evaluation 
Method 

Evaluation 
Tools 
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heuristic evaluation and another inspection method called cognitive 
walkthrough resulting in the heuristic walkthrough. Zhang, Basili and 
Shneiderman (1999) introduced perspective-based methods in which the 
evaluation session has been divided into several sub-sessions focusing on 
different aspects. Følstad, Anda and Sjøberg (2010) have studied the 
performance of work domain experts compared to usability experts. 

Another branch in the evaluation method research direction is to focus on 
different phases of the evaluation procedure. A typical evaluation includes 
four phases: pre-evaluation training, evaluation task, debriefing phase, 
and severity rating phase (Nielsen, 1994b). Currently, researchers try to 
improve the evaluation task, even though improving other phases would 
be useful as well (Ling & Salvendy, 2005). Some researchers have studied 
how to improve especially the reporting of usability problems and 
communicating them to developers (Lavery, Cockton, & Atkinson, 1997; 
Dumas, Molich, & Jeffries, 2004; Hvannberg, Law, & Lárusdóttir, 2007; 
Dumas & Loring, 2008). 

The Inspector’s Work Practices research direction is closely related to  
evaluation method development, but Ling and Salvendy (2008) state that 
more research is needed to study the applicability and effectiveness of the 
extended methods in different domains and how they affect the 
inspector’s cognitive process. They also propose that future research 
should explore the difference between novice and expert inspectors while 
they are using traditional or extended expert review methods to improve 
the method itself (Ling & Salvendy, 2005). This can help in understanding 
how the different phases of the procedure work and how they should be 
developed further. Even though the method is intended to be used by 
experts, who are familiar with the method, the heuristics and the domain 
they are inspecting, many evaluations are conducted by novice inspectors. 

The bottom right corner research direction is evaluation tools 
development to assist the inspectors to conduct evaluations more 
efficiently (Ling & Salvendy, 2005). According to my knowledge, this 
research direction has not been very active and most of the inspectors are 
still using paper and pencil to record their observations and then transfer 
them to electronic format when writing an evaluation report of the 
product. There is probably room for tool development which would help 
in the evaluation phase and especially in the severity rating phase. 

In this dissertation, I focus on three research directions. The first objective 
is to develop domain-specific heuristics for video game evaluations which 
are derived from the factors of the games that are important from the 
playability point of view. There are several studies indicating that domain-
specific heuristics are proven to be more effective in evaluations than 
traditional heuristics because they can capture the characteristics of the 
system (Baker, Greenberg, & Gutwin, 2002; Berry, 2003; Mankoff et al., 
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2003; Somervell & McCrickard, 2004; Zuk, Schlesier, Neumann, Hancock, 
& Carpendale, 2006). The second objective is to study the evaluation 
method itself to some extent to find out if game evaluations need some 
modifications to the original method. The final objective is to study novice 
and expert inspectors and their work practices in game evaluations to find 
out how these two inspector groups work in game evaluations. 

1.3 PLAYING GAMES ON MOBILE DEVICES 
There are multiple views on defining mobile games. For some people, a 
mobile game is a synonym for casual games which emphasize simplicity 
and acceptability in game design (Kultima, 2009) and gaming with mobile 
devices is seen to happen in passing moments and they are not objects of 
focused attention (Hall, 2005). Other people think that implementation 
technologies will define whether a game is a mobile game or not (Järvinen, 
2002b). Mobile games may refer to games that extend gaming to the real 
world environment and mobile devices are used to deliver information 
between the physical and the virtual worlds (Montola, Stenros, & Waern, 
2009). Maybe the most notable difference in mobile gaming compared to 
traditional gaming is that players do not have to reserve a time and place 
for playing games, but gaming happens anywhere at any time. 

Järvinen (2002b) stated that mobile game design needs to consider the 
purpose of the device and the context in which the device is used. In this 
sense, a game that is played on a mobile device is not necessarily a mobile 
game unless the characteristics of the device and the context are not 
included in the game concept. The number of such games on the market is 
not extensive, but smartphones have many technological enablers which 
open new and interesting possibilities for game design. Game researchers 
have experimented with these technologies and implemented games 
which use camera (Hakkarainen & Woodward, 2005; Suomela & Koivisto, 
2006), RFID tags (Rashid, Bamford, Coulton, Edwards, & Scheible, 2006), 
GPS (Global Positioning System) (Björk, Falk, Hansson, & Ljungstrand, 
2001; Sotamaa, 2002; Ballagas et al., 2007), Bluetooth radio (Peitz, 
Saarenpää, & Björk, 2007), Wi-Fi radio (Bell et al., 2006), and different 
kinds of sensors: accelerometer and gyroscope (Gilbertson, Coulton, 
Chehimi, & Vajk, 2008) to provide novel game mechanics.  

In HCI research, the term mobile context is often defined as a single entity 
in which mobile devices are used (Tamminen, Oulasvirta, Toiskallio, & 
Kankainen, 2004; Jumisko-Pyykkö & Vainio, 2010). Korhonen, Arrasvuori 
and Väänänen-Vainio-Mattila (2010) have defined eight context categories: 
environment, personal, task, social, spatio-temporal, device, service, and 
access network, which can be used to define the context of mobile product 
use. According to this, the device is a part of the context and therefore it 
always influences how the games are played. Bertini et al. (2009) have 
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concluded that the characteristics of the device such as small screen size, 
input devices, operating time (battery), network connectivity, computation 
resources (processor and memory) cause the biggest limitations from the 
device perspective. Probably the most obvious example of mobile games 
that use contextual information in game mechanics are location based 
games (Björk et al., 2001; Sotamaa, 2002; Benford et al., 2004). 

As a summary, I would argue that all games that are played on a mobile 
device are mobile games. Most of the games that we have evaluated 
during the years could be played on different platforms, but for us they 
were mobile games because we played them on mobile devices. There are 
also examples where the same game is available on different platforms. 
However, playing a game in a certain context with a mobile device will 
influence the experiences that the game provides for a player.  

1.4 MOBILE GAMES ON FEATURE PHONES AND SMARTPHONES 
The era of gaming on mobile phones started in 1997, when Nokia 
published its first mobile game called Snake on the Nokia 6110 mobile 
phone (Figure 3). The game is probably one of the most played mobile 
games and it was available on over 350 million mobile phones worldwide 
(Nokia, 2005b). The game was installed on the device to demonstrate its 
entertainment capabilities and data transfer speed through Infrared link. 

We started our mobile game evaluations 
in 2005 and we evaluated mobile games 
that were played both with feature phones 
and smartphones. During that time Nokia 
N-Gage (Figure 4) was a mobile phone, 
which was specifically designed for 
mobile games. Its industrial design 
differentiates this model from other 
mobile devices and it resembled old 
handheld game devices. There were also 
other models such as Nokia 6600, N73, 
and N81 that were used for playing games. 
Later on Nokia discontinued the N-Gage 
product category and transformed it to a 
mobile gaming service for smartphones. 
Through an online store it was possible to 

buy and download games directly on the devices. 

The main difference between older smartphones and current smartphones 
such as iPhone and Samsung Galaxy S is that a touch screen has replaced 
the keypad as an input device. Instead of pressing keys to control the 
avatar or navigating in the UI, a direct input method is used and the user 

Figure 3. Snake on Nokia 6110 
(www.youtube.com/unlokia, 2012) 
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taps directly on the screen. This has enabled bigger screens for devices as 
the whole A-cover can be reserved for the touch screen. Some playability 
heuristics presented in Section 5.4 reflect these older smartphones and 
their industrial design, but as long as these devices are used for gaming, 
the heuristics can also help inspectors to conduct the evaluation.  

 

Figure 4. Nokia N-Gage Models (Evan Amos, 2014). 

The evaluated games represented typical games from various game genres 
including adventure, action, puzzle, simulation, and strategy (Figure 5).  
Some games were commercial products developed by 3rd party developers. 
Nokia provided opportunities for game companies to release their games 
under the Nokia brand (Mäyrä, 2015). Some games were under 
development, which provided us with a possibility to give feedback to the 
developers based on the evaluations and see the impact of the 
improvements on playability. In order to study the context-awareness of 
mobile gaming, we developed our own game which included context 
information to game mechanics. 

 

Figure 5. Mobile games for feature phones and smartphones. 
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1.5 OBJECTIVE AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
Based on the previous work presented in Sections 1.1 and 1.2, it is possible 
to make some conclusions which define the objective of the study and 
furthermore, the relevant research questions. 

It is somewhat surprising that there are not many studies on playability 
and its influence on positive user experience. It is especially interesting to 
note that playability has not been defined even though it has been used 
extensively in the literature. Some indication of the elements that 
constitute playability can be seen in the domain-specific heuristic sets that 
several game designers have designed, but there still are no complete 
research findings.  

Therefore, we can make three observations: 

Observation 1: There is no common understanding of what we mean by 
playability, which will make defining domain-specific heuristics and their 
coverage difficult. 

Observation 2: Games require their own heuristics because the 
characteristics of games are not sufficiently covered in other heuristic sets.  

Observation 3: Utilizing the expert review method in game evaluations is 
clearly underestimated. Its potential is not fully understood compared to 
productivity software development projects where it is one of the most 
commonly used evaluation methods. 

When we combine these three observations, the motivation for our study 
becomes clear. First, there is a demand for a flexible evaluation method 
that could aid game designers to identify playability problems in the early 
stages of game development and provide useful information before user 
testing is a viable option. Second, to achieve effective inspections, we need 
to have a solid set of domain-specific heuristics that are targeted to 
evaluate video games. Third, mobile games have become a popular 
gaming platform which can provide as good a gaming experience as other 
gaming platforms do. 

I will explore the characteristics of playability to find out important 
aspects that are crucial for a positive game experience and transform these 
findings into heuristics that can be used to guide inspectors to evaluate 
mobile games with the expert review method. Nielsen (1993, p. 158) has 
said that heuristics are common rules that describe common properties of 
usable interfaces. Similarly, playability heuristics are targeted to describe 
common properties of playable games.  

Even though one of the observations is that usability inspection methods 
are underused in game evaluation, my intention is not to dismiss play 
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testing. Instead, as Nielsen has recommended, I would promote the use of 
both methods to evaluate products, or games in this context, and find as 
many playability problems as possible. There are several benefits in this 
approach. Earlier research has shown that both methods tend to find 
problems which may be overlooked by the other method (Jeffries, Miller, 
Wharton, & Kathy, 1991; Desurvire, Kondziela, & Atwood, 1992). The 
inspections can be used to clean up the design from “obvious” errors and, 
after redesign, user testing can be used to check the redesigned version 
and find the remaining problems that were not identified by the experts 
(Nielsen, 1993). This approach will not waste valuable external player 
resources. 

Based on the literature review of the previous studies and observations 
that can be made, there are three research questions emerging in this topic 
that I am going to explore in this dissertation. 

I. What issues constitute the playability of video games and mobile 
games particularly? 

II. What kinds of playability heuristics would support the analytical 
inspection of mobile games? 

III. What are the benefits and disadvantages of an analytical evaluation 
method compared to user-based evaluation methods in mobile 
game evaluations? 

In my research work, I will explore these research questions in multiple 
ways combining the knowledge of the human-computer interaction and 
the game research domains. The research objective is to develop a 
playability heuristic set that enables an analytical evaluation of mobile 
games using the expert review method. 

1.6 CONTRIBUTIONS 
The research produces three main contributions that address different 
aspects of my research questions and confirm the findings of previous 
research: 

1. Analytical research produces information that helps define the 
playability of video games and can be used to develop playability 
heuristics. It is assumed that this work shows what issues game 
designers and game researchers consider important when they are 
talking about playable games. Analytical research also combines 
important aspects from general usability research in the HCI domain 
that are common to all kinds of products and should be taken into 
account in game evaluations, as well. 
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2. The knowledge and information gained from the analytical research 
result in a set of playability heuristics that can be used in playability 
evaluations of video games and mobile games particularly using the 
expert review method.  

3. The series of experimental research produces evidence of how well  
expert review and playability heuristics specifically work in real game 
evaluations. The experiments show strengths and weaknesses of the 
playability heuristics that we have developed when they are 
compared with other playability heuristic sets and playtesting results. 

A tangible contribution of the research is a set of playability heuristics. 
The playability heuristics cover the user interface aspects which are 
relevant to all kinds of games. Another highly relevant aspect of playable 
games is game content, which is also covered by the heuristic set and it is 
common to all games. For mobile games, we need to cover both the 
context in which the games are played and the characteristics of the 
devices. For multi-player games, the social interaction of the players 
needs to be considered. These aspects give a comprehensive view of the 
playability of mobile games. The research results help in improving the 
quality of mobile gaming and entertainment applications on mobile 
devices in general. 

1.7 METHOD REVIEW 
This study is based on analytical and empirical research. The analytical 
part is focused on defining the playability of video games and finding out 
issues in game design that influence the playability of a game. It is based 
on a literature review of game design and usability research in Human-
Computer Interaction (HCI) areas. The objective was to identify the 
ontology of games from the playability point of view. 

The literature review of game design consists of game design literature 
that has been published after the year 2000. In addition, I have searched 
conference proceedings which have mentioned playability as one of their 
themes. The most notable international conferences are ACE (Advances in 
Computer Entertainment and Technology), CHI PLAY, DiGRA (Digital 
Game Research Association), FDG (Foundations of Digital Gaming), and 
Fun and Games. The literature search included conference proceedings 
that have been published after the year 2000.  

For the HCI research I have searched books, journals, and international 
conferences. I started the search from the year 1990, when the heuristic 
evaluation method was introduced. The search contained several digital 
libraries such as ACM Digital Library (ACM Press), SpringerLink 
(Springer), Science Direct (Elsevier), and Informa (Francis & Taylor). These 
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digital libraries include both journals and conference proceedings. In the 
recent years, some game research papers have also been published in the 
HCI conferences and journals and they have been included in the 
literature review. 

The primary search terms were playability, usability, analytical inspection 
method, heuristic, heuristic evaluation, expert review, evaluator and inspector. 
Other search terms were also used to find more specific articles. 

The empirical part of playability heuristic development consists of a series 
of mobile game evaluations using both the expert review and playtesting 
methods. The empirical research includes a) mobile game evaluations 
using playability heuristics, b) comparison studies in which inspectors 
used two different heuristics sets to evaluate a game, and c) comparison 
studies in which playtesting and inspection methods were used to 
evaluate the same mobile game. The objective was to verify the 
applicability of heuristics for playability evaluations. 

1.8 STRUCTURE OF THE DISSERTATION 
This dissertation consists of a summary and seven original articles 
published in conferences and journals. The summary will first guide the 
reader into issues that game designers and game researchers consider 
important when they are talking about playability in games.  

This is followed by discussion of evaluation methods that are used for 
evaluating games. Special emphasis is on the expert review method and 
how the procedure of conducting the evaluation differs from normal 
expert review when we are evaluating video games.  

The main contribution of the dissertation is presented in Section 5, which 
describes the playability heuristics for video games. The playability 
heuristics have been published in several publications, but due to 
limitations of publication formats it has not been possible to describe them 
well enough. This section corrects the shortcoming and describes in detail 
why each heuristic was included in the domain-specific heuristics for 
video games and mobile games particularly, and what lies behind the 
heuristics. 

In Section 6 I connect each of the separate publications to the context of the 
dissertation and explain their role in it. The dissertation ends with 
conclusions drawn from the studies and discusses the implications that 
the work hopefully has for practitioners in the game industry. 
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2 Playability of (Mobile) Video 
Games 

In productivity software, the quality of a product is defined by how well 
the product meets the requirements of the end-user regarding the tasks a 
user wants to do with the product (Courage & Baxter, 2005). A usable 
product supports the user’s needs to complete tasks with the product. ISO 
standard (ISO 9241-11, 1998, p. 6) defines product usability by three 
attributes. 

Extent to which a product can be used by specified users to 
achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and 
satisfaction in a specified context of use. 

The definition says that a product is usable when users can complete their 
tasks efficiently and they are satisfied with the results. In addition, when 
this happens in an intended context of use, the product can be considered 
successful. Nielsen (1993, p. 26) has defined additional dimensions 
affecting product usability which are related to when a user starts using a 
product and returns back to the product after some time:   

• Learnability: The system should be easy to learn so that the user 
can rapidly start getting some work done with the system. 

• Efficiency: The system should be efficient to use, so that once the 
user has learned the system, a high level of productivity is possible. 

• Memorability: The system should be easy to remember, so that the 
casual user is able to return to the system after some period of not 
having used it, without having to learn everything all over again. 
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• Errors: The system should have a low error rate, so that users make 
few errors during the use of the system, and so that if they do make 
errors they can easily recover from them. 

• Satisfaction: the product should be pleasant to use, so that users 
are subjectively satisfied when using it; they like it.  

Later on, other researchers have stated that the definition of usability 
should be expanded to cover emotional aspects of product use. This comes 
from the notion that functionality and usability of the product alone are 
not enough  to provide user satisfaction (Jordan, 2000, p. 5-6), but the 
product should provide experiences and pleasures that emerge from the 
use of the system (Jordan, 2000; Johnson & Wiles, 2003; Overbeeke, 
Djajadiningrat, Hummels, Wensveen, & Frens, 2003). Carroll (2004) has 
stated that the definition of usability should be expanded to include 
aspects that surprise and challenge users. The aspects that attract, capture 
and hold the users’ attention in a certain context make the use of the 
system fun.  

Although it is unlikely that the definition of usability would change, it is 
interesting to use these notions as a basis when we start defining what 
playability means in game design. The main objective of video games is to 
entertain end-users and make the “system” fun to use and provide 
different kinds of experiences and pleasures. In HCI, emotional aspects 
have been studied in user experience research (e.g. Hassenzahl, 2003; 
Bernhaupt, Boldt, Mirlacher, Wilfinger, & Tscheligi, 2007; Desmet & 
Hekkert, 2007) and they have received more and more attention nowadays. 

Game researchers have argued that similar criteria for good usability 
should not be used when we talk about evaluating the quality of games 
and other entertainment products. Federoff (2002, p. 8) argues that 
efficiency and effectiveness are not feasible criteria for game evaluations 
because they refer to productivity and playing games is an escape from 
productivity. However, this argument can be challenged because some 
games require players to work very hard and be productive in developing 
their avatars to a maximum level and start enjoying the game (McGonigal, 
2011, p. 53-54). Further, McGonical (2011, p. 297-298) argues that games 
can teach us skills (taking a long view, ecosystems thinking, and pilot 
experimentation) that help us solving real-world problems. 

Pagulayan, Keeker, Wixon, Romero and Fuller (2003) have listed the 
differences between productivity software and games. According to them, 
productivity software is a tool and the design intention is to make tasks 
easier, more efficient, less error-prone, and increase the quality of the 
results. Games, instead, are intended to be pleasurable to play and 
sufficiently challenging. 
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2.1 PLAYABILITY ≠ USABILITY 
In game design literature, the term playability is rarely used, and in 
particular, it does not have a similar visibility as usability has in HCI 
literature. Some game researchers have discussed or mentioned 
playability  (Järvinen et al., 2002; Egenfeldt-Nielsen et al., 2008), but their 
definitions for playability are mainly abstract, confusing, or otherwise 
obscure which does not help in providing a clear view of what playability 
means in games.  

For example, Egenfeldt-Nielsen et al. (2008) have stated that during the 
alpha version of a game, testing is focused on issues concerning ease-of-
use and playability. Unfortunately, their definition for playability is rather 
unexplanatory and contains circular references.  It says “a game must be 
as easy as possible to use (i.e. have high usability) but must of course be 
fun and appropriately challenging rather than easy to play (i.e. must have 
high playability, be attractive to play)” (Egenfeldt-Nielsen et al., 2008, p. 
19). In this definition, they mainly repeat the basic principle of usability 
coupled with the fun and challenge requirements of a game. Ease-of-use is 
both outside and inside the definition of playability. It seems that they 
have wanted to focus on traditional usability aspects and supplement that 
with basic requirements for video games. Another confusing aspect in this 
definition is that high playability of a game means difficulty of playing (as 
opposed to easy to play). Presumably, they mean that a game should be 
appropriately challenging, but the choice of words is not very elegant.  

Fabricatore et al. (2002) say that playability is determined by a possibility 
of understanding or controlling the gameplay and any non-functional 
aspect of the design cannot balance or replace poor playability. 
Fabricatore’s definition is another example of a description that does not 
describe what playability means, and it is quite limited, focusing only on 
the gameplay aspect. Snow (2007) has listed basic principles that are 
relevant from the playability point of view. Control mechanisms that are 
used to interact with the gameworld should be flexible and customizable 
and the player should be able to control game flow and narrative elements 
in the game. 

According to Järvinen et al. (2002), playability is a qualitative term which 
is used for design and evaluation purposes. It refers to guidelines on how 
to design a game that achieves the desired gameplay or social 
entertainment. They conclude that playability is a collection of criteria 
which can be used to evaluate gameplay or interaction. The definition 
points towards the right direction in saying that playability is a 
multifaceted issue to be evaluated in games. In addition, Järvinen et al. 
note that playability could be regarded as a similar research discipline as 
usability has been in HCI. 
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Another observation from the work of Järvinen et al. (2002) is that in their 
definition playability is a four-fold concept which consists of a) functional, 
b) structural, c) social, and d) audiovisual components. Each of these 
components is focused on different aspects of gameplay or their influence 
on gameplay (Table 2). 

Playability 
Component 

Description 

Functional  Functional playability concentrates on how well the 
control peripherals and their configuration meet the 
requirements of the gameplay. 

Structural  Structural playability consists of rules, patterns and 
structures and of how interaction between a player and 
these aspects happens in a game. 

Social  Social playability explores social practices in media use 
that the product is suitable for in different contexts of use 
and cultures. 

Audiovisual  Audiovisual playability explores the style and appearance 
of a game and how it relates to the functional and 
structural components. 

Table 2. Components of playability (Järvinen et al., 2002). 

Järvinen et al. do not give any detailed definitions for any of these 
components, but they still give some indication of what kinds of aspects 
should be evaluated when inspecting the playability of games. 

An interesting point by Järvinen et al. (2002) is that depending on the 
product under evaluation, some of these components might have a bigger 
role than others which will allow for more flexibility in evaluation.  They 
also recognize the variety of video games and other entertainment 
products. We have adopted this same principle when defining our 
playability heuristics. The heuristic set should be flexible and it should 
support a partial evaluation of focusing only on certain parts of the game 
or certain aspects of the game design. 

Probably one of the most advanced definitions for playability so far can be 
found in the Usability Glossary (2002) which defines playability as follows:  

The degree to which a game is fun to play and usable, with an 
emphasis on the interaction style and plot-quality of the game; 
the quality of gameplay. Playability is affected by the quality of 
the storyline, responsiveness, pace, usability, customizability, 
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control, intensity of interaction, intricacy, and strategy, as well 
as the degree of realism and the quality of graphics and sound.  

The main message of this definition is that there are multiple aspects that 
need to be covered by playability. On the other hand, the definition gives 
a very detailed list of topics that playability covers leaving the definition 
vulnerable for exceptions or expansions that many researchers can easily 
think of. 

In productivity software, a usable product does not only mean efficiency 
and effectiveness of interaction and the user’s satisfaction. The term has 
also been used to describe the operating efficiency of the system and the 
response time of the network (Chandler & Finney, 2005). Similarly, the 
term playability has been used in some different meanings in media 
studies or game critiques.  

According to Kücklich (2004), game critiques in game magazines relate 
playability to replayability which means the capability of the game to 
provide enjoyment for a player over an extended period of time. Kücklich 
states that, in this sense, playability is an ambiguous term, because 
replaying the game is influenced by a player’s motivation to return to the 
same game. In his own studies, playability is related to a combination of 
interaction of a user and the attitude and expectations towards the 
medium (Kücklich, 2004).  

In some cases, game researchers have used the term game usability when 
they are referring to the playability of games (Fabricatore et al., 2002; 
Isbister & Schaffer, 2008; Pinelle et al., 2008a), and tried to define 
playability through usability. Federoff considers that game usability is 
defined by the game interface and playability is a game mechanic 
(Federoff, 2002). Although game usability sounds like a familiar term and 
is recognizable by many persons, it may cause confusion or insufficient 
definitions which merely concentrate on the usability aspects that are 
specific for games, but it does not specify that there are specific gameplay 
aspects that are needed in the definition, as well. 

Federoff (2002) has found in her study that there are difficulties in 
understanding the term usability itself among game developers. It is 
important for usability persons to use language that is understandable to 
game developers. The lack of terminological understanding has 
sometimes led to a common misunderstanding of game usability or use of 
playability heuristics in game evaluations. Pagulayan et al. (2003) have 
said that the problem of misunderstanding the term is visible in situations 
where challenging gameplay and a usability problem are mixed up. 
Games are supposed to be challenging for players, but the challenge 
should not come from frustrating usability problems that appear in the 
user interface. The reason for this confusion is that usability guidelines are 
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only meant for evaluating the user interface, but game evaluations must 
cover gameplay, as well.    

In summary, it is quite interesting that game research literature has not 
defined playability in detail. Sometimes it feels that playability has been 
taken into the vocabulary without really knowing what it covers, how it 
should be understood, or where it should be used. Although there is not 
an urgent need to have a formal definition for playability as it is done for 
usability in the ISO standard, it is still useful to explore its dimensions and 
define the term, because it will then help in understanding, for example, 
playability heuristics better. This was also a question that we asked when 
we started our project for developing playability heuristics. 

Even though I have complained here on the lack of definition of 
playability, there are still several indications of issues that can be 
considered relevant for playability in game design. Game researchers have 
defined playability heuristics and game design literature is full of excellent 
books on how games should be designed. These will give hints for 
defining playability. I will explore some of the available literature further 
and start formulating a definition of playability which will then be used to 
define playability heuristics. 

2.2 PLAYABILITY INFLUENCES PLAYER EXPERIENCE 
The relationship between playability and player experience is similar to 
the relationship between usability and user experience. Good usability or 
playability should not be the ultimate goal of the product design, but it is 
still a necessary step towards positive experience as good usability or 
playability helps in achieving positive user or player experience of the 
product or game. Game researchers and game designers have focused on 
determining player experience and what the components in game design 
affecting positive player experience are. However, some aspects are more 
closely related to playability than to player experience. 

Federoff (2002) suggested in her master’s thesis that satisfaction should 
have a central role in game evaluations, since the game design objective is 
to entertain the players. Satisfaction in games could be defined as the 
games being fun, containing immersive environments and providing 
compelling experiences for players (Federoff, 2002). Game researchers 
have not discussed so much about the satisfaction of the players, but they 
have explored player experience before, during, and after the play session, 
and say that after the players have played a game, their post-game 
experience should reflect satisfaction (Poels, de Kort, & Ijsselsteijn, 2007). 

From the evaluation point of view, I identified two prerequisites, which 
are relevant before player experience can be assessed (Figure 6) together 
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with Elina Koivisto (Nokia, 2006). They are derived from the observations 
when we conducted game evaluations on mobile devices.  

Any difficulty with the stability of hardware or software components will 
make the evaluation of a game more difficult and possibly hide the 
potential of the game. The stability of the gaming platform is a foundation 
on which positive player experiences will be built. Stability means that 
there are no malfunctions such as crashes and jams which would prevent 
playing the game, disconnections, or server-side latency. Mulligan and 
Patrovsky (2003) point out that players will have little patience with these 
kinds of problems. By a gaming platform we mean the device and the 
software architecture which is used to play the game. The hardware 
consists of different components of the device such as processor, memory, 
display, input devices and other components. The software architecture 
includes the operating system, drivers, and different engines which are a 
part of the game mechanics.  

The second prerequisite is playability. In order to evaluate the playability 
of a game prototype, it should include the main game concept and design 
elements such as a user interface, game mechanics and a view of the 
gameworld. Finally, when both prerequisites are met, we can start 
evaluating the player experience before, during, and after the play session. 

 

Figure 6. Steps leading to a positive player experience. 

There are different kinds of experiences that a player can experience with 
games. The pre-game experience is generated from the activities that a 
player takes before the first play session can start. This phase typically 
includes finding an interesting game and preparing the game for a game 
session (Kultima & Stenros, 2010). Pre-game experiences have not been 
studied extensively because they happen before play sessions (Kultima & 
Stenros, 2010). However, there is some evidence of positive correlation 
between pre-game activities and player experience. In one study, prior 
exposure to the background story of the avatar has resulted in a positive 
influence on the player experience (Park, Lee, Jin, & Kang, 2010). The in-

Platform Stability 
•Software Architecture 
•Hardware 

Playability 
•User Interface 
•Gameplay 

Player Experience 
•Pre-game experience 
•In-game experence 
•Post-game experience 
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game experience is influenced by the events that the player confronts 
during play sessions. Perceived challenge and the story of the game as 
well as the objectives that the player has in the game will influence in-
game experiences. The post-game experience is the result of memories of 
the game events that the player processes after the play session. Norman 
(2009) has said that the users’ memories of the use of the system are the 
most important experiences because they will last longer.  

Some player experience research gives a more precise view on the aspects 
that players expect from games. For example, Sweetser and Wyeth (2005) 
have defined a framework which contains eight components which are 
critical for enjoyment after gaming. These components are: 

1. Concentration 
2. Challenge 
3. Player Skills 
4. Control 

5. Clear Goals 
6. Feedback 
7. Immersion 
8. Social Interaction 

 
As we can see, some components such as control and feedback are related 
to user interface elements, while other components, such as clear goals 
and challenge, are related to the gameplay. Finally, there are components 
describing desired states of the player (Immersion) and social interaction 
as they are playing the game. 

Salen and Zimmerman (2004) have used Flow Theory (Csikszentmihalyi, 
1991) to describe player experience. They have divided eight components 
that used to describe optimal experience of a user into two categories 
which are the effects of the flow state and flow’s prerequisites. The 
interesting part for the playability definition point of view is the 
prerequisites, because they can be seen as defining factors related to how 
playability influences player experience positively. These four components 
are: 

• Challenging activity 
• Clear goals 
• Clear feedback 
• The paradox of having control in an uncertain situation. 

 
These four elements need to be designed into games to evoke a positive 
player experience. Interestingly, all components can be found on Sweetser 
and Wyeth’s list as well. Salen and Zimmerman published their book 
earlier, but it is unclear whether Sweetser and Wyeth knew about the 
work. 

Salen and Zimmerman have also studied aspects outside Flow Theory and 
found out that in role-playing games rewards are one of the important 
aspects that influence player experience. Rewards will influence a player’s 
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motivation and the choices that a player makes in the game (Salen & 
Zimmerman, 2004). There are four general types of rewards (Hallford & 
Hallford, 2001,  p. 157-160).  

1. Rewards of Glory: Items that players receive, but they don’t have 
impact on the gameplay. 

2. Rewards of Sustenance: Items that help players maintain their 
avatar’s status quo and keep all the things they have gained in the 
game. 

3. Rewards of Access: The player gets access to new locations or 
resources that were previously inaccessible. 

4. Rewards of Facility: Enables a player’s avatar to do things they 
could not do before or enhance abilities that they already possessed. 

 
Although these categories are from role-playing games, they are 
applicable to other types of games as well, because most game mechanics 
include some kind of a rewarding system. 

Another concept that Salen and Zimmerman promote in good game 
design is meaningful play. It means that goals, challenge and uncertainty  of 
a game provide a context within which choices are integrated and become 
meaningful (Salen & Zimmerman, 2004).  

2.3 MEANINGFUL PLAY 
Falstein (2005) analyses meaningful play through a structure and elements 
of the game and their effects on player experience. The basic game 
structure divides the challenge and broadness of a game into meaningful 
choices that a player makes in the game. Schell (2008, p. 179) argues that 
game design must provide choices that have real impact on what happens 
next. Falstein (2005, p. 81) cites a well-known game designer Sid Meier 
who has said that “a great game is a series of interesting and meaningful 
choices made by a player in pursuit of a clear and compelling goal.” If a 
player believes that one alternative is better than another to reach a goal, 
then it is a meaningful choice for the player (Falstein, 2005). Schell (2008) 
says that meaningful choices for a player lead them to ask themselves 
questions about how they want to play the game. 

In game design, it is easy to offer meaningless choices. Functionally 
meaningless choices are often related to the selection of game items. A 
game might include multiple similar game items, but if they work equally 
well to accomplish a goal, the selection is meaningless from the player’s 
point of view (Falstein, 2005; Schell, 2008).  However, it should be noted 
that meaningful choices are sometimes subjective and the selection 
between functionally identical game items can be a meaningful choice, if it 
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contributes to a player-generated goal, e.g. customizing the game 
character to look according to a certain style (Falstein, 2005). 

The second type of meaningless choice is related to interaction with Non-
Player Characters (NPCs). If the player can act differently in the dialogues 
and either insult, flatter or ignore a game character, but the responses are 
always identical, then it could be said that the choices are narratively 
meaningless (Falstein, 2005).  

An ideal game structure emphasizes the choices a player needs to make 
and what the consequences of those choices are. The player should start 
with just a few choices that lead to more (Falstein, 2005). Then the game 
design starts to narrow those choices back to a single choice the player 
must accomplish.  This core structure is called a convexity because of its 
outwardly curving shape as shown in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7. A Single Convexity (Falstein, 2005) Circles represent the possible choices. 

The single convexity can be repeated in a game to form a series of 
convexities (Figure 8) and there are usually also overlapping  convexities 
which will then provide varying paces and challenges for players in the 
game and provide different tasks to complete at the same time. The 
layered structure of the convexities ensures that a player always has 
compelling short-term goals available that provide plenty of meaningful 
choices to make at all times (Falstein, 2005). 

 

Figure 8. A series of Convexities (Falstein, 2005).  
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This kind of a structure is effective both from the player’s and the game 
designer’s perspectives. For a player, the structure gives plenty of choices 
where things can happen in any order and provides a feeling of freedom. 
From the developer’s point of view, there are places where you can 
provide game critical narrative or introduction of new things logically 
(Falstein, 2005). Even in sandbox games this structure is visible, because 
there needs to be new game elements which become available as the 
gameworld develops and unfolds (Breslin, 2009). 

The series of convexities will also influence the challenge of the game. It 
allows the gradual increase of difficulty with each successive level or 
specific areas with tougher challenges for the players to master (Falstein, 
2005). Falstein recommends that although there should be increased 
difficulty in a game, it is advisable to have the challenge increase 
sometimes faster and sometimes slower (Falstein, 2005,  p. 90). Changing 
the challenge level will influence the pace and allow the player to learn 
new skills better and practice them before they are required in the game. 

Next I will take a look at how some well-known game designers have 
pointed out important aspects in game design for creating a playable 
game. 

2.4 THE ELEMENTS OF A GAME 
When we look at games, we should be able to identify some basic 
elements that form a game and are always present in one way or another. 
The basic elements can be used in the formulation of playability heuristics 
because they indicate the most important parts of successful games. 
Several game researchers and game designers have introduced these 
elements.  

One of the well-known models is the MDA (Mechanics, Dynamics, 
Aesthetics) model by Hunicke, LeBlanc and Zubek (2004). The model only 
considers the gameplay aspects of the game design and it is used to 
conceptualize the dynamic behavior of the game system and its impact on 
player experience (LeBlanc, 2006). Here, aesthetics refer to different 
experiences rather than an audio-visual perception of the game.  

Rollings and Adams break down game design into three areas: core 
mechanics, storytelling, and interactivity (Rollings & Adams, 2003,  p. 8-
13). Their model differs from the MDA model slightly because it includes 
a storytelling part. Interactivity refers to interaction with the core 
mechanics and the graphics of a game (Rollings & Adams, 2003). 

Fullerton et al. (2008) have explored game design from a play-centric 
perspective. They have identified several common elements that are 
typical for games. They have divided these into two groups: formal (e.g. 
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Objective, Procedures, and Rules) and dramatic (e.g. Challenge, Premise, 
Character, and Story) elements. Although their structure of elements is not 
a model as such, it can be used to identify possible aspects that should be 
covered by playability heuristics.  

The most feasible model from our perspective comes from Schell (2008,  p. 
41-42) which was selected for the basis of the playability heuristic 
definition. Schell’s model contains four distinct elements which are 
interconnected and dependent on each other. In addition, the model 
consists of elements which take a holistic view of game design. The four 
basic elements are:  

• Mechanics are the procedures and rules of the game. Mechanics 
describe the goals of the game and how players can try to achieve 
those goals.  

• Story is the sequence of events that unfolds in the game. Sometimes 
story refers to a theme of the game, if the game does not have a 
storyline. A story or a theme is often used to clarify game 
mechanics to the players and an interesting theme or story will 
make a game more engaging. 

• Aesthetics describe how a game looks, sounds, and feels. 
Aesthetics are an incredibly important aspect of the game design 
since they have the most direct relationship with a player’s 
experience.  

• The technology that is chosen for a game enables one to do certain 
things and prohibits one from doing other things. The technology is 
essentially the medium in which the aesthetics take place, in which 
the mechanics will occur, and through which the story will be told.  
 

All these elements are important for game design and they need to be in 
balance. Further, they all have equally powerful effect on player 
experience (Schell, 2008, p. 43). For game designers, it is important to 
understand how these elements interrelate with one another, but it is 
equally important to consider how they relate to the game experience 
(Schell, 2008). Bickford (1997, p. 178) has described that the goal is to keep 
a player “in play as long and as deeply as possible”.  

2.4.1 MECHANICS 

Mechanics are the internal part of a game and a player does not experience 
them directly. Mechanics are also called the game engine or the physics of 
the gameworld (Clanton, 2000) because they contain all the data about the 
game’s story, its rules, and its current state (Adams & Rollings, 2007, p. 
224). Schell describes six basic mechanics for video games: space, objects 
(with attributes and states), actions, rules (including goals), skills (of the 
player), and chance (Schell, 2008, p. 130-169). Mechanics define the 
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relationship among entities and the events, and the conditions that trigger 
events and processes (Adams & Rollings, 2007). 

Adams and Rollings have presented six tasks that mechanics usually do in 
a game (Adams & Rollings, 2007, p. 320): 

1. Presents active challenges to the player specified by the level design. 
2. Receives player actions from the UI and implements their effects. 
3. Operates artificial intelligence (AI) of non-player characters and 

artificial opponents. 
4. Keeps track of the current gameplay mode and switches modes 

whenever the mode change occurs. 
5. Transmits triggers to the storytelling engine when in-game events 

or dramatically significant player actions occur. 
6. Operates the internal economy of the game by defining how the 

game or the player creates, distributes, and consumes the goods on 
which the game bases its economy. 

 
As a summary, mechanics define how the gameworld operates and how 
everything in it will behave (Clanton, 1998; Adams & Rollings, 2007). 

The critical point from the game design perspective is how the mechanics 
work together and how they provide a good player experience. There 
should be a limited number of operative actions for a player in a game. 
Too many actions, especially those that do not interact with each other 
well, can lead to a game that is bloated, confusing, and inelegant (Schell, 
2008). The players do not know what the mechanics are and can only 
interpret the functionality of the mechanics from the way the game 
behaves (Adams & Rollings, 2007).  

2.4.2 GAME STORY AND AVATAR 

Game story is an important part of the player experience and it is used to 
create a premise (or fiction) of a game (Fullerton et al., 2004) or it can 
provide a theme that gives a flavor to the game (Falstein, 2005). The story 
can also direct choices that a player makes in the game (Falstein, 2005).  

Game premises can be complex as in the case of character and story-based 
games. The story can make a player feel that the player is inside the story 
and is affecting its flow and events (Adams & Rollings, 2007). 
Alternatively, the story may be little more than an abstract metaphor that 
allows people to manipulate game items in some understandable way, like 
arranging shapes in Tetris or stacking colored balls in Magical Drop (Barry, 
2005). Depending on the game, the importance of the story changes 
(Federoff, 2002). 

Another objective for the story or the theme is to make activities that are 
done in the gameworld plausible to a player. A game may contain 
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unrealistic things, which are needed to make the game more accessible for 
the players (Schell, 2008). The story can also be used to describe the 
unusual game mechanics and explain actions and rules that may 
otherwise be confusing to the player (Barry, 2005; Schell, 2008). Of course, 
the plausibility of the story is subjective, which creates a challenge for 
story writers. If the fiction in the game is beyond what a player is willing 
to accept, then the story fails to enhance the player experience (Barry, 
2005).  

Game avatars are also an important part of the game and its story. Players 
and humans in general have an ability to project themselves into an avatar 
(Schell, 2008, p. 312). This will usually create an emotional link between 
the game avatar and the player (Falstein, 2005). In a proper emotional state, 
if something happens to the avatar, the player feels as if it happened to 
him (Schell, 2008). The projection can happen with any kind of object; 
human form or an artificial object (Schell, 2008).  

2.4.3 AESTHETICS 

Game aesthetics have an important role in influencing the player 
experience and aesthetic considerations make the experience more 
enjoyable (Schell, 2008). In game studies, there are different interpretations 
of what game aesthetics mean (Niedenthal, 2009). They can be understood 
as sensory stimuli that players encounter in a game through visual, aural 
and haptic sensors. Game aesthetic can also refer to the aspects of digital 
games that are shared with other art forms and thus, games can be 
generalized and compared to them (Niedenthal, 2009). Third perspective 
is to refer to game aesthetics when we are talking about pleasures, 
emotions and the sociability of games (Niedenthal, 2009).  

From the playability evaluation point of view, it is most useful to evaluate 
the aesthetic aspects as sensory stimuli that game designers have included 
in a game. Games typically provide visual features as a form of artworks. 
Beautiful artwork can draw a player into the game and provide artistically 
pleasurable experiences (Desmet & Hekkert, 2007; Theng, Ho, & Wee, 
2008). It can make the gameworld feel solid and real and the player can 
take the game theme and story more seriously when the artwork supports 
the game (Schell, 2008). Auditory features have a strong emotional 
influence on users (Garris, Ahlers, & Driskell, 2002). Auditory features 
have a similar effect on the game world as graphics. In addition, they are 
used to provide additional feedback to players in the user interface. As 
technology has evolved, tactile features start to appear in games (Tan & 
Jansz, 2008). Tactile features will deepen the visual and aural elements in 
games.  

2.4.4 GAME TECHNOLOGY 

Schell (2008, p. 405) talks about foundational and decorational technologies 
and the importance of understanding the difference between these two. 
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Foundational technologies are the ones that make new kinds of 
experiences possible. Foundational technologies can be new interaction 
styles, things that improve the usability of a product, a new piece of 
technology such as a touch screen or a Near Field Communication (NFC) 
chip on mobile phones, or a new medium type such as CD-ROM and DVD 
which increased the storage space for game content in earlier days. 
Decorational technologies just make existing experiences better (Schell, 
2008). Schell gives an example of ragdoll physics that make avatars move 
without predefined animations. This was previously used as decorational 
technology, but it can also be seen as a foundational technology in many 
games. 

2.4.5 THE INTERACTION BETWEEN GAME ELEMENTS 

The main point of playability evaluation is to evaluate the interaction 
between a player and the game elements. Mäyrä (2008, p. 17) presents that 
every game has a core (gameplay) and a shell (symbolic presentations) 
that operate on the gaming platform. The whole structure of the game 
elements (Figure 9) needs to be considered when evaluating and analyzing 
games. Each of them is a possible source of playability problems, which 
are either seen directly or through another game element. 

 

Figure 9. The interaction between game elements. 

The player interacts with the game mechanics through a user interface, 
which plays a crucial role for providing immersive interactivity for a 
player (Schell, 2008). It consist of input devices to control the game avatar, 
and output devices that provide game information for a player (Clanton, 
2000). The input and output devices can be either software or hardware 
components. Sanchez-Crespo Dalmau (1999) states that interfaces are 
considered best if the player does not notice them or they are considered 
otherwise invisible. In an immersive environment, a user should forget 
that they are participating through a medium (Federoff, 2002). Although 
the interface is not the main aspect of user satisfaction in games, a poorly 
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constructed interface can keep a player from enjoying the gameplay 
(Shelley, 2001).  

Gameplay interacts with both the user interface and the gaming platform. 
The most notable parts of the gameplay are the mechanics and the story. 
Gameplay includes problems and challenges that a player faces and wins 
in a game (Federoff, 2002). Scoring and rewards are considered to be a part 
of gameplay (Clanton, 2000). Gameplay also defines the pace and the 
cognitive effort that the player needs to make. Gameplay receives input 
commands from the player through the user interface and the gaming 
platform and processes them in the game engines. The results of the 
actions are presented to the player using output devices. 

The gaming platform enables interaction between the player and the 
gameplay. The gaming platform consist of the available processing power, 
memory, a graphical accelerator, network connection or other features of 
the platform. Sometimes limited resources can influence the gaming 
experience. If the game, for example, consumes too many resources to 
present the current graphical settings of the game or the gaming platform 
is busy in processing some other tasks, it will cause delays in the 
gameplay and create frustration for the players. Another important task is 
to maintain the connection between the gaming device and external game 
servers or other devices. Many games are not standalone products 
anymore, but include social interaction which enables interaction with 
other players. The stability of the network connections and speed are 
essential factors forming the player experience in multi-player games.   

2.5 COMPONENTS FORMING THE PLAYABILITY OF A GAME 
In the previous section, we discussed basic game elements (User Interface, 
Gameplay, and Gaming Platform) and how a player interacts with these 
elements. Playability issues usually emerge if either game elements are 
confusing or unclear for the player or the interaction with the game 
elements turns out to be difficult. All game elements should be covered in 
a playability inspection. It is evident that playability should be understood 
as a broader term than usability because it needs to cover multiple aspects 
of a game. Moreover, multiple elements implicate that playability should 
be defined by using a multifaceted description. 

The playability of a game is related to challenge, fun, intuitiveness, and 
unobtrusiveness. Social interaction in multi-player games and possibly 
some other aspects will also affect playability. Based on the three 
components presented above, we define playability in video games as 
follows: 
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A game has good playability when the user interface is intuitive and 
the gaming platform is unobtrusive, so that the player can 
concentrate on playing the game. Fun and challenge are created 
through gameplay when it is understandable, suitably difficult and 
engaging.  

This definition will help us start defining playability heuristics because 
now we have topics that should be covered in the heuristics. In the 
following sections, we will describe each of the components and look in 
more detail at specific aspects which affect playability. Playability 
heuristics and their descriptions are presented in Section 5. 

2.5.1 THE GAMING PLATFORM 

The gaming platform is the component through which a player interacts 
with the technology elements of a game. The game designer usually does 
not have much control over the gaming platform, but the design must be 
adjusted to the capabilities of the platform. 

There are three typical platforms which are used for playing video games: 

• On game consoles games are played with dedicated controllers 
which have a limited number of buttons. The games are played in 
front of the TV screen (preferably HD televisions). 

• PC games most commonly use standard input devices such as a 
mouse and a keyboard. The output device is a monitor which has a 
good resolution. It is also possible to use dedicated controllers such 
as a driving wheel for some games, but most games are played with 
a mouse and a keyboard. 

• On mobile phones, a player uses input devices that are integrated 
into the device itself. It can consist of an ITU-12 keypad, a touch 
screen, or a full QWERTY keypad with remarkably smaller keys 
than on a normal keyboard. In early days, there was a joystick 
mounted on top of the mobile phone keypad to make playing on 
mobile phones more convenient (Figure 10). Today, touch enabled 
devices have become mainstream and this allows direct 
manipulation of objects on the screen.  
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Figure 10. Joystick mounted on a mobile phone (http://mobil.idnez.cz, 2001). 

Although input and output devices are included in the user interface 
component, they have a relationship to the gaming platform as well 
because the gaming platform defines its typical input and output devices. 
The game designer needs to take the characteristics of the input and 
output devices into account and it is advisable to design for the default 
control devices. Specialized control devices should be used only when 
they significantly enhance the player experience or the game intentionally 
exploits new technologies (Adams & Rollings, 2007).  

2.5.2 THE USER INTERFACE 

A game can have innovative gameplay, astonishing artwork and story, but 
a smooth and intuitive user interface completes the player’s perception of 
the game (Adams & Rollings, 2007). The user interface is also called the 
presentation layer as it makes the game visible and audible to a player 
(Adams & Rollings, 2007).  

The user interface implements two important aspects of a game: 
interaction model and perspective (Adams & Rollings, 2007). The 
interaction model determines how the player interacts with the 
gameworld. The user interface delivers the player’s commands from the 
input devices and interprets them as actions in the gameworld passing 
those actions to the mechanics (Adams & Rollings, 2007). Perspective 
determines how the player sees the gameworld and how the camera 
behaves (Adams & Rollings, 2007). There are a few main perspective 
modes that are used in most games (Järvinen, 2002a). 

The user interface also presents data from the game mechanics to the 
player in visible and audible forms (Adams & Rollings, 2007). The 
challenge of user interface design is to select which data is presented in the 
user interface and how game state changes are communicated to the 
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player. Some game states can be public, limited visibility, private or 
random. Games that force players to be aware of too many states can 
confuse and overwhelm the players (Schell, 2008). 

Game user interfaces are unique compared to other software applications. 
The main difference is that most software applications are tools and 
usability criteria of such tools is to allow the user maximum control, 
information visibility and flexibility of doing tasks. In addition, the user 
should be able to enter and create data and clearly see the results (Benyon, 
Turner, & Turner, 2005). In video games, the user interface should also 
provide control, information visibility and flexibility, but not to the same 
extent as in productivity software. There are lots of things happening in 
the mechanics that are hidden from the player. The user interface mediates 
between the internal parts of a game and the player, creating a player 
experience for the player which communicates the gameplay and 
storytelling in an exciting and engaging manner. 

Another difference between the user interface of video games and other 
software applications is that for video games user interface design rarely 
follows any established conventions and every game usually has its own 
user interface style. Game designers are urging innovation in user 
interface design because innovation is greatly valued in almost all aspects 
of game design: theme, gameworld, storytelling, art, sound and gameplay 
(Adams & Rollings, 2007). 

2.5.3 GAMEPLAY 

Gameplay is the core of what a game truly is (Schell, 2008). Gameplay is 
also the most determinant feature influencing the playability of a game 
(Karvonen, 2005, p. 153). Gameplay is about the challenges and actions the 
players take to achieve goals and get rewards that exist in a game. 
Narrative is used to explain the environment and the things that happen 
in the game. All gameplay aspects are hidden from the player at first and 
revealed piece by piece as a response to the player’s actions. This makes 
games unique compared to other software applications. 
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3 Evaluation Methods 

Product designs are typically evaluated by using user-based testing and 
inspection methods. In the former method, participants from the target 
user group are brought to a usability laboratory and their performance is 
observed during a task completion. In inspection methods, the evaluation 
is conducted by experts who go through the product systematically and 
report identified problems.  

Cockton and Woolrych (2002) questioned whether products should be 
evaluated using either a user testing or inspection methods, but the fact is 
that neither of the methods is better than the other and both types of 
methods are useful for their own purposes. Preece  et al. (2007, p. 427) also 
cite Nielsen as stating that usability inspection methods should be used 
together with user-based testing to get more comprehensive evaluations. 

In game evaluations, user-based testing is dominating and game design 
literature describes playtesting as a preferable method for evaluating 
games (Rouse, 2001; Fullerton et al., 2004; Schell, 2008). However, HCI 
researchers have concluded that usability inspection methods can provide 
valuable feedback to designers (Molich, Kaasgaard, & Karyukin, 2004; 
Dumas & Loring, 2008), and they can be more agile during a game 
development project. 

3.1 USABILITY INSPECTION METHODS 
The interest for developing evaluation methods that do not involve users 
from the target user group was initiated in the 1990s as there was a need 
to cut the costs of usability testing. One of the first workshops about the 
usability inspection methods was organized at the ACM Human-
Computer Interaction conference (CHI) in 1992 by Robert Mack and Jakob 
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Nielsen (1993). The first two inspection methods were heuristic evaluation 
and cognitive walkthrough (Nielsen, 1994b). Since then, the set of 
inspection methods has been expanded and eight methods 1  can be 
considered as inspection methods: heuristic evaluation, guidance review, 
pluralistic walkthrough, consistency inspection, standard inspection, cognitive 
walkthrough, formal usability inspection, and feature inspection (Nielsen, 
1994b). In addition to these methods, there are also variants for almost 
each of them having aspects that were not originally included in the 
method.  

The inspection methods are well-known and heuristic evaluation is the 
most popular method to evaluate the usability of products. For this reason, 
heuristic evaluation was selected to explore its suitability for evaluating 
games. 

3.1.1 THE BENEFITS OF USABILITY INSPECTION METHODS 

The original objective of developing the heuristic evaluation method was 
an attempt to reduce the costs of evaluation. For this reason, the method 
has also been called a discount usability evaluation method in the 
literature. User testing is usually considered expensive and time-
consuming. Many previous studies have concentrated on proving how 
much usability evaluation can reduce the costs in different contexts (Bias 
& Mayhew, 2005).  

Another benefit of the method is that it is less time-consuming and 
requires less effort than user testing. An evaluation can be conducted in a 
few hours and the results are often reported to the developers within the 
same day. The method can also be used more frequently to evaluate 
revised versions of the design. This allows for agile product development, 
which is typical for game development projects (Clinton, 2010). 

The third benefit of the method is that the evaluation can be done with 
many different kinds of prototypes. A low fidelity prototype can include 
only partially implemented features or the evaluation can focus on a 
specific task of the user. In the earliest phase, heuristic evaluation can be 
used for evaluating the design documentation which only contains 
sketches of the planned user interface. In game evaluations, gameplay 
could also be evaluated by using videos of the gameplay or watching 
someone else play it. The choice of the inspectors is the only limit in this 
sense. 

3.1.2 THE CHALLENGES OF USABILITY INSPECTION METHODS 

Using usability inspection methods has also drawn some criticism and 
sometimes study results have been questioned. Soon after the heuristic 

                                                 
1  A short description of the inspection methods can be found on 
http://www.useit.com/papers/heuristic/inspection_summary.html 
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evaluation method was introduced, several researchers conducted 
comparison tests to evaluate the effectiveness of different methods (e.g. 
Jeffries et al., 1991; Desurvire et al., 1992; Karat, Campbell, & Fiegel, 1992). 
However, later studies have found several problems in the experiment 
design and the conclusions drawn from the results (Gray & Salzman, 1998). 
Some researchers have even suggested that “discount methods” whether 
they are inspection methods or user testing should be removed from the 
HCI method toolbox completely because they try to reduce the demand on 
resources, time and skill that are required to effectively conduct an 
evaluation (Cockton & Woolrych, 2002). Understanding usability 
problems requires attention on three things a) the context in which they 
arise, b) the actual immediate and eventual difficulties of the user, and c) 
the assumed causes of these difficulties (Lavery et al., 1997). 

3.2 EXPERT REVIEW  
Nielsen and Molich (1990) developed the heuristic evaluation method. A 
small inspector group examines the product and its interface and 
determines compliance with the help of usability heuristics.  

Heuristics are “a commonsense set of rules intended to increase the 
probability of solving some problem”.2 Heuristics are used as an aid to 
serve learning and discovery, or problem-solving by experimental 
methods2. In usability evaluations, heuristics focus on issues that cause 
problems during interaction. The first version of usability heuristics was 
published together with the method, and the revised version of the 
heuristics was published in 1994 (Nielsen, 1994a).  

Nielsen has described that the evaluation determines good and bad 
aspects in the interface based on the heuristics (Nielsen, 1993,  p. 155). 
Simply inspecting the interface originates from the practice that the 
method can be used to evaluate non-working prototypes such as paper 
mock-ups which do not enable real interaction with the interface or the 
system (Nielsen, 1990). Inspection results include identified problems with 
suggestions on how to fix the problems and they are reported in such 
detail that the development team can come up with an alternative solution. 

On many occasions, the method is called expert review (Jacobsen, 
Hertzum, & John, 1998; Zazelenchuk, 2006). Rolf Molich also 
recommended 3 calling the method expert review rather than heuristic 
evaluation. Expert review can be seen as a more appropriate name for the 
method because, in practice, the evaluation is rarely conducted in a 
manner that Nielsen and Molich originally intended. The inspectors, 
especially when they are experts, have learned the heuristics and are 
                                                 
2 http://www.webster-dictionary.org/definition/Heuristic 
3 Personal communication with Rolf Molich, 2006 
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familiar with usability principles in different product categories, which 
will give them the expert status. In addition, the inspectors will not only 
rely on heuristics when they inspect the product, but their own expertise 
of conducting evaluations and a previous knowledge of similar products 
will also affect the quality of the evaluation. 

In game evaluations, the method should be called expert review rather 
than heuristic evaluation because in a game evaluation the inspectors’ 
experience of different game genres, their gaming experience and gaming 
skills have an essential role in the evaluation. The inspectors must play a 
game in order to evaluate the gameplay. Of course, some parts of the user 
interface, such as the shell menu, can be evaluated by inspecting the 
design, but the goodness of the user interface will become evident once it 
is tested during actual gameplay. 

3.3 A PROCEDURE FOR CONDUCTING AN EXPERT REVIEW FOR GAMES 
The description of the method and the procedure for conducting an expert 
review have been described by Nielsen in two books. Usability Engineering 
(Nielsen, 1993) is a complete book of usability engineering practices 
starting from a general definition of usability, usability engineering 
lifecycle, and then proceeding to describe how usability can be evaluated 
during product development. In the chapter about usability heuristics, 
Nielsen gives a thorough explanation of 10 heuristics that are used in 
many evaluations. Usability Inspection Methods (Nielsen, 1994b) focuses 
more on different inspection methods that can be used to evaluate 
products when the evaluation is conducted by experts or inspectors. In 
this book, heuristic evaluation is one method among others. The chapter 
focuses more on the procedure of conducting the evaluation and 
introduces new aspects to the method.  

The procedure of conducting an evaluation is described in a similar 
fashion (sometimes literally) in these two books. Other researchers have 
proposed some modifications to the method (e.g. Kurosu, Matsuura, & 
Sugizaki, 1997; Sears, 1997; Chattratichart & Brodie, 2002; Po, Howard, 
Vetere, & Skov, 2004). The main idea has been to divide the evaluation 
session or the heuristics into smaller units to make the evaluation more 
efficient.  

The following is my summary of the procedure which is based on the 
procedure presented in those books. In addition, I describe differences in 
the procedure of game evaluations. These observations stem from the 
evaluations of mobile games that we conducted when developing the 
playability heuristics. Table 3 summarises the differences of the evaluation 
procedure between productivity software and game evauations. 
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 Productivity software Games 

Evaluation rounds 2 rounds 3 rounds 

Task scenarios Sometimes for specific 
domains 

Rarely 

Problem identification Linear progression Multipath progression 

Benefits of secretary Provides assistance in 
specific domains 

Records identified 
problems 

Duration of evaluation 
session 

1-2 hours 2-4 hours 

Consolidated problem 
list 

Single perspective – 
User Interface 

Multiperspective – 
User Interface vs 

Gameplay 

Inspectors Double Experts 
Recommended 

Double Experts 
Mandatory 

Table 3. Summary of differences in the evaluation procedure. 

3.3.1 A GAME EVALUATION LASTS FOR THREE ROUNDS 

Nielsen recommends that inspectors should go through the interface twice. 
The first round is intended for getting an overall feeling of the interface 
and of the interaction flows when users perform tasks. The second round 
is used to focus on some specific parts of the interface. Naturally, the 
inspectors can decide on their own preferred procedure of exploring the 
user interface, but going through the interface twice has its advantages. 

In game evaluations, the procedure of conducting the evaluation should 
be divided into three rounds. The first round is dedicated to exploring the 
interface elements which are outside the actual game. This usually 
includes the shell menu, the settings and other supportive interfaces. This 
task is similar to productivity software evaluations. 

In the second round, the inspector should evaluate the gameplay by 
playing the game. Capturing things that the inspectors encounter for the 
first time is a critical moment because players will learn and adapt quickly 
to the gameplay. If there are playability problems, they should be 
recorded immediately, otherwise they might be missed. Evaluating the 
gameplay is the most challenging part of the evaluation because the 
inspectors have to develop the required skills for playing the game and be 
able to proceed in the game within the time limits of the evaluation. The 
gameplay evaluation is about exploring goals, challenge, the gameworld 
and other aspects which are parts of the game. The inspectors need to 
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know how much control is given to a player and how difficult the 
challenges are in the game.  

In the final round, the inspector should examine the game interface 
through which a player interacts with the gameworld and the gaming 
platform. Getting familiar with the game mechanics, objectives and goals 
before evaluating the game interface and the gaming platform is an 
important step in order to be able to judge how well the game interface 
supports playing the game and whether it provides accurate and sufficient 
information to the player. Most game genres have evolved from early 
version to state of the art games including a practical set of feedback 
elements and control mechanisms suited to the genre. Although 
innovation is highly appreciated in the game industry, it will also bring 
risks from the playability point of view. A completely new interface style 
will increase the learning time of the game. Forcing a player to learn an 
unfamiliar user interface will most certainly frustrate the player and 
reduce enjoyment of the game (Adams & Rollings, 2007). A novel user 
interface style can differentiate a game from other similar game concepts 
and make something familiar look completely novel and different. 
However, it may lead to an increased risk of introducing design solutions 
that may contain playability problems and overlook previously successful 
designs. Therefore, the inspectors need to be aware of game genres and 
previously published game titles of the same genre. 

The main objective of the gaming platform evaluation is to see whether 
the platform is feasible for the game and able to run the game smoothly. 
The player should be able to control the avatar according to the 
requirements of the gameplay. Sometimes the game mechanics may 
require too much processing power that some gaming platforms (e.g. 
certain mobile devices) are not capable of running the game fast enough. 
Similarly, the gameplay can be so fast that a touch screen based interaction 
model is not reliable enough for fast and accurate control of the avatar. 

3.3.2 TASK SCENARIOS ARE SELDOM USED IN GAME EVALUATIONS 

In productivity software evaluations, inspectors are free to explore the 
interface as they like, but in some cases it might be necessary to supply the 
inspectors with typical task scenarios or a list of steps of how a user would 
perform tasks within the system. Such supplemental material might be 
needed in highly specific domains which the inspectors are not familiar 
with. The usefulness of such material has been studied by Carrol and 
Rosson (1992) and Clarke (1991). Nielsen notes that if the task scenarios or 
any other instructional material is used, it should be based on a task 
analysis of the actual users and the tasks they perform with the system in 
order to be representative examples of how the system is used. 

In game evaluations, task scenarios are rarely needed. Especially at the 
beginning of a game, there is usually a separate introduction session or a 
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tutorial that introduces the player to the game and gives instructions on 
how to start playing the game and what to do in certain situations 
(Mulligan & Patrovsky, 2003, p. 138). In some cases, the inspectors may be 
assisted by providing primary and secondary goals that players try to 
achieve in the game. This will help the inspectors to examine the most 
important parts of the game.  

3.3.3 IDENTIFYING PLAYABILITY PROBLEMS 

Identifying usability problems in a product can be categorized into three 
groups. The easiest group of problems is those that are located in a single 
instance of the user interface and are spotted once they are encountered. 
Typically these problems are related to navigation or layout. The second 
group of problems is those that can be located in two or more locations in 
the product. This requires that the inspectors cross-check the user interface 
to find problems. These problems are typically related to the consistency 
of the user interface. The most difficult group of problems is those that are 
related to missing features in the design. Nielsen has commented that the 
missing features are usually identified once the inspectors get stuck and 
would need something which is currently unavailable in the interface 
(Nielsen, 1994b, p. 56-57). In productivity software evaluations, there is no 
big difference between how frequently the inspectors have identified 
different kinds of usability problems (Nielsen, 1992a). 

In game evaluation, consistency problems are challenging to find because 
the gameworld creates one big complex space for interaction and the 
players should be able to do similar kinds of things throughout the game. 
Encountering problems due to missing features or incomplete quests in 
earlier stages of a game is also a challenge for the evaluation. Many games 
do not have a linear path to progress and the players can end up in 
situations where the game is assuming that the player has certain 
knowledge, skill, or a game item, which is needed for progressing further 
in the game, but the player does not have them because he has selected 
another path in an earlier game stage. 

3.3.4 CONDUCTING THE GAME EVALUATION 

Playing video games and particularly mobile games can happen in many 
different places. The gaming platform, whether it is a PC, a game console 
or a mobile device, will either enable or restrict the place where the game 
is played. Playing games with a desktop PC usually happens by sitting on 
a chair in front of a desk. Game consoles, mobile devices and laptops are 
not so restricted in a similar way, but the players can be sitting on the floor 
or a comfortable armchair while playing the game. The inspectors of game 
evaluations seem to take the same freedom and evaluations happen in the 
most convenient place as long as there is room for the heuristics printed 
on a paper sheet and a notebook. 
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Using the heuristics does not differ significantly in productivity software 
and game evaluations. During the evaluation, the heuristics are next to the 
inspector so that they can be easily scanned through while playing the 
game. This will help the inspectors to keep them in mind and provide a 
quick help when needed. It is preferable if the inspectors knew all the 
heuristics by heart because then their use is more effective. The inspectors 
are instructed to write down the description of the observed problem by 
using a problem report (Figure 11), and to report one problem per report. 
Sometimes the inspectors will get a generic problem criterion such as “[i]s 
there a playability issue that disturbs your gaming experience in the 
game?” (Korhonen, 2011). This reminder will especially help novice 
inspectors to report any issue that they find disturbing, because, in game 
evaluations, things happen unexpectedly and the inspector needs to be 
alert all the time. Especially playability problems related to difficulty and 
the pace of the game, the balance of the game items, and control of the 
avatar are things that need to be observed constantly.  

 

Figure 11. Playability problem report. 

The inspector describes the problem using his or her own words and using 
common terms and sentences. It is not important to describe the problem 
in full detail at first, but to write down details which are enough to locate 
the problem afterwards. Usually the inspectors need to recheck the 
observed problem and play the game again verifying if there is a problem 
or not. Identifying and rechecking playability problems can happen one 
after another. Once the problem is verified, the inspector will write a 
complete report and assign a violated heuristic to it. The heuristic has an 

Evaluator ID:  ______ 
 
Finding No: ______ 
 
 
Identified Playability Problem: 
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Write down a short description of the problem or a specific issue. The found problems or issues are features that 
affect the playability of the game. Every game also contains good things that should not be removed or changed. 
 
Violated Heuristic: _________ (e.g. GU2 or 2) 
 
 
Severity of the Problem: _________ (Low, Medium, Critical) 
 
Critical = Occurs every time and it is unavoidable. It affects greatly to gaming experience. Behavior of the game 

differs from how the player expects it to be 
Medium = Annoying, but the player can live with it, the player can recover from the problem quite easily or avoid it 
Low = Noticeable, but it does not prevent the player to accomplish the goals. Sometimes these are just 

cosmetic problems 
 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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important role here because in the rechecking phase the heuristics can be 
used to evaluate the problem and find the roots of the problem. Finally, 
the severity rating of the problem is defined for prioritizing the playability 
problems for product development. Writing a suggestion for correction is 
not mandatory at this phase, because it will be done after the prioritization. 

3.3.5 A SECRETARY WOULD HELP IN GAME EVALUATIONS 

Reporting the identified usability problems can be completed in two ways. 
Usually each inspector is responsible for reporting their own findings as 
written reports which are then aggregated. The written reports have the 
advantage of presenting a formal record of the evaluation (Nielsen, 1993, p. 
157). 

The second practice is to have a secretary present during the evaluation 
session. With this approach, the inspectors only need to verbalize their 
observations which are then recorded by the secretary. Using a secretary 
reduces the workload of the inspectors and allows them to use more of 
their time to evaluate the interface. In some evaluations, a secretary is used 
to speed up the process and have the results available sooner after the last 
evaluation session (Nielsen, 1994b, p. 41). In this case, the secretary 
records the identified problems from multiple inspectors simultaneously 
and the secretary needs to prepare his or her own notes and not go 
through all reports from every inspector. The disadvantage of this 
approach is that every identified problem from the inspectors may not be 
recorded.  

In game evaluations, a secretary can benefit the inspectors even more due 
to the special nature of the evaluation. Playing the game can be very 
intense and pausing the game and writing notes in the middle of the game 
will interrupt the flow and break immersion. It is more convenient to just 
verbalize the problems and a secretary will write them down. After the 
play session has ended, the inspector can go through the notes with the 
secretary and supplement the problem descriptions with more details. Of 
course, in slow-paced or turn-based games that have natural breaks, the 
inspectors can write problem reports themselves while playing the game. 

Sometimes in productivity software evaluations, the secretary can assist 
the inspectors in operating the interface, especially in the case where the 
system is highly domain specific or there is a need to fix problems with an 
unstable prototype. In these cases, the secretary is someone from the 
development team.  

The secretary can also answer questions the inspector may have and 
provide hints in difficult situations. However, it should be noted that 
assisting the inspectors or giving hints should happen only after the 
inspector has clearly stated a possible usability problem in the interface 
and it has been recorded. This order is necessary to ensure that all issues 
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causing problems are recorded and any valuable information is not lost. 
Providing assistance to the inspectors can be justified with the fact that it 
is not feasible to waste the inspectors’ time by letting them struggle with 
the interface and not helping them out. 

In game evaluations, it should be carefully thought when the inspectors 
require assistance because the main objective is to evaluate the gameplay 
which purposely contains difficult things. The inspectors will evaluate the 
understandability of goals, challenges and the current difficulty of the 
gameplay that players face in the game. Giving assistance without spoiling 
the gameplay inspection is quite difficult. 

Another possible method of assisting the inspectors is to give them cheat 
codes for the game (e.g. Laitinen, 2006). Cheat codes are typically used by 
quality assurance personnel when they want to test certain game features 
and find bugs in the implementation. The cheat codes will typically 
enhance the avatar and enable faster progress in the game. However, it is 
not advisable to use cheat codes during a playability evaluation because 
the nature of the evaluation will change and the results will not be reliable 
anymore. Especially gameplay problems may be overlooked if the avatar 
is somehow better than what it normally would be.  

3.3.6 THE DURATION OF THE EVALUATION SESSION 

In productivity software evaluations, the evaluation session will typically 
last for one or two hours at maximum. Naturally, it is possible to have 
longer sessions, especially with very complicated interfaces, but in these 
cases it would be better to split up the evaluation into several sessions, 
each concentrated on individual aspects (Nielsen, 1993, p. 158). 
Productivity software evaluations can be complete evaluations, meaning 
that the inspectors are able to go through every aspect of the interface 
during the evaluation session. 

Game evaluations are hardly ever complete and the duration of the 
evaluation session is usually more than two hours. This comes from the 
fact that playing a game is more demanding than simply going through 
each interface element. The inspectors need to solve the challenges the 
game provides in order to progress in the game which takes time. Usual 
playing time for many games is tens of hours. However, the complexity of 
a game is not a big problem since the gameplay and the user interface 
remain the same even though players face new challenges and game 
content. The main thing the inspectors need to be aware of is the 
possibility that the game becomes too repetitive and does not provide 
enough challenge or varying or interesting game content for the players 
which is regarded as a playability problem. The evaluation can be 
considered finished when new issues cannot be found easily or the time 
required to find playability issues is increasing dramatically. In our 
studies, a single evaluation session has lasted for two to four hours. 
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3.3.7 THE CONSOLIDATED LIST OF PLAYABILITY PROBLEMS 

The primary outcome of expert review is a consolidated list of usability 
problems that the inspectors have identified during the evaluation session. 
The list is generated based on discussions between the inspectors in a 
debriefing session and it reflects the common understanding of the 
problems the user interface has. 

Each usability problem is justified from different angles. The problem 
description should identify the location of the issue, why the issue was 
determined to be a problem and how it could be corrected. In addition, the 
usability problems should always be annotated with a reference to a 
heuristic or any other usability principles that the design violates. The 
objective is that each problem is broken down so that one heuristic per 
problem is used as a reference.  

In game evaluations, a consolidated list of playability problems is 
generated in a similar way and it is based on the inspectors’ reports. There 
are still several challenges to generating a consolidated list of playability 
problems. 

The main challenge of the consolidated list is to determine whether two 
playability problems are actually describing the same problem or are two 
individual problems which appear on the same occasion. Especially 
gameplay problems should be interpreted with caution. Sometimes it may 
seem that a playability problem has been reported as a user interface 
problem, but it refers to a heuristic from the gameplay module. In this case, 
the analysis of the problem should be continued to determine the origin of 
the problem and assign a violated heuristic accordingly. This is one of the 
main differences compared to productivity software evaluations because 
in these evaluations only the user interface aspects are evaluated. 

Another challenge of the consolidated list is to determine the location of 
the playability problems. Playability problems which are related to 
gameplay can appear in many different locations depending on the player 
progression and previous accomplishments in the game. For example, the 
perceived difficulty of a game will depend on the level of the avatar and 
the number of tasks a player has completed before the current task. 

The third challenge is in prioritizing the identified problems. Normally the 
consolidated list contains problems related to both the user interface and 
the gameplay. Gameplay problems are typically more difficult to correct 
and corrections will usually cause a chain reaction to different parts of the 
design, and thus, are more laborious to correct. As expert review typically 
produces a large number of usability problems and due to time 
restrictions and other reasons it is not possible to fix all of them, designers 
need to decide which problems to fix and which problems to leave intact. 
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Suggestions for correcting the problems can also be generated until this 
point because after prioritization it is known what will be corrected. 

In game evaluations, there are also different types of playability problems 
which affect different parts of the game: the user interface, gameplay, 
mobility or social interaction. According to Nielsen (1993) the severity 
ratings can help in prioritizing resources to those problems which have 
the most impact on usability (and playability). However, the severity 
rating should be based on ratings from multiple inspectors since ratings 
from a single evaluator are not reliable enough to base any major 
investments of development time and effort. In practice, there should be 
ratings from three to four evaluators and by calculating the mean severity 
rating would give enough accuracy for the decision making. 

The severity of the problem is a combination of four aspects:  

a) The frequency of the problem occurrence to the players. 
b) The impact of the problem on the players’ performance. 
c) The persistence of the problem, is it avoidable or repeatedly 

encountered? 
d) The popularity of a problem in relation to market impact, even 

though it is quite easy to overcome. 
Instead of listing all of these aspects separately, it is common to present a 
single severity rating as an overall assessment of the problem. Nielsen 
(1994b, p. 49) has used a five-point scale for the severity ratings of 
usability problems (Table 4):  

Value Description 

0 I don’t agree that this is a usability problem at all 

1 Cosmetic problem only – need not be fixed unless extra time is 
available on the project 

2 Minor usability problem – fixing the problem should be given 
low priority 

3 Major usability problem – important to fix, so should be given 
high priority 

4 Usability catastrophe – imperative to fix this before product can 
be released 

Table 4. Five-point rating scale and their descriptions. 

The expert review method tends to identify minor problems which do not 
affect playing the game too much, but are still annoying to the player. 
Nielsen has claimed that the probability of finding minor problems is 
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twice the probability of major findings (Nielsen, 1992b). Although the 
focus of the usability evaluation should be in finding the most critical 
usability problems, there is also a positive effect on finding minor 
problems. The minor problems can be the cause of more severe problems 
and by removing them the developers can increase the quality of the game 
with minimal effort. It has also been noted that expert review is more 
efficient in finding those minor problems than other methods (Nielsen, 
1992a). 

3.4 INSPECTORS 
Inspectors play a critical role in how successful expert reviews are. 
Typically, the inspectors are usability experts who have knowledge about 
usability principles and the method itself. Quite often it is required that 
the inspectors have knowledge of the domain for which the system is 
developed. The inspectors with this knowledge are called double experts 
(Nielsen, 1993). Domain knowledge can also be acquired by recruiting 
end-users to act as inspectors. It can be assumed that the end-users have 
very good domain knowledge and the knowledge of tasks that are 
performed with a system. Følstad et al. (2010) have studied the 
performance of the work-domain experts and usability experts using 
group-based expert walkthrough and concluded that the work-domain 
experts provide valid results although their evaluation may be less 
thorough.  

Another possibility is to let end-users use the system and observe what 
actually happens instead of asking them to guess what might happen 
(Nielsen, 1994b) or have domain experts working side-by-side with a 
usability professional. This technique is especially useful when operating a 
system requires specialized skills that the inspectors do not have (Chilana, 
Wobbrock, & Ko, 2010). Nielsen (1993) has noted that even though 
heuristic evaluation can be performed by people with little or no usability 
expertise, it is preferable to include usability specialists as inspectors, 
because the end-users may not know how the redesign of the identified 
problems might change the system in the future.  

Ideally, the expert group will be formed over time and knowledge and 
expertise is gained by conducting evaluations and educating the 
inspectors based on the evaluation results. Game development companies 
are typically small and might not even have a dedicated playability 
professional, but evaluations are conducted by novice inspectors with 
very little knowledge and experience of video game evaluations and 
mobile games in particular. Therefore, well-designed playability heuristics 
will help the novice inspectors to conduct evaluations more accurately and 
more efficiently.  
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Domain expertise in game evaluations concerns the gaming platforms and 
game genres. Games played on the PC, game consoles, and mobile devices 
have their own characteristics and the inspectors need to be aware of these 
differences when they are evaluating games. Especially mobile devices 
have varying characteristics and without knowing them the inspectors 
might focus on the wrong aspects in the design or compare them to the 
conventions in another platform. Knowledge of the game genres is also 
crucial and the inspectors should know other similar kinds of games that 
have been published previously because certain playability problems 
appear repeatedly (Pinelle, Wong, & Stach, 2008b) and design conventions 
that have matured in specific game genres should be followed in future 
designs as well. Domain expertise does not require extensive playing time 
or achieved mastery of a game, but an ability to interpret the gameplay 
based on their previous knowledge and experiences (Kirschner & 
Williams, 2013). Skills of playing games are not irrelevant, but including 
inspectors with various expertise levels will probably bring better insights 
about playability problems in the design that are relevant for each 
inspector group. Skills of playing games are needed to progress to 
advanced levels of a game and to solve more difficult challenges. 

It is a common practice that an evaluation is conducted by several 
inspectors and each inspector will perform the evaluation independently. 
Nielsen and Molich (1990) observed in their early studies that even if 
inspectors with the same background evaluated the system, the 
correlation between the number of usability problems found by individual 
inspectors was very low. A single inspector will miss most of the usability 
problems in an interface (Molich & Nielsen, 1990; Nielsen & Molich, 1990; 
Nielsen, 1992a). The obvious reason for this is that the method is 
subjective and the inspectors are referring to their previous experience of 
conducting evaluations and their knowledge of the usability principles 
and the domain. Better results are achieved when multiple inspectors 
conduct the evaluation. However, each inspector should conduct the 
evaluation independently and the evaluation results should be aggregated 
afterwards. This will ensure unbiased evaluations from each inspector. 
The inspectors’ individual differences in perceptual, psychomotor and 
cognitive conditions affect the inspectors’ performance while interacting 
with computers (Ling & Salvendy, 2008). The individual differences 
between the performance of the inspectors is called evaluator effect and it 
affects both user testing and usability inspection methods (Hertzum & 
Jacobsen, 2001).    

Vermeeren, van Kesteren and Bekker (2003) have analyzed several sets of 
user testing data and concluded that there are five factors which probably 
affect the interpretation of the data. Most of them are specific to user 
testing, but one factor, ‘inaccuracy of the evaluators,’ is a real challenge in 
expert reviews, as well. Vermeeren et al. describe that the inaccuracy of 
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the evaluator is related to interpretation and the problems in this process. 
The inspectors might not remember to report everything that they see, or 
they may have misinterpreted the instructions that are given to them. 
Vermeeren et al. (2003) suggest that to overcome this problem, multiple 
evaluators should carry out the analysis so that multiple views on the 
problems can be gathered. 

Hertzum and Jacobsen (2001) state that the origin of the problems in 
analytical inspection methods is also in interpretation. They have 
identified three shortcomings that affect evaluation results: 1) vague goal 
analysis, 2) vague evaluation process, and 3) vague problem criteria. In an 
expert review, the goal analysis is related to the inspectors’ mental clarity 
of the evaluation goal and thus, the focus of the evaluation. Although the 
inspectors agree on the focus of the evaluation, small differences during 
the evaluation may lead to considerable variability in the evaluation 
results (Hertzum & Jacobsen, 2001). The vague evaluation process is a 
critical aspect in an expert review because “the method does not provide a 
systematic procedure for ensuring that all interface elements are evaluated 
against all heuristics” (Hertzum & Jacobsen, 2001, p. 435). This has been a 
problem especially with traditional usability heuristics because “they 
describe common properties of usable products” (Nielsen, 1993, p. 158). 
Our playability heuristic set tries to overcome both of these shortcomings 
by organizing the heuristics into modules which indicate the different 
focus areas of the evaluation and arrange the heuristics based on their 
importance in the evaluation.  

The third shortcoming ‘Vague problem criteria’ refers to the threshold 
when some issue during the evaluation becomes a usability or a 
playability problem. Hertzum and Jacobsen (2001) give an example from 
the traditional heuristic list (see Section 4.1) which contains the heuristic 
‘Match between system and the real world’. This heuristic is particularly 
difficult for inspectors for the reason that it does not explain what match 
an inspector should be looking for and how big of a mismatch is allowed 
before it becomes a usability problem. In our playability heuristic set, we 
have tried to avoid heuristics which would cause similar difficulties in 
interpretation. Further, the wording of the heuristics has been defined so 
that it explains what the concern is when something becomes a problem. 
Therefore, we have used verbs and other keywords in the descriptions. 
For example, if a game does not have short-term or long-term goals, it is a 
playability problem. Probably it is not possible to define heuristics in such 
a way that they would explicitly indicate when there is a problem in 
design, but it should be possible to define heuristics which are easy to 
interpret and apply during the evaluation.  

Hertzum and Jacobsen (2001) concluded that the expert review method 
will always contain the evaluator effect, because the procedure is informal 
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and leaves plenty of room for the inspector to conduct the evaluation. One 
solution is to use multiple inspectors. However, we believe that the 
method can be improved by having a well-defined heuristic set on the 
right abstraction level which minimizes the possibility of interpretation 
problems as suggested by Cronholm and Bruno (2008). 

3.5 PLAYTESTING IN GAME DEVELOPMENT 
User testing is probably the most common evaluation method to assess the 
usability of a product. In game evaluations, this method has been the 
primary method for years. 

When looking into game design literature and how it talks about 
playtesting, there are a couple of things that come up regularly. It seems 
that game designers have a somehow different view of what user testing 
(or playtesting) actually means compared to HCI literature (e.g. Rubin, 
1994; Dumas & Redish, 1999; Dumas & Loring, 2008). The first notion is 
that game designers like to see usability testing as separate from 
playtesting. In their mindset, usability testing mainly concerns interaction 
with the game user interface and whether the system is intuitive and easy 
to use (Fullerton et al., 2004; Schell, 2008). The objective of playtesting is to 
gain insight into whether the game meets player experience goals 
(Fullerton et al., 2004; Schell, 2008). In other words, whether the game is 
balanced and fun to play. Although game design literature separates 
usability testing of productivity software from playtesting, the procedure 
of conducting playtesting with external players is almost identical. It 
includes an introduction part, an explanation of the test procedure and the 
player’s role in the test, an actual test session and a post-test interview and 
rewarding of the participants (Fullerton et al., 2004). 

The second notion is that game designers seem to be very cautious when a 
game is shown to the target player population and they prefer playtesting 
the game either internally or with persons they know well and trust 
(Rouse, 2001; Fullerton et al., 2004; Schell, 2008). It is a common practice 
that a game is first tested by the members of the development team. These 
tests are called playtesting even though their main objective is to enthuse 
members about the project and increase their understanding of how the 
game might be improved (Rouse, 2001). Fullerton et al. (2004) say that it is 
an internal design review rather than a playtesting session.  

The second group of testers is usually quality assurance (QA) play testers 
and other game designers who are not a part of the project team. These 
testers are usually considered hard-core gamers and they are skilled 
players who might get used to certain problems and may not notice 
problematic issues for other players. There is also a risk that if too much 
weight is put on their comments, the game is too hard for average players 
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(Schell, 2008). The third group of testers is first-impression testers and 
non-gamers. They will provide feedback as players who have not seen the 
game before or do not have game design knowledge.  

Playtesting is applied throughout the development process, but testing is 
mainly done internally and real players are involved in later stages. In 
some cases, potential players are invited to an early testing to get enough 
players for stress testing, but in this case, players are merely resources for 
QA testing, and the test is not focused on them (Mulligan & Patrovsky, 
2003). Rouse (2001) points out that in early playtesting only experienced 
professionals should be used as play testers because only they can 
overlook problems and incompleteness that the game design has. Design 
literature also recommends using friends and other confidants as play 
testers of a game when it is too early to be shown to external players. 
Interestingly, the same authors also warn that these confidants are 
unreliable and their feedback may be biased for various reasons (Rouse, 
2001; Fullerton et al., 2004; Schell, 2008). Fullerton et al. (2004) and Schell 
(2008) say that getting criticism and negative feedback from strangers can 
be hard for game developers which is probably one of the reasons why 
external players are not used very often. However, productivity software 
development has the same problem, but there it has been solved so that in 
user testing there are separate moderators who are not a part of the 
development team, which makes it possible to give and receive negative 
feedback neutrally. 

External players are involved once the user interface and the controls need 
to be tested. However, it is still possible that as the test focuses on controls, 
only a limited gameworld, level or situation is provided to the testers 
(Rouse, 2001). This playtesting resembles an exploratory test of 
productivity software (Rubin, 1994) where only a fraction of the product is 
tested. The game is usually shown to real players when it is almost ready 
to be shipped. This testing phase is usually called beta testing (Mulligan & 
Patrovsky, 2003). However, it is usually too late to make any big changes 
in gameplay (Rouse, 2001) because the game needs to be “feature-
complete” when beta-testing starts.  

One of the specialties of playtesting, which does not exist in productivity 
software testing, is the testing for game balance. Balancing means that 
some settings or attributes of game items or characters are tweaked. 
Playtesting is then used to see whether those changes result in the right 
amount of challenge for the players (Rouse, 2001). The critical issue here is 
that the whole game should be balanced equally, and the game designers 
need to ensure that balancing works for the entire game. Therefore, 
effective balancing can be done when the most of the game is ready and 
the game content is complete (Rouse, 2001). Players from the target player 
population can give valuable feedback on how difficult the game is. 
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Based on the game design literature review of playtesting it seems that the 
expert review method would be useful for game designers in many 
respects. Playability experts are used to seeing incomplete versions of 
games and they can ignore issues which are not relevant in the evaluation 
round. Playability experts are often skilled players who have extensive 
knowledge of different games, but as outsiders they can provide a fresh 
view to the game development project. The most important characteristic 
of playability experts is that they can give feedback which brings valuable 
insights for game designers. Their comments are not biased and they can 
analyze their own behavior while playing a game. 
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4 Heuristics to Aid Inspection 

In this section, we will take a look at general usability heuristics that have 
been developed to assist in usability inspections. Then we will explore 
domain-specific heuristics that other researchers have developed to 
evaluate the playability of video games. 

4.1 GENERAL USABILITY HEURISTICS 
The general usability heuristics have been developed and presented by 
Nielsen and Molich (1990). The original heuristics were derived 
empirically from the factor analysis of 249 usability problems (Nielsen, 
1994a) and it contained nine heuristics. Later on the heuristics were 
expanded to include a “Help and Documentation” principle which was 
added in 1991. The heuristics contain ten general principles on user 
interface design. The wording and terms used in the heuristics have been 
changed during the years in different publications (Nielsen & Molich, 1990; 
Nielsen, 1994a). The following list of heuristics and their descriptions is 
available on the Nielsen Norman Group web site4.  

1. Visibility of system status  
The system should always keep users informed about what is going on, 
through appropriate feedback within a reasonable time.  

2. Match between system and the real world  
The system should speak the users' language, with words, phrases and 
concepts familiar to the user, rather than system-oriented terms. Follow 
real-world conventions, make information appear in a natural and logical 
order.  

                                                 
4 http://www.nngroup.com/articles/ten-usability-heuristics/ 
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3. User control and freedom  

Users often choose system functions by mistake and will need a clearly 
marked "emergency exit" to leave the unwanted state without having to 
go through an extended dialogue. Support undo and redo.  

4. Consistency and standards  
Users should not have to wonder whether different words, situations, or 
actions mean the same thing. Follow platform conventions.  

5. Error prevention  
Even better than good error messages is a careful design which prevents a 
problem from occurring in the first place. Either eliminate error-prone 
conditions or check for them and present users with a confirmation option 
before they commit to the action.  

6. Recognition rather than recall  
Minimize the user's memory load by making objects, actions, and options 
visible. The user should not have to remember information from one part 
of the dialogue to another. Instructions for the use of the system should be 
visible or easily retrievable whenever appropriate.  

7. Flexibility and efficiency of use  
Accelerators -- unseen by the novice user -- may often speed up the 
interaction for the expert user such that the system can cater to both 
inexperienced and experienced users. Allow users to tailor frequent 
actions.  

8. Aesthetic and minimalist design  
Dialogues should not contain information which is irrelevant or rarely 
needed. Every extra unit of information in a dialogue competes with the 
relevant units of information and diminishes their relative visibility.  

9. Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors  
Error messages should be expressed in plain language (no codes), indicate 
the problem precisely, and suggest a solution constructively.  

10. Help and documentation  
Even though it is better if the system can be used without documentation, 
it may be necessary to provide help and documentation. Any such 
information should be easy to search, focused on the user's task, list 
concrete steps to be carried out, and not be too large. 

As it can be seen, usability heuristics mainly concentrate on the user 
interface of the product. They do not consider the application domain or 
content that the user interacts with the product. The heuristics were also 
developed on purpose to be fairly broad so that they can be applied to 
practically any type of user interface design (Molich & Nielsen, 1990). 
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4.2 DOMAIN-SPECIFIC HEURISTICS FOR DIFFERENT DOMAINS 
Many inspectors have found that the general usability heuristics do not 
always meet the specific needs of different product categories, and they 
require supplemental guidelines or some re-interpretation to make sense 
(Zazelenchuk, 2006). Nielsen has also noted that it is possible to develop 
heuristics that apply to a specific class of products and supplement the 
general heuristics (Nielsen, 1994b, p. 29). The purpose of the domain-
specific heuristics is to improve their reliability and ‘goodness of fit’ for 
new products and domains (Zazelenchuk, 2006).  

Over the years, several heuristic sets (Table 5) have been defined for 
different domains. Most of them  are targeted for certain product 
categories, but there are also more generic ones to cover things like 
accessibility (Paddison & Englefield, 2004), security (Jaferian, Hawkey, 
Sotirakopoulos, Velez-Rojas, & Beznosov, 2014) and Virtual Worlds 
(Munoz, Barcelos, & Chalegre, 2011). Further, there are heuristic sets for 
certain kinds of devices, such as medical devices (Zhang, Johnson, Patel, 
Paige, & Kubose, 2003) or touch-screen devices (Inostroza, Rusu, 
Roncagliolo, Jimenez, & Rusu, 2012). Many of the domain-specific 
heuristic sets are actually modified versions of the general usability 
heuristics. The authors have made only small changes to the wording and 
perhaps added a few new heuristics which deal with the characteristics of 
the domain. This limits their usefulness because there is not much added 
value compared to the general usability heuristics. 

Social TV heuristics (Geerts & De Grooff, 2009) focus on social aspects of 
TV viewers and watching TV programs. This heuristic set is a particularly 
interesting one because it points out similar things that are included in our 
multi-player heuristics (Section 5.3). The heuristic set includes aspects 
such as communication between users and presence and awareness of the 
users, which are essential for social interaction both in collocated and 
remote occasions. The interaction can happen between users and the 
system and the users should be able to control what information is shared 
between the users and what are the actions the users can take when 
watching TV.  

The heuristic set should not only cover positive aspects of the domain, but 
it should analyze the domain from different perspectives. The social TV 
heuristic set is a good example of this as it includes a heuristic for privacy 
of the user and possible interference that new features possibly cause for 
the basic activity of watching a TV program. These are aspects that 
inspectors should pay attention to as well when they evaluate social TV 
applications and systems. 
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Domain Reference Heuri
stics 

Originality 

Accessibility (Paddison & Englefield, 2004) 9 Novel 

Ambient Displays (Mankoff et al., 2003) 7 Modified 

Computer Assisted 
Assessment 

(Sim, Read, & Holifield, 2008; 
Farrell & Farrell, 2012) 

11 Modified 

E-learning 
applications 

(Benson et al., 2002)  15 Modified 

(Evans & Sabry, 2003) 9 Novel 

(Ardito et al., 2004) 18 Novel 

(McKay & Kölling, 2012) 13 Modified 

Groupware Systems (Baker, Greenberg, & Gutwin, 
2001; Drury, 2001) 

8 Novel 

Information 
Visualization 

(Zuk et al., 2006) 13 Novel 

Interactive Web 
Sites 

(Petrie & Power, 2012) 21 Novel 

Medical Devices (Zhang et al., 2003) 14 Modified 

Mobile Map 
Applications 

(Kuparinen, Silvennoinen, & 
Isomäki, 2013) 

10 Modified 

Notification System (Berry, 2003) 8 Modified 

Security (Jaferian et al., 2014) 7 Novel 

Social TV (Geerts & De Grooff, 2009) 12 Novel 

Touchscreen-based 
Mobile Devices 

(Inostroza et al., 2012) 11 Modified 

Virtual Reality 
Applications / 

(Sutcliffe & Gault, 2004) 12 Novel 

Virtual Worlds (Munoz et al., 2011) 16 Modified 

Table 5. Domain-specific heuristics for different domains. 
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4.3 DOMAIN-SPECIFIC HEURISTICS FOR VIDEO GAMES 
Game researchers have questioned the applicability of traditional usability 
heuristics for game evaluations. In their study, Johnson and Wiles (2003) 
show that the traditional usability heuristics conflict in game evaluations 
to achieve a good player experience. Federoff (2002) analyzed general 
usability heuristics and found out that even though some heuristics are 
applicable for game evaluations, especially when evaluating the interface 
of the game, the heuristics fail in the ability to address gameplay issues. 
She believes that game heuristics should encompass the three major areas: 
game interface, game mechanics, and game play, which were identified by 
Clanton (1998). Hence, game researchers have started to develop 
heuristics which would include both usability and gameplay issues, to 
assist game developers in discovering playability problems in game 
design (Nokia, 2006). 

One of the first studies exploring the playability of video games was 
conducted by Malone (1980) when he studied video games to find out 
what makes them enjoyable. In the study, three factors were identified to 
be major components: challenge, fantasy, and curiosity. In fact, these three 
factors are broader themes that include various aspects which are essential 
for enjoyable experiences in games. Challenge is related to difficulty in 
using skills and achieving goals. Curiosity is a motivation to learn the 
game and use of skills to accomplish goals. Fantasy is related to narrative 
aspects or the theme of the game and how skills are used in the game. 
Although the study was conducted a long time before the expert review 
method even existed, these factors could be considered as an initial list of 
playability heuristics. 

After Malone’s study, there have been isolated studies about fun and HCI 
aspects in games (e.g. Cherny et al., 1997; Clanton, 1998). Garris et al. (2002) 
defined six game dimensions that describe game characteristics based on a 
literature review: fantasy, rules/goals, sensory stimuli, challenge, mystery, 
and control. Clanton (1998) defined 15 design principles that can be 
considered important for game design, but they were not developed into 
the form of playability heuristics. These principles are: 

• Establish a Quest 
• Provide a gentle on-ramp 
• When players select a difficulty, they accept it 
• Let each player progress at their own rate 
• Spread clues, tools and obstacles out but not too much 
• Avoid lengthy dead ends 
• Pressure can be fun 
• Give hints not answers 
• Avoid linear, monotonous pacing 
• Reward gameplay with media 
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• Confusion is not fun 
• Frustration can be fun 
• Trial and error is not fun 
• It’s fun to be known 
• Make a great game and the players will master its complexity 

 

Clanton had collected design principles from different game genres: action 
games, strategy games, adventure games, puzzle games and role-playing 
games. Cross-checking multiple genres is one of the fundamental issues in 
defining playability heuristics. In order to define a good set of playability 
heuristics, they should be applicable for several game genres. 

The systematic development of playability heuristics started in 2002, when 
Federoff (2002) studied a game company to find out how to assist a game 
development project to produce successful games more consistently and 
incorporate fun into the design and possibly improve customer 
satisfaction. Based on a literature review of five game designers and 
researchers, and interviews of personnel in the company, she defined 40 
heuristics related to the game interface, game mechanics, gameplay and 
game story. Federoff did not validate the heuristics so it is unknown how 
effective they are in actual game evaluations, or at least according to my 
best knowledge such results have not been published. Desurvire et al. 
(2004) continued Federoff’s work and published Heuristic Evaluation for 
Playability (HEP) which was a modified list of the heuristics. The list was 
only slightly changed and many of the heuristics were the same as in 
Federoff’s heuristic set. Desurvire et al validated the heuristics by 
comparing evaluation results to user testing results. They concluded that 
the heuristics successfully identified playability problems in a game 
prototype. 

At the same time Fabricatore et al. (2002) published a qualitative model of 
player preferences in action video games that would determine the 
playability in these games. The model is a hierarchical structure of 
categories of concepts (Figure 12) considered important by the players. 
Three main issues are Entity (Avatar), Scenario (Gameworld) and the 
hierarchy of goals. The issues are presented as design recommendations 
for action games, but they could be converted into heuristics as well. 
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Figure 12 Hierarchy of playability issues in action video games (Fabricatore et al., 2002). 

The mobility aspects of playability were included in the research agenda 
in 2005 when mobile games were an emerging trend in gaming. We 
started our research to define playability heuristics which included single 
player games and mobility aspects (Korhonen & Koivisto, 2006; Nokia, 
2006). Karvonen (2005) explored the playability of mobile games in his 
master’s thesis and introduced a framework that would highlight a player-
centric view of playability. The framework was developed based on a 
literature review and game critiques from different web sites that have 
specialized in reviewing games. The games were selected based on the 
average scores of the reviews that can be found on the Metacritic website 
(Karvonen, 2005). The framework is independent of game genres and 
platforms in order to provide a commonly used framework for evaluating 
playability. Based on the used method and data, the framework also 
includes aspects that are outside the scope of playability and more related 
to the overall player experience. The framework has not been used with an 
expert review, but it was used to define questions for a structured 
interview. 

The next logical step in playability heuristic set development was to 
expand the current heuristic sets to include multi-player games. We 
introduced multi-player heuristics (Korhonen & Koivisto, 2007) in 2007. 
These heuristics covered communication, presence and interaction 
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demands of the players to be able to play together. Another heuristic set 
for multi-player games was presented by Pinelle et al. (2009). 

After the initial introduction of playability heuristics, other researchers 
started to complement heuristic sets. Schaffer (2007) introduced heuristics 
for the usability in games in a white paper. According to him, previously 
published heuristics lacked concrete examples. This makes them less clear 
for practitioners. Schaffer’s heuristics are based on a literature review of 
earlier works and on his own expertise in the field (Schaffer, 2007). Pinelle 
et al. (2008a) focused on usability issues and published 10 game usability 
heuristics. They were based on an analysis of PC game critiques from a 
well-known gaming website. The analysis included six major genres and 
108 games. The heuristics were developed based on common problem 
categories presented in those game critiques. The heuristics focused on 
game-specific usability issues related to understanding, learning, and 
controlling the game (Pinelle et al., 2008a). The gameplay issues are not 
covered in the heuristic set. Papaloukas, Patriarcheas and Xenos (2009) 
explored heuristics for specific hardware configurations or social games. 
Desurvire and Wiberg (2009) have presented PLAY heuristics, which are 
based on the earlier HEP heuristics. The PLAY heuristics feature 19 top 
level headings, each containing one to six heuristics (50 heuristics in total). 
The PLAY heuristics are aimed toward specific game genres such as real-
time strategy games, first person shooters and action adventure games. 

Genre-specific heuristics have been developed by several researchers. 
Köffel and Haller (2008) presented a set of heuristics (10) for advanced 
electronic tabletop games. Their list was a synthesis of earlier heuristic sets. 
Paavilainen (2010) has proposed new heuristics for social games after 
reviewing the existing playability heuristics and concluding that they do 
not meet the specific needs of social games. Recently, Hara and Ovaska 
(2014) have defined heuristics for the interaction design of motion-
controller games. 

Educational games have received special attention from researchers and 
several heuristic sets have been developed for these games. Thomas et al. 
(2003) and Kiili (2005) were the first ones to present their heuristics or 
design principles for educational games. The principles presented by Kiili 
are particularly interesting because they cover the basic games design 
principles of a player’s skills, challenge, control and feedback, but the 
perspective is to support the flow experience (Kiili, 2005). Later on other 
researchers have presented their own or modified versions of heuristics 
for educational games (Hinske et al., 2008; Mohamed & Jaafar, 2012). 

Table 6 presents a summary of the playability heuristic sets that have been 
published for video games. It seems that the development of playability 
heuristics for games is not yet over and there will be new emerging needs 
to fine-tune the heuristics for specific purposes. 
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Author(s) Year No. of 
Heuristics 

Applicable Originality 

Fabricatore et al. 2002 11 Genre-
specific 

Novel 

Federoff 2002 40 Generic Novel 

Thomas et al.  2003 5 Educational Modified 

Desurvire et al. 2004 43 Generic Modified 

Karvonen 2005 30 Generic + 
Mobile 

Novel 

Kiili 2005 22 Educations Novel 

Korhonen & Koivisto 2006 29 Generic + 
Mobile 

Novel 

Korhonen & Koivisto 2007 8 Multiplayer Novel 

Schaffer 2007 21 Generic Modified 

Köffel & Haller 2008 11 Genre-
specific 

Modified 

Korhonen et al.  2008 4 Context-
Aware 

Novel 

Pinelle et al.  2008 12 Generic Novel 

Desurvire & Wiberg 2009 50 Generic Modified 

Hinske et al. 2009 33 Educational Novel 

Papaloukas et al.  2009 10 Generic Modified 

Pinelle et al. 2009 10 Multiplayer Modified 

Paavilainen 2010 10 Social 
Games 

Novel 

Mohamed & Jaafar 2012 42 Educational Modified 

Hara & Ovaska 2014 13 Genre-
specific 

Novel 

Table 6. A summary of playability heuristic sets developed for game evaluations.  
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There are also other guidelines to help game developers in the design 
process and to make more engaging and usable games for players (e.g. 
Falstein & Barrywood, 2006; Snow, 2007). In addition to articles and 
websites, edited books have also been published on the topic (e.g. Isbister 
& Schaffer, 2008; Bernhaupt, 2010), which cover various methods for 
evaluating usability, playability and user experience in general. 
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5 Playability Heuristics for 
Mobile Games 

In this section, we will finally take a look at the heuristics that have been 
developed during the research work to help in evaluating the playability 
of video games. The playability heuristic set contains 47 heuristics 
organized into five modules (Figure 13). The inspectors can include or 
exclude each module depending on the needs of the evaluation. Two core 
modules, Gameplay and Game Usability, are common to all games. The 
Game Usability module covers game controls and the interface through 
which the player interacts with the game. The Gameplay module contains 
heuristics that cover the game mechanics and gameplay issues in the game 
content. The Multi-player module covers issues which are relevant for the 
social interaction of the players. The Mobility module contains heuristics 
that are specific for mobile games. And finally, the Context-Aware module 
deals with issues related to contextual factors in the mobile game design.  

The heuristics were originally described in one of Nokia’s technical 
reports (Nokia, 2006). In the following, each heuristic is presented in parts: 
a title, a short summary, background and similar heuristics. The title and 
the short summary can be used during the evaluation to support the 
inspectors’ task (Appendix A presents a consolidated list of heuristics that 
inspectors can use directly). They will help in interpreting a playability 
problem and assigning a violated heuristic. Background information is 
used in this dissertation to give a better description of the heuristic with 
references to relevant literature. There is also a list of similar heuristics if 
such heuristics exist in other heuristic sets. Some of our heuristics have 
been influenced by the work of earlier researchers. Correspondingly, some 
heuristics presented in this dissertation have been adapted to newer 
heuristics sets.  
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Figure 13. Playability heuristic set and relationships of individual heuristics between 
modules. 
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5.1 GAME USABILITY HEURISTICS 
Game usability heuristics cover aspects which are similar to traditional 
usability issues of productivity software, but they are transformed to 
cover game related aspects specifically. Moreover, there are other game-
related issues that need to be covered by the heuristics. 

The heuristics have been published in Paper I. 

Based on our playability evaluations of social games (e.g. Paavilainen et al., 
2012) and a game design literature review, I made one modification to the 
heuristic set that we have used for years in playability evaluations. In 
these studies, we have encountered a problem with the viewing angle to 
the gameworld multiple times. This has been the case especially with 
social games that are implemented using technology that is not flexible 
enough to support a proper 3D view. The gameworld is usually presented 
as a 3D world, but the viewing angle cannot be rotated or panned which 
means that some gameworld items will be hidden behind other items. 
Previously these problems have been categorized under the first game 
usability heuristic GU1 “Audio-visual representation supports the game”. 
However, the heuristic does not describe the problem accurately because it 
focuses more on the aural and aesthetic part of the game and not on the 
viewing angle to the gameworld. Therefore, a new heuristic called GU1b 
“A view to the gameworld feels natural and the camera behaves correctly” has 
been introduced to cover playability problems related to views to the 
gameworld and camera behavior. Furthermore, the identifier of the 
original heuristic GU1 has been changed to GU1a to indicate the split.  

GU1a: Audio-visual representation supports the game 

Game graphics should support gameplay and story and be informative for the 
player. In addition, the graphical look and feel should be consistent throughout the 
game. Audio can be used to evoke emotions and increase immersion. A good 
sound environment in the game supports a positive gaming experience. The 
graphics or audio should not prevent the player from performing actions or make 
them unnecessarily difficult. 

The reason for including this particular heuristic is quite straightforward 
as music and graphics are strong determinants of the aesthetics of a game 
(Schell, 2008). Audiovisual style and appearance can have a significant 
influence on player experience (Järvinen, 2002a). Graphics are often 
treated as a decorative attribute that is meant to increase eye-candy of the 
game, but it has a key role in creating sensory immersion of the players as 
well (Ermi & Mäyrä, 2005). Sounds and graphics can be used to create 
sensory curiosity and enhance the fantasy of the game (Malone, 1982). 
From the marketing point of view, many games are sold because of their 
visual quality and players expect that games are visually appealing. 
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From the evaluation point of view, the inspectors should pay attention to 
the game’s graphic style and whether it supports the game mechanics 
(Egenfeldt-Nielsen et al., 2008) and is convenient for the game concept 
(Järvinen, 2002a). Graphic style should be tied to other components of the 
game (including a possible story element) and be informative for a player. 
Consistency of the graphical style and appearance is also an important 
factor for playability (Adams & Rollings, 2007). 

There are three kinds of graphic styles (photorealism, caricaturism and 
abstractionism) that are frequently used in games and the proper style 
depends on the game concept (Järvinen, 2002a). Photorealism simulates 
environments and characters as closely as possible to reality. Caricaturism 
presents a simplified version of the characters and the environment by 
emphasizing the most characteristic features. Pure abstractionism is rare 
because most games simulate the environment and present forms in a 
caricaturized rather than a completely abstract way (Järvinen, 2002a). 

A proper audio style is much more difficult to evaluate because there are 
numerous possibilities to use audio in games. In addition, it is easy to 
underestimate the importance of audio in games because graphical 
elements are dominating the output channel. However, a proper use of 
audio can reinforce the premise, evoke emotions and inform the player 
when something important happens in the game (Barry, 2005). In general, 
it could be said that a properly implemented sound environment amplifies 
a positive game experience of the player.  

There are several audio elements (sound effects, music and dialog) which 
are commonly used in games (Barry, 2005). Adams and Rollings (2007) 
have supplemented the list with ambient sounds and voice-over narration  
which will create a complete audio environment in the game. 

Sound effects are the most common use of sound in game design and they 
are used both in the shell menu and in the gameworld. These sounds 
correspond to actions and effects in the gameworld and give feedback for 
the player’s actions (Barry, 2005; Adams & Rollings, 2007). Sounds should 
be harmonized between the shell menu and the gameworld to provide a 
seamless sound environment. 

Ambient sounds are not used very often in other software products, but in 
games they are present. Ambient sounds work together with the main 
view to the gameworld. The main view gives visual feedback about where 
the player is at the moment. Ambient sounds deliver aural feedback about 
the player’s current location. Adams and Rollings give a warning that 
ambient sounds should not be overused especially in situations where 
mental challenges are present (Adams & Rollings, 2007). 
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Music is a strong audio element and it is often used for creating a certain 
mood for the player or the atmosphere of the game or reinforce the theme 
(Barry, 2005; Schell, 2008). Music sends a strong cultural messages and it 
should be harmonized with the gameworld and the gameplay (Adams & 
Rollings, 2007). One critical issue with music in games is that  players will 
hear it for several hours (Adams & Rollings, 2007). There is a risk that the 
music becomes annoying after a while. Some games allow the players to 
use their favorite music instead of original songs in the game.  The music 
can also be used for defining what players will do. It is a sort of indirect 
controlling mechanism (Schell, 2008). 

Dialog and voice-over narration are useful audio elements with games 
that have strong storylines (Adams & Rollings, 2007). Although they 
provide an excellent form of feedback in many games, there are also 
challenges that are related to recorded dialogs. A player can easily get 
tired of hearing the same words repeated over and over again. Therefore, 
there should be multiple variants for recoded dialogs which occur 
repeatedly and they should be mixed up at random (Adams & Rollings, 
2007). Another challenge is that voice acting must be of good quality and 
the language that is used in recordings must be harmonized with the 
theme of the game. Usually voice prompts are used to give a game 
character a voice (Barry, 2005). 

Similar heuristics:  

• “Use sound to provide meaningful feedback.” (Federoff, 2002) 
• “Art should speak to its function.” (Federoff, 2002) 
• “Sounds from the game provide meaningful feedback or stir a 

particular emotion.” (Desurvire et al., 2004) 
• “Art should be recognizable to player, and speak to its function.” 

(Desurvire et al., 2004) 
• “Sounds (how the game sounds): the quality of sound effects, music, 

and dialogs, suitability for the game, provide configuration 
possibilities [translated from Finnish]” (Karvonen, 2005) 

• ”It should be clear what’s happening in the game. Players should 
understand and be able to identify game elements like the Avatar 
and Enemies, Obstacles, Power-ups.” (Schaffer, 2007) 

• ”Art is recognizable to the player and speaks to its function.” 
(Desurvire & Wiberg, 2009) 

• “Provide appropriate audio/visual/visceral feedback (music, 
sound effects, controller vibration).” (Desurvire & Wiberg, 2009) 

• “Visual representations, such as maps, icons, and avatars, are 
frequently used to convey information about the status of the game. 
Visual  Representations should be designed in an easy to interpret 
way, and so that users can differentiate important elements from 
irrelevant elements.” (Papaloukas et al., 2009) 
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GU1b: A view to the gameworld supports smooth interaction and the 
camera behaves correctly 

The view to the gameworld defines how the player perceives that gameworld and 
how well the player can immerse in the game events. The gameworld can be 
presented either in a 2D or a 3D view and there is no single best option of 
perspective, but it depends on the type of game and the game concept. It is more 
important to notice how the perspective influences the player’s ability to interact 
in the gameworld. 

One of the biggest things affecting the playability of a game is the view to 
the gameworld or more specifically the perspective from which the 
gameworld is viewed by a player. Basically all games (except text-based 
games) include a view to the gameworld (Egenfeldt-Nielsen et al., 2008). 
The perspective will influence greatly how players perceive the 
gameworld and how close the player can get to game avatars and objects 
(Egenfeldt-Nielsen et al., 2008). This will affect how well the player can get 
immersed in the game events. 

The gameworld can be presented either in a 2D or a 3D view. There is no 
single best option of perspective, but it depends on the type of game and 
the game concept (Clanton, 2000; Adams & Rollings, 2007; Egenfeldt-
Nielsen et al., 2008; Schell, 2008). Egenfeldt-Nielsen et al. (2008) have 
concluded that any perspective is able to provide a positive player 
experience. Some genres and subgenres constantly adhere to one or very 
few perspectives, but it is important to evaluate whether the perspective is 
appropriate for the game concept. A 3D camera rotation or angle may look 
nice and cool, but it may also influence the player’s ability to interact in 
the gameworld and make the game unnecessarily difficult to play. 

In 2D views, the gameworld can be presented in a single static screen that 
shows a complete gameworld to the player or in a view that utilizes either 
side-scrolling or top-scrolling (Adams & Rollings, 2007; Egenfeldt-Nielsen 
et al., 2008). In side-scrolling, the view to the gameworld moves forward 
and backward and the player sees the gameworld from the side as the 
camera tracks the game avatar. In top-scrolling, the view to the 
gameworld is from the top and the gameworld moves up or down. Static 
screens can also be used as a scenery view in which the gameworld is 
shown as tiles and the player moves between sceneries. 

3D views are commonly used in many commercial games because they 
provide a more realistic view to the gameworld and allow more freedom 
for players to move in the gameworld. Table 7 shows typical 3D views 
that are commonly used in game designs: first-person perspective, third-
person perspective, and aerial perspective (Järvinen, 2002a; Barry, 2005; 
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Egenfeldt-Nielsen et al., 2008). Further, the aerial perspective can be 
divided into subcategories depending on the camera view. 

View Description 

First-person 
perspective 

The player can usually only see a small fraction of the 
game avatar and the main focus is on the terrain ahead 
(Adams & Rollings, 2007). This view is very efficient in 
creating immersion as the player and the game avatar 
see the gameworld in a similar way. 

Third-person 
perspective 

The player sees the game avatar from behind and the 
camera normally follows the avatar at a fixed distance 
and slightly above (Adams & Rollings, 2007). 

Aerial 
perspective 

The player sees a large part of the gameworld which 
allows the player to control numerous game avatars at 
once. In isometric perspective, the player looks at the 
gameworld from an angle. In top-down perspective, 
the gameworld is shown directly overhead and the 
camera is pointing straight down (Adams & Rollings, 
2007). 

Table 7. Typical 3D views to the gameworld. 

The first-person perspective is often assumed to connect a player closely to 
their game character.  However, players usually assume and use their own 
identity, if it is not reinforced by the game. In addition, navigating 
through game spaces often requires that the players will get familiar with 
the dimensions of the game and how the game character fits into the space 
(Barry, 2005). An over-the–shoulder view makes it easier for the player to 
connect to the game character. However, there are problems with an 
accurate direction that the game character is pointing (Barry, 2005).  

Third-person perspective is commonly used in video games and it lets the 
player see the avatar (Adams & Rollings, 2007) or a number of objects 
(Egenfeldt-Nielsen et al., 2008). The camera follows the avatar and is 
located behind and slightly above the avatar, thus allowing the player to 
see both the avatar and the environment. The negative aspect of this view 
is that the player does not see the avatar’s front or side. In addition, when 
the avatar moves quickly, the camera must sweep around quickly in order 
to remain behind the avatar. This can cause motion sickness in the player 
(Adams & Rollings, 2007, p. 244). 

Aerial perspective gives priority to the gameworld and it is commonly 
used in games which allow the player to see any part of the gameworld. 
Normally the player would see the gameworld directly from above, but as 
this is not a very interesting view, buildings and other objects are drawn 
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slightly tilted. Another option is to use an isometric perspective. With this 
view, the player can feel himself little remote from the action and less 
attached to the outcomes (Adams & Rollings, 2007, p. 246). 

Egenfeldt et al. (2008, p. 107) notes that video games seem to work equally 
well in both the first- and the third person perspective and proving 
positive player experience. Perspective has an important role in shaping 
the player’s perception of the game world, avatars and game items 
(Egenfeldt-Nielsen et al., 2008, p. 113).  

Similar heuristics: 

• “Implementation quality: Technical feasibility, correctness, loading 
times, camera angles and control of the camera.” [Translated from 
Finnish] (Karvonen, 2005) 

• “Provide unobstructed views that are appropriate for the user’s 
current actions.” (Pinelle et al., 2008a) 

 

GU2: Screen layout is efficient and visually pleasing 

The layout should present all necessary information to the player, but on the other 
hand, if the screen is filled with all kinds of information, it starts to look crowded. 
It is important that the player finds the navigation controls and they should not 
be mixed with the information that needs to be visible on the screen. 

Usually a game includes two user 
interfaces, which both have 
substantially different roles and 
require different kinds of user 
interface designs. After launching 
the game, a player usually enters a 
shell menu. The shell menu is 
used to provide access to features 
which are not part of the 
gameworld, but are needed for 
configuring and managing the 
game (Figure 14). The shell menu 
contains different kinds of settings 
and configuration screens for 
video and audio settings, and a 
selection of a game mode (e.g. 
single player vs. multi-player 
mode). In addition, it contains 
user interface elements for 
managing saved game instances, 
selecting a game avatar and 

Figure 14. Shell Menu (A screenshot from 
Lord of the Rings Online, Turbine, 2008). 
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difficulty settings, and commands for managing a play session. Johnson 
and Wiles (2003) have noted that shell menu designs are often poorly or 
non-intuitively organized leading to confusion and errors of the players. 
During the gameplay, a subset of shell menu functions is typically 
available in a pause menu.  

During the gameplay, the user interface consists of two layers.  The game 
is played through a main view that presents the gameworld to a player. 
The main view also contains on-screen user interface elements which are 
used to give input commands (Barry, 2005) and output elements which the 
player needs to see while playing the game.  

Adams and Rollings (2007, p. 235) have studied more than 2000 screen 
layouts from different kinds of games and  identified nine designs which 
are frequently used in main view designs. Figure 15 shows how the main 
view is usually divided between the view to the gameworld (white areas) 
and which parts of the screen are usually reserved for feedback controls 
and other on-screen controls (grey areas). In actual game designs, the on-
screen control area is often transparent so that it does not limit the view, 
but the player is able to see the gameworld behind and between the 
controls. In addition, game designers use pop-up controls which become 
visible in a certain situation or upon request. Pop-up controls can appear 
anywhere on the screen. 

 

Figure 15 Common views to the gameworld based on Adams and Rollings (2007). 
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Designing an efficient and good-looking layout is not an easy task. The 
player should be able to see the necessary information in a single glance 
rather than have to look around from different screens (Adams & Rollings, 
2007). The player must be able to constantly make decisions based on the 
visible data because some information is hidden deliberately. User 
interface design for games should follow the same principles that apply to 
screen layout design in general (Fox, 2005). The screen can get easily 
crowded with information that might be relevant for the player. One of 
the important things is that navigation controls are distinguishable and 
they should not be mixed with the information that needs to be visible on 
the screen. 

Similar heuristics: 

• “Minimize the menu layers of an interface.” (Federoff, 2002) 
• “Make the menu layers well-organized and minimalist to the extent 

the menu options are intuitive.” (Desurvire et al., 2004) 
• “The Player should experience the menu as a part of the game.” 

(Desurvire et al., 2004) 
• “Don’t bury frequently used information.” (Schaffer, 2007) 
• “Avoid large blocks of text.” (Schaffer, 2007) 
• “Don’t display irrelevant information.” (Schaffer, 2007) 
• “Screen layout is efficient, integrated, and visually pleasing.” 

(Desurvire & Wiberg, 2009) 
• “The players experience the user interface/HUD as a part of the 

game.” (Desurvire & Wiberg, 2009) 
 

GU3: Device UI and game UI are used for their own purposes 

It should always be noticeable whether the player is dealing with the game user 
interface or device functions. The game interface should not use the device’s user 
interface widgets in the game interface, because it breaks the immersion. The most 
impressive immersion is achieved when the game uses full-screen mode hiding 
other features. 

Video games are frequently played on devices which are capable of 
multitasking and the game is an application among others. The purpose of 
the visual design of the game is to immerse the players in the game and 
separate the game from other applications. Preferably a full-screen mode 
should be used which hides other features and applications of the device. 
In addition, a unified theme between the user interface design and the 
game concept will also reinforce the intended experience of the game 
(Schell, 2008). 

It is possible to use similar kinds of user interface widgets that are used in 
non-game applications to control processes which are too complex to be 
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managed with game controls (Adams & Rollings, 2007) because they are 
familiar to the player and their behavior is known. However, the visual 
outlook should be different from the corresponding widgets in an 
ordinary application interface (Adams & Rollings, 2007). 

Sometimes it is necessary to show some information outside the 
gameworld, but in these cases dialogs or user interface widgets should be 
presented according to the visual theme of the game instead of using the 
device’s visual theme. Any user interface widget which breaks the visual 
theme, will disturb the player’s immersion in the game  (Ermi & Mäyrä, 
2005; Adams & Rollings, 2007). 

Similar heuristics: 

• “For PC games, consider hiding the main computer interface 
during game play.” (Federoff, 2002) 

 

GU4: Indicators are visible 

The player should see the information such as the current state of the game and 
the status of the avatar that is required for being able to play the game. 
Information that is frequently needed should be visible to the player all the time — 
if possible. 

The basic principle of user interface design is to communicate information 
from the system to a user. In productivity software design, this usually 
means that all available information is presented in the user interface. In 
user interface design for a video game, it is not as straightforward as the 
game mechanics contain lots of information that would be useful for a 
player to know, but showing all to the player would probably ruin the 
player experience. Therefore, special attention should be paid to 
recognizing what kind of information is feasible to show without 
decreasing the experience. 

The key task in game interface design and information presentation is in 
deciding what information should be shown. This is a specific situation 
because not all information is equally important all the time (Palm & 
Koivisto, 2004; Schell, 2008). There are permanent and temporary 
information needs.  

A permanent information need is related to being able to play the game. 
The status of the avatar and whose turn it is to make the next move 
(Falstein, 2003) are typically considered permanent information. The 
player will be frustrated if the avatar dies suddenly and the cause of death 
is a shortage of energy which could have been recharged with energy 
packs that the avatar has in his inventory (Falstein, 2003). 
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A character portrait is normally a small window showing a face of the 
avatar, a non-player character, or a member of the player’s party (Figure 
16). The character portrait can be used for building identification between 
the player and the avatar or party members and to convey more about the 
personalities of the non-player characters (Adams & Rollings, 2007, p. 253-
254). 

 

Figure 16. Character portraits of the player's avatar (Screenshots from Lord of the Rings 
Online, Turbine, 2007). 

A player should also be aware of metagoals, if such goals exist in the game. 
The metagoals will define how the game goals can be achieved (Malone, 
1982). Two basic methods for including metagoals into game design are 
scoring and time. Scoring as a metagoal means that a player tries to get as 
high (or low) a score as possible. Correspondingly, time as a metagoal 
refers to how long it takes to achieve a basic goal. The player can try to 
achieve the goal as quickly as possible or the player may to try to extend 
the play session for as long as possible. 

Gameplay critical information can be presented to the player using either 
character strings (text and numbers) or graphical elements (e.g. icons, 
power bars, brightness regions) (Adams & Rollings, 2007). Graphical 
elements are commonly preferred because they increase visual appeal, but 
the most important rule is that the information should be presented clearly 
enough regardless of the presentation format. 

Similar heuristics: 

• “A player should always be able to identify their score/status in the 
game.” (Federoff, 2002) 

• “A player should always be able to identify their score/status and 
goal in the game.” (Desurvire et al., 2004) 

• “Game should provide feedback on the state of the game.” (Kiili, 
2005) 
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• “All relevant information should be displayed, such as life points, 
lives, and ammunition.” (Schaffer, 2007) 

• “Critical information should stand out.” (Schaffer, 2007) 
• “Provide users with information on game status.” (Pinelle et al., 

2008a) 
• “Users should be provided with enough information about game 

(status character, level, health, etc.) but also about other players and 
online friends in order to play in a cooperative manner as in real 
life.” (Papaloukas et al., 2009) 

• “Status score indicators are seamless, obvious, available and do not 
interfere with game play.” (Desurvire & Wiberg, 2009) 

 

GU5: The player understands the terminology 

The terminology that is used in the game should be understandable and not 
misleading or unfamiliar to the players. Technical jargon should be avoided. For 
instance, terminology that is related to the game concept or features that the game 
needs from the device should be translated into more understandable language. 

Nielsen has stated in the original usability heuristics that the terminology 
of the user interface should be based on the user’s language rather than 
system-oriented terms or technical jargon (Nielsen, 1993). The same rule 
applies also to game design, but in addition the terminology used in the 
interface could also be coherent with the game theme because it would 
reinforce the game experience. 

For instance, in network multi-player games, the players connect to a 
game server in order to join a play session. The label for the user interface 
widget is typically “Connect Server.” However, from the player’s 
viewpoint, connecting to a server is not the thing, but rather joining the 
game. A more intuitive label for the widget would be “Join Game” or even 
“Enter Battle Arena”. 

Text is a powerful feedback element and it can be used in many different 
ways in the game interface (Adams & Rollings, 2007). The typical use of 
text is to provide feedback and explain the meaning of different indicators. 
Text can also be used for narration, dialog or detailed information about 
game items (Adams & Rollings, 2007, p. 254). 

Similar heuristics: 

• “Menu item names should be intuitive and obvious.” (Schaffer, 
2007) 

• “Don’t rely on players’ memory: Don’t use abbreviations or 
acronyms.” (Schaffer, 2007) 
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GU6: Navigation is consistent, logical, and minimalist 

Navigation consists of the game menu and the gameworld. The game menu 
consists of settings and selections for the desired game session. Different functions 
should be organized reasonably and possibly on different screens. However, long 
navigation paths should be avoided. Short navigation paths provide more clarity 
and are easier to remember. In the main game menu, the player should be able to 
start a game and have access to other important game features. In the gameworld, 
navigation should be intuitive and natural. Regardless of the complexity of the 
gameworld, players should be able to navigate there smoothly. With a proper set of 
control keys, navigation can be very intuitive and almost invisible. 

The game user interface needs to fulfill different kinds of navigation needs. 
Shell menu navigation follows similar principles and recommendations 
that are used in menu designs (e.g. Jacko & Salvendy, 1996; Kim, Jacko, & 
Salvendy, 2011). As the menu contains setting dialogs and links to start a 
play session, short navigation paths should be preferred as they simplify 
the menu structure and are easier to remember. Special attention should 
be paid to how a player can start a play session. 

A more challenging task is to design navigation in the gameworld. The 
gameworld can be either a 3D world, which allows complete freedom of 
movement, or a simplified presentation in 2D. With a proper set of control 
keys, the navigation in the gameworld is intuitive for players. 

Similar heuristics: 

• “Navigation is consistent, logical and minimalist.” (Desurvire & 
Wiberg, 2009) 

 

GU7: Game controllers are consistent and follow standard conventions 

Using common conventions in game controllers reduces the time that is needed to 
learn to play the game since the player can use his or her knowledge from other 
games. Game controllers usually have specific keys for certain actions and every 
game should follow them. The game should also provide alternative game 
controllers because the players should be able to select their preferable controllers. 

Games are played on multiple platforms which all have their unique input 
devices. Depending on the platform, the player can use a keyboard and a 
mouse, specialized game controllers, or touch screens.  

Common input conventions can reduce the time that a user needs to learn 
a new software application (Nielsen, 1993). This is also true in game 
design: standard control keys reduce the time that is required for learning 
to control the avatar and play the game. The player can use his or her 
acquired knowledge from other games.  
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Game controllers usually have dedicated keys for certain actions and the 
game design should comply with these conventions. When using a 
keyboard as the main input device, moving a game avatar is typically 
done by pressing arrow keys or ‘w’, ‘a’, ‘s’, or ‘d’ keys to move an avatar 
forwards, left, backwards, and right respectively. For game consoles, the 
control key ‘x’ is used for giving the primary action or selection in the 
game world, while the control key ‘o’ is used for a secondary action or 
cancelling the selection or navigating back. 

Birk and Mandryk (2013) have shown that game controllers affect the 
players’ perception of the game and it should be possible to select their 
preferable game controllers. Some controllers are better suited for certain 
game genres. Cairns, Li, Wang and Nordin (2014) studied the influence of 
controllers on immersion. They concluded that naturalness of the controls 
influences the game experiences especially if there is a natural mapping 
between the controller and the interaction style. For example, driving a car 
by using a steering wheel is more immersive than pressing keys on a 
keyboard. 

Similar heuristics: 

• “Controls should be customizable and default to industry standard 
settings.” (Federoff, 2002) 

• “Mechanics/controller actions have consistently mapped and 
learnable responses.” (Desurvire et al., 2004) 

• “If industry standards exist for the controls on the type of game 
you’re working on, adhere to them. For example, if most fighting 
games use the back button to block, then you should do the same 
thing.” (Schaffer, 2007) 

• “Game controls are consistent within the game and follow standard 
conventions.” (Desurvire & Wiberg, 2009) 

 

GU8: Game controls are convenient and flexible 

Novice players usually need only a subset of the controls when they start playing 
the game. On the other hand, veteran players often appreciate shortcuts and more 
advanced commands. It should be possible to customize the game controls or use 
shortcuts or macros. However, using shortcuts should not provide a major edge in 
a competitive player vs. player game. The configurability and amount of controls 
needed to play the game should be kept at a minimum, but they need to be 
sufficient. In addition, the controls should be designed according to the device’s 
capabilities. 

The customization of game controls is one way of making the learning 
phase of a new game shorter. The customization can mean simple actions 
like swapping the left and right mouse buttons which is useful for left and 
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right handed players. In more complex cases, the player is able to reassign 
certain actions to particular keys and buttons of the input devices or to 
access certain menus quickly during gameplay. Another purpose for 
customization is when a game designer introduces a new control design. 
The designer should allow the player to customize the controls in case the 
player does not like it (Adams & Rollings, 2007) or use some earlier 
control design in case the player does not want to learn new things.  

In key reassignment, it is important to make sure that the setting dialog 
shows the currently assigned actions to the controls, available actions and 
unassigned controls (Adams & Rollings, 2007). In addition, it would be 
useful to allow the players to create multiple profiles with saved 
customizations. This will help the players to manage the game control 
settings and make them useful. 

There are different needs for customization. Allowing the customization of 
game controls will help players to suit the game to their gaming style 
(Adams & Rollings, 2007). In the beginning, a subset of controls is needed 
to start playing a game. Simple game controls help in learning basic 
actions and getting familiar with the game. Later on, advanced players 
usually want to customize input devices to suit their gaming style better 
or there is a need to do complicated tasks, which needs shortcuts or more 
advanced commands (Adams & Rollings, 2007). However, customization 
of the input devices or control mappings should not give major 
advantages over other players in competitive PvP (player vs. player) 
games (Adams & Rollings, 2007). 

Similar heuristics: 

• “Minimize control options.” (Federoff, 2002) 
• “Player should be given controls that are basic enough to learn 

quickly yet expandable for advanced options.” (Desurvire et al., 
2004) 

• “User interface and controls of the game should be easy to use and 
learn.” (Kiili, 2005) 

• “The video game should allow players to customize the settings so 
that the game accommodates their individual needs.” (Papaloukas 
et al., 2009) 

• “Player should be given controls that are basic enough to learn 
quickly yet expandable for advanced options.” (Desurvire & 
Wiberg, 2009) 

• “Player is given controls that are basic enough to learn quickly, yet 
expandable for advanced options for advanced players.”(Desurvire 
& Wiberg, 2009) 
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GU9: The game gives feedback on the player’s actions 

A good user interface has a low response time on the player’s actions. An action 
can be either a single key press or a more complicated input sequence. The player 
should notice immediately that the game has recognized the action by providing 
feedback. The most common way of providing feedback is to present it graphically. 
Other alternatives are to use audio or tactile feedback. Providing only auditory 
feedback is not acceptable since a player may be playing the game without sounds. 
Although the game needs to respond immediately to the player’s actions, the 
consequences of the action can be shown to the player later. If an action cannot be 
performed immediately, the game should notify the player about the delay. 

Many games require fast reactions from the player and the player needs to 
make decisions about the next actions in a fraction of a second. A low 
response time and immediate feedback is a sign of good user interface 
design and implementation (Adams & Rollings, 2007). Games are one of 
the few application domains which use versatile feedback modalities. 
Graphical feedback is the most common way of presenting feedback, but 
other modalities such as audio and tactile feedback are used constantly. If 
audio does not play a major role in the game, a player may mute the game 
completely. 

Although response to the player’s actions is usually provided immediately, 
the consequences of those actions can be represented later. In game design 
patterns, this is called a delayed outcome (Björk & Holopainen, 2005). If the 
feedback is delayed, the game should notify the player with an 
appropriate method. 

There are two main types of feedback that the player needs to receive. The 
most important feedback is related to the player’s avatar and its current 
status (health or currently selected item). The feedback should be clear, 
easily understandable and most importantly, the player should get the 
needed information with a glance (Adams & Rollings, 2007). 

The second type of feedback is related to the player’s current location in 
the gameworld.  If the gameworld is not completely visible to a player, 
there needs to be an indicator for it. This indicator is called a mini-map or 
a radar screen (Figure 17) and it shows a miniaturized version of the 
gameworld, or a portion of it (Adams & Rollings, 2007). This will help 
players to orientate themselves in the gameworld. 
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Figure 17. A minimap shows the player and other interesting things in the vicinity (A 
screenshot from Lord of the Rings Online, Turbine, 2007). 

Similar heuristics:  

• “Game should provide unambiguous and immediate feedback on a 
player's actions.” (Kiili, 2005). 

 

GU10: The player cannot make irreversible errors 

The game UI should confirm actions that can cause serious and irreversible 
damage, which affects the player’s ability to play the game. Such errors are 
typically done in a shell menu or in the setting dialogs to the game character or 
the player’s progress in the game. When mistakes happen, it is helpful to enable 
recovery. 

Making mistakes and errors is part of human nature and they can stem 
from various reasons. In case an action causes serious or irreversible 
things in the game, it should be confirmed from the user before executing 
it. In many cases, computer applications can provide different recovery 
methods for a user and a possibility to undo harmful actions.  

In game user interfaces harmful actions are related to the player’s avatar 
or progress in the game. Sometimes it is possible to delete the avatar, an 
important game item, or reset the player’s progress in the game. In these 
cases enabling a recovery mechanism is helpful. 

Undoing actions in the gameplay is very rare and there is only certain 
games such as single player puzzle games which allow reverse actions and 
trying a different choice. The  reason for not providing an undo possibility 
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in gameplay is that it will affect the game balance adversely (Adams & 
Rollings, 2007).  

This heuristic is commonly misinterpreted by the inspectors. It should be 
noted that the heuristic applies in situations where errors are related to the 
mistakes that a player makes with the game user interface, not in the 
gameplay. 

Similar heuristics: 

• “Provide means for error prevention and recovery through the use 
of warning messages.” (Federoff, 2002) 

• “Make it hard to accidentally hit the wrong button. The more 
trouble hitting the wrong button causes, the farther that button 
should be from the normal game controls.” (Schaffer, 2007) 

• “Player error is avoided.” (Desurvire & Wiberg, 2009) 
 

GU11: The player does not have to memorize things unnecessarily 

The game should not stress the user's memory unnecessarily, unless it is part of 
the gameplay. 

Nielsen (1993) has stated that an application should not stress the user's 
memory unnecessarily. In game design, the same principle is also 
applicable and it is not advisable to require a player to remember too 
many things at once (Adams & Rollings, 2007). Instead, the user interface 
design should provide a way to look up information that the player needs. 
If the information is needed constantly, it should be provided as an 
indicator on the screen (Adams & Rollings, 2007). 

The interpretation of the heuristic has sometimes been problematic for 
inspectors. It should be noted that the heuristic is related to the user 
interface of the game. It is perfectly possible that one of the game 
mechanics is memorizing things and the heuristic should not be used to 
evaluate gameplay. 

Similar heuristics: 

• “Player's attention should not be distracted by irrelevant things.” 
(Kiili, 2005) 

• “Don’t rely on players’ memory: Players shouldn’t have to 
memorize the level design (but it’s arguable there are exceptions).” 
(Schaffer, 2007) 

• “Don’t rely on players’ memory: Don’t require the player to count 
resources like bullets and Life.”(Schaffer, 2007) 

• “Don’t rely on players’ memory: Don’t use abbreviations or 
acronyms.” (Schaffer, 2007) 
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• “Cognitive Workload: The cognitive workload which is not 
connected to the game play (i.e. connection with the acquisition of 
skills, the view, the screen orientation and the input methods) 
should be minimized.” (Köffel & Haller, 2008) 

• “The game does not put an unnecessary burden on the player.” 
(Desurvire & Wiberg, 2009) 

• “Abbreviations should not be used. The players should not be 
asked to count resources like bullets and life and they should not 
have to memorize the level’s design. Area maps should be easy to 
learn and should be intuitive to use.” (Papaloukas et al., 2009) 

 

GU12: The game contains help 

Players do not often read manuals. Instead, the game should teach the player what 
he or she needs to know to start playing the game. This can be done through a 
tutorial mode at the beginning of the game. The tutorial mode should be divided 
into chapters that teach a couple of things at the beginning. Ideally, the tutorial 
could be embedded completely in the game so that help would be provided every 
time when it is really needed. Help is also often needed in error situations. If the 
game provides useful error messages, the player can understand better what 
caused the problem. 

In every game a player needs to learn two things about the game: what the 
rules of the game are and how to operate game items. There are different 
methods of how these two things are learnt. The most common way is that 
a player learns the game by playing the game. A fellow player can also 
teach and explain how to play or the player can find out operational rules 
and the meaning of game items from a document or the internet. The 
document can be provided in an electronic format or it can be a hardcopy 
manual. Johnson and Wiley (2003) state that the absence of an online 
manual in a game disturbs the players’ immersion in the game as they 
have to leave the game environment and seek information from a 
hardcopy manual. 

Modern video games have gradually done away with written rules in 
favor of having the game itself teach players how to play through 
interactive tutorials (Schell, 2008). The tutorial should be a part of the 
actual game and it should be entertaining and rewarding. Dividing the 
tutorial into chapters that teach necessary skills and concepts that the 
player needs during the first play sessions is preferred. Ideally, the tutorial 
would be completely embedded in the game so that help is provided 
every time when it is really needed (Schell, 2008). 

The second use of help is in error situations. The game should always 
provide an error message so that the player understands what caused the 
problem and how to recover from it. 
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Similar heuristics: 

• “Do not expect the user to read a manual.” (Federoff, 2002) 
• “Provide an interesting and absorbing tutorial.” (Federoff, 2002) 
• “Players do not need to use a manual to play game.” (Desurvire et 

al., 2004) 
• “There is an interesting and absorbing tutorial that mimics game 

play.” (Desurvire et al., 2004) 
• “Players should be given context sensitive help while playing so 

that they do not get stuck or have to rely on a manual.” (Desurvire 
et al., 2004) 

• “Provide instructions, training, and help.” (Pinelle et al., 2008a) 
• “Player does not need to read the manual or documentation to 

play.” (Desurvire & Wiberg, 2009) 
• “Players should be given context sensitive help while playing so 

that they are not stuck and need to rely on a manual for help.” 
(Desurvire & Wiberg, 2009) 

5.2 GAMEPLAY HEURISTICS 
Gameplay heuristics include aspects that relate to game content and how 
the game mechanics are implemented. This is probably the most 
important module of the heuristic set because these aspects will define 
what the game will be like. 

The heuristics have been published in Paper I. 

GP1: The game provides clear goals or supports player-created goals 

The players need to understand the goals that exist in the game. The goals can be 
either set by the game or created by the players. The game should contain both 
short-term and long-term goals. Short-term goals provide repeated opportunities 
for reinforcement and keep players motivated to play the game. Long-term goals 
are usually more difficult to achieve and they can consist of several short term 
goals. 

The most admitted fact among game researchers and game designers is 
the existence of goals in games. Malone (1982) noted in his early studies 
that in order for a computer game to be challenging, there must be a goal 
the achievement of which is uncertain, and the path of achieving the goal 
should be non-trivial (Adams & Rollings, 2007; Fullerton et al., 2008). The 
goals of a game are defined by the rules. The game designer can interpret 
rules anyway she likes (Adams & Rollings, 2007). Achieving the goal 
means that a player satisfies the designed requirements of the goals and 
then achieves a particular outcome (Fullerton et al., 2004; Schell, 2008). 
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The players should be motivated to reach the goal and be able to 
understand what they are trying to achieve in the game (Clanton, 1998; 
Falstein, 2003; Barry, 2005). Flow theory notices that a clear goal is the core 
of an enjoyable experience (Csikszentmihalyi, 1991). 

The interesting part of achieving goals is that players can use different 
tactics and strategies to achieve them (Clanton, 2000). The goals will direct 
actions towards outcomes (Barry, 2005), and the players can take different 
actions to achieve the goals. However, it is important that the players 
understand the purpose of their actions because otherwise they cannot 
proceed with any certainty (Schell, 2008). 

There are different criteria for good goals and not all goals are equally 
good. Game researchers and designers have presented different qualities 
for good goals: 

• Skill-based: players use skills that are taught to them previously in 
order to achieve a goal (Malone, 1982). 

• Concrete: Players understand and can clearly state what they are 
supposed to achieve. The goal should also represent something that 
the player can easily identify (Malone, 1982; Schell, 2008). 

• Achievable: The goal does not necessarily have to be achievable 
(Adams & Rollings, 2007), but players need to think that they have 
a chance of achieving the goal. If the goal seems impossible to them, 
they will quickly give up (Schell, 2008).  

• Rewarding: Players appreciate that the goal is rewarding to them 
before they try to achieve it. With the right level of challenge, 
achieving a goal itself is rewarding. To make a goal even more 
desirable, the player should get something valuable upon reaching 
the goal (Schell, 2008). 

In addition, Malone has presented, based on the work by Morozova, that a 
goal should not be arbitrary, but it should be a part of the game story 
(Malone, 1982). 

In simple games, it is possible that a game has only one goal, but often a 
game has multiple goals. In simple games the goals should be obvious to 
the player (Malone, 1982). In more complex and longer games, there 
should be both short-term and long-term goals. Multiple goals will make 
the game multifaceted because players can select which goals they pursue. 
Achieving different goals may also result in different outcomes in the 
game.  

The balance of the goals will make the players feel that they know what to 
do immediately and what is the ultimate goal they are trying to achieve 
(Schell, 2008). Short-term goals support and motivate the players to play 
the game (Reeve, 2003). Examples of short-term goals can be completing a 
level or quests or finding a specific item in the gameworld. Long-term 
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goals are more difficult to complete. They can also include short-term 
goals. A typical long-term goal is the completion of the story of a game. 
Another long-term goal could be the development of an avatar to be as 
good as possible. The distinction between short-term goals and long-term 
goals in the game should be clear (Schell, 2008). It is possible that some 
short-term goals are unrelated to the ultimate goal of the game (Barry, 
2005), but it is preferable that the players understand how they are related 
to one another (Schell, 2008).  

Goals do not have to be formally structured by the system, but the players 
can also create goals for themselves (Malone, 1982; Barry, 2005). Some 
games encourage player-created goals, and some allow the players to 
choose their goals from a set of pre-defined goals (Björk & Holopainen, 
2005). Basically every opportunity for choice or action is an opportunity 
for goal setting (Barry, 2005). Achieving goals that the players have set for 
themselves can be very rewarding. 

Player-created goals can relate to the meta-goals of a game, the game 
avatar, or to the gameworld. A player-created goal could be, for example, 
providing information about a badge that makes a player curious enough 
to pursue it. This is a player-created goal for a meta-goal of the game. 

Similar heuristics:  

• “There should be a clear overriding goal of the game presented 
early. “ (Federoff, 2002) 

• “There should be multiple goals on each level.” (Federoff, 2002) 
• “Provide clear goals, present overriding goal early as well as short-

term goals throughout play.” (Desurvire et al., 2004) 
• “Game should provide clear main goal at the beginning.” (Kiili, 

2005) 
• “Game should provide clear sub-goals at an appropriate pace.” 

(Kiili, 2005) 
• “It should be clear what’s happening in the game. Players should 

understand and be able to identify goals.” (Schaffer, 2007) 
• “The game goals are clear. The game provides clear goals, presents 

overriding goals early as well as short term goals throughout game 
play.” (Desurvire & Wiberg, 2009) 

• “New genre games need special equipment and in some cases 
suggestions are required on how to use it more efficiently. The goal 
of the game must be clear, so the players do not feel confused.” 
(Papaloukas et al., 2009) 
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GP2: The player sees the progress in the game and can compare the 
results 

The players should have enough information so that they can see their progress 
towards the goals in the game. The progress can be shown to the player explicitly 
or implicitly. The players feel more motivated if they can compare themselves to 
other players or their previous achievements. 

To keep up motivation for playing the game is not only by achieving goals, 
but it is also the progress which happens on the way (Malone, 1982). 
Determining when a goal is actually achieved is a major source of 
satisfaction (Malone, 1982). Most players expect objectives by which their 
progress can be measured (Barry, 2005). There are two ways to show 
progress to the player:  

• Explicitly: The player can see the outcome of their actions in the 
game with clear numbers or by other means which are visible on 
the user interface. 

• Implicitly: There are changes in the gameworld. Depending on the 
game, the progress can be visible in the visual appearance of the 
gameworld, the behavior of the non-player characters, or in the 
availability of game items. 

 

A player’s motivation can be increased by enabling them to compare their 
current performance to previous achievements or against other players. It 
is also important to give proper feedback, because otherwise the player’s 
performance can feel uninvolving and unimportant (Reeve, 2003). 
Traditionally, comparisons between players has been done by high-score 
lists, character levels, rankings of the players, or titles.  

Similar heuristics:  

• “Game should provide feedback on progression toward goals.” 
(Kiili, 2005) 

 

GP3: The players are rewarded and the rewards are meaningful 

The players should receive a meaningful reward as they progress in the game and 
complete goals. In addition, the reward should be adjusted to the challenge that 
the player had to face in order to get it. The rewards schedule should be varying 
and frequent, but still unpredictable. 

The players should be rewarded for their progress in the game. Usually 
the rewards are points, new game items, levels or abilities that will help 
the players to progress in the game. Another important issue with rewards 
is that they should be meaningful to the player. An ability to perform an 
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action 20 percent more efficiently is a less meaningful reward compared to 
the situation that the game provides a completely new ability, which 
would allow new tactics and strategies for a player. 

The reward should be adjusted to the challenge that the player faces 
during the gameplay (Adams & Rollings, 2007). There is a possibility of a 
mismatch and disappointment, if the reward is not what the player 
expects it to be. 

A well-balanced and changing reward schema motivates the players to 
pursue the next reward even harder instead of giving the reward every 
time (Williams, Nesbitt, Eidels, & Elliott, 2011). Rewarding the player 
should be unpredictable but still frequent, because that will maintain the 
motivation. However, a varying schedule for rewards in the major 
milestones (for example, completing a level) is not recommended. The 
rewards can have various forms. The rewards can be something tangible 
that helps the player to play such as giving more resources or unlocking 
new levels or areas in the game (Björk & Holopainen, 2005, p. 185-187). On 
the other hand, rewards can also be something intangible such as a 
strategic advantage in the game.  

Risk and reward are key parts of any kind of competitive gameplay 
(Adams & Rollings, 2007). “A risk must always be accompanied by a 
reward. Otherwise the player has no incentive to take the risk” (Adams & 
Rollings, 2007, p. 27). Uncertainty is a key element of risk. If the player 
knows the consequences of actions, there is no risk involved (Adams & 
Rollings, 2007). Uncertainty is often produced by chance, but hiding 
information is also useful, when it is revealed after the player has taken 
actions and exposed to a risk. Some games do not have hidden 
information or the element of chance, but not knowing what other players 
will do in the game will produce uncertainty (Adams & Rollings, 2007). 

Risk and reward mechanism make gameplay more exciting (Adams & 
Rollings, 2007). Similarly, interactivity is a key element for players in the 
form of entertainment as the players will complete challenges and practice 
different skills. 

There are different ways to reward the player. Players should appreciate 
that the goal is rewarding before they have achieved it, so that they are 
inspired to attempt to achieve it. The player’s expectations should not be 
overinflated because if the player is disappointed with the reward, they 
will not play again (Schell, 2008). It is also rewarding if the goals can be 
achieved in more than one way. This will promote rich and dynamic 
gameplay when players are able to do different kinds of things and 
achieve goals (Schell, 2008). 
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Similar heuristics: 

• “The game should give rewards.” (Federoff, 2002) 
• “One reward of playing should be the acquisition of skill.” 

(Federoff, 2002) 
• “The game should give rewards that immerse the player more 

deeply in the game by increasing their capabilities (power-up), and 
expanding their ability to customize.” (Desurvire et al., 2004) 

• “Rewards and Feedback: the amount of reward in relation to the 
effort the player does. Positive feedback, a varying rewarding 
scheme, valuation of goodness of the player.” [translated from 
Finnish] (Karvonen, 2005) 

• ”Game should support skill development and provide rewards 
from development.” (Kiili, 2005) 

• “The game gives rewards that immerse the player more deeply in 
the game by increasing their capabilities, capacity or for example, 
expanding their ability to customize.” (Desurvire & Wiberg, 2009) 

 

GP4: The player is in control 

The players want to be in control of what is happening in the gameworld. The 
players should be able to decide on actions they want to take and these actions 
should have an influence on the gameworld. If full control is not possible, the 
game should provide at least an illusion of control to the player. 

In video games, players usually want to be in an active role and are able to 
control game events and the game avatar (Adams & Rollings, 2007). 
Players should be able to decide desirable actions and these actions should 
influence the gameworld. According to Adams and Rollings (2007) the 
player can accept some uncontrollable situations which are related to the 
cinematic sequences of the game, but the game should never seize control 
of the game avatar and make it do something that the player does not 
want to do. Nielsen (1994b) has stated that a product (e.g. a game) should 
not include random uncontrollable events, or tedious or difficult input 
sequences. 

In some games, it is not possible to provide full control of the game events. 
For example, in gambling games, the player cannot select which numbers 
win. Instead, the game should provide an illusion of control to the player, 
even though this is not true. The probability of winning is the same 
regardless of whether the player selects the numbers or they are randomly 
selected by the system. However, letting the player select the numbers will 
make the game much more interesting and entertaining. 

Another type of control is related to skills. Players will spend a lot of time 
in learning new skills in a game. Giving players a chance to enjoy their 
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sense of mastery of the skill before challenging them with a tough obstacle 
or opponent is a source of enjoyment (Falstein, 2005).  Including variations 
of the type and difficulty of challenges and actions the player must 
accomplish is also a part of the feeling of control (Falstein, 2005). 

Similar heuristics: 

• “The Player has a sense of control over their character and is able to 
use tactics and strategies.” (Desurvire et al., 2004) 

• “Create at least an illusion that player is in charge in deciding the 
progress of the game.” (Kiili, 2005) 

• “Players should feel in control, so they need the time and 
information to respond to threats and opportunities. That is, 
players should see enemies, obstacles, and power-ups coming.” 
(Schaffer, 2007) 

• “Level of Automation: The player should be able to execute all 
actions relevant to the game by herself.” (Köffel & Haller, 2008) 

• “The players have a sense of control and influence onto the 
gameworld.” (Desurvire & Wiberg, 2009) 

• “Players feel in control.” (Desurvire & Wiberg, 2009) 
 

GP5: Challenge, strategy, and pace are in balance 

The game should be designed so that the challenge is comparable to the players’ 
current skills, then the players do not feel frustrated or bored with the game. In 
single-player games, the player can often choose the difficulty level and thus affect 
the challenge. The players learn new strategies as they play the game. There 
should not be dominating strategies for any part of the game. The pace should be 
adjusted to the game style and it can be intensive or deliberate. The game should 
allow the player to take a deep breath once in a while. 

Gameplay is defined in terms of challenge and actions (Adams & Rollings, 
2007). Challenge is an essential part of game design that captures the 
players’ interest towards the game (Schell, 2008). In addition, Malone 
(1982) says that goals and challenges are captivating because they engage 
a person’s self-esteem and success in a challenging activity can make 
people feel better about themselves.  

A challenge is any task set for a player that is non-trivial to accomplish 
(Adams & Rollings, 2007). The most challenges are direct obstacles of 
achieving a goal, although the game might include optional challenges as 
well (Adams & Rollings, 2007). A good challenge does not necessarily 
mean increased difficulty of achieving the goal (Adams & Rollings, 2007).  

Overcoming a challenge and performing actions must require certain 
skills (Adams & Rollings, 2007; Schell, 2008) that a player has, or skills that 
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can be achieved by playing the game. Most games do not require just one 
skill from a player, but a blend of different skills. According to Schell (2008, 
p. 151) the skills required by games can generally be divided into three 
main categories:  

• Physical skills: These skills involve strength, dexterity, 
coordination, and physical endurance. Effectively manipulating a 
game controller is a kind of a physical skill, but there are also 
games that require a broader set of physical skills from players. 

• Mental Skill: These include the skills of memory, observation, and 
puzzle solving. Almost all games require some mental skills.  

• Social skills: Typically social skills are related to making friends 
and influencing people, but the range of social and communication 
skills in games is much broader. A player needs to be able to read 
an opponent, fool an opponent, and coordinate actions with 
teammates. 

A game should be designed so that the player’s skill level is a good match 
to the difficulty level of the game. The players should not feel frustrated or 
bored with the game, but sufficiently challenged (Schell, 2008). According 
to Flow Theory (Csikszentmihalyi, 1991), a game (or an activity) feels 
frustrating when the difficulty level is higher than the current skill level. 
Correspondingly, a game (or an activity) might feel boring if the current 
skill level is higher than what is needed to achieve the goal. Although 
frustration in relation to skill levels is not recommended, Salen and 
Zimmerman (2004, p. 348) note that challenge and frustration are essential 
to game pleasure. Players need to struggle through conflicts and pleasure 
does not emerge unless the players cannot overcome adversities. 

Another aspect related to challenge is an uncertain or varying outcome. 
There should be some kind of doubt whether a player can win or lose in a 
game (Malone, 1982). There is no challenge or reason for competitive play, 
if the end result is obvious from the beginning (Malone, 1982). Malone 
pointed out that an uncertain outcome can be achieved in four different 
ways: adjusting the difficulty level, randomness of events, information 
hiding, and having multiple levels of goals (Malone, 1982). The right 
balance between outcomes and skills depends on the game style. 

In single-player games, the player can often select a desirable difficulty 
level for the next play session. Schell (2008) notes that chance means 
uncertainty and surprises in games, which is an essential part of fun. 
Chance should give positive feelings of excitement and challenge rather 
than feelings of hopelessness and lack of control (Schell, 2008). The player 
should always feel a fairness of the outcome. Information hiding is a 
complicated task because the game should provide clear performance 
feedback to enhance the challenge and not reduce self-esteem too much to 
discourage a player (Malone, 1982). An uncertain and varying outcome of 
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goals means that some goals can be evident while their influence on the 
long-term goal might be uncertain. 

The players learn and apply new strategies as they play a game (Rollings 
& Adams, 2003) and rich and dynamic gameplay is achieved when players 
are able to do different kinds of things and achieve goals (Schell, 2008). 
Strategic options do not need to be obvious in the game, but the designer 
needs to be aware of how a player expects the game to operate (Barry, 
2005). 

The most critical aspect in the players’ strategies is that there should never 
be an option which is significantly better than the others, because the 
players will always pursue that option. It also reduces the players’ 
willingness to explore alternative strategies in the game (Rollings & 
Adams, 2003; Fullerton et al., 2008; Schell, 2008). This is called a dominant 
strategy. Rollings and Adams (2003, p. 244) define that “a dominant 
strategy is one that surpasses all others by being the best one to choose 
under any circumstances”. 

Clanton (2000) says that a game should provide progression of challenges 
and a sense of pacing. If the game requires that the player thinks about the 
next moves in the game, there should be time for doing that. In intensive 
gameplay, time to analyze different options should be kept minimal 
because otherwise it will slow down the gameplay. In any case, the game 
should set the pace so that the challenge level increases sometimes faster 
and sometimes slower (Falstein, 2005). The slower challenge level increase 
allows the player to take a deep breath once in a while during the play 
sessions. Egenfeldt-Nielsen et al. (2008, p. 121) state that different games 
have certain conventions of pace and speed that is required from the 
players to be successful in the game.  

Similar heuristics: 

• “Pace the game to apply pressure to, but not frustrate the player.” 
(Federoff, 2002) 

• “There must not be any single optimal winning strategy.” (Federoff, 
2002) 

• “Game play should be balanced so that there is no definite way to 
win.” (Federoff, 2002) 

• “Play should be fair.” (Federoff, 2002) 
• “Design for multiple paths through the game.” (Federoff, 2002) 
• “Pace the game to apply pressure but not frustrate the player. Vary 

the difficulty level so that the player has greater challenge as they 
develop mastery. Easy to learn, hard to master.” (Desurvire et al., 
2004) 

• “Game play should be balanced with multiple ways to win.” 
(Desurvire et al., 2004) 
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• “Player experiences fairness of outcomes.” (Desurvire et al., 2004) 
• “Challenge should match a player's skill level.” (Kiili, 2005) 
• “It should be clear what’s happening in the game. Players should 

understand and be able to identify failure conditions (How they 
lose).” (Schaffer, 2007) 

• “The game is paced to apply pressure without frustrating the 
players. The difficulty level varies so the players experience greater 
challenges as they develop mastery.” (Desurvire & Wiberg, 2009) 

• “Challenge, strategy and pace are in balance.” (Desurvire & Wiberg, 
2009) 

• “The game is balanced with multiple ways to win.” (Desurvire & 
Wiberg, 2009) 

 

GP6: The first-time experience is encouraging 

The first impression of the game is formed within a few minutes and it is very 
difficult to change. The players should feel that they have learned the basics and 
have accomplished something. The first play session should make the player desire 
the next play session. 

The first impression of a game is formed within the first five minutes of 
playing. Later on it is very difficult to change it. Along with the first 
impression, the players could assume that they have a reasonable chance 
of succeeding, they have accomplished something and they are rewarded 
(Rouse, 2001; Mulligan & Patrovsky, 2003). The first play session should 
make the player desire the next play session. A negative first-time 
experience can discourage players and make them ignore the game in the 
future. The risk in game development is that the game is designed to be 
too hard from the beginning (Rouse, 2001). Recently, Cheung, 
Zimmermann and Nagappan (2014) have studied first hour experiences 
and state that the game design should not only provide enjoyment during 
the first moments of the game, but show how the players will enjoy the 
game in the future. This can be achieved by providing anticipated 
elements, things that a player encounters later in the game, or show the 
depth of narrative and gameplay with interesting game mechanics.   

The first play session is also a learning phase of the game. A player should 
learn the basic skills that are needed to play the game. The game should 
introduce the first achievable goals and involve the player in the story, if 
such an element exists in the game. If learning new things is hard and the 
player has difficulties in playing the game at the beginning, the first-time 
experience may be frustrating. 
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Similar heuristics: 

• “Provide a gentle on-ramp: the game should be easily learned.” 
(Clanton, 1998) 

• “Get the player involved quickly and easily.” (Federoff, 2002) 
• “The first player action is painfully obvious and should result in 

immediate positive feedback.” (Desurvire et al., 2004) 
• “Get the player involved quickly and easily with tutorials and/or 

progressive or adjustable difficulty levels.” (Desurvire et al., 2004) 
• “Upon initially turning the game on the player has enough 

information to get started to play.” (Desurvire et al., 2004) 
• “The first ten minutes of play and player actions are painfully 

obvious and should result in immediate and positive feedback for 
all types of players.” (Desurvire & Wiberg, 2009) 

• “Upon turning on the game, the player has enough information to 
begin play.” (Desurvire & Wiberg, 2009) 

 

GP7: The game story, if any, supports the gameplay and is meaningful 

Even though the story plays an important role in many games, it should not 
dominate the gameplay. Some games do not even have or need a game story. If the 
game has a story, it should fit the other elements in the game and sound plausible 
to the player. Dialogue with non-player characters (NPC) should be meaningful 
and interesting to the player. 

Fantasy is a strong source of enjoyment (Malone, 1982), and many games 
have integrated story elements or storytelling in the game (Adams & 
Rollings, 2007). If the game has a story, it usually has a huge impact on 
goals, the gameworld, and the avatars. The story will bind them together  
and make things meaningful in the game (Schell, 2008). The basic principle 
is that the story should sound plausible and fit the other elements in the 
game. The story also directs players and gives them a context within 
which their experiences fit (Barry, 2005). The story should make a player 
feel that he is inside the story and can affect the flow of events (Adams & 
Rollings, 2007). When this happens it is called narrative immersion, or 
imaginative immersion (Ermi & Mäyrä, 2005), where the player is 
completely involved and accepts the gameworld and the events of the 
story (Adams & Rollings, 2007). 

There are two basic methods of how stories are integrated into games. The 
most dominant method in video games is commonly called the “string of 
pearls” or cinematic scenes. The idea is that a completely non-interactive 
story is presented in the form of text, a slideshow, or an animated 
sequence (Schell, 2008). Between these cut-scenes, the player controls an 
avatar and performs tasks to achieve goals in the game. When some 
specific goal is achieved, the game shows the next cut scene which reveals 
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how the story continues. This method enables a balance between 
interaction and storytelling in the game (Schell, 2008). 

Even if the method is criticized for taking away control from the player 
(Falstein, 2005), it allows the player to enjoy a finely crafted story which is 
seamlessly integrated into the game (Schell, 2008). The critical element is 
the length of the cinematic scenes. It is preferable to use shorter scenes 
which do not take control away from the player for too long (Falstein, 
2005). 

Another method is a story machine in which  a game generates a sequence 
of events that is interesting and relates to something else (Schell, 2008). 
The story is created as the player plays the game.  

Avatars are often very closely related to the game story. Interesting 
avatars reflect their traits in their interaction with other characters and 
main characters preferably have some interpersonal relationships (Schell, 
2008). In addition, good avatars are also meaningful to the player and 
there should be a reason to care about them (Fullerton et al., 2008). Falstein 
(2005) notes that the control of the avatar is also an important aspect and 
the avatar should not act autonomously and take control away from the 
player. Avatars should be designed so that they look alive or change their 
behavior according to the events in the game. Players might find avatars 
repulsive, if they try to mimic humans, but fail in some way (Schell, 2008). 

There are a couple of risks related to the story elements in games. The 
story should never dominate the gameplay, but remain in the background. 
Another risk is the multiple choices the story enables for the players. A 
problem arises when some of these choices become meaningless and end 
up in the same outcome or conclusion (Schell, 2008). Instead, the players 
should make their own decisions in the game and the story should follow 
the players’ choices. If the story has multiple choices, the player may want 
to see the different options and play some sequences again, which can be 
frustrating and cause confusion about whether he has been playing the 
wrong track all along. This will diminish the player experience. 

Finally, it should be noted that a game does not even have or need a story 
to be fun (Fullerton et al., 2008). Gameplay itself can create a story of 
victory and loss. Sometimes it can be useful to let the players create their 
own stories and the game just provides a background story, on which the 
players can base their own stories (Mulligan & Patrovsky, 2003). 

Similar heuristics: 

• “Create a great storyline.” (Federoff, 2002) 
• “Player understands the story line as a single consistent vision.” 

(Desurvire et al., 2004) 
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• “Players discover the story as part of game play.” (Desurvire et al., 
2004) 

• “Provide consistency between the game elements and the 
overarching setting and story to suspend disbelief.” (Desurvire et 
al., 2004) 

• “Player is interested in the story line. The story experience relates to 
their real life and grabs their interest.” (Desurvire et al., 2004) 

• “Player is interested in the characters because (1) they are like me; 
(2) they are interesting to me, (3) the characters develop as action 
occurs.” (Desurvire et al., 2004) 

• “Storyline: Originality, Plausibility, Surprise, Perfection, The story 
is interwoven into the game, the Storyline follows the game.”  
[Translated from Finnish] (Karvonen, 2005) 

• ”Use frame story to situate challenges to meaningful context.” (Kiili, 
2005). 

• “Use frame story to integrate challenges to clear entity and to 
support perception of goals.” (Kiili, 2005) 

• ”Game story encourages immersion (If game has a story 
component).” (Desurvire & Wiberg, 2009) 

• “There is an emotional connection between the player and the 
gameworld as well as with their avatar.” (Desurvire & Wiberg, 2009) 

 

GP8: There are no repetitive or boring tasks 

A game should not require repetition of tasks without changing any conditions. 
Often, this repetition happens when the player needs to reach a certain goal before 
the game becomes interesting or challenging. However, during the training phase 
(tutorials), it is useful to repeat certain tasks so that the player learns and 
practices, for example, how the character is controlled in the game. 

Executing tasks is a fundamental part of any game. The flow of tasks is 
guided by goals and players progress in the game by completing tasks. 
The number of tasks is usually enormous and the biggest pitfall in game 
design is that the tasks start to repeat after a while.  

Adams and Rollings (2007) say that tasks (or challenges as an alternative 
term) can be unique, recurring or continuous, but the game design should 
change some conditions of how the tasks can be completed. If the tasks are 
repetitive, it will make the gameplay boring (Fullerton et al., 2008). 

Completing repetitive tasks in the game is also known as grinding or tread 
milling (Sorens, 2007). To recognize grinding, players will repeatedly use 
the same set of actions and strategy over and over again to complete a 
certain goal. Often grinding happens before the game offers new and 
interesting content or more challenging tasks for the player. 
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However, it should be said that completing tutorials is not grinding even 
though there might be some similarities. During the training phase, the 
player needs to repeat certain actions or tasks multiple times, for example, 
to learn how to control the avatar in the game.  

Similar heuristics: 

• “Include a lot of interactive props for the player to interact 
with.“ (Federoff, 2002) 

• “Player’s fatigue is minimized by varying activities and pacing 
during game play.” (Desurvire et al., 2004) 

• “The players finds the game fun, with no repetitive or boring tasks.” 
(Desurvire & Wiberg, 2009) 

• “Any fatigue or boredom was minimized by varying activities and 
pacing during the game play.” (Desurvire & Wiberg, 2009) 

 

GP9: The players can express themselves 

The players should be able express themselves by, for instance, customizing their 
characters, acting in a certain way, or modifying the gameworld. Allowing the 
players to customize and personalize their game characters makes it more probable 
that they feel attachment to a game. 

Players are creative creatures and a game often inspires them to express 
themselves in the gameworld. This can happen by customizing the game 
avatar, acting in a specific manner in the gameworld, or even modifying 
the gameworld. The game design should be balanced for the need of the 
players to behave within the system with their desire for expression (Barry, 
2005).  

Customization or personalization makes it more probable that the players 
feel togetherness with the game avatars and are attached to the game 
(Björk & Holopainen, 2005; Fullerton et al., 2008). The simplest action is to 
allow the player to name the game avatar. The players will also like to 
create or modify the character or other game items (Adams & Rollings, 
2007). If it is not possible to modify the character, the character design 
becomes even more important (Björk & Holopainen, 2005). Modifying the 
gameworld increases the feeling of ownership to the player. Changing 
textures of the game items or the game logic requires time and artistic 
skills, but it is also very rewarding. These kinds of activities are often 
called “modding”. 

Expressive play can also affect the gameplay directly or it can be purely 
cosmetic (Adams & Rollings, 2007). However, the interesting aspect in 
expressive play is that players do not always make rational choices even if 
the choice can affect the gameplay. Players may select game items that 
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they like regardless of the consequences. This is an indication of how 
strong the appeal to self-expression is (Adams & Rollings, 2007). 

Similar heuristics: 

• “Allow players to build content.” (Federoff, 2002) 
 

GP10: The game supports different playing styles 

The players vary a lot in terms of experience and preferred playing style. One of 
the main differentiating factors is the players’ attitude towards risk-taking. The 
story can also influence whether the player wants to play as a hero or a villain. 
The player types will also determine how the players prefer to interact with the 
gameworld and with other players. In very simple games, different play styles are 
usually not supported and all players will have only one role.   

Players differ quite a lot in terms of preferred playing style and experience. 
Further, their motivation to play a game can influence preferred playing 
style (Yee, 2006).  Players will always confront challenges in the game, but 
their attitude towards risk-taking varies (Adams & Rollings, 2007). Some 
players have a tendency to a more aggressive and inherently risky 
approach while others may prefer a more defensive approach in which 
they try to minimize the risk. A game should be designed so that both 
styles are possible and one style does not have an advantage over the 
other. 

The story may affect the preferred playing style. The player should have 
the possibility to select the initial role of the avatar to better suit the 
player’s playing style (Fabricatore et al., 2002). Sometimes the player may 
want to play the heroes of the game, but similarly they could prefer an 
opposite role for their avatar such as villains. However, it should be 
remembered that the player or his avatar is a protagonist of the game 
regardless of whether he plays a hero’s or a villain’s role (Clanton, 2000) 
and the gameplay should be adapted accordingly. 

Some games can support more specific playing styles. Bartle’s (1997) 
player types are commonly used for categorizing players in massively 
multi-player online role-playing games (MMORPG). The players’ 
preferences to interact with other players and with the gameworld define 
their player type. Basically, the interaction style is either collaborative 
(“act with”) or dominative (“act upon”). Bartle (1997) has introduced  four 
player types: 

• Socializers, who prefer to socialize with other players. 
• Achievers, who like to compete with the game mechanics. 
• Explorers, who wish to explore different aspects of the game. 
• Killers, who enjoy dominating other players. 
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Although Bartle’s player types are defined for MMORPG games, they are 
applicable to other games, as well. Most games can be evaluated based on 
their ability to support exploring and achieving. Socializing and killing 
activities are commonly included in all kinds of multi-player games. 
Depending on the game mechanics, multiplayer games can direct or limit 
players towards certain playing styles. For example, in cooperative games 
players tend to play different characters to complement each other and 
achieve synergies of the characters (El-Nasr et al., 2010).    

Exploration is a particularly interesting aspect in games because it has the 
power to provide other types of enjoyment (Adams & Rollings, 2007). 
Games can permit actions that are not required to surmount a challenge or 
the player can have extended interaction with game items. The player can 
also play with the avatar or non-player characters and try unusual 
movements. Playing with avatars which have ragdoll physics (Witkin & 
Baraff, 1997) is one example of the common practice of exploring how 
realistically game items behave. Fullerton et al. (2008) list additional 
categories for playing styles which describe the pleasures of play from the 
player’s point of view. According to them, players can also act as 
collectors, craftsmen, storytellers, directors, or competitors, to name a few. 

Many games enable the player to explore the gameworld beyond the 
paths that are needed to complete the game objectives (Adams & Rollings, 
2007). Especially if the gameworld resembles the real world, the players 
are curious to see how far away it is possible to travel. These are 
interesting factors to increase player enjoyment and player experience. 

The need to support different playing styles mainly concerns more 
complex games where the gameworld and the story give possibilities for 
different styles. In very simple games, different play styles are usually not 
supported and all players will have only one role. 

Similar heuristics: 

• “The game supports a variety of game styles.” (Desurvire & Wiberg, 
2009) 

 

GP11: The game does not stagnate 

The players should always feel that it is possible to reach the goals and the game 
progresses towards the goals. Game items or the balance of power should not 
counterbalance each other to result in an infinite loop of meaningless actions. The 
game should recognize immediately when the game is over and inform the players. 
The ending of the play session should be clearly indicated and restarting the game 
should be possible. 
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Fullerton et al. (2008) mention stagnation as one of the problems in design 
which can deteriorate the player experience. The players should always 
feel that the game progresses towards the goals and it is possible to reach 
the goals. Sometimes the players might not recognize the progression 
because it happens in too small steps or the required actions towards the 
goal are not clear (Fullerton et al., 2008). 

Another type of stagnation is the balance of power or game items. A 
certain combination of game items can cause a situation where it is 
impossible to win the game because the game items have equal opposite 
strengths and they counterbalance each other. 

Finally, the end state of the game should be recognized instantaneously 
and it should be indicated to the players that the play session has ended. 
The player should be offered a possibility to restart the play session.   

Similar heuristics: 

• “Avoid lengthy dead ends. It is unfair to need to know the end of 
the game to play the beginning correctly.” (Clanton, 1998). 

• “Don’t make it easy for players to get stuck or lost. The goal of the 
game and the next step towards that goal should always be clear. 
There should be a sense of progress towards that goal, so players 
never feel lost or like they’re going around in circles.” (Schaffer, 
2007) 

 

GP12: The game is consistent 

The gameworld and actions should be consistent and logical to the player. If 
something works in the beginning, the player assumes that it also works later on. 
Correspondingly, if the player is able to perform a certain action in the gameworld 
or for a game item, the player assumes that a similar kind of action is possible for 
other similar objects or in a similar situation as well. More actions can become 
available as the player progresses through the game.  

The players operate in the gameworld and based on that they make 
assumptions about what is possible and what is not. If the gameworld 
looks like the real world, the player might assume that real world 
principles apply in the gameworld and actions can be completed in a 
similar way. The gameworld should always be consistent (Rollings & 
Adams, 2003). Consistency in the gameworld means that certain actions 
can be done throughout the play sessions. Adams and Rollings (2007)  
note that actions that are normally available to the player do not change 
from level to level. The only exception is that more actions can become 
available as the player progresses through the game (Adams & Rollings, 
2007, p. 341). 
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Rules are definitions and instructions that players agree to accept for the 
duration of the game. Rules establish the goal of the game and the 
meaning of the different activities and events that take place within the 
magic circle (Adams & Rollings, 2007). The term magic circle means that 
the gameworld is restricted spatially, socially and culturally from the rest 
of the world (Huizinga, 1955). 

Similar heuristics:  

• “Provide consistent responses to the user’s actions.” (Pinelle et al., 
2008a) 

 

GP13: The game uses orthogonal unit differentiation 

Each game item should have a purpose in the gameworld and it should be notably 
different from other similar game items and preferably restricted in some way. If 
the player needs to select character classes or roles in the game, they should be 
functionally different. In addition, interaction between the avatar and the non-
player characters should support different interaction styles. 

Usually the game design provides lots of game items and avatars for a 
player to choose from. Smith (2003) has introduced the term “Orthogonal 
Unit Differentiation” to describe possible problems related to game items. 
The term means that game items and other units in the game are designed 
to be functionally different or they are used for different purposes. If a 
player has to choose between three game items (e.g. weapons), but they 
work equally well to accomplish a goal, the choice is functionally 
meaningless (Falstein, 2005). When game items are functionally different, 
it encourages strategic play and expands the set of possible actions to a 
player. 

The same strategy applies to an avatar. If the game provides a possibility 
to select a different type of avatar to play, the player should understand 
the role of the avatar and the avatar’s abilities should be coherent with its 
role (Fabricatore et al., 2002). Otherwise, the choice of the avatar is 
meaningless. 

The choice of game items can also be influenced by their availability. 
Providing a limited supply of game items, we can create tension, challenge 
and provide an opportunity for different strategy choices in the game 
(Barry, 2005). Game items should not be useless, readily or infinitely 
available (Barry, 2005). 

Orthogonal unit differentiation also relates to the interaction between the 
player and non-player characters (NPCs), and what kind of impact the 
player’s actions has. The player might want to interact with non-player 
characters using different interaction styles (e.g. insult, flatter or ignore). If 
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the character’s response is identical in each case, the choice of the 
interaction style is meaningless from the player’s perspective (Falstein, 
2005). 

Similar heuristics: None 

GP14: The player does not lose any hard-won possessions 

The game should maintain the possessions that the player has earned while 
playing the game and the player cannot lose them accidentally. However, in some 
cases the game can provide very high risks and the player can stake valuable game 
items which can be lost during the gameplay. 

Usually players have to work hard to get some specific game items, 
develop their avatar or achieved certain things in the game. The simplest 
form of hard-won possession is awarded points and ranking on the high 
score list. The game design or interaction design should ensure that the 
player does not lose the avatar because of a single mistake in the game or a 
random event that kills the avatar after several weeks of hard work and 
dedication (Fullerton et al., 2008).   

The game design should not discourage the players from attempting 
something in the game (Falstein, 2003) because of the risk of losing 
something valuable in the game. Sometimes the game design may break 
this rule on purpose and provide a more exciting gameplay experience by 
offering a very high risk. However, in these cases, the player should have 
a possibility to win back any game items that have been lost previously 
(Falstein, 2003). 

In some games, the player can purchase game items with real money. In 
these situations, game design should be implemented so that it is not 
possible lose these items accidently because of poor user interface design 
or because of the game rules. 

The design rule was originally presented by Falstein (2003) in the Game 
Developer Magazine. Later on the rule has been renamed to “Don’t 
Penalize the Player” in Falstein’s 400 project rule list (Falstein & Barrywood, 
2006). This could be a better name for the heuristic, but for the sake of 
clarity and consistency with other publications I have kept the original 
name. 

Similar heuristics: 

• “If there are tasks which you expect to be challenging, don’t require 
players to complete them more than once. That is, make sure that if 
they die soon after completing a hard task that they don’t have to 
complete the hard task again.” (Schaffer, 2007) 
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• “The players should not lose any hard won possessions.” 
(Desurvire & Wiberg, 2009) 

5.3 MULTI-PLAYER HEURISTICS 
The playability heuristics presented in this section are focused on the 
social activity and the community-building mechanisms that are common 
in multi-player games.  There are two kinds of heuristics. The first eight 
heuristics are independent and consider multi-player aspects. The ninth 
heuristic “MP9: Players should play with comparable players” is a 
supplement to gameplay heuristic GP6 because the first time experience of 
players is very much influenced by with whom a player is playing the 
game. 

The heuristics have been published in Paper II. 

MP1: The game supports communication 

Communication is one of the cornerstones in multi-player games and, depending 
on the game, communication channels for different purposes need to be supported. 
In-game communication can be either synchronous or asynchronous. Chatting is 
the most frequently used method for in-game communication, but it can be 
restricted to cover certain areas in the gameworld or certain players. 
Asynchronous messaging is used with players who are not currently online. 

Communication is one of the cornerstones of multi-player games (Friedl, 
2002) and depending on the game, different communication channels need 
to be supported. Relationships between players are maintained in 
communities and communities do not exist without communication 
(Koivisto, 2003). 

There are two kinds of verbal in-game communication in a game: 
synchronous and asynchronous (Koivisto, 2003). Chatting or textual 
messages are used frequently for in-game communication because it can 
be used for asking support or advice, social exchanges and coordination, 
and scheduling activities (Seay, Jerome, Lee, & Kraut, 2004). However, 
studies have indicated that sometimes players do not notice all messages 
to fellow players because they are mixed with status messages in the same 
window (Cornett, 2004). 

In-game communication can be visible to everybody or it can be restricted 
to cover only certain areas in the gameworld or limited to certain players. 
The players should control with whom they like to communicate and 
ignore other players, if necessary. Limiting communication can be used to 
reduce spam or keep the amount of messages reasonable. Furthermore, it 
can be used to create interesting game mechanics (Davidsson, Peitz, & 
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Björk, 2004; Björk & Holopainen, 2005). Hiding tactical information can 
create a need for collaboration between players. 

Asynchronous messages are a part of in-game communication and they 
are often used for delivering messages to players who are not online. They 
can be either mail messages or message boards which are shown to  
players when they enter the game (Seay et al., 2004). 

Using out-of-game communication, referring to web sites, discussion 
forums and other messaging tools, are commonly used by power gamers 
to improve community knowledge of the gameworld, characters, game 
items and other things which are relevant to players (Taylor, 2006). 

Voice communication is less frequently used and it usually needs 3rd party 
applications (Seay et al., 2004). Mobile devices are designed to foster 
communication between people. Verbal communication would be an ideal 
solution for player-to-player communication. It is also faster and more 
convenient than typing messages. Voice communication was trialed in the 
mobile game ‘Pathway to Glory 5’. The players were able to send short 
voice-messages to other players while playing the game.  

Similar heuristics:  

• “Appropriate communication tools: provide communication 
features that accommodate the demands of game play.” (Pinelle et 
al., 2009) 

• “A game in a social network should support all the tasks, which 
facilitate the communication and socializing of players. The game 
should have “shared” versions or “shared” applications in order to 
direct “social networking friends” to tasks that enhance socializing.” 
(Papaloukas et al., 2009) 

 

MP2: There are reasons to communicate 

Communication is an essential part of social interaction. When players are either 
collaborating or competing this will generate discussions. Moreover, if players see 
how other players are doing in the game it will also generate discussion topics. 
The communication topics usually range from game related topics to common 
conversation to kill time during boring play periods. 

A game should provide meaningful and interesting events which create 
discussion topics for the players. Typically this means that the players 
need to either collaborate or compete against each other (Zagal, 
Nussbaum, & Rosas, 2000). In addition, when a player sees the 

                                                 
5 http://www.redlynx.com/games/legacy/pathway-to-glory 
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progression of other players in the game, it will also generate discussion 
topics. 

Topics for discussions can be very different. Players are very likely to 
discuss strategies, tactics and secret information that are discovered in the 
game (Koivisto, 2003). Games quite often provide interesting game objects, 
puzzles, events, difficult boss monsters that require collaboration and 
teaming up with fellow players and give the players reasons to 
communicate. Taylor (2006) has noticed in her studies that players often 
recount fights to other players. Players also use in-game communication to 
entertain themselves during boring play periods (Taylor, 2006). 

Similar heuristics: None 

MP3: The game supports groups and communities 

The game should support both short-term groups and long-lasting communities 
because they will increase social interaction and keep players playing the game. 
Short-term groups need to support communication and care taking of other 
members of the group. Long-lasting communities are more persistent groups 
which help players to advance in the game and increase social interaction. 

A multi-player game will benefit from features which encourage 
community formation (Järvinen et al., 2002). Belonging to a community is 
a motivational factor for players to keep playing the game (Koivisto, 2003; 
Ducheneaut, Yee, Nickell, & Moore, 2006). The game should enable short-
term group formation as well as long-lasting communities. 

Temporary groups are often formed to complete tasks and achieve goals 
that would be impossible to do alone. Groups usually have an in-game 
communication channel, which helps in coordinating actions and 
communicating with group members. In addition, group members can 
usually see some status information (e.g. health and location) of other 
members, which helps in taking care of teammates (Koivisto, 2003). The 
group members may or may not know each other beforehand, but there 
are usually some rules which everybody should follow. A successful 
group may continue to play for several guests (Nardi & Harris, 2006). 

Longer-lasting communities are usually formed by a group of players who 
want to create a more permanent alliance or a guild. The guild does not 
have to have a specific goal other than a possibility for the players to have 
a group to identify with (Nardi & Harris, 2006). However, it is a common 
practice that the guild organizes activities for its members (Koivisto, 2003) 
and helps them to advance in the game (Ducheneaut, Yee, Nickell, & 
Moore, 2007). The guild usually has hierarchical ranks and roles for guild 
members (Koivisto, 2003; Nardi & Harris, 2006) that are needed to run the 
guild. Sometimes there are also persons who do special tasks as 
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playmakers in the community (Salovaara, Johnson, Toiskallio, Tiitta, & 
Turpeinen, 2005). In addition, guild members often help each other in 
ways that do not happen in temporary groups (Koivisto, 2003).  

Similar heuristics:  

• “Community formation should be supported.” (Kiili, 2005) 
• “Collaboration and Communication: The interpersonal 

communication and collaboration should be supported by the 
entirety of the game (such as game play and setup).” (Köffel & 
Haller, 2008) 

• “Support coordination: provide features that allow players to 
coordinate their actions during cooperative game play.” (Pinelle et 
al., 2009) 

•  
MP4: The game helps the player to find other players and game 
instances 

Teaming up with other players is an essential aspect in multi-player games. The 
players should have a sense of the presence of other players and be able to find 
them. The game can direct players with similar levels to the same area in the 
gameworld where the players will meet each other. Alternatively, the game can 
automate matchmaking and help players find other players or game instances. 

There are different possibilities for interaction between the players 
ranging from player vs. player to multilateral competition (Fullerton et al., 
2008), but first a player should have a sense that there are other players 
around and be able to find them and game instances. Especially new 
players often feel unsecure and inexperienced with the game and are 
willing to join a group of other players (Cornett, 2004). Making new 
contacts and friends is an important activity in an online gameworld 
because the player does not necessarily know other players beforehand 
(Taylor, 2006). 

In online multi–player games, the players should be able to see if their 
friends are online and find them in the gameworld. The game could also 
inform the players when their friends get online.  

If players do not know others in advance, the game could provide means 
for meeting up and getting to know new players in the gameworld 
(Koivisto, 2003). The game could also provide a search feature, which 
allows the player to use character properties or titles to search other 
players. Some games feature an automatic group-forming process, which 
makes things easier (Cornett, 2004). 

Sometimes the player needs to find a proper game instance to join the 
game. It is preferable if the player is directed to meet players with a 
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similar level range (Koivisto, 2003). Allowing players to join the game as 
spectators before actually joining the game can help in finding appropriate 
game instances. 

Similar heuristics:  

• “Flexible matchmaking: provide matchmaking features to help 
people find players with similar interests.” (Pinelle et al., 2009) 

• “Simple session management: provide session management 
support that allows players to start new games, and that allows 
them to find and join appropriate games.” (Pinelle et al., 2009) 

 

MP5: The game provides information about other players 

Knowing other players’ online status, level and rank will help in planning and 
coordinating actions in the game. The information can be used when deciding 
whether to interact with some player and if the player can be trusted. Being aware 
of other players in the gameworld will increase the social aspects of the game.   

Knowing basic information such as the level or rank and the online status 
of another player is useful information in order to plan and coordinate 
actions in the game and find others to group and play with  (Ducheneaut 
et al., 2006). The information can also be used when deciding whether to 
interact with another player and if a player can be trusted (Jensen, Davis, 
& Farnham, 2002).   

Being aware of other players in the gameworld will also act as a social 
aspect in the game. Other players provide an audience and a social 
presence for the player (Ducheneaut et al., 2006). The audience makes 
success or loss in the game more meaningful to the players. Multi-player 
games are also reputation games and the players like to show others what 
they have achieved in the game and showcase their latest 
accomplishments (Ducheneaut et al., 2006; Chen & Duh, 2007).  

Social presence can be achieved by providing in-game communication 
methods which overcome normal boundaries. For example, the guild chat 
channel can be used for conversation between the guild members 
regardless of their location in the gameworld (Ducheneaut et al., 2006). 

Similar heuristics:  

• “Meaningful awareness information: provide meaningful 
information about players, including information about action, 
location, and status.” (Pinelle et al., 2009) 
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MP6: The design overcomes the lack of players and enables soloing 

There are always situations when other players are not available. There may not 
be enough players in the gameworld or a player might play the game at times 
when there are not many other players around. There might also be some personal 
reasons to play alone. The player might have insufficient language skills to 
communicate with other players or they might want to try to survive by 
themselves in the game, especially on the lower levels. Whatever the reason is, a 
multiplayer game should also provide content for solo players. 

Although multi-player games are intended to be played with other players, 
there are situations when this is not possible or even wanted. Many online 
games have a “critical-mass problem”, which means that there are not 
always enough players in the gameworld to make the gameplay 
meaningful. Many players may also want to play multi-player games 
alone. Especially at lower levels players prefer soloing because it provides 
a faster progression through levels and most of the game content is 
soloable on these levels (Ducheneaut et al., 2006).  

There can be personal reasons for this behavior. Some players are shy or 
have insufficient language skills for an international community.  The 
players might also play the game at times when there are not many other 
players around. Group formation and waiting other players to show up 
can take some time (Ducheneaut & Moore, 2004).  

The playing style might also restrict the availability of fellow players. 
Sometimes it is not easy to find players who are willing to collaborate on 
tasks that require teamwork or a specific way of playing the game (e.g. 
strict role-playing and character building). Sometimes players may want 
to test the game mechanics and see if it is possible to complete specific 
tasks or levels without help from other players. 

Whatever the reason is, the game design should take these into account 
and provide content for solo players even if it is a multi-player gameworld 
(Pardo, 2006). 

Similar heuristics:  

• “Reduce game-based delays: minimize interaction delays by 
reducing temporal dependencies between players.” (Pinelle et al., 
2009) 

 

MP7: The design minimizes deviant behavior 

The game design should minimize deviant behavior of the players, which is a 
common problem in multi-player games. Some players try to purposefully disrupt 
other players’ gaming experience with their own behavior. Players can cheat, 
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exploit or hack the game system or they harass other players intentionally. Game 
designers should pay special attention to minimizing deviant behavior and 
implement mechanisms that prevent such actions. 

It is unfortunate that antisocial behavior is a common problem in multi-
player games. Some players purposefully disrupt other players’ gaming 
experience with their own behavior. A player’s behavior is deviant when 
it is not in accordance with the community standards (Bruckman, Curtis, 
Figallo, & Laurel, 1994). Deviant behavior may occur in multi-player 
games as cheating, exploiting, hacking, and grief play.  

Cheating can be defined as “an action by a player that violates the rules of 
the game ‘as written’ or commonly understood” (Chen, Huang, Huang, & 
Lei, 2006). Exploiting is usually the result of not finalized game mechanics 
which allow the players to do unintended actions and it can be considered 
as a cheating technique among players. Hacking is an intentional action to 
create an exploit or look for loopholes in the implementation. Intentional 
harassment of other players is called griefing and players utilize the game 
structures and physics in unintended ways to cause distress to other 
players (Warner & Raiter, 2005). Grief play is usually targeted towards less 
advanced players or players whose avatars are in vulnerable states (Foo & 
Koivisto, 2004). 

Foo and Koivisto (2004) have listed different ways of griefing: harassment, 
power imposition, scamming and greed play. Harassment means that a 
griefer’s intention is to cause emotional distress to the victim and it often 
happens through communication. Power imposition means that a player 
kills other players without direct benefit, it accompanies verbal abuse, or 
the act is repeated several times. Scamming is often related to transactions 
between the players in exchange for game items. Greed play implies the 
player’s motive to benefit his actions regardless of the annoyance caused 
to others. 

The game designers should pay  special attention to minimizing deviant 
behavior in a game and implement mechanisms that prevent such actions 
(Baughman & Levine, 2001). Preventing grief play often requires 
restricting player-to-player interaction. However, careful considerations 
should be taken because too strict restrictions may lead to dull gameplay. 
The probability of bad behavior is smaller if the players know each other 
well or the game design encourages positive interaction (Jensen et al., 
2002). 

Similar heuristics:  

• “Manage bad behavior: provide technical and social solutions for 
managing cheating and unsavory behavior.” (Pinelle et al., 2009) 
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MP8: The design hides the effects of the network 

In online games, the effect of the network may become an issue for positive player 
experience. Updates to the gameworld should always happen without delays, but 
latency can disrupt the gameplay and cause jitter in real-time interaction. As the 
players can move in the physical environment while playing mobile games, they 
can be unintentionally disconnected from the game. The game design should 
minimize disturbances to the player or other players in the game.   

Multi-player games can be played either in close proximity or at remote 
locations. In games where the players are remote, network latency or 
disconnections may become an issue. 

Latency can disrupt the gameplay and cause delays, especially to real-time 
interaction. Latency critical aspects in the game are movement and special 
actions such as combat behavior (Dick, Wellnitz, & Wolf, 2005; Fritsch, 
Ritter, & Schiller, 2005). Typically, the players can experience that other 
players’ avatars are jumping around or freezing in one location and it is 
difficult to coordinate future actions because it is not known where other 
players will be in a moment. There are different techniques developed to 
overcome latency problems (Gautier & Diot, 1998; Pantel & Wolf, 2002; Li, 
Li, & Lau, 2004; Chen et al., 2006). Mobile games can be very sensitive to 
latency problems, but the problem can be hidden (Palm & Koivisto, 2004; 
Xu, 2008). 

As the players sometimes move in the physical environment while playing 
mobile games, it is possible that they are disconnected from the game 
unintentionally. Therefore, the game system should handle these 
disconnections gracefully and minimize the disturbances to the player or 
other players (Nokia, 2003).  

Similar heuristics: None 

MP9: Players should play with comparable players (Supplements GP6) 

In multi-player games the player population can be diverse. Some players have 
played longer than others and are thus more experienced in the gameworld and 
the tactics. They also have more developed avatars. The game design should help 
novice players to get familiar with the game and let them practice their skills and 
develop their avatar apart from the more experienced players during the first play 
sessions.   

In online multi-player games, the players’ experience and skill levels can 
be very different and some players might have played longer than others. 
This usually gives them tactical advantage in the game. The first play 
session of the novice players can be spoiled by more experienced players, 
especially in games in which player vs. player (PvP) conflict is a core game 
mechanic.  
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All players should feel fairness in the beginning of the game (Adams & 
Rollings, 2007). Therefore, it is advisable to separate novice players from 
more advanced players and let the novice players get familiar with the 
gameworld, practice their skills, and compete with fellow players who are 
approximately on the same skill level.   

Similar heuristics: None 

5.4 MOBILITY HEURISTIC 
This module contains heuristics which are relevant to games that are 
played on mobile devices in varying contexts. There are two kinds of 
heuristics. The first three heuristics are independent heuristics that 
consider mobile games. The next four heuristics are supplements to the 
game usability heuristics because playing games on mobile devices will 
modify some game usability aspects.  

The heuristics have been published in Paper I. 

MO1: The play sessions can be started quickly 

Starting a play session should be quick and easy because it is often used to fill up 
micro-breaks. The player should be able to skip introduction sections or startup 
screens. The game menu should be designed so that frequently used actions are 
not hidden behind long navigation paths. The default settings for the control keys 
and UI customization should be feasible for most of the players. In addition, any 
changes to the settings should be saved. The player should be able to continue play 
sessions from the point where the player stopped during the previous play session. 

Starting a play session is many times a spontaneous activity which is used 
to fill up a micro-break (spare time between two planned activities or tasks) 
(Anttila & Jung, 2006; Cui, Chipchase, & Jung, 2007). Play sessions in 
mobile games are typically shorter than in computer or console games. 
Micro-breaks can last from 30 seconds to a few minutes (Cui et al., 2007). 
Continuous attention to the mobile device is fragmented and broken 
down to bursts of interaction, which can last only seconds (Oulasvirta, 
Tamminen, Roto, & Kuorelahti, 2005). Therefore, play session should be 
started quickly and let the players use the available time to play the game. 

Entering the gameworld quickly can be achieved by a careful user 
interface and system design. Introduction sections or other startup screens 
are very common in computer and console games. These are used for 
loading and transferring the player into the gameworld or advertising the 
game developer or other game titles. In mobile games, long intros are not 
recommended since they take too much time. There can be an introduction 
but the player should have a possibility to skip it (Nokia, 2006). 
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The shell menu is another critical step for entering the gameworld. Games 
usually contain multiple settings for customizing the game user interface 
or giving information about the player or input devices. If these default 
settings are good for most players, the player will be able to access the 
game faster. In addition, the game should save any changes that the player 
makes to the settings (Nokia, 2006). 

Finally, the time of entering the game can be shortened by enabling the 
player to resume the previous game state and continue playing 
immediately. 

Similar heuristics: None 

MO2: The game accommodates the surroundings 

Playing a game in mobile contexts should not disturb non-players in the vicinity. 
A game should provide means for conveniently adjusting the volume level or 
muting the game. Alternatively, the game should respect the profile settings of the 
device or ask whether the player wants to disable the audio features of the game. 

Computer and console games are usually played indoors where a 
disturbance generated by the game is minimal. Mobile devices, on the 
other hand, are played in varying contexts (Bertini et al., 2009) and 
possibilities for generating disturbances for non-players are multifold. 

Noise is the most common way of disturbing other persons in the vicinity. 
A game should provide a means for conveniently adjusting the volume 
level or mute the game completely. If the volume level controls or settings 
are not easily accessible, the game could ask at the beginning if the player 
wants to disable the audio features of the game (Nokia, 2004a). Finally, the 
game should always respect the profile settings. If the device is, for 
instance, in silent mode, the game should be muted automatically.  

From the interaction point of view, the game should never use audio as 
the only method of providing feedback to a player unless the game 
concept is based on audio. Typically the game might be muted or the 
player is not able to hear the sounds in the current usage situation (Studio 
7.5, 2005). The use of headphones cannot be expected. 

Similar heuristics: None 
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MO3: Interruptions are handled reasonably 

There can be both internal and external interruptions, which will disturb the 
gameplay. Internal interruptions include incoming calls and received messages. 
External interruptions are related to the player’s task switching in the current 
context or other unexpected events, which cannot be anticipated. If an 
interruption happens, the game should pause automatically and allow the player 
to continue gaming later on. 

Some game researchers say that a possibility to pause a game and thus 
interrupt event-time decreases the aesthetic experience of playing the 
game (Juul, 2005). Since mobile devices are designed to be multi-purpose 
devices and they are used in different contexts, interruptions while 
playing a game are inevitable. The context will create a great challenge for 
providing a smooth gaming experience and there are different contextual 
factors that affect the gaming experience (Korhonen et al., 2010). 

There are multiple reasons both external and internal why a play session 
can be interrupted. The external interruptions stem from the 
communication capabilities of the device. The player might receive a call 
or somebody could send a message. Incoming calls are usually handled 
immediately or at least the device switches to call mode and shows who is 
calling. For incoming messages, there can be a small notification and the 
message can often wait until the play session is over. The player’s current 
context may also require the player’s immediate attention and the player 
needs to quit the play session and do something else.  

Internal interruptions are related to the technical capabilities or the limits 
of the mobile device. It is possible that while playing the game, the player 
moves unintentionally out of network coverage and is disconnected from 
the game server without a warning. The device might also run out of 
battery in the middle of the play session and the game ends suddenly. 

To ensure a positive gaming experience, mobile game design should 
ensure that interruptions and continuation of the play session is as smooth 
as possible. Single-player games should implement a pause functionality, 
which enables pausing the game at any time and continue the play session 
later (Nokia, 2005a) or the game is paused automatically when 
interruptions happen. The game state should be saved frequently and the 
player should be able to resume at the same point (Dixon, Mitchell, & 
Harker, 2004).  

In multi-player games, this is not that straightforward, as there are other 
players involved. However, interruptions will happen in multiplayer 
games as well and the player may need to stop playing the game for a 
short period of time. In these situations, the game could replace the 
interrupted player and control the avatar with artificial intelligence (Nokia, 
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2003). Another option is that the player is removed from the game and the 
game continues with the remaining players. 

Similar heuristics: None 

MO4: The graphical design is accommodated to current brightness 
(Supplements GU1a) 

The game settings should provide means to compensate changes in the 
environmental context. The players should be able to adjust screen brightness and 
color scheme in the game if necessary. 

Mobile games are played both indoors and outdoors where the 
environmental context (Korhonen et al., 2010) can change unpredictably. 
A game should be playable in changeable lighting conditions. Bright 
sunlight directly to the screen can make seeing things on the screen 
difficult. The game should recognize the environmental context and adjust 
screen brightness or the color scheme accordingly to maintain legibility 
(Studio 7.5, 2005). It is advisable to use high contrast with colors rather 
than similar hues. 

Similar heuristics: None 

MO5: The player should be aware of some device features while playing 
(Supplements GU3 and GU4) 

The player should be aware of certain device functions when playing games with a 
mobile device. The most important information is network connection, battery, 
and modality of the keypad. Showing a clock will help the player to estimate when 
it is time to end the play session. Information should be presented using the same 
graphical style and user interface widgets that are used in the game user interface. 

Although the device user interface and the game user interface should be 
separated, there are some device functions that should be visible to the 
player in the game interface. The most important information is network 
connection, battery, modality of the keypad and a clock.  

There might be a sudden loss of connectivity that will affect gaming and 
therefore, the player should be able to quickly check the connectivity 
status. Games will typically drain battery due to constant network 
connectivity or the use of sensors (e.g. location sensor, GPS) and a player 
should be aware of how much battery is left. In case of a mobile device 
with a physical keypad, a keypad indicator is needed to show whether it is 
in number, alphabetical or specific text entry mode (e.g. T9 mode). The 
clock is not as critical as other status information, but it is mainly a 
convenience feature and knowing the time would help the player to know 
when it is time to end the play session. 
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If the game shows status information notifications related to these 
indicators, the same graphical style and user interface widgets should be 
used to present the information to the player.  

Similar heuristics: None 

MO6: Mobile devices have their own conventions for input 
(Supplements GU7) 

Game design should follow the input conventions of the target device. For mobile 
devices with a physical keypad the keys have specific functions like a selection key. 
For touch screen devices, the conventions are related to gestures.  

Mobile devices may not be as flexible as most of the other game devices 
and the possibilities to customize game controls are often limited (Nokia, 
2006). Mobile devices have existing input conventions which should be 
followed with mobile game designs as well.  

For mobile devices with a physical keypad, some functions are specifically 
important and assigned to certain keys and they should be accessible even 
though the device is used for playing games (Nokia, 2006). Mobile devices 
are primarily used for communication between persons. Therefore, 
incoming calls during a game session should be managed effectively. 
There are two keys assigned to call handling and they should never be 
used for controlling a game (Nokia, 2004b, c): 

• The Send key (usually identified with a green symbol) is for 
answering calls. This will also move the game to the background 
because in-call functions are activated. 

• The End key (usually identified with a red symbol) is for rejecting 
incoming calls. 

In addition, there might be some other keys such as volume or camera 
keys which are defined dynamically. Following the conventions of using 
such keys is not always straightforward. On the mobile device’s keypad, 
number five is the selection key. Forum Nokia mobile game usability 
guidelines specify control keys for mobile games with a physical keypad 
(Nokia, 2004b, c). 

For touch screen devices, the number of physical keys is reduced to a 
minimum. Usually there is a universal Home key or Back key, which will 
quit the current application and take the user back to the main menu of 
the device. Most of the interactions happen through softkeys or with 
gestures. Typical interaction includes tapping, swiping, or tilting. There 
are certain conventions in gestures. For example, zooming in and out is 
usually done with a pinch gesture (Moscovich, 2007). The interaction 
design for the game should use the same gestures. 
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One interesting thing about mobile devices is the design driver for 
operation. If the device is meant to be operated one-handedly, the game 
should be playable with one hand, as well. This will present a great 
challenge to designers, because the same hand is used for the interaction 
and to hold the device (Studio 7.5, 2005). Correspondingly, the device’s 
standard input methods should be used for controlling the game. 

Similar heuristics: 

• “If possible, users should be able to play mobile games with one 
hand.” (Schaffer, 2007) 

 

MO7: The tutorial should respond to immediate demand (Supplements 
GU12) 

For mobile games, the tutorial should be tailored to present only information that 
a player needs during the current play session. The tutorial could be divided into 
several subsections which will span across several play sessions.  

The game teaches the player what he or she needs to know to start playing 
the game. Players do not often read manuals, and a mobile game does not 
usually even have a paper manual (Jones & Marsden, 2006, p. 233). At the 
beginning of the game, a tutorial mode is usually helpful for a player to 
learn to play the game. However, offering a complete tutorial is not 
recommended because mobile game players usually do not need all of the 
information when they start playing a game. The first play sessions can be 
short and the players do not necessarily encounter all aspects that are 
introduced in the tutorial. Therefore, the tutorial should be presented as 
the player progresses in the game. 

Another aspect is that game design should focus on entertaining the 
player even though she or he had a couple of minutes to play the game. 
The player should accomplish something during the first play session. 

Similar heuristics: None 

5.5 CONTEXT-AWARE HEURISTICS 
Pervasive mobile games are an expansion of mobile games which will 
benefit from the mobility aspect of a gaming device. Montola et al. (2009) 
have presented a comprehensive list of pervasive game genres to study 
these aspects. In this dissertation, I use the term pervasive mobile game to 
describe games that use different sensor and radio technologies of mobile 
devices to collect and share data. At minimum, mobile devices can be used 
to collect data about the current context and transfer it to the game system 
(Paavilainen, Korhonen, Saarenpää, & Holopainen, 2009). The location and 
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availability of WLAN hot spots, GSM base stations and Bluetooth devices 
are typical examples of data that are used in the games (Sotamaa, 2002; 
Broll & Benford, 2005; Peitz et al., 2007). 

Although we have done only preliminary studies in this field (Paavilainen 
et al., 2009; Saarenpää, Korhonen, & Paavilainen, 2009), some aspects 
emerged immediately and they should be seen as factors affecting the 
playability of pervasive mobile games. The following is an initial list of 
heuristics (they have been published in Paper III) that could be used to 
evaluate context-aware games. Developing heuristics for pervasive games 
has been studied very little and there are only a few studies that have 
touched upon this topic (e.g. Röcker & Haar, 2006; Jegers, 2008). 

CA1: Perception of the current context 

Discovering the correct context and playing the game when the context is 
favorable for a player is one source of fun in pervasive mobile games. The 
challenge, however, is that the game system and the player may not have a mutual 
understanding of the current context. In addition, the player may be uncertain of 
how the game system interprets the current context even though it was clearly 
observable. The game system should only use information that is collected from 
the player’s current location and avoid rigid thresholds. The game system can also 
notify the player of what the current context is, if it does not contaminate the 
game experience.  

Using context information and defining conditions in the gameworld 
based on the context is a key element in many pervasive games. 
Determining the right context and playing the game when the context is 
favorable for a player is one source of fun in these games. The challenge is 
that the player and the game system may not have a mutual 
understanding about the current context. Context information can be 
inaccurate or unavailable due to sensor failures, noise and user-supplied 
information is subject to human error problems (Henricksen & Indulska, 
2004). The inaccuracy of information can be due to different measurement 
points. For example, current weather or temperature can fluctuate within 
a close range. A player may also be uncertain of how the game system 
interprets current context information even though it would be clearly 
observable (Lonthoff & Ortner, 2007).  

Therefore, game design should not use rigid thresholds with context 
information or rely on context information from a single source. The game 
system should preferably use context information that is collected from 
the player’s current location and possibly using the same device that the 
player is using for playing the game. This would minimize the possibility 
of error in different measurement points. 
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Another option is that the game system notifies the player about the 
current context. In this solution, the difficulty is in presenting the context 
information without contaminating the game experience. Most games rely 
on hidden information that could be essential for a player to succeed in 
the game and context information belongs to this category in pervasive 
mobile games.  In addition, the current context may be a summary of 
multiple data that should be informed simultaneously. 

Similar heuristics:  

• “Offer information about the player's context to the player.” 
(Heikkinen, Strömberg, Koivisto, & Suomela, 2006) 

 

CA2: Players should have an equal chance to play 

The utilization of context information in the game system should be carefully 
designed and all players should have an equal possibility to access relevant 
information. The dynamic nature of the context or player-related reasons might 
cause some context information to become unreachable. The game should be 
designed so that player progression is not dependent on context information that 
is unreachable by many players. 

Including context information into game mechanics should be carefully 
considered. Game designers need to ensure that all players can somehow 
access the relevant information in play sessions. The players need to have 
an equal possibility to play the game even though the lack of time or 
unfavorable location may cause troubles playing the game successfully 
and getting the necessary game resources (Bell et al., 2006; Suomela & 
Koivisto, 2006; Peitz et al., 2007). 

As context information is mostly dynamic and uncontrollable, it may place 
players in unequal positions. Furthermore, there might be player-related 
reasons why a specific context cannot be reached. The player might be 
unable to play the game at a specific time of the day. The player’s current 
social context may not permit gaming or there may be other activities 
ongoing at the same time. It is also possible that some resources are not 
available at the player’s current location and the player is prohibited from 
traveling to other locations. Montola et al. (2009, p. 107) call this contextual 
adaptability, which means that the game should adapt to changes in the 
social environment to minimize negative effects of the gameplay. 

The game should be designed so that player progression is not dependent 
on the context information that may be unreachable for many players. If 
such design is not possible, another option is to enable the required 
context information through fellow players. This may also enhance and 
deepen the social interaction between the players. 
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Finally, due to the dynamic nature of context and other limitations, the 
game could also provide alternative tasks for players to complete, if a 
certain context is not available.   

Similar heuristics:  

• “Consider how much effort (physical, cognitive, emotional) the 
players have to make.” (Heikkinen et al., 2006) 

 

CA3: Adjustable play sessions 

Play sessions of pervasive mobile games are often blended into other activities of 
the player. This will cause situations where the play sessions are fragmented and 
the player might have to quit playing the game without prior notice. The game 
should be designed so that the chance of winning the game is not dependent on the 
player’s ability to play the game. In addition, the player might need to adjust the 
pace of the game and match it to the available playing time. Sometimes it is 
preferable to play the game almost in real time while some other times a slower 
pace is preferred.  

Pervasive mobile games will break the continuous play session concept in 
which playing the game is the main activity and the game is played for a 
certain period. With pervasive mobile games, it is more common that the 
players play the game when time permits it. A play session often blends 
into other activities, which makes gaming a secondary activity. As a result, 
play sessions can be short and the player might have to quit playing the 
game without prior notice.  

Even though short play sessions will promote the social adaptability of 
pervasive mobile games (Peitz et al., 2007), they will also set new 
challenges for game design. It should be possible to leave the game at any 
time without dramatically reducing the player’s chance of winning the 
game. However, leaving the game might have some temporal influence on 
the player’s abilities or available game items (Montola et al., 2009). In 
multi-player games, the game design should consider what kinds of 
effects the players’ traffic in and out has on other players.  

In pervasive mobile games, the players might also want to adjust the game 
pace and match it to the available playing time and attention span. 
Sometimes the player might prefer to play the game in real time while 
some other time a slower pace is preferred.  This will give a possibility to 
lie back and do other things. The game can also vary how quickly the 
player needs to react to game events (Montola et al., 2009). The player can 
keep track of game events, although the game requires only minimal 
attention. These things are possible in asynchronous gameplay. 
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Similar heuristics:  

• “Support spontaneous and occasional playing.” (Heikkinen et al., 
2006) 

 

CA4: Communication outside the gameworld (Supplements MP1) 

Pervasive mobile games expand the need for communication outside the 
gameworld. The players need to be aware of game events even though they are 
offline. Offline communication should not be overwhelming, because it can lead to 
negligence and disturb the player’s other activities. The game events that require 
the players’ actions should be delivered immediately, while others can be 
postponed and delivered as a summary type of messages. 

Pervasive mobile games expand the communication needs outside the 
gameworld. The players need to be aware of game events even though 
they are not actually playing the game. The players might also want to 
communicate with players who are not online while they are playing the 
game. Linner, Kirsch, Radusch and Steglich (2005) have introduced a 
framework which enables rapid development of pervasive games that 
support offline communication. The system buffers received messages and 
the player can see them on the next login. Lindley (2005) describes a 
pervasive mobile game that allows the players to receive alerts, although 
they are not actually playing the game (the game character is in a dormant 
mode). Players have quite often created their own tools or utilized existing 
tools, if the game does not support offline communication (Koivisto, 2003). 

In offline communication, it is important to decide the frequency and the 
content of the messages. Normally, the player will be informed about 
various game events while they are playing the game, but with offline 
communication it is not feasible to deliver the same amount of information. 
If the number of messages is overwhelming, it will easily lead to 
negligence and may disturb the player’s other activities. The game design 
should adapt to the player’s playing style. Devoted players should be able 
to access the messages rapidly and the communication frequency could be 
higher whereas casual players want to see only the most important 
messages while they are offline (Montola et al., 2009). 

It should also be considered how much delay is acceptable in delivering 
messages. Some messages should be delivered immediately allowing fast 
reaction to events, while others can be postponed and delivered more as 
“For Your Information” type of messages. The player should be able to 
define the proper number of messages depending on the player’s needs 
and interest in monitoring the game offline (Crabtree et al., 2007). 

Similar heuristics: None 
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6 Studies 

The development of a new heuristic set usually requires two phases: 
heuristic development and heuristic validation (Ling & Salvendy, 2005). In 
the heuristic development phase, new heuristics are defined by modifying 
existing heuristics or defining a new set without referencing any existing 
heuristics. Heuristics are defined by evaluating existing products in the 
domain using either user testing or other methods to find out usability 
problems, which are then abstracted to general principles (Dykstra, 1993). 
In the validation phase, the newly developed heuristics are compared 
against other heuristic sets or user testing results (Ling & Salvendy, 2005). 
It is also common that heuristics undergo several modification rounds 
until the final version emerges (Ling & Salvendy, 2005). 

The major part of the dissertation work has involved a series of game 
evaluations first to define playability heuristics for different kinds of 
mobile games, and then validating the playability heuristics by comparing 
them against other commonly used playability heuristics. Some games 
were evaluated using both the expert review and the playtesting methods 
to see the differences between the results. Along with heuristic 
development, the objective of each experiment was to study the expert 
review method and identify changes or additions that the procedure 
might require when evaluating games.  

Figure 18 illustrates the research process and displays the temporal 
relationships between the phases. In the development phase, an initial set 
of playability heuristics was defined and used in mobile game evaluations. 
The heuristics were refined based on the results of the first evaluations 
and new heuristics were added to make the set more complete. 
Experiments consisted of multiple game evaluations. The objective was to 
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get data about the playability heuristic set in realistic evaluation situations 
which will then help in developing the heuristics further. 

In the validation phase, game evaluations were conducted using the 
defined playability heuristics set along with another playability heuristic 
set which was developed by other researchers. In addition, the evaluations 
were conducted by external inspectors to see whether the heuristics were 
understandable and usable. The objective of the experiments was to gather 
data about the strengths and weaknesses of each playability heuristics set, 
which would then help in developing our playability heuristics set further. 

 

Figure 18. Research process for developing playability heuristics. 

In the validation phase, the focus was also on the effectiveness of expert 
review in comparison to the playtesting method. The objective was to 
study how the evaluation results differ and whether the expert review 
method is able to provide data that is comparable to playtesting results 
and useful for game designers. 

6.1 STUDY I: PLAYABILITY HEURISTICS FOR MOBILE GAMES 
The aim of the first study was to introduce the expert review method for 
game evaluations and describe the development of playability heuristics 
that will guide the evaluation task of the inspectors. It was clear from the 
beginning that instead of having a huge list of heuristics, we need to 
group them somehow. There will be more heuristics than what the general 
usability heuristic list contains. Categorization also enables easier 
management of the heuristics during the evaluation because, for certain 
aspects of the game, only a subset of the heuristics is needed. 

We presented a model of playability heuristics and introduced three core 
modules: Game Usability, Gameplay and Mobility that are common for any 
(mobile) video game. The Game Usability module contains heuristics that 
cover the user interface and the controls that a player uses for interacting 
with the gameworld. The Gameplay module contains heuristics which 
help in evaluating the game mechanics, story, challenge, goals and other 
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aspects which are typically present in games. The Mobility module 
concerns issues that affect how effortlessly a player can enter the 
gameworld and how the game behaves in diverse and unexpected 
environments. In addition, mobile games set some new challenges for 
usability aspects which were described in another publication (Nokia, 
2006). 

During the first game evaluation, it became apparent that our initial 
playability heuristic list (11 heuristics) was unable to describe several 
playability problems in a game. We explored these problems and 
discovered that our heuristics are lacking important aspects especially in 
gameplay. There were also playability problems related to the user 
interface and usability in general for which we did not have a proper 
heuristic. As a result, we added 18 heuristics into our original heuristic set 
and ended up with 29 playability heuristics. 

In the second evaluation round of the study, we evaluated four games by 
using the expert review method and the enhanced playability heuristics. 
The results of the evaluations showed that the playability heuristics were 
now able to describe the identified problems accurately and none of the 
problems were left unassigned, except for problems in multi-player 
features. We also saw the first signs of the usefulness of the method in 
game evaluations as the heuristics helped the inspectors to focus on 
specific aspects in the game. Especially gameplay would have been 
difficult to evaluate without the playability heuristics. The evaluation of 
the user interface and the mobility aspects of the game resembled a 
normal usability evaluation of productivity software and they were 
therefore more straightforward to evaluate. 

The detailed description of the study has been presented in Paper I. 

6.2 STUDY II: PLAYABILITY HEURISTICS FOR MOBILE MULTI-PLAYER 
GAMES 

During the first study, we evaluated three multi-player games and there 
were several playability problems which concerned the social interaction 
between the players. In multi-player games, social interaction is an 
important aspect of the gaming experience and it should be covered in 
playability evaluations. After the first study, it became apparent that 
multi-player games need their own set of heuristics. 

In the second study, we introduced a new module that would cover social 
aspects such as presence, communication and interaction in mobile and 
other types of games. For the development of multi-player heuristics, we 
followed a similar procedure as in the previous study and first conducted 
a literature review and defined an initial list of multi-player heuristics. The 
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list contained six heuristics to cover possible playability problems in the 
social interaction of the players and the heuristics were added as a multi-
player module (Figure 19). 

In the first evaluation round, we evaluated three multi-player mobile 
games that were under development and the evaluation focused 
especially on the player-to-player interaction. The results indicated that all 
games contained playability problems related to the multi-player 
heuristics that we had defined. However, there were also problems that 
were not covered by the initial heuristic set. We further defined additional 
heuristics to cover the missing aspects and included them in the module. 
In the second evaluation round, we explored six commercial PC games 
and conducted an informal playability evaluation of them to see how well 
the heuristics would help in identifying multi-player aspects in games that 
can be found on the market. The refined module contains eight multi-
player heuristics and it extends the usefulness of the model as it is now 
capable of evaluating both multi-player and single-player games.  

 

Figure 19 Playability Heuristic Modules. 

The study showed that the final multi-player heuristic set addressed many 
social interaction issues in the games and they can be used to identify 
playability problems which might make a game less enjoyable. From the 
methodological point of view, the most interesting finding was that there 
needs to be a critical mass of players (or inspectors) in order to complete 
the evaluation successfully. The inspectors cannot conduct the evaluation 
independently, but they need each other in the game and to play together 
in order to evaluate the social interaction. 

The detailed description of the study has been presented in Paper II. 

6.3 STUDY III: PLAYABILITY HEURISTICS FOR CONTEXT-AWARE MOBILE 
PERVASIVE GAMES 

The first two studies developed playability heuristics for games that reside 
on stationary gaming platforms such as the PC and game consoles. Most 
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mobile games fall into this category when the gameworld is fully virtual. 
However, there are mobile games that are not just scaled down versions of 
the PC and game console games, but implement mobility in a broader 
sense. Mobile games should utilize some elements which are typical of 
how and where the mobile devices are used (Järvinen, 2002b).  

For this purpose, we implemented an experimental pervasive multi-player 
mobile game, which would allow us to explore the contextual factors and 
how they affect the playability of a game. During the study, players 
played a game for one week and after that we interviewed them about 
their playing experiences. We were interested in their opinion about the 
pervasive mobile game in general and their attitude towards embedding 
contextual information into the game design.  

The user study of the game revealed that the context influences the 
playability of the game and the players’ gaming experience quite a lot.  
Based on the study, we defined four new heuristics that specifically tackle 
contextual issues in pervasive mobile games and introduced a new 
module called Context-Aware to the model (Figure 19). As context 
information is used to define some conditions in the gameworld and the 
players try to discover the correct context to complete their tasks, it 
becomes important for the players to know the current context and their 
perception should match the context in the game system. The utilization of 
context information also requires that all players can access relevant 
information equally. Pervasive mobile games alter the players’ playing 
behavior as play sessions are mixed with non-gaming activities, but a 
player would like to keep track of game events. Therefore, communication 
outside the gameworld becomes an important feature and the game 
design should carefully consider the frequency and the number of 
messages that are sent to offline players. 

The detailed description of the study has been presented in Paper III. 

6.4 STUDY IV: COMPARISON OF PLAYABILITY HEURISTIC SETS WITH 
EXPERT INSPECTORS 

The process of developing new heuristic sets contains a validation step 
(Ling & Salvendy, 2005). In the validation step, the newly developed 
heuristics are compared either to traditional usability heuristics or other 
domain-specific heuristics. In our studies, we decided to use only domain-
specific heuristics as a baseline, because, as it was previously noted, 
traditional usability heuristics are not effective in game evaluations. In the 
first validation study, our objective was to compare two playability 
heuristic sets with expert inspectors and to explore the strengths and the 
possible weaknesses of the heuristic sets.  
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In the experiment, eight inspectors from the academia and the game 
industry conducted an evaluation using the expert review method and 
domain-specific heuristics. The inspectors worked in pairs and two groups 
used one playability heuristic set. The inspectors played the mobile game 
for one hour and reported encountered playability problems in the game.  

Based on the results, expert review produces valuable results and the 
heuristics helped the inspectors to conduct the evaluation. However, both 
playability heuristic sets should be developed further before the game 
industry can widely adopt them. The baseline set suffered from several 
problems. There were overlapping heuristics and some heuristics caused 
difficulties for inspectors to use them effectively during the evaluation, 
and there were too many of them. In addition, the categorization of the 
heuristics was confusing for some heuristics. The difficulties of using the 
heuristics were visible in the evaluation results. The inspectors could 
identify playability problems quite easily, but assigning a heuristic was 
harder, and 30% of the problems were left without a clarifying heuristic.  

Our playability heuristic set received a more positive welcome from the 
inspectors. The heuristics were more consistent in wording and 
abstraction level, and their categorization was better. The main 
development point is to combine a heuristic with a short description of its 
meaning because in the study setup the descriptions were provided in a 
separate document. 

From the methodological point of view, the study gave rise to several 
interesting observations. The inspectors commented that the evaluation 
task should not be considered a normal play session because the 
inspectors are focused on the evaluation task and it prevents immersion in 
the game. Consequently, this means an inability to evaluate the player 
experience aspects of the game. This observation is consistent with the 
intended usage of the method because experience studies require different 
methods. Another observation was that mobile devices can have different 
technical capabilities which will influence the reported playability 
problems. Some reported problems were specific to the device that was 
used during the evaluation. Technical differences specifically influenced 
the audio features and the visible content on the screen. The third 
observation was that there are similar challenges in consistently 
identifying playability problems in games that have been reported in 
productivity software evaluations (e.g. Molich & Dumas, 2008). This is an 
interesting observation because the gameworld design is normally quite 
linear in many games and the players will go through the first levels in a 
specific order. Therefore, all inspectors should encounter the same aspects 
in the gameworld and possible playability problems during the evaluation. 
The evaluator effect might be one possible explanation for this issue 
because the inspectors had different backgrounds and their experience in 
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game design and evaluation tasks differed. Other explanations for the 
inconsistency might be the two different heuristics sets that were used and 
the insufficient instructions that were given for writing the problem 
reports. Some pairs mainly reported general problems whereas other 
teams focused on very specific problems. The fourth observation relates to 
the origin of the reported problem. It is important to know whether the 
problem is located in the gameplay or in the user interface. Evaluations of 
productivity software do not have this type of challenge because the 
evaluation only covers the user interface. 

The detailed description of the study has been presented in Paper IV. 

6.5 STUDY V: COMPARISON OF PLAYTESTING AND EXPERT REVIEW IN A 
MOBILE GAME EVALUATION 

Basically, there are two primary evaluation method types available that 
are used to evaluate the usability of products: usability inspection 
methods and user testing. In video game evaluations, conducting a user 
test with players has been the dominating method and usability inspection 
methods have only been used infrequently. The main reason among game 
designers is that they want to gain useful feedback from players to 
improve the overall experience of the game (Fullerton et al., 2008). In 
many cases, game designers prefer informal playtesting such as self-
testing or playtesting with confidants because showing an incomplete 
game design to outsiders is considered difficult (Fullerton et al., 2008). The 
expert review method can provide a valuable external opinion to game 
designers and showing an incomplete design is not a problem because 
playability experts are used to evaluating different kinds of prototypes. 

In this comparison study, expert review and playtesting were used to 
evaluate a mobile game. The objective of the study was to explore if the 
inspected playability problems are consistent with the observations from 
playtesting. The positive results would indicate the effectiveness and 
usefulness of the expert review method. 

Two playability experts evaluated the mobile game.  Six players were 
recruited for user testing. The procedure of the evaluation was similar in 
both cases. The experts were instructed to explore the gameplay and the 
user interface. In addition, their objective was to progress in the game as 
far as they could during the evaluation session. There were no specific 
scenarios or tasks given to the inspectors. The playtesting was conducted 
in a usability laboratory and followed the standard procedure. A 
moderator observed the players’ performance in the game and possible 
playability problems. In addition, another person observed the game 
session in an observation room and made observation notes. The game 
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session lasted for 60 minutes in both cases. The expert review evaluation 
preceded the playtesting. 

In total, 46 playability problems were reported in six playtesting sessions. 
Expert review reported 32 playability problems. The consolidated list of 
playability problems contained 53 problems and they were related to both 
the gameplay and the user interface. 25 out of 53 problems (47%) were 
found by both methods. 7 problems (13%) were solely reported by the 
playability experts. 40% of the playability problems were playtesting 
specific. The problems reported by a single method provide an interesting 
starting point for comparing differences in the evaluation methods. 

Both expert review and playtesting focused on the user interface, and 70% 
of the reported problems were categorized as user interface problems. The 
players were also more sensitive to encountering problems in the user 
interface and the playtesting reported 17 exclusive problems. When we 
look at these problems in detail, in most cases only a single player 
encountered a problem. Moreover, the problems received either a medium 
or a minor ranking in severity. This means that the players find some 
issues disturbing initially, but once they learn the game and get used to 
the disturbing issue, the annoyance disappears. Examples of minor 
problems are related to terminology and visualization. 

In the gameplay, both players and experts reported exclusive problems. 
The experts reported seven problems and four problems were reported by 
the players. During the evaluation, the experts completed more levels than 
the players and some playability problems were reported on levels that 
the players never reached. In addition, only experts reported playability 
problems related to goals and rewards in the game. This can be considered 
as an advantage of using inspectors in a game evaluation, because finding 
these problems requires that gameplay is explored analytically and some 
levels were played repeatedly. 

One playability problem that the players reported was a particularly 
interesting one, because the problem conflicted with the players’ 
experiences with the previous versions of the game. The game designers 
had made one fundamental change in the game mechanics, which 
dramatically modified the behavior of the game avatar in the gameworld. 
These kinds of problems are difficult for the expert review method to 
capture because they are related to the players’ previous knowledge and 
experiences. A half of the players had difficulties with the new behavioral 
model of the game avatar, which indicates that it might become a common 
playability problem. 

The results of the comparison study showed that expert review is an 
efficient method for evaluating playability. Experts usually have the 
required domain expertise and they might even belong to the target 
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audience. Their knowledge of different games and genres also helps to 
identify possibly problematic issues. Another advantage is that the experts 
can analyze their own behavior and identify problems that are caused by 
the game design. In playtesting, the players are interested in playing the 
game and they get easily focused and immersed in the gameplay. In this 
mental state, they do not diagnose the encountered problems 
automatically, but instead they try to overcome them and continue 
playing the game. Even though it is the moderator’s responsibility to 
identify the problems that the players have in the interaction with the 
game mechanics or the user interface, they need to express them somehow. 
Quite often the players were silent for ages and played intensively. This 
observation is consistent with the experiences that game designers have 
had (Schell, 2008). The third advantage is that the experts are usually 
skillful players and they will use their time efficiently and the game is 
evaluated thoroughly. For players, difficult challenges are obstacles that 
they try to solve and time is spent inefficiently. The players do not try to 
do other things than try to proceed in the game unless the moderator 
instructs them to do otherwise. The fourth advantage is that the experts 
pay attention to issues that might be ignored by the players. During the 
evaluation, the experts are in an evaluation mode and can explore things 
like short-term goals and rewards while the players are mainly playing the 
game. The players do not have an interest in such things by default. The 
moderator needs to ask the players’ opinion about them.  

Nonetheless, expert review is not superior to playtesting. Instead, both 
methods should be considered complementary to each other. Expert 
review can be used to discover obvious playability problems before 
conducting evaluations with players and playtesting can reveal problems 
which possibly originate from the players’ previous experience, skills and 
knowledge. In this study, the experts and playtesting identified playability 
problems consistently. In addition, expert review was able to identify 
problems that were not touched in playtesting at all. 

The detailed description of the study has been presented in Paper V. 

6.6 STUDY VI: COMPARISON OF PLAYABILITY HEURISTICS WITH NOVICE 
INSPECTORS 

In the third validation study, we corrected the experiment design issues 
and harmonized the mobile devices used for the evaluation and thus got 
more accurate data on how heuristics are used in the evaluation task. In 
this study, our objective was to study the use of the playability heuristics 
when novice inspectors evaluate a game and to explore in detail the 
effectiveness of the inspector groups and inter-evaluator reliability.   
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We recruited 36 novice inspectors for the study and created two identical 
inspector groups. The inspectors used one of two playability heuristic sets 
to evaluate a mobile game. The second task was to analyze a predefined 
list of playability problems that were identified in the game. The 
inspectors’ task was to annotate the problems with the proper playability 
heuristics. The selected playability heuristic sets were remarkably 
different, and hence, differences in the inspectors’ ability to use them 
during the evaluation were presumed.  

Hartson, Andre and Williges (2001) recommend that assessing usability 
evaluation methods (UEMs) for practical effectiveness should be done by 
measuring the thoroughness and validity of the method. These measures 
are based on a method’s ability to identify usability problems in a product, 
and on how many of these problems are real problems that exist in the 
product. Sim, Read and Cockton (2009) have proposed that the validity of 
the heuristics should be evaluated using correctness and coverage as 
criteria. Correctness means that terminology and choice of words in the 
descriptions provide adequate information to the inspectors. Coverage 
indicates the extent of the domain knowledge that the heuristics have.  

To estimate the thoroughness and validity of the usability evaluation 
method (UEM), we need to know the number of usability problems that 
exist in the design. In this study, we used a list that a playability expert 
generated. This is a recommended approach when we focus on actual 
problems that exist in a product (Hartson et al., 2001). As we are interested 
in the effects of a heuristic set on the novice inspectors’ performance, we 
want to minimize the influence of the method or the evaluation procedure, 
and therefore, using the same method for creating an actual problem list 
should compensate for all the strengths and weaknesses of the method 
and provide a reliable estimation of the actual problems.  

The inspectors should always evaluate the user interface and gameplay in 
playability evaluations. Further, the inspectors can evaluate other relevant 
aspects such as mobility in mobile games. User interface problems 
dominated in this study and both inspector groups reported 
approximately the same number of user interface problems. The difference 
in the evaluation coverage can be seen in the gameplay and mobility 
aspects. The inspectors who were using our playability heuristic set 
reported more playability problems related to the gameplay than the other 
inspector group. This difference was also statistically significant (p=.008). 
The group also reported playability problems related to mobility whereas 
the other group did not report any mobility problems.  

The evaluation produced 374 playability problem reports which were 
further categorized into 64 unique problems. Both groups identified 42 out 
of 64 problems in the game. 17 problems were reported by at least nine 
inspectors (25% of the inspectors). These problems were inspected in 
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detail to see how the inspectors had annotated the reported problems, and 
to compare them to the heuristics that a playability expert had used. The 
correspondence between the selected heuristics from the playability expert 
and the novice inspectors was not on a very high level. With our 
playability heuristics, the inspectors achieved a 35% correspondence. In 
the other group, it was 33%. In the second task, both novice inspector 
groups annotated a predefined list of playability problems that were 
identified in the game by a playability expert. There were 44 playability 
problems in total and the problems were related to the main features of 
the game and they appeared in the gameplay, user interface, or mobility 
aspects. The correspondence of the selected heuristics improved compared 
to the first task. The group who used our playability heuristics achieved a 
48% correspondence and for the other group it was 41%.  

To assess the overall effectiveness of the playability heuristics, we 
calculated the thoroughness and the validity of the novice inspectors. The 
identified playability problems were compared to the standard problem 
list created by a playability expert. The overall effectiveness scores of the 
inspector groups were almost identical (0.235 and 0.231). However, Any-
Two Agreement measurement for the group who used our playability 
heuristics was 19.6% and for the other group it was 12.3%, which indicates 
that there is a difference in internal consistency between the inspectors. 
Statistical analysis confirmed this and the difference was statistically 
significant (p<.0001). 

After the evaluation tasks, the novice inspectors filled in a questionnaire 
about the use of the heuristic sets and estimated their correctness and 
coverage. Based on the questionnaire data, the inspectors seemed to be 
satisfied with the heuristic sets and statistical tests did not reveal 
significant differences between the inspector groups. This was a surprising 
result, since the data analysis revealed statistically significant differences 
in the evaluation results. This might be explained by the experiment setup. 
The inspectors did not see the other heuristic set and thus they did not 
have a reference point which would have allowed comparison of the 
heuristic sets. Moreover, it is possible that novice inspectors could not 
really judge their own performance during the evaluation and how the 
heuristic set had helped them in the evaluation task. This can be seen in 
the questionnaire responses and the evaluation data as some inspectors 
did not report any gameplay related problems, even though their response 
in the questionnaire indicates that the heuristic set helped them to 
evaluate the gameplay. Moreover, other novice inspectors and the 
playability expert identified playability problems in gameplay.  

In summary, both playability heuristic sets can be used with the expert 
review method, but the inspector group who used our playability 
heuristics performed better in this study. Their evaluation was more 
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comprehensive and consistent compared to the other group. The 
categorization of the heuristics reflects the main aspects of playability 
which helps novice inspectors conduct the evaluation more efficiently. 

The detailed description of the study has been presented in Papers VI and 
VII. 
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7 Conclusions 

In this dissertation, I have presented a playability heuristic set that helps 
inspectors conduct mobile game evaluations by using the expert review 
method. The playability heuristics are grouped into five modules: Game 
Usability, Gameplay, Mobility, Multi-Player, and Context-Aware. The Game 
Usability and Gameplay modules are applicable to all kinds of games 
regardless of whether they are played on the PC, game consoles or mobile 
devices. They should be used in every game evaluation. The Game 
Usability module focuses on the user interface and the controls that the 
players use for interacting with a game. The Gameplay module contains 
core issues of the games related to game mechanics, story, goals and 
challenge. There are also heuristics for topics which influence the 
satisfaction of playing. For multi-player games, there is a separate module 
which deals with the social interaction of the players. The Mobility and the 
Context-Aware modules contain heuristics which are specific to games 
played on mobile devices and they take into account characteristics of the 
mobile devices and contextual factors which are more varying with mobile 
devices than other gaming platforms.  

The playability heuristics are based on reviews of game design practices 
and literature, and hands on experience of evaluating mobile games and 
exploring what kinds of issues in design will cause problems for the 
players. Analytical work of defining playability heuristics continued 
throughout the dissertation and it refined the understandability of the 
heuristics to make them more complete and unambiguous. Each module 
went through a couple of iterations and they were used in several game 
evaluations. In addition, we collected feedback from external inspectors 
who used the playability heuristic set to evaluate mobile games. 
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As a result of defining playability heuristics we are also able to define 
what good playability means in video games. Our definition is the 
following:  

A game has good playability when the user interface is intuitive and 
the gaming platform is unobtrusive, so that the player can 
concentrate on playing the game. Fun and challenge are created 
through gameplay when it is understandable, suitably difficult and 
engaging.  

This definition tells us the core issues of a playable game. It focuses on the 
two most critical game design aspects: the user interface and the gameplay. 
Naturally, there are also other factors influencing the game experience like 
the player’s social interaction with other players in multi-player games 
and contextual factors in pervasive mobile games, but they were left out of 
the definition because it should be universally applicable to all kinds of 
games.  

The validation of newly developed heuristics is an essential step in this 
kind of work. We have conducted several game evaluations during the 
development phase of the playability heuristics. Moreover, we have 
conducted comparison studies of domain-specific heuristics for video 
games to see the strengths and weaknesses of each heuristic set. The 
results indicate that our playability heuristic set helps inspectors to 
conduct the evaluation efficiently and the inspectors are able to discover 
playability problems that would have otherwise been left unnoticed.  
Another objective in the comparison studies was to gather data on 
whether the heuristic set is understandable to the inspectors. The results 
indicate that our heuristic set is able to describe discovered playability 
problems more accurately than other heuristic sets.  

Finally, we conducted a comparison study of the expert review and the 
playtesting methods to see the usefulness of expert review in game 
evaluations. In game design literature, playtesting is the dominant method 
and other evaluation methods are usually not even mentioned. The results 
of our studies indicate that playability problems were identified quite 
consistently with these two methods. The expert review method 
accurately predicted the most serious playability problems in the games. 
Furthermore, expert review revealed playability problems related to the 
gameplay which were not identified in playtesting. Thus, it could be 
concluded that the method is a viable option for game evaluations and 
playability heuristics help the inspectors conduct the evaluation efficiently. 

7.1 REVIEWING THE CONTRIBUTIONS 
The playability heuristic set is based on a review of game design literature 
which gives a solid foundation to the heuristic set. There are several 
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excellent game designers who have published their views on game design 
and good games in particular. Therefore I did not have to invent any of 
the game design aspects myself, but I could rely on the works done by 
others. I used my own knowledge and experience from the HCI domain to 
select which of these design principles are important from the playability 
point of view and how they should be formulated in the playability 
heuristic set. 

The challenge in domain-specific heuristics for video games is to define 
heuristics which are suitable for all kinds of games. There are tens of game 
genres that have their own design characteristics. In addition, games are 
played on different gaming platforms which have unique input and 
output devices. The worst thing would be that the heuristics would 
require modifications every time they are used to evaluate the latest 
games. 

During the dissertation work, we have evaluated games from multiple 
game genres that are played on different gaming platforms. The heuristic 
modules have not required any modifications between the studies once 
the final revision of the module was completed. This indicates that our 
heuristic set is robust and it can be used successfully in game evaluations.  

In the recent studies of social games (outside of the scope of the 
dissertation work) it became apparent that one heuristic from the Game 
Usability module needs to be split up in order to better describe certain 
playability problems. This modification has been implemented in the 
Game Usability module and a new heuristic GU1b: “A view to the 
gameworld supports smooth interaction and the camera behaves correctly” was 
introduced. There was some indication of this already in the mobile game 
evaluation, but the appearance of the problem was not so frequent that it 
would have required action. Besides, the problem could be described with 
the original GU1 heuristic, but defining a new heuristic for the view and 
camera behavior will make it more visible. In these studies, we also 
discovered that social games which are played on social gaming platforms 
have specific playability problems which stem from the design 
characteristics of the social games and the viral marketing strategies that 
are used to attract a broader player population. It is still under 
consideration whether these games demand a new module to our heuristic 
set or whether they can be sufficiently covered by the current heuristics. 

During the dissertation work, we put effort in the validation of the 
heuristics. The experimental research provided evidence of how the 
heuristics work in real game evaluations. We conducted evaluations 
which used different heuristic sets with the expert review method. In 
every study, our heuristic set was one of the two heuristic sets. 
Furthermore, we conducted game evaluations in which a game was 
evaluated using the expert review method and playtesting. All of these 
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experiments indicated that our heuristic set is capable of helping the 
inspector conduct the evaluation effectively.  

7.2 THE LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
Mobile gaming is a complex domain and we have probably not yet fully 
seen the potential of mobile games that would utilize the characteristics of 
mobile devices and the contextual factors in the game design in a complete 
manner. Even today, most games, and especially the most popular games, 
played on mobile devices are similar to games that gamers play on 
stationary gaming devices.  

During this dissertation work, we have mostly evaluated games that are 
traditional games which are played on mobile devices. Therefore, we also 
put a lot of effort into developing heuristics in the Game Usability and the 
Gameplay modules which cover playability issues in the user interface, 
interaction and game content. This is not at all a bad thing because those 
two modules are essential in any game evaluation and they are valid for 
all video games. Although the majority of the evaluated games resembled 
traditional games in this study, we were able to evaluate the mobility 
aspects and define playability heuristics which are important to mobile 
games, as well. An interesting notion from the playability heuristics in the 
Mobility module is that most of them are supplements to the heuristics in 
the Game Usability module. This indicates that mobile devices are similar 
to stationary gaming devices, but there are some issues which are slightly 
different when we consider the usability of the game and they should be 
made visible when evaluating mobile games. For that reason, they are 
included in a separate module rather than built into the Game Usability 
module. 

The biggest difference in mobile gaming and playing games with 
stationary gaming devices is the context. The Context-Aware module 
contains heuristics that consider how context information as a game 
element influences the gaming experience and what kinds of playability 
problems might occur when the context impacts the game events. During 
the study, the availability of real mobile games was limited. We studied 
the influence of context on the gaming experience by using a mobile game 
which was designed and implemented in the Nokia Research Center. I 
was responsible for designing the user interface for the game. The 
Context-Aware module describes the main findings of these studies. In 
addition, we have used other published studies of pervasive games to 
explore important aspects of the playability of games that use context 
information as a game element. 

Probably the Mobility and the Context-Aware modules are not yet as 
mature as the Game Usability and the Gameplay modules are because 
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only a few truly mobile games were studied. In the future, it would be 
fascinating to expand the current work and study various mobile games 
that utilize the features of mobile devices (e.g. sensors, camera, and GPS) 
in the game design to see how they influence playability and the gaming 
experience and further playability heuristics.     

7.3 IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTITIONERS 
The playability heuristics presented in this dissertation are ready to be 
used by practitioners in the game industry. Even though the heuristics are 
intended to be used during the evaluation task to find out possible 
playability problems, they are also useful during the design phase of a 
game. Game designers can use them to avoid common pitfalls in design. It 
has been said that to be fair to designers, game design should be evaluated 
based on the same criteria that have been used for designing the game. 
Appendix A provides a consolidated list of heuristics that inspectors and 
game designers can use in their daily work. 

The modular structure makes playability heuristics very flexible in game 
development projects. The inspectors or designers can use one or more 
modules during the task according to their needs. The smaller number of 
heuristics is easier to cover and each module is targeted for a specific 
purpose. For example, if a person is designing the user interface of the 
shell menu or the gameplay, he needs to work with the game usability 
heuristics. Correspondingly, in multi-player games, an inspector needs to 
consider multi-player heuristics when evaluating the social interaction of 
the players.  

The purpose of the game evaluations with the expert review method is to 
remove design mistakes that would cause problems to the players. Expert 
review is one type of activity which tries to ensure the quality of a game 
and it has a different role compared to playtesting and quality assurance. 
Expert review is a versatile and flexible method to explore the game 
design frequently and give quick feedback to the designers. It can be used 
in any phase of the design as inspectors are able to position and focus 
themselves to the readiness level of the design. The method is most 
advantageous when it is used before playtesting and quality assurance 
activities take place.   

The dissemination of the heuristics has already started and there are 
several scientific articles available in which our playability heuristics are 
cited. Furthermore, the playability heuristics have been referred to at least 
in four books (Laitinen, 2008; Markopoulos, Read, MacFarlane, & 
Höysniemi, 2008; Shneiderman & Plaisant, 2009; Hochleitner, Hochleitner, 
Graf, & Tscheligi, 2015) about the expert review method and game 
evaluations. This gives some indication that our playability heuristics are 
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considered relevant and they are recommended to be used both in 
scientific studies and the industry. 

7.4 FINAL REMARKS 
In this dissertation, the primary focus was to identify what constitutes the 
playability of mobile games or video games in general and how to define 
domain-specific heuristics for an evaluation task. Playability is a 
multifaceted structure which has to deal with the actual content of a game 
in addition to the user interface. In many cases, the evaluation also needs 
to consider the social interaction of the players because in many games 
multiple players are acting in the same gameworld and influencing each 
other. This is a clear difference compared to traditional usability 
evaluations of products because they often only focus on the user interface. 
This study provides insights on how to take this diversity into account 
and what is required to evaluate video games comprehensively. 

Recently, we have explored the applicability of playability heuristics for 
more domain-specific games and especially for social network games 
which are played on social network platforms such as Facebook. Although 
the playability heuristics presented in this thesis are capable of 
discovering many playability problems in social games (Paavilainen, 
Korhonen, & Alha, 2014), there are also some domain-specific problems 
which emerge from the design characteristics of these games (Paavilainen, 
Alha, & Korhonen, 2015). Defining playability heuristics for these 
problems was out of the scope of this work. 

From the evaluation methodology point of view, game evaluations 
provide interesting topics of research. As video games are very engaging 
and gamers are often immersed in the gameworld, traditional evaluation 
methods may not work in an optimal way. In this study, we noticed that 
even with the expert review method, the procedure of conducting an 
evaluation is slightly different than in productivity software evaluations. 
More research on evaluation methodology is required to understand the 
challenges of game evaluations. One possible approach could be to 
separate the playing and the evaluating tasks. Evaluation methods could 
be directed towards post-game analysis where a skillful player from the 
target player group plays the game and the inspectors use video and other 
recordings of the play session to measure the game, the player, and the 
interaction with game elements and other players to determine possible 
playability problems in the design and to see the player’s reactions and 
responses to the game content. Capturing the intensity of gameplay and 
the effect of the player’s skills and expertise are hard to include in the 
evaluation, but on the other hand, this is a challenge when evaluations 
also include actual content and not just the user interface elements. The 
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playability heuristics in this approach could help the inspectors to pay 
attention to the right aspects of the game design. 

The game evaluation methodology is not complete yet and hopefully this 
research inspires other game researchers to continue an evaluation 
methodology research branch where new methods are developed 
specifically for game evaluations. 
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ABSTRACT 
Expert evaluation is a widely used method for evaluating the 
usability of software products. When evaluating games, 
traditional usability heuristics lack comprehension and cannot be 
directly applied. In this paper, we introduce playability heuristics 
that are specifically designed for evaluating mobile games. 
Heuristics form a core model that can be used in any mobile game 
evaluation. The model consists of three modules: Game Usability, 
Mobility, and Gameplay. The mobile context has some unique 
characteristics, which require special attention during the 
evaluation. These characteristics are described in mobility 
heuristics. Mobile devices also set some of their own 
requirements for general usability and these issues are described 
along with game usability heuristics. These heuristics have been 
developed by using an iterative design process of a mobile game. 
In addition, we have validated the heuristics and evaluated five 
mobile games by using them with the expert evaluation method. 
The results indicate that playability problems, which violate game 
usability or mobility heuristics, are quite easy to identify. 
Gameplay problems are harder to find, but gameplay heuristics 
help in evaluation and focus on different aspects of the gameplay. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
H5.2. Information interfaces and presentation (e.g., HCI): User 
Interfaces 

General Terms 
Design, Human Factors 

Keywords 
Mobile Games, Playability, Heuristics, Evaluation, Usability. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The usability of a software product is often defined as 
effectiveness, efficiency, and user satisfaction in a specified 
context of use [7]. Games, however, are most enjoyable and fun 
when they provide sufficient challenge for a player. The challenge 
can be, for instance, in learning the game, solving problems or 
discovering new things. 
A good gaming experience requires a lot from the user interface. 

It should be convenient, reliable, and usable so that the player can 
concentrate on playing the game and enjoying it instead of 
struggling with the user interface. In addition, the game design 
itself has a huge impact on the gaming experience. If the rules or 
game world contains implausible features, the players can be 
easily offended or frustrated and quit playing the game.  
Playing games with mobile devices in a mobile context is quite a 
new research area and the heuristics for evaluating these aspects 
has not been discussed in previous playability heuristics. We have 
developed playability heuristics to cover the mobile context 
aspects. The playability heuristics can be used with an expert 
evaluation method to identify possible playability problems in the 
user interface and game design in early phase of a game project. 
These heuristics cover general usability, mobility, and gameplay 
issues of the game. This method is mainly targeted at pre-
production and production phases of a game project, but it can 
also be utilized in post-production phase. 
Mobile games (see for example, Figure 1) have become more and 
more complex over the years and currently they resemble console 
and PC games. We have used these heuristics to evaluate different 
game titles that are designed for smartphones1 and mobile gaming 
devices, such as Nokia N-Gage2. These heuristics, however, are 
suitable for evaluating games in other platforms as well since 
gameplay and game usability are common for all games. 

 
Figure 1 An example of a mobile game on smartphones 

                                                                 
1 Smartphones combine telephone and PDA functions, and enable 

the user to install additional applications on the device. In 
addition, the device uses particular operating system such as 
Symbian, Windows Mobile or Linux. 

2 http://web.n-gage.com/en-US/gamedeck/ngage_qd/  
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2. RELATED WORK 
Usability heuristics are designed for evaluating the user interface 
of the application. Users typically have their own goals that they 
try to accomplish with the application and the evaluations try to 
find out how easily and efficiently the user can achieve these 
goals. Probably the most commonly used usability heuristics are 
those originally developed by Nielsen and Molich [15]. Nielsen 
has then refined these heuristics [13], resulting in the current list 
of usability heuristics [14]. Additions have also been made to 
Nielsen’s heuristics when evaluating utility software. For 
example, Muller et al. have added three new heuristics that they 
have considered to be useful [11]. 
Games differ from utility software in some key characteristics. In 
games, the purpose is to have fun and enjoy playing the game. 
Learning to play the game, solving problems, or discovering new 
things is part of that experience. Moreover, in a game, the players 
do not know in advance what to expect. Game designers have 
created the game content and defined goals that the players must 
achieve. Playing a game is not straightforward either, but it is 
challenging, and the player needs to work towards goals. 
Therefore, applying general usability heuristics in game 
evaluations is not sufficient and using only them would leave 
many important aspects of the game unprocessed [5]. 
There are other playability heuristics already available. Malone 
created the first heuristics for evaluating educational games [10]. 
More recently, Federoff has created a list of heuristics as a result 
of a case study at a game development company [5]. Desurvire et 
al have created heuristics that are best suited for evaluating 
general issues in early development phase with a prototype or 
mock-up [3]. Järvinen et al have developed a theoretical tool for 
evaluating playability of games trough studying such notions and 
concepts as ‘optimal experience’, ‘playability’, and ‘gameplay’ 
[9]. We considered using these heuristics or tools in our 
evaluations, but they were not feasible. First, the existing 
heuristics did not deal with mobility issues, which is one of our 
main targets. Second, all heuristics were not described in detail so 
that they could have been directly adapted to our process. Third, 
some of the heuristics were overlapping, which made them 
ambiguous. Therefore, we decided to start developing our own set 
of heuristics, which would overcome these shortcomings. 

3. DEVELOPMENT OF PLAYABILITY 
HEURISTICS FOR MOBILE GAMES 
We started the development of the playability heuristics for 
mobile games by defining what kinds of aspects should be 
evaluated. Even if our original purpose was to concentrate on the 
gameplay issues, we quickly noticed that game usability is so 
closely related to the gameplay that in game evaluation general 
usability aspects cannot be ignored. General usability of the 
mobile games is a very important aspect and players do not want 
to struggle with it, because players are not interested in the user 
interface. The user interface of the game and control keys that are 
used for controlling the game characters should be very natural 
and intuitive to use. Since we are evaluating mobile games, 
another aspect is to evaluate how well a game fits into the mobile 
context. The third aspect is to evaluate the actual content of the 
game. This is also the characteristic that differentiates games from 
other software. Unlike utility software, game developers have 
created game content and all tasks that players need to achieve in 

the game. Normally with utility software, users define they own 
goals and content that they will manage. The software is a tool 
and its responsibility is to help the users to achieve their goals as 
fast and efficiently as possible. 
Our evaluation model for mobile games is modular and consists 
of three core modules: Gameplay, Mobility, and Game Usability 
(Figure 2). They are common for any mobile game. In addition, 
Game Usability and Gameplay modules are generic and they can 
be used for evaluating any mobile game regardless of the 
platform. The number of modules is smaller than what Federoff 
and Desurvire et al have proposed [5],[3]. The reason for doing 
this is that we have consolidated some of their modules. For 
example, the Gameplay module incorporates game mechanics 
because they belong together inextricably. Depending on the 
point of view many heuristics in these two groups can belong to 
either group. Gameplay tells about the structures of the player 
interaction with the game system and with other players in the 
game [1]. Game mechanics, on the other hand, consists of rules 
that define the operation of the game world and make up the core 
mechanics, the foundations of gameplay [16]. Gameplay occurs 
when the player interacts with the game mechanics and possibly 
other players. In our model the Gameplay module contains also 
game story, which is separate in Desurvire’s list. 
 

 
Figure 2 Modules in the core playability model 

 
The structure of the model defines relations of these modules. 
Gameplay is “the heart of the game” and in order to evaluate it 
properly there should not be any major playability problems in 
game usability nor mobility. Game usability and mobility have 
also correlation in mobile games. Even though Mobility is a 
separate module in the model, there are also mobile issues in 
game usability heuristics that need to be taken into account when 
evaluating game usability in mobile games.  
A modular structure suggests that it is possible to use each of 
these modules separately and evaluate the game against one 
module at a time. This is very useful when evaluating early 
versions of the game. Gameplay should be evaluated already in an 
early design phase when there are design documents available. 
Game usability and mobility will increase their importance when 
there is interaction design or prototypes available. The structure 
also suggests that it is possible to add new modules if needed. 
Especially the gameplay module may need some supplements 
with different game styles because current gameplay heuristics 
are very general and applicable for any game. This also helps 
maintaining the number of heuristics reasonable. 
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3.1 Defining Mobility Heuristics 
We started the development of the mobility heuristics by 
analyzing mobile phones and their context of use. We analyzed 
how the context, in which the mobile phones are used, affects the 
tasks that the user does and in what kind of context the mobile 
phones are normally used. Since mobile games are also mobile 
applications, it is presumable that similar requirements would also 
apply for them. In addition, physical characteristics of the mobile 
phones probably have some influence to mobile gaming as well. 
The mobile context can be very different from the office context. 
Users will use their mobile phones outdoors where lighting 
conditions and noise can change frequently. Occasionally users 
may need to observe their surroundings while doing something 
with their phones. In addition, when using a mobile phone in 
public places, there can be other persons in the vicinity, who must 
be taken into consideration.  
A mobile phone is an excellent companion for killing time or just 
doing something during short breaks because it is always with the 
user. Taking a photo, sending a message, checking the calendar, 
or browsing a web site are typical tasks that should be initiated 
without delay.  Therefore, the application and the phone should be 
in operating mode instantly. 
A mobile phone is a multi-purpose device, which is, however, 
used first and foremost for communication. Incoming calls or 
messages will inevitably cause interruptions for other use of the 
device. From our experience phone calls are still in high priority 
and users will answer an incoming call. Messages are not ranked 
as high and reading a received message can wait until the other 
task is completed, unless the user is expecting the message. 
In the mobile context, interruptions can be triggered by an 
external event. These events require the user’s attention and the 
task that the user was doing with the mobile phone must be 
suspended. Examples of such interruptions may be an encounter 
of a friend or arrival of the bus. The device itself has no means to 
prepare or act on such situations, but it can let the user decide 
what to do. 
Characteristics of mobile devices will also set some requirements 
for mobile applications. Users interact with applications by using 
a standard 12-key keypad and few navigation keys. In some cases 
they can use a miniature-size joystick, which is operated with the 
thumb. The small screen size, insufficient audio capabilities, 
limited processing power, and battery limitations will cause 
additional requirements that need to be taken into account when 
designing mobile applications.  

3.2 Initial Playability Heuristics 
Next we will present heuristics derived from the analysis and 
discuss the observations. Results of the mobile context analysis, a 
review of Nielsen’s heuristics and game design guidelines helped 
us create the first version of playability heuristics for mobile 
games. This version contained the following heuristics: 

H1: Don’t waste the player’s time 

H2: Prepare for interruptions 

H3: Take other persons into account 

H4: Follow standard conventions 

H5: Provide gameplay help 

H6: Differentiation between device UI and the game 
UI should be evident 

H7: Use terms that are familiar to the player 

H8: Status of the characters and the game should be 
clearly visible 

H9: The Player should have clear goals 

H10: Support a wide range of players and playing 
styles 

H11: Don’t encourage repetitive and boring tasks 
 
We tried to keep the number of heuristics minimal because a 
smaller number would be easier to use and remember during 
evaluation. The other objective was to get the heuristics generic 
enough so they would cover as many problems as possible. 
Heuristics H1, H2, and H3 are derived from the analysis of 
mobile phone and mobile context. “Don’t waste the player’s 
time” comes from the observation that mobile phones are used for 
short periods for killing time or doing something useful and there 
is not much time for waiting. “Prepare for interruptions” heuristic 
combines characteristics of the multi-purpose device and its use in 
the mobile context. This heuristic could actually be used when 
evaluating any mobile application because interruptions can 
happen when the user is using non-game applications as well. 
“Take other persons into account” applies for all mobile devices 
because they are used in public places and other people are almost 
always in the vicinity. The player should not end up in an 
embarrassing situation where disturbance is inappropriate. 
Although mobile phones are quite new devices as a gaming 
platform, certain conventions can already be drawn from current 
games. For instance, number five on the mobile phone’s keypad 
works in many cases as a selection key.  The device’s standard 
input methods should be used for controlling the game [6]. 
Another interesting point is the form factor of the device. If the 
device is meant to be operated one-handed, the game should be 
playable with one hand. “Follow standard conventions” states that 
a game should follow these conventions because it makes using 
the device and learning the game controls easier. 
Heuristics H5, H7, and H8 are modified versions of general 
principles for user interface design that Nielsen and Molich have 
developed [14]. “Provide gameplay help” is based on the fact that 
players rarely read manuals before they start playing the game 
and carrying a paper manual around would be very inconvenient. 
“Use terms that are familiar to the player” means that the game 
should avoid terminology that is unfamiliar to a player. The 
player may not be aware or even interested in knowing 
differences of network connections nor their associated settings. 
Also, if the game uses some abbreviations or terms, they should 
be introduced to the player when they are first encountered. 
“Status of the characters and the game should be clearly visible” 
is another modified principle from general usability heuristics. 
The player should always know the current state of the game, for 
example, whose turn it is to make the next move or what is the 
current condition of the character. Nothing is more frustrating 
than unexpected game ending without knowing why it happened. 
Games rely much on the immersion during a play session. The 
game world is a place where the player wants to concentrate on 
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events that are happening over there. Using phone UI widgets to 
display some information will break this immersion. 
“Differentiation between device UI and the game UI should be 
evident” states that game developers should not use device UI, but 
create a new UI for the game. Preferably the game should use full 
screen mode and not to use any device’s user interface widgets in 
the game interface in order to maintain the immersion. 
Heuristics H9, H10 and H11 are purely gameplay oriented 
heuristics. “The Player should have clear goals” is a fundamental 
issue in all games. In order to play the game, a player should 
understand the goals that exist in the game [4]. According to the 
Flow theory, having a clear goal in mind is a core of an enjoyable 
experience [2]. Within a non-gaming context, users create their 
own goals and use applications to achieve these goals. When 
playing games, however, a player does not know in advance what 
to expect. A game designer has created the game content and 
defined goals that the player must achieve. Even though this 
heuristic does not mean that the game must tell how to achieve 
goals, it should tell what the goal is and how to begin. In some 
games players can also create their own goals or select a goal 
from the pre-defined list of goals. “Support a wide range of 
players and playing styles” means that the game should provide at 
least a possibility to adjust the game challenge according to the 
player’s experience. The players can vary a lot in terms of both 
experience and preferred play styles. Usually this can be done 
with difficulty levels that change gameplay. “Don’t encourage 
repetitive and boring tasks“ deals with the issues that sometimes 
make games boring or frustrating. The game should not require 
repetition of tasks without changing any conditions. Repeating the 
same tasks over and over again is often called tread milling or 
grinding, and is usually a guaranteed way of killing the fun in the 
game. However, it should be noted that a training phase in the 
game is not grinding because the player needs to practice basic 
actions, for instance, how the character is controlled in the game. 
During the training phase, it is useful to repeat certain tasks so 
that the player learns them. 

3.3 Expert Evaluation of Games 
In the expert evaluation of utility software, 1-6 evaluators explore 
the application and write a report about findings that violate 
heuristics. In addition, the report should contain design solutions 
that are successful in the application. This should prevent 
designers to change features, which are working well. Usually the 
evaluators are usability experts, but it is recommended that they 
have some kind of domain expertise as well because it helps with 
the evaluation [14]. In game evaluations, the domain expertise is 
mandatory. At least the evaluators should be interested in games 
and preferably be familiar with the game genre of the tested 
game. The reason for requiring knowledge about the game genre 
is well grounded because each genre has its own characteristics 
and conventions that should be followed in order to create a 
successful game. Also some our gameplay heuristics are not 
relevant for all game styles. 
An expert evaluation of the application can take a couple of hours 
at minimum. The evaluators go through the application a couple 
of times and write a report about their findings. When we have 
conducted evaluations with mobile games, we have noticed that 
the time required to do a game evaluation is much longer. First, 
the evaluators have to learn to play the game until all of its 
aspects can be studied. In addition, due to the nature of games as 

entertaining products, the whole game is not usually revealed to 
the player in the beginning. Instead, the player discovers new 
things in the game little by little by playing the game. 
Games are often designed so that there is about to 20-40 hours of 
playing time in a game. This applies mainly to games which have 
a storyline. For games without a strict storyline, it can be 
considerably longer. Of course, the evaluators can examine 
common things, such as the user interface and general usability of 
the game, in a shorter time, but evaluating the gameplay requires 
that the evaluators have really played the game. 

3.4 Validation of the Heuristics 
After formulating this initial set of heuristics, we evaluated a 
mobile game (Game A1) using these heuristics as a guideline. The 
game was in production phase and the first (alpha) version was 
soon to be finished. The game was playable on smartphones. The 
evaluation was done by four experts. One evaluator had game 
design experience and the other evaluators had done normal 
utility software evaluations. Two of them were eager game 
players during their spare-time. 
During the evaluation, it came apparent that the list is not 
sufficient, and many playability problems would have left 
unidentified with only these heuristics. We found 61 playability 
problems, but for 16 playability problems we did not have a 
proper heuristic. The list did not cover all user interface and 
general usability problems, but more specifically was missing 
gameplay heuristics. In addition, we found four playability 
problems that were related to the multiplayer features of the 
game. 
The number of playability problems that violated each heuristic is 
illustrated in Figure 3. The game design succeeded quite well in 
the mobility aspects and there were only six playability problems 
that violated the first three heuristics. Unfortunately, all of them 
were critical problems that required immediate correction. 
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Figure 3 Evaluation results from the first evaluation 

The game had many problems in screen layout design and basic 
navigation. The game UI design tried to follow device UI 
structure even though there were more commands available than 
what was possible with device’s UI style. This caused confusing 
moments and players did not know how the control keys worked. 
In addition, some of the commands were scattered around the 
screen and the player should have followed certain navigation 
paths to reach all commands. These playability problems violated 
heuristics H4 and H6 constantly.  
Another severe playability problem in the game was that is was 
not easy to notice the current status of the game and the player’s 
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characters (Heuristic H8). This was a really severe problem 
because the pace of the game was fast and the player was forced 
to make quick decisions for the next move. Furthermore, the 
player needed to repeat same commands to the characters over 
and over again, which made the combat system cumbersome. 

3.5 Re-evaluating the Heuristics 
During the game evaluation we found 16 playability problems for 
which we did not have a proper playability heuristic. We started 
to analyze these problems and noticed that most of them were 
related to gameplay issues, but there were also issues related to 
the user interface and general usability. Moreover, we had 
identified four playability problems that were related to multi-
player features of the game. 
Gameplay is a very complicated part in game evaluation and our 
initial list did not cover it thoroughly. Although players should 
have clear goals in the game, they should be able to see progress 
towards a goal and be rewarded when reaching the goal. In 
addition, players should be able to compare the achievements. 
During the first evaluation round we noticed that it is also very 
important for the player to be in control. It is, after all, the 
player’s responsibility to decide what to do or how to do it, even 
though game designers have created those events. In addition, if 
the game contains a story, it should support the gameplay and be 
meaningful to the player. 
All players are novice players in the beginning. During the first 
play sessions, the player will create a first impression of the 
game, which is very difficult to change. After that the player 
gains experience with the game and the game should be able to 
adjust the challenge for experienced players as well. Balancing 
the challenge, strategies and pace for various players is a key 
point for all games. Gaming experience will also create different 
playing styles, which game designers may not have even thought 
about. 
During the play session it is important that the game world is 
consistent and every item has purpose. Players are particularly 
smart in trying different approaches when they are solving 
problems or discovering new things. Sometimes combining 
different strategies in the game may result unexpected situations 
even for game developers3. In these situations the game should 
not stagnate, but the players should be able to continue playing or 
conclude the play session. Unexpected situations can also lead to 
exploiting [12]. 
Game usability issues are also more extensive than we assumed at 
first. Designing an efficient screen layout, which contains all 
necessary data, is not an easy task especially on small screens. In 
addition, due to rapid development of graphics cards, games look 
visually appealing and players expect that too. However, the 
game graphics should always support the gameplay and story. 
Audio is another feature that is left unnoticed in many designs. In 
mobile games the importance of music and sound effects 
increases because they create sound environment for the game, 
but it can also disturb other persons in the vicinity. 
In order to provide a satisfying gaming experience, the game 
should use game controls that are convenient and flexible and 
provide feedback on player’s actions. Moreover, the game should 

                                                                 
3 This is also called “emergent gameplay”. 

not require the player to remember things unnecessarily or allow 
the player to make irreversible errors with the user interface. 
These may seem like irrelevant issues, but during the play session 
the player does not want to struggle with the user interface, but 
instead concentrate on playing the game. 
As a result, we defined 18 new heuristics to be included in our 
original heuristics list ending up total of 29 heuristics. Before the 
next validation round, we arranged a review of the playability 
heuristics with experienced game designers. Based on their 
comments we made some modifications to the heuristics.  

3.6 Revised Playability Heuristics 
Our current list of playability heuristics contains following 
heuristics categorized into three groups. Detailed descriptions of 
each heuristic are provided in an article discussing mobile game 
playability heuristics [8]. 

3.6.1 Game Usability 
The game usability heuristics (Table 1) cover the game controls 
and interface through which the player interacts with the game. 
As a general rule, the game interface should allow the player to 
control the game fluently and display all necessary information 
about the game status and possible actions. The game interface is 
usually the first thing that a player encounters when starting to 
play a new game. Good game usability ensures that the player 
will have another enjoyable play session. 
Game usability heuristics can be grouped to several subgroups. 
Heuristics GU1-GU5 are related to visual design and how 
information is presented. This includes also terminology that is 
used in the game. Heuristics GU6-GU8 will deal with how 
navigation is arranged and what controls are used for navigation 
and controlling the game character. The rest of the heuristics are 
related to other important aspects like getting feedback and how 
the game can help or guide the player to concentrate on playing 
the game. 

Table 1 Heuristics for evaluating game usability 

No. Game Usability Heuristics 

GU1 Audio-visual representation supports the game 

GU2 Screen layout is efficient and visually pleasing 

GU3 Device UI and game UI are used for their own purposes 

GU4 Indicators are visible 

GU5 The player understands the terminology 

GU6 Navigation is consistent, logical, and minimalist  

GU7 Control keys are consistent and follow standard 
conventions 

GU8 Game controls are convenient and flexible  

GU9 The game gives feedback on the player’s actions 

GU10 The player cannot make irreversible errors 

GU11 The player does not have to memorize things 
unnecessarily 

GU12 The game contains help 
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3.6.2 Mobility 
While the game usability heuristics deal with the user interface 
issues, the mobility heuristics (Table 2) concern issues that affect 
mobility of the game. Since mobile devices do not dictate where 
and when games are played, the game design should assimilate 
this freedom into the game experience. Mobility is defined by 
how easily the game allows a player to enter to the game world 
and how it behaves in diverse and unexpected environments. 

Table 2 Heuristics for evaluating mobility 

No. Mobility Heuristics 

MO1 The game and play sessions can be started 
quickly  

MO2 The game accommodates with the surroundings 

MO3 Interruptions are handled reasonably 

3.6.3 Gameplay 
Gameplay heuristics (Table 3) are valid regardless of the platform 
on which the game is played. When evaluating gameplay, it is 
recommended that evaluators have at least some game design 
expertise. They should also understand the design goals and know 
the target players. The evaluators need not belong to the target 
group themselves, but it is imperative to get more familiar with it. 

Table 3 Heuristics for evaluating gameplay 

No. Gameplay Heuristics 

GP1 The game provides clear goals or supports player-
created goals 

GP2 The player sees the progress in the game and can 
compare the results 

GP3 The players are rewarded and rewards are meaningful 

GP4 The player is in control 

GP5 Challenge, strategy, and pace are in balance 

GP6 The first-time experience is encouraging 

GP7 The game story supports the gameplay and is 
meaningful 

GP8 There are no repetitive or boring tasks 

GP9 The players can express themselves 

GP10 The game supports different playing styles 

GP11 The game does not stagnate 

GP12 The game is consistent 

GP13 The game uses orthogonal unit differentiation4 

GP 14 The player does not lose any hard-won possessions 
 

                                                                 
4 Units in the game should be designed so that they are 

functionally different 

4. VALIDATING THE HEURISTICS 
In order to validate these heuristics we have evaluated several 
mobile games during last months. Each game was evaluated by 
two to four evaluators. One evaluator was always a usability 
expert. Other evaluators were game designers with basic 
knowledge on usability issues and the evaluation method.  

4.1 Games 
We selected five games for the evaluations. Game styles and 
target players were different in order to see how well the 
heuristics can identify playability problems. Characteristics of 
games are listed in Table 4. All games were developed by 
different game companies, and they have not been published yet. 
Usually we evaluated the first alpha version of the game, which 
means that most of the features were implemented and the game 
was running on a mobile device. For one game we evaluated 
single features because the evaluation happened before the alpha 
milestone. 

Table 4 Game Characteristics 

 Game Style Player 
mode 

Target 
Player Device Evalu

ators 

A1 Combat Multi-
player 

20+, 
Male 

Smart 
phone 4 

A2 Combat Multi-
player 

20+, 
Male 

Mobile 
Gaming 
Device 

2 

B Adventure Multi-
player 

18+, 
Male 

Smart 
phone 3 

C Simulation Single 
Player 

12+, 
Female 

Mobile 
Gaming 
Device 

2 

D Puzzle Single 
Player 

10+, 
Neutral 

Mobile 
Gaming 
Device 

3 

In game A1 two players fight duels and collect game characters. 
Game A2 is the second version of the game A1 after corrections 
based on the first evaluation round. The game felt like a new 
game after these corrections. In game B a player controls ships 
and battles on the sea. Game C is a typical simulation game where 
a player observes and controls game characters indirectly. In 
game D a player solves puzzles in the game world, which consists 
of different levels. 

4.2 Game Usability and Mobility Heuristics 
Game usability issues were the easiest playability problems to be 
identified in the games. Unfortunately, they seem to be the easiest 
heuristics to be violated too. At least four games violated each 
heuristic in the Game Usability module. The only exception was 
preventing a player to make irreversible errors (GU10). Games 
A1, B, and C violated this heuristic, but only in a certain situation. 
During the evaluations we identified 151 playability problems 
related to game usability (Figure 4). It is noticeable that quite 
often playability problems in a game were concentrated in certain 
heuristic. For example game A1 suffered from navigation 
problems (GU6), whereas games C and D had many terminology 
related problems (GU5). Memorizing different things (GU11) in 
the user interface was a problem in games A2 and B. 
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Designing an efficient and visually pleasing user interface is not 
an easy task in mobile devices. Displaying sufficient amount of 
data and required commands on the screen is challenging. A game 
user interface tends to keep everything visible and arranging them 
reasonably is difficult. Game A2 in particular suffered these kinds 
of problems, but the visual design was probably not yet finished.  
A small number of mobility problems were expected to be found 
because the games were designed to be mobile. However, all 
games, except game C had some playability problems in this area. 
We identified 10 playability problems related to mobility (Figure 
4). These heuristics are quite easy to test since an evaluator needs 
a Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) card for a device and test 
how interruptions are handled (MO3). Accommodation to the 
surroundings (MO2) and launching the game (MO1) are easily 
tested. 
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Figure 4 Playability problems violating game usability and 

mobility heuristics 

4.3 Gameplay Heuristics 
Gameplay is the most difficult aspect to evaluate because it 
requires that evaluators explore all aspects in the game. 
Evaluating gameplay issues may take considerable amount of 
time. The game complexity will also affect the time needed 
greatly. We found 64 gameplay problems from the games (Figure 
5). The most common violations of gameplay heuristics focused 
on heuristics GP1, GP3, GP4, and GP5. All evaluated games 
violated these heuristics. Surprisingly, games had problems in 
defining understandable goals. This should be the core design 
concern in game development projects since otherwise players do 
not know what to do in the game. These kinds of problems in a 
game may be an indication of design flaws. Other difficult aspects 
to design were letting the player be in control and balancing 
challenge, strategy and pace in the game. 
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Figure 5 Playability problems violating gameplay heuristics 

Another heuristic that was violated by all games except game C 
was GP12 (The game is consistent). Risk of having these kinds of 
problems increases when the game becomes more complex. 
Gameplay problems related to heuristics GP8, GP9, GP10, and 
GP11 were found only in Game A1. The reason for this is that the 
evaluation time for game A1 was substantially longer than for 
other games and the evaluators were able to explore the game 
thoroughly. Especially, finding these kinds of gameplay problems 
in the game requires that the evaluators are really familiar with 
the game and are able to try unique things during the gameplay.  

5. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK 
Playability heuristics proved to be very efficient in game 
evaluations and games had playability problems associated to 
each heuristic. We found 235 playability problems from five 
mobile games. Some of the problems were more severe than 
others, but all of them still have some influence on the overall 
gaming experience. Playability heuristics helped evaluators focus 
on specific aspects in the game. Even though the evaluators were 
not able to find that many playability problems from gameplay 
that violated specific heuristic, it does not necessary imply that 
the heuristic is useless. On the contrary, this is usually a positive 
result, because game designers have then succeeded in the design 
phase and evaluators remembered to acknowledge that aspect as 
well. 
During the evaluation, the most easily identifiable playability 
problems were related to game usability and mobility. Especially, 
information visualization and navigational problems were easy to 
spot. On the other hand, evaluating these aspects from the game 
resembles normal usability evaluations of utility software. 
Evaluating the gameplay is much harder. In order to evaluate the 
gameplay properly requires that game usability issues are checked 
beforehand. In the future, we should start looking for guidelines 
that would help finding gameplay problems and thus, making the 
evaluation more efficient. 
Another task for future work is to define playability heuristics for 
multi-player features. During these evaluations we had three 
games that are multi-player games. Evaluation revealed some 
playability problems that do not fit into any existing module. This 
is the main reason why we designed our heuristics modular. 
Gameplay heuristics are meant to be general for all game styles 
and for example multi-player heuristics are applicable to multi-
player games only. Therefore, they cannot be included in the 
gameplay heuristics. However, our model allows other game style 
specific heuristics to be included in the core heuristics and to be 
used in game evaluation. 
We will continue validating heuristics and evaluate more mobile 
games using these heuristics. By doing this we will get enough 
data as to whether these heuristic are applicable for all mobile 
games and how much there is need for game style specific 
heuristics. Comparing results from playability testing and expert 
evaluation would also help in validating these heuristics. In 
playability testing, players from the target group play the game. 
Results from these methods should show whether similar 
problems are found and which method should be used to test 
different versions of the game.  
We will provide these heuristics with descriptions to the public. 
Any game evaluator or game designer can use them in their 
evaluations. It is important to know whether these heuristics are 
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understandable for evaluators that do not have previous 
experience with them. Another interesting aspect is to see how 
these heuristics can help during the game design phase because 
every major change is easier to do when a feature is only written 
in the design documents.  

6. CONCLUSION 
We have introduced playability heuristics for mobile games. 
These heuristics form a core model, which can be used for 
evaluating any mobile game. The model consists of three 
modules: Game Usability, Mobility, and Gameplay. The Game 
Usability module covers the game controls and interface through 
which the player interacts with the game. Also, it contains 
common usability aspects that help the player to get into the game 
and interact with it. Mobility module concerns issues that make 
the game mobile. The Gameplay module deals with issues that 
arise when the player interacts with the game mechanics and 
story. 
We have developed the first version of heuristics in parallel with a 
game project and used them to evaluate the game. In addition, we 
have conducted the first validation of heuristics and evaluated five 
mobile games. The results indicated that these heuristics are 
useful in identifying playability problems in mobile games. Game 
usability and mobility problems are quite easy to identify since 
the procedure is very similar to evaluation of utility software. 
Playability problems related to gameplay are more difficult to 
identify, but gameplay heuristics helped evaluators to focus on 
important aspects in the gameplay. 
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1. ABSTRACT 
Multi-player games are engaging because of social interaction and 
competing with real players. Currently, many digital games are 
multi-player or have multi-player features. When evaluating the 
playability of multi-player games, we need to consider player-to-
player interaction. In this paper, we introduce and describe 
playability heuristics for mobile multi-player games that 
complement the playability heuristic model that we have 
presented earlier. Multi-player heuristics have been developed by 
identifying playability problems in game evaluations and 
comparing these findings to game design guidelines and other 
studies found in the literature. The results indicate that the 
presented multi-player heuristics correspond to issues that are 
addressed to be important in multi-player games. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
J.m. Computer applications. Miscellaneous 

General terms 
Design 

Keywords 
Playability, Multi-player Games, Mobile, Heuristic Evaluation 

2. INTRODUCTION 
Multi-player games are often considered to be more interesting 
and challenging than single-player games. The reason for this is 
player-to-player interaction; playing a game against another 
player instead of artificial intelligence (AI) is typically more 
unpredictable and enjoyable. In addition, the game sessions can be 
socially pleasant. 

In a multi-player game, two or more players play the game in a 
same game session. The players may play concurrently or the play 
sessions may be asynchronous. In the asynchronous play sessions, 
the players access the same game world, but not necessarily at the 
same time. Multi-player games can be divided into two categories: 
1) online games and 2) proximity games. When considering how 
the game state is maintained from a game session to another, the 
multi-player games can be also divided into two categories: 1) 
persistent games and 2) non-persistent games. In the persistent 
games, the game state is typically maintained on game servers and 
the players connect to them with a game client. 

In online games, players are connected to each other via the 
Internet or other kind of network technology, such as a peer-to-
peer network. The players usually do not share the same physical 
space and they use their own device (a computer, a game console 
or a handheld device) for playing the game. In these games, the 
player population can range from a few to hundreds of thousands. 
For example, a popular Massively Multi-player Online Game 

(MMOG) World of Warcraft has 8 million registered players1 and 
there have been 200,000 players playing the game 
simultaneously2. 

A single device can also be used for playing a multi-player game. 
There are three common ways of doing this. First, players can use 
game controllers to connect to a centralized computer or a game 
console to remotely control the game. Second, the players can use 
one game controller and take turns to play the game. This is 
typically called “hot seating”. Third, the players can use one 
gaming device and share the keypad or the keyboard while 
playing the game simultaneously.  
The objective of this study is to find out issues that affect the 
playability of mobile multi-player games and convert them to 
playability heuristics. These heuristics are similar to usability 
heuristics that are commonly used for evaluating productive 
software with the heuristic evaluation method. 

Although there are various kinds of multi-player games, in this 
study, we explore online games that are played with mobile 
phones. The mobile phone has its specific features that need to be 
taken into account when designing games for it – some offering 
new possibilities and some challenges (see e.g. [12]).  Even if 
these heuristics have been designed for games that are played with 
mobile phones, most of the issues that have been mentioned hold 
true in non-mobile games as well.  
The paper is organized in a following way. First, we present our 
playability heuristic model. We review the related work and 
propose an initial multi-player mobile game playability heuristics 
based on that. Then we summarize e results of playability 
evaluations of three commercial mobile games. Based on these 
results, we add two new heuristics in our initial set of heuristics. 
After that, we have conducted an informal review of four 
commercial non-mobile multi-player games, to see how well our 
refined set of heuristics can be used for evaluating multi-player 
games in general. 

                                                                    
1 http://www.blizzard.com/press/070111.shtml 
2 Although, it must be noted that all of these players did not share 

a common game world, since World of Warcraft consists of 
several instances of the game world. Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for 

personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not 
made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear 
this notice and the full citation on the first page.  To copy otherwise, to 
republish, to post on servers, or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific 
permission and/or a fee. 
DIMEA '07 Perth, Western Australia 
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3. Playability Heuristic Model 
We have previously introduced a playability heuristic model that 
can be used for evaluating mobile games with the expert 
evaluation method [12, 14]. Currently, the model consists of three 
modules: Gameplay, Game Usability, and Mobility (Figure 1). 
These modules form the core of the model and they are common 
for all mobile games.  

 
Figure 1. Playability Heuristic Core Model 

Game Usability covers game controls and interface through which 
the player interacts with the game. As a general rule, the game 
interface should allow the player to control the game fluently and 
present all necessary information about the game status and 
possible actions [12]. Mobility concerns, as the name suggests, the 
mobile aspects of the game. The mobile phone has specific 
features that need to be taken into account when designing games 
for it. Mobile games can be played anywhere and anytime. The 
game design should assimilate this freedom into the game 
experience as well [12]. These two modules are the foundation of 
the model and they have many similarities to traditional usability 
heuristics. However, they have been tailored here for game 
evaluations.  
Evaluating games with only traditional usability heuristics would 
leave many important aspects unprocessed [6]. Once playability 
problems covered by the Game Usability and Mobility modules 
are identified and fixed, evaluators can focus on gameplay, which 
is “the heart of the game”. Gameplay heuristics deal with issues 
that arise when a player interacts with the game mechanics [12].  

The modularity makes the heuristic model flexible [14]. The 
evaluators can focus solely on certain aspects of the design and 
use one or two modules at time. For example, the Mobility module 
is needed when evaluating mobile games and it can be ignored 
with other game types. 

In our previous game evaluations, we noticed that there are some 
playability problems that current model is not capable of 
describing them [14]. These problems were closely related to 
gameplay, but they appear only in multi-player games. This result 
indicated that we need supplemental heuristics when evaluating 
multi-player games and they should be presented in a separate 
module.  

4. RELATED WORK 
We reviewed multi-player game studies to find initial set of issues 
that affect playability of multi-player games. In the following, we 
discus these issues and in the end propose an initial set of multi-
player gameplay heuristics. 

Finding other players is a fundamental issue in any online multi-
player game [11]. Before a player can communicate and 
collaborate with other players, he or she needs to find them. In the 
online game worlds, the player does not necessarily know other 
players beforehand and making new contacts and friends is 
important [20]. 
 The importance of player-to-player communication is stressed in 
the game design literature [7, 15, 19, 20]. If the players are not 
able to communicate, it is unlikely that the game attracts a 
community [11]. Communities are considered to be an essential 
part of multi-player gaming, particularly in Massively Multi-
player Online Games (MMOGs) [15]. Cornett states that lack of 
communication between new and other players was probably the 
most significant obstacle for new players to get into the game that 
they studied [5]. 

Collaboration is related with communication, since it often gives 
the players a reason to communicate. Collaboration is also 
highlighted in many multi-player games by encouraging or even 
enforcing the players to team up with other players by providing 
quests and tasks that require more than one player. Multi-player 
games often provide character classes or types that support or 
complement each other. Zagal et al. list social interaction, 
competition and cooperation as main design guidelines for a 
multi-player game [21]. Even if collaboration is commonly 
encouraged, in the case of MMOGs, it needs to be noted, that 
some of the players may want to play multi-player games 
sometimes alone. According to Blizzard [18] one of the reasons 
for the success of Blizzard’s World of Warcraft game is that the 
player can solo, i.e. play alone, their characters to the maximum 
level.  

Some researchers have raised a concern about antisocial behavior 
in multi-user computer mediated systems [3]. The problem exists 
in multi-player games as well. The players who become targets of 
anti-social behavior may quit playing the game [10] or cause 
increased customer service expenses. Deviant behavior in multi-
player games can be defined as cheating [1], exploiting, hacking, 
and grief play [8, 15]. 

The network latency and its effects on gaming experience is a 
well-studied subject. There are numerous technical solutions how 
to minimize network latency (see for example [4, 9]). Pantel and 
Wolf have studied effect of network delay in real-time car racing 
multi-player games [17]. They concluded that the delay should not 
be more than 100ms, otherwise it affects player’s gaming 
experience and makes controlling the game character more 
difficult. The increased delay will also create frustration and 
players may leave the game because of this [4][16]. 

Common trends in research indicate that there are six issues that 
affect playability of multi-player games and they should be 
included in playability heuristics. The proposed playability 
heuristics are: 

H1: The game supports communication [5,7,11,15, 19,20] 

H2: There are reasons to communicate [20,21] 

H3: The game helps the player to find other players and game 
instances [5,11,20] 

H4: The game supports groups and communities [15, 21] 

H5: The design minimizes deviant behavior [1,3,10] 

H6: The design hides the effects of network [4,9,16,17] 
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5. PLAYABILITY PROBLEMS IN MULTI-
PLAYER GAMES 
We evaluated three commercial mobile games to identify 
playability problems in multi-player mobile games and confirm 
our findings in the literature study. The games represented 
different game genres, since we wanted to see if similar 
playability problems emerge regardless of the style. Target player 
groups and devices are listed in Table 1. We evaluated the first 
(alpha) versions of the games, which means that most of the 
features were implemented. The evaluation methods that were 
used are discussed later.  

 Game Style Target 
Player 

Device 

A Combat 20+, Male A portable gaming 
device 

B Adventure 18+, Male Smart phone 
C Puzzle 15+, Neutral Smart phone 

Table 1. Characteristics of evaluated multi-player games 
Game A was a combat game where the player could duel other 
players in a multi-player game world. The game could be played 
in a single-player mode and multi-player mode. Although the 
single-player mode was interesting and educating, the real 
challenge was in the duels against other players. The single-player 
mode was used for practicing various tactics and developing 
teams for duels. We evaluated the game by using the heuristic 
evaluation method and playing it in both proximity and remote 
locations. This method highlighted playability problems that the 
game had in the multi-player mode. 

Game B was an adventure game where the player explored the 
game world and solved missions.  It was a massively multi-player 
game, although in the testing we had a limited number of players. 
The players could play single player missions or duel and trade 
with others. Some parts of the game, like the duel, were 
synchronous, and some, like the auction system, asynchronous. 
The game was evaluated several times. First, we conducted a 
heuristic evaluation of the game in order to remove the most 
obvious playability problems. Then we evaluated the game using 
a field-testing method. About 30 players played the game over 
three weeks and players’ comments were collected and analyzed. 

Game C was a puzzle game and the player’s objective was to keep 
the game area clear. The game consisted of single-player and 
multi-player modes. The multi-player mode was similar as the 
single-player mode, but it was played against other players. We 
applied two evaluation methods for evaluating the playability of 
the game. First, we evaluated the game with the heuristic 
evaluation method. The heuristic evaluations consisted of two 
iterative sessions, a very early one, and another conducted later 
when the game was more complete. After the heuristic evaluation, 
we arranged a field testing with about 20 players participating in 
the test over one week. 

It must be noted, that the test setup has affected the multi-player 
features since the number of the players in the testing situations 
was significantly smaller than what it typically would be in a 
successful already-released multi-player game.  However, the test 
setup highlighted even better the issues that can be problematic 
when there are not enough players around when a player would 
like to play with someone. 

In the following, we list and analyze the playability problems 
found in these evaluations. The potential problems in the games 
were reported to the game producer and developer and most of 
them were fixed3.  

5.1 Visibility of Other Players 
If the players cannot see other players who are present in the 
multi-player game, playing the game can feel lonely. This was 
noticed in the each game evaluation that was done in this study. 
Even though there could be tens of players playing the game, the 
players did not always notice that there were others around. The 
players were interested in their friends’ status and whether they 
are online at the moment. A buddy list was included in each game, 
but in game A, the list was sorted chronologically and recent 
friends were hard to find. In game B, the whole buddy list4 was 
stored on a game server and updating the list was very slow due to 
the network latency. In game C, the player who was added to the 
buddy list needed to approve it first (which was probably done for 
preventing anti-social behavior in the game). 

None of these games included additional information about the 
players or game characters, such as biographies or pictures. 
Having additional information about the other players could work 
as an “ice breaker” and help starting conversations. In game B, the 
game character contained statistical information about battles that 
the player had played. Unfortunately, results from both single-
player and multi-player modes were combined. This made the 
high-score lists less informative because the scores were more 
related to the time that the players had used for playing the game, 
and not as much their skill.  

Game A did not provide a common space where players could 
meet, chat and spend time together. Game B had areas where the 
players could have socialized, but unfortunately, they could be 
accessed only as single-player instances. Game C had game rooms 
where the player could meet other players, but they were not 
working well. The only activities that players could do there was 
chatting and waiting. All the players were listed there, but those 
who were battling seemed to be inactive to others because they 
could not send messages nor accept new challenges. The players 
ended up creating a lot of game rooms and the players spent a lot 
of time trying to find a room where someone would be active and 
willing to play a game together.  

Basically the only method for finding new players in game A and 
C was to announce an open challenge and hope that somebody 
would accept it. Unfortunately, this method was considered 
tiresome because the probability that someone would actually 
notice the challenge was very small. 

In game B, it was easy to find other players because all the players 
who were online were listed. The player could either send a 
message or challenge the player. However, a direct challenge was 
sometimes considered to be obtrusive because the other player 
might be in the middle of other mission in the single-player mode 

                                                                    
3. In the game playability testing process that we have used, it is 

always the game producer’s and development team’s 
responsibility to choose which problems need to be fixed. 
Sometimes, the problems are related to important game features 
that should not be changed, and sometimes, they just cannot be 
fixed, due to technical or resource limitations. 

4 Instead of only online status 
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and the challenger could not attach a personal message to the 
challenge. 

Field testing of game C introduced a new problem that was not 
found in the heuristic evaluations. Players from various time 
zones participated the testing. There were players from different 
time zones as they were from Europe, Northern America, and 
Asia. The time difference was several hours, which mean that 
players needed to be very flexible if they wanted to play together. 

5.2 Communication with Other Players 
The most critical playability problem in all games was 
communication. It was not possible to communicate while battling 
against other players in any of the games that were evaluated. This 
problem was not only related to the game design, but also to the 
fact that the mobile phones typically have small key pads that 
cannot be easily used simultaneously for controlling a game and 
sending messages. The lack of communication became evident 
when the games were played so that two players were in the same 
room. During those test sessions, the players commented 
performance, talked about overall situation of the duel or just 
chatted.  There was a lot of communication and it made the game 
more enjoyable. Our test players often commented that it would 
have been nice to comment on the game during the game or 
afterwards. 
Due to the lack of communication possibilities in the game, the 
players sometimes sent text messages to talk about the game. Text 
messaging was considered to be inconvenient communication 
method, especially when players tried to make contacts with new 
players and did not know their phone numbers. 

There were many situations in which a player needed to say 
something to another player. For example, in game A before a 
duel could start, both players needed to select a team or create a 
new one for a duel. Sometimes this took a long time and it would 
have been polite to inform the opponent about the delay. 
However, the game did not provide any means for communication 
and the other player just saw a notification “Waiting for a player” 
without knowing the real reason for delay. In the case of game C, 
it was noted that it would be good to be able to send a message 
that would explain the reason for rejecting the challenge. The 
messages could be free text or predefined messages like “You are 
too experienced for me”, “Sorry I’m busy at the moment, try me 
later”.  The predefined messages would have made the messaging 
faster. 

5.3 Interacting with other players 
Even though the games that were evaluated were multi-player 
games, the players did not interact much with other players. There 
was no collaboration between the other players. One of the 
reasons for this was that the games were rather small and adding 
collaborative features would have expanded the size of the game 
project significantly. In each game, player-to-player interaction 
was mostly limited to duels. Some trading aspects were included 
in the game A and B.  

It was sometimes difficult to notice when the opponent was 
another player or artificial intelligence. Strategies and tactics were 
basically the same in both cases. This was probably caused by 
limited set of actions that were available in the duel. Also, the lack 
of possibilities of player-to-player communication also 
contributed to this issue. In game C, the gameplay was so 
intensive and hectic that players could not really follow what the 
other player was doing. 

5.4 Comparing Oneself to Others  
Finding appropriate opponents for duels was considered to be 
difficult in each game that was evaluated. The players would have 
wanted either high score lists or some other means to compare 
their performance against others. Proceeding in the game was 
visible in the player’s avatar in game B. The more advanced and 
visually bigger avatar the player had, the harder it to duel with. 
Game A did not show enough information about players’ skills or 
experience when receiving a duel challenge. In game C, it was 
possible to get a hint about other players by looking at high score 
lists in the single-player mode, since best scores were uploaded 
when connecting to the multi-player mode. 

5.5 Supporting Groups and Communities 
Player-created groups or communities were not supported in any 
of the games. Groups are usually related to collaboration in the 
game world and there was not much need for collaboration in the 
games that were tested. However, games A and B would have had 
potential for player communities. Game B assigned a faction for 
the player when he joined the game, but the players could not 
choose or change it. Also, the meaning of belonging to a faction 
was not clear for the players (it did not affect the gameplay). In 
game C, players played individually, since the game was one-to-
one puzzle competition. 

5.6 Network Latency   
Players experienced high levels of network latency in game B and 
it made playing the game difficult. Since all game data was stored 
on a server, the mobile device needed to request information 
frequently. During the evaluation, requesting status of other 
players or vendor items in game shops took a very long time. 
Moreover, there were disconnections, which disrupted duels. Even 
though this part of the game was not yet fully finished, it 
demonstrated what will happen if there are problems with the 
network connection. Game C suffered from connection problems 
to game servers and sometimes the players just disappeared from 
game rooms. 

5.7 Deviant Behavior 
Some players in game C reported that cheating occurred in the 
game. The game was designed so that if the network connection 
was lost, the challenge was a draw.  Some players were reported 
to use this feature on purpose and disconnected from the game if 
they were losing the challenge. The game counted wins and losses 
in the rankings, but the draws were discarded.   

6. MULTI-PLAYER MOBILE GAME 
HEURISTICS 
Our game evaluations identified playability problems related to 
multi-player games that should be addressed before launching the 
games. Potential problems related to all of the six multi-player 
heuristics, which we proposed based on our literature review, 
were found in the evaluations. Also, we identified two new 
heuristics: “The game provides information about other players” 
and “The design overcomes lack of players and enables soloing”. 

Based on our multi-player game evaluations and literature review, 
we have formed the following heuristics for mobile multi-player 
games Table 2. The heuristics are described more in detail in the 
following sections.  

As any heuristics, these are only guidelines and there might be a 
valid design reason to break a heuristic in a game. A good 
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example of this, that even if it is a good guideline to support 
communication, it could be sometimes useful to limit 
communication to create interesting game mechanics [2]. Also, 
the importance of the heuristics depends on the scope and focus of 
the game. For instance, it might not be needed to include complex 
community features in a small simple puzzle game. 

MP1 The game supports communication 
MP2 There are reasons to communicate 
MP3 The game supports groups and communities 
MP4 The game helps the player to find other players and 

game instances 
MP5 The game provides information about other players 
MP6 The design overcomes lack of players and enables 

soloing 
MP7 The design minimizes deviant behavior 
MP8 The design hides the effects of the network 

Table 2 Multi-player Heuristics 

MP1. The Game Supports Communication 
The players should be aware of other players and be able to 
interact with them in a way or another in every multi-player game. 
Otherwise the game does not have a reason for being a multi-
player game. When the players communicate – either directly by 
talking or indirectly by acting - they are more likely to form 
communities and make friends. In the more complex multi-player 
games, the friends in the game are usually a major reason for the 
players to keep playing the game [10]. 

Depending on the game, communication channels for different 
purposes need to be supported. Communication can be both 
synchronous and asynchronous. Asynchronous communication is 
often useful in games that last longer than one play session. 
Synchronous communication is useful during the play sessions 
when the communication is related to game events. The players 
should also be able to choose with whom they like to 
communicate and ignore other players if necessary. 

Sometimes it is feasible to limit the communication, in order to 
reduce spam or create interesting game mechanics [2]. Hiding 
tactical information can be used for creating a need for 
collaboration between the players. Limitations can be needed for 
keeping the amount of messages that a player receives reasonable. 
The communication can be possible only between the players who 
are nearby in the game world.  

Mobile phones provide two means of communications: voice and 
text. Even if mobile phones are designed for communicating with 
other people, typing text with a small keypad and viewing 
information on a small screen during a play session can be 
cumbersome. Voice communication would be an ideal solution 
and it is faster than typing. However, implementing a voice chat 
during the gameplay can be technically difficult, although, 
possible. A mobile game Pathway to Glory5 includes sending 
short voice-messages to other players while playing the game. 

                                                                    
5 www.pathwaytoglory.com 

MP2. There Are Reasons to Communicate 
A game should provide meaningful issues for the players to 
discuss about. When the player is able to see how other players 
are doing in the game, it will generate discussion topics. In a very 
simple game it may be interesting to discuss about the game 
tactics. More complex games can provide events, difficult boss 
monsters that require collaboration, interesting game objects, or 
puzzles to give the players more reasons to communicate. 
Common interests make it often more enjoyable to discuss with 
other people. 

MP3. The Game Supports Groups and 
Communities 
Particularly the more complex multi-player games benefit of 
supporting groups and communities. In a small, simple, mobile 
game it might not be feasible to implement the community-related 
features in the game, but it still could be offer something in other 
platforms instead (e.g. in a web page) or include features that 
could encourage the players to form communities and talk about 
the game outside the game. The players who feel that they belong 
to a community are more likely to keep playing the game [19].  

Players should be able to collaborate with each other and form 
groups when necessary. It can be useful to provide the players 
means for organizing temporary groups or longer-lasting 
communities. The features that support this are, for instance, 
associating players with certain roles or providing an enclosed 
communication channel for members. In groups, it can be useful 
to support observing group members and seeing their current 
status [11]. 

MP4. The Game Helps the Player to Find 
Other Players and Game Instances 
Multi-player games are usually played with other players. Players 
should sense that there are others around. If players do not know 
the others advance, the game should provide means for meeting 
and getting to know new players in the game world. The game 
design can provide a search feature.  
If the game design includes game instances, the player should be 
able to easily find and join them.  It can be useful to allow the 
non-players to be spectators before joining a group or the game. 

MP5. The Game Provides Information about 
Other Players 
Knowing some information about the other players is important in 
multi-player games. This does not only increase bond with other 
players in the game, but it also makes the players aware of the 
presence of other players. In competitive situations, finding a 
proper opponent is an important aspect of the game. In 
collaborative situations, the player needs to know other players’ 
location and other properties, e.g., whether they need assistance.  
Information about the players’ past performance can be also used 
to reduce deviant behavior. 

MP6. The Design Overcomes Lack of Players 
and Enables Soloing 
Many online games have a “critical-mass problem”, which means 
that there are not always enough players in the game world to 
make the gameplay meaningful or waiting other players to show 
up can take some time. The game design should take this into 
account and provide the players something meaningful to do 
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while there are not enough other players around. For example, the 
player could compete against AI while waiting for other players.  

Furthermore, the more complex multi-player games should 
provide content for solo players. Depending on the playing style, 
current context or mood, the player may prefer play alone. The 
player should be able to do this even if it is a multi-player game 
world [18].  

It can be useful to allow players to distribute a client version of a 
game to the other players who do not own it. This improves 
greatly the possibility of finding other players to play with. If the 
game can be played only with those who own a version of the 
game, this feature can be also used as a tool for demonstrating and 
marketing the game. 

MP7. The Design Minimizes Deviant Behavior 
When players are in close proximity or know each other well, the 
probability for bad behavior is smaller. Online multi-player games 
often facilitate deviant behavior. Examples of such behavior in are 
cheating, exploiting, hacking, and grief play. 

Cheating can be defined as “An action by a player that violates the 
rules of the game ‘as written’ or commonly understood” [4]. An 
exploit can be understood as a technique for cheating in the game. 
Hacking, in this context, means an act of creating an exploit. Grief 
play can be defined as “Play styles that disrupt another player’s 
gaming experience, usually with specific intention to” [6]. 

Often, preventing grief play requires restricting player-to-player 
interaction. The balance between player-to-player interaction and 
preventing grief play should be carefully considered. Setting too 
strict restrictions may end up in dull gameplay. 

MP8. The Game Design Hides the Effects of 
the Network 
There are three major network-related issues that need to be taken 
into account in online games: latency, disconnections, and pricing 
of data traffic. The latency can disrupt the gameplay and cause 
delays to interaction. Mobile games can be designed so that they 
hide the latency [16]. If a player gets disconnected from the game, 
it needs to be handled gracefully [13]. The amount of data to be 
transferred between server and mobile devices can become a 
barrier for playing the game. Currently mobile network is still 
slower than broadband connections and players usually need to 
pay for every kilobyte of transferred data. 

7. EXPERIMENTATION OF THE 
PROPOSED SET OF HEURISTICS 
In order to try out our new set of mobile multi-player game 
playability heuristics, we conducted an informal and brief 
playability evaluation of commercial multi-player games. It must 
be noted that further studies are needed to formally validate the 
heuristics. However, our study shows what kinds of issues in the 
games that we selected were related to the heuristics. It also shows 
that the multi-player mobile game playability heuristics can be 
applied to non-mobile games as well. 

We selected PC games from various game genres for the 
evaluation. The selected games were Star Wars Galaxies 
(MMORPG), World of Warcraft (MMORPG), F1 Challenge ’99-
’02 (Racing Simulator), TrackMania Nations (Arcade Racing), 
Call of Duty 2 (First Person Shooter), and Civilization IV 
(Command and Control). Next, we go through the observations 
related to the multi-player features in these games. The games are 

referenced as following abbreviations SWG, WoW, F1C, TMN, 
CoD, and CIV respectively. 

7.1 Communication in Games 
All the games that were evaluated include a chat feature. Players 
are able to send public and private messages. In PC games, the 
keyboard enables convenient writing. Usually there is a separate 
area in the user interface that shows players’ discussion. In SWG 
and WoW it is possible to have several chat screens open at the 
same time, which makes it possible to follow multiple 
discussions. 

One playability problem related to communication was found in 
CIV and F1C. In these games, the chat messages are visible only 
for a short period of time and there was no chat log available. It is 
possible, that some messages are not noticed during the hectic 
gameplay. 

7.2 Reasons to Communicate 
None of the games is lacking of finding reasons for 
communication. Due to convenient typing with the keyboard, we 
noted that the players communicate frequently about the game and 
often also about non-game-related issues.  

7.3 Support for Groups and Communities 
All of the evaluated games, except one, support groups and 
communities6 at least in some extent. In SWG and WoW, the 
players can create temporary groups for missions and the games 
support forming communities. In CoD, the players can choose 
their favorite army and in F1C their team.  

The design of TMN does not explicitly support or encourage the 
players to form communities. However, the players form 
communities themselves. They often indicate favorite game server 
or community in their nickname. Usually it is done in format of 
“[community] nickname”. In SWG and WoW community features 
are handled automatically 

7.4 Finding Other Players and Game 
Instances 
In SWG and WoW, a player can find other players just by 
wandering in the game world. Both games also include support 
for finding other players, e.g. in form of a looking-for-group flag. 
If the player wants to play with real-life friends, one problem is 
that there are several game servers and the player needs to know 
on which server to join. In these games, if the player creates a 
character in one game server, it cannot be easily moved to another 
one later. In the other games that we studied, the player can freely 
move between servers to find players to play with. All the games 
have buddy lists, which helps to seeing the current status of 
friends. 

7.5 Providing Information about Other 
Players 
SWG and WoW are good examples of games that provide 
information about other players and the players can customize 
their game characters. In CIV, the information about the other 
players is hidden on purpose and the players will find out more 
details while they progress in the game. 

                                                                    
6 In MMOGs, a common example of a player community is a 

guild. 
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The lack of information about the other players could be 
considered as a playability problem in TMN. The game does not 
provide much information on how other players are doing until 
the race is finished. This is totally the opposite compared to F1C, 
which is similar kind of game. In F1C, the players know all the 
time what is the gap between the players who are behind and 
ahead. This will create tension to the race and push the player to 
try even harder.   

CoD provides information about other players just enough to 
avoid friendly fire. This is common in the other games in this 
genre (First Person Shooters, FPS) and it seems to be usually 
enough for the players. 

7.6 Overcoming Lack of Players 
SWG, WoW, TMN provide game content also for solo players. In 
SWG and WoW, the player can choose various missions and 
explore the game world alone. TMN allows the player to enter the 
game instances alone and practice tracks if there are no other 
players available. Other players can join the race at any time. 
CoD, F1C and CIV have separate single-player modes. 

7.7 Minimizing Deviant Behavior 
Grief play and other forms of deviant behavior are commonly 
acknowledged problems in MMOGs and SWG and WoW are no 
exceptions to this. The games try to overcome this problem with 
various solutions, e.g. in World of Warcraft, the groups can set up 
specific rules how the loot of a killed monster is shared between 
the group members. 

The players cheating by disconnecting from the game before they 
lose was identified as a problem in Game 3 that we evaluated 
earlier. TMN implements a solution to this problem by counting 
in also the results of the players who have disconnected before the 
end of the race. However, the solution also makes disconnections 
that do not happen on purpose more annoying for the players. This 
demonstrates how preventing deviant behavior and providing 
enjoyable gameplay may be contradicting and the designers 
sometimes need to compromise. 

Tweaking units and game characters can be sometimes considered 
as a problem and sometimes as part of the gameplay. In CIV, the 
players can modify game units in order to make the game more 
suitable for them. In the multiplayer mode, it can be a problem if 
players have different versions of units. 

7.8 Hiding the Effects of the Network 
All the games that we studied have a pretty good client-server 
implementation. The worst problems occur in fast-paced games. 
In F1C and TMN, if network latency occurs, the players lose the 
race and they have to wait for the next race. On the other hand, 
TMN provides very short races (approximately five minutes) and 
the players are able to attempt to improve their time on the track.  

8. DISCUSSION 
Our studies revealed that that the proposed set of multi-player 
mobile-game heuristics addresses quite well the issues that needs 
to be taken into account when evaluating multi-player games. The 
study on non-mobile multi-player games also showed that the 
heuristics are relevant in the case of other multi-player games as 
well. The mobile game playability studies showed that if the 
multi-player aspects are not implemented properly, the game is 
less enjoyable. Our mobile game evaluations also indicated that 
when multi-player games are evaluated, the requirement of having 

a critical mass of players must be taken into account. This means 
that in order to experience multi-player features in the game, there 
must be enough players in playing the game. When considering 
the test setup, we noted that this is particularly important in field 
testing where players are free to play the game whenever they 
want. 
When conducting evaluations of multi-player games playability 
experts should consider which heuristics are relevant for the game 
that is being evaluated. Because there are several types of multi-
player games, some heuristics may not be applicable. For example 
the eighth multi-player heuristic about network is feasible only for 
online games.  

In the future studies, we will explore if the multi-player heuristics 
cover all critical aspects. The literature review and game 
evaluations suggest that we were able to catch at least the most 
obvious issues.  

9. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we explored playability problems in mobile multi-
player games and expanded our playability heuristic model with a 
new module. The multi-player heuristics were formulated based 
on findings from the literature review and supplemented with 
findings from playability evaluations that we conducted with 
mobile multi-player games. The result of the study was that we 
identified eight playability heuristics related to multi-player 
games. These heuristics are related to communication, 
collaboration, deviant behavior, amount of players, visibility of 
other players, and social interaction in groups and communities. 
In addition, there is a heuristic related to network connection, 
which is an important part in any online game, particularly when 
considering mobile games.  

Multi-player heuristics complement the playability heuristic 
model and increase usefulness of the model since it can be applied 
in evaluations of a broader range of mobile games.  

In the future, we need to further validate these multi-player 
heuristics and evaluate a wider range of the multi-player games. 
There are also other game styles in mobile domain, which require 
own set of heuristics to be included to the model. Currently our 
model covers mobile games that resemble games from stationary 
game platforms. However, there are also unique games styles for 
mobile devices that probably need their own set of heuristics in 
evaluations. Examples of these games styles are location-based 
games and context-aware games. 
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Abstract. Pervasive games are an emerging new game genre, which includes 
context information as an integral part of the game. These games differ from  
traditional games in that they expand spatio-temporal and social aspects of 
gaming. Mobile devices support this by enabling players to choose when and 
where a game is played. Designing pervasive games can be a challenging task, 
since it is not only limited to the virtual game world, but designers must 
consider information flow from the real world into the game world and vice 
versa. In this paper, we describe a user study with an experimental pervasive 
multiplayer mobile game. The objective was to understand how the players 
perceive pervasiveness in the game and what the crucial factors are in the 
design. Based on the results, we propose initial design guidelines and compare 
them to other design guidelines for the pervasive games.  

Keywords: Mobile Game, Pervasive Game, Game Design, Design Guidelines, 
Context, Asynchronous gameplay. 

1   Introduction 

Pervasive games introduce a new emerging game genre that pushes the boundaries of 
the traditional games and enables new kinds of gaming experiences for players. One 
of the most exciting aspects in these games is that the context information is utilized 
to modify a game world or it is converted to game elements. In addition, gaming can 
be blended into the daily life and normal social situations of the players. 

Pervasive gaming is a wide domain, which can consist of the real world games 
augmented with computing functionality, or virtual computer entertainment is brought 
back into the real world [12, 13]. Magerkurth et al. introduce several pervasive game 
genres such as smart toys, affective gaming, augmented tabletop or real world games, 
and location-aware games [12]. Even though it is not a comprehensive list of 
pervasive game genres, it gives a good overview to the broadness of the domain. 

Our research focuses on pervasive games that are played with mobile devices. The 
mobile device is a good platform for pervasive games, since it is pervasive by its 
nature. It is capable of acquiring information about the current context and it can send 
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information (e.g. location) to a game system, which then defines the appropriate 
player context.  

Designing pervasive mobile games is a challenging task as many new issues need 
to be taken into account in a design. As context information is a crucial element in 
these games, the designers should emphasize this aspect in the design as well. 
Moreover, the pervasive games are often played in environments inhabited by people 
who are not playing the game. The game design must ensure that the game does not 
disturb too much players’ social interaction outside the gameworld or disrupt non-
players’ ongoing activities. Further, since the players may be distracted from their 
surroundings by focusing on the game at hand, they may become a hazard for 
themselves or others. Designing a game to avoid these problems is a key factor in 
acceptance of the pervasive games. 

In this paper we describe a user study with an experimental pervasive mobile 
game. Our objective was to find out how players perceive pervasiveness and what 
issues are important in a pervasive mobile game design. The contribution of the paper 
is a list of initial design guidelines for pervasive mobile games. 

2   Related Work 

Pervasive games have been studied for several years, but there are only few design 
guidelines available for helping designers in their task. Eriksson et al. present design 
guidelines for socially adaptable games that are played in different social context than 
traditional games [5]. The guidelines are as follows: support interruptability, allow 
multiple communication channels, consider ambiguity, design for external events, 
allow modes of play based on social roles, minimize social weight, and analyze 
intended player groups from several perspectives. They highlight essential aspects in 
design and are focusing on how the game can be adapted to social environment in 
which the game takes place, but they are missing the role of context information.  

Crossmedia games are one type of pervasive games that use multiple gaming 
devices in addition to media channels like TV and radio [14]. Ghellal et al. [6] discuss 
game design aspects that designers should take into account when designing pervasive 
crossmedia games. Many of the design challenges in crossmedia games are 
concentrated on using several devices at the same time, but pacing the game was also 
seen important. The initial design guidelines say that the game should support both 
active and passive participation as well as different temporal involvements. The 
problem with these guidelines is that they focus too much on the devices instead of 
players so they are not sufficient enough to be used for designing other pervasive 
games besides crossmedia games. For example these guidelines don’t give any 
assistance on how one should design context sensitiveness.  

Lankoski et al. describes a location-aware mixed reality game, The Songs of North, 
which was used to study design solutions for pervasive games [9]. One guideline they 
found was a support for communication since players can be present in the game at 
different times. They also discovered the importance of a player control which is 
related to the temporal gameplay; the player is not punished for not being present in 
the game or playing seldomly. Lankoski et al. did not present proper guidelines but 
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rather observations on important design issues. That is probably one reason why they 
seem to have missed issues like communication between the player and the server.   

3   The Game Concept 

Mythical: The Mobile Awakening1 is an asynchronous slow-update multiplayer game 
where players access a magical world through their mobile phone. The magical world 
is divided into four factions (Dawn, Sun, Dusk, and Moon). The players gain 
experience and learn spells by completing rituals either alone or together with other 
players. The spells are then used in encounters to battle against AI opponents or other 
players (Figure 1B). The game content is based on folklore mysteries and local 
history for creating an exciting atmosphere. 

 

Fig. 1. Screenshots from the game. A) Context information sets conditions when the ritual 
component can be completed successfully. B) Slow update gameplay in the encounters. 

The game features context-aware gameplay where the real world phenomena have 
an effect in the game world. Context information derived from the real world is used 
in the rituals where the reward of the ritual depends on how well the player has met 
the context conditions set initially (Figure 1A). There are three types of context 
information used: spatio-temporal, environmental and proximity. Spatio-temporal 
context is used in two ways: players select a home base from the predefined list and 
the game content and some environmental context information is then validated 
against information on that location. Time of the day is frequently used context 
information that defines when some rituals can be completed. Environmental context 
information is based on temperature, cloudiness and astronomy. Temperature is used 
in a breakpoint manner; some rituals require that the temperature is either above or 
below 0 degrees Celsius. Cloudiness has three possible options: clear, partly cloudy, 
and cloudy. Astronomy information is related to the Moon and Sun positions over the 
horizon and to the phases of the Moon. The proximity context is based on scanning 
Bluetooth devices. Rituals can require scanning either a specific or a given number of 
Bluetooth devices. 
                                                           
1 http://www.mythicalmobile.com/  
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Asynchronous gameplay favors casual play style and Bogost has suggested that 
such feature could be the future of casual multiplayer gaming [3]. Slow update 
gameplay means that the game events are not continuous, but they happen in 
predefined intervals ranging from less than a minute to several hours. 

The game was implemented upon MUPE2 / Equip 23 platform and it is running on 
mobile phones supporting MIDP2. 

4   User Study 

To find out how pervasive features affect the gaming experience, we conducted a user 
study on the game on November 2007. Next we describe the procedure and the 
participants who took part in the study. 

4.1   Participants 

We had six participants, four females and two males, between 15 and 16 years. They 
were all regular video game players (approximately 10 to 25 hours per week). They 
played games mainly with a computer. Mobile games were not popular among the 
participants. Two participants played mobile games daily, but for others it was rare. 
None of the participants had any previous experience from pervasive games. 

4.2   Procedure 

The user study period lasted one week. The participants were instructed to play the 
game freely in their own time as much as they wanted to. Thereafter they were 
interviewed about their playing experiences. We conducted in-depth one-to-one 
interviews that lasted about 1.5 hours each. With these interviews we wanted to find 
out the overall opinion and attitudes towards the pervasive mobile game, and how the 
participants perceived context information that was embedded in the game design. 
The interviews revealed issues about how the implementation of these features had 
succeeded as well as opinions towards pervasive games in general.  All interviews 
were audio recorded for later analysis. After the interview, the participants were also 
asked to fill in the background questionnaire, which revealed their gaming habits. 

The interviews were processed in a way that all individual comments were written 
down to paper slips so each of them could be understood alone. After that we 
constructed an affinity diagram [2] from the approximately 700 comments we got 
from the interviews, combined related comments together, and gave a title for the 
group that described those comments (Figure 2). This method is well known in user-
centered design projects for utility software, but in game evaluations it has not been 
used extensively as far as we know of. 

We found this method to be time-consuming but useful; it forced us to think about 
each comment and what it actually meant. It also allowed us to see bigger entities as 
comments were not grouped based on the question, but according to their similarity of 
the topic. Results section describes some of the topics in more detail. 

                                                           
2 http://www.mupe.org 
3 http://sourceforge.net/projects/equip/ 
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Fig. 2. First level categorization of interview comments 

5   Results 

In this section we describe some of the interview results, which revealed that 
pervasive mobile games will undoubtedly change many existing practices, but on the 
other hand they also provide new possibilities for gaming. 

5.1   Rethink Game and Play Sessions 

One of the first new things for the participants was the concept of a game session. In 
traditional video games the game session has a clear beginning and an ending and 
play sessions are mostly continuous. In pervasive mobile games this is not anymore 
straightforward as the game sessions might be fragmented and the whole game 
session can last hours or even days. The participants commented that this new style 
requires some learning and they had some troubles at the beginning to get used to it. 

U2: “I didn't leave the encounters unfinished before exiting the game.” 
U4: “I felt mostly like I could leave the game at any time. Still I wanted to finish 

started rituals and battles.” 
U6: “I had to get used to the playing style that you can leave the game in the 

background and it continues.”  

For other participants this playing style was intuitive and they had accustomed to 
fragmented play sessions and slow update game mechanism that enabled flexibility. 

U5: ”I felt like I could leave the game at any time.” 
U3: “I just started the encounter and let it play alone. I did not have to do any 

preparations, just to make sure that the game can roll on its own.” 
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5.2   Leaving the Game Situation Active Makes the Player Curious about It 

Having the game active on the game server after log out caused an interesting 
dilemma for the participants. Do they just let the game play alone or should they log 
in again to see that everything is going alright? The participants stated that they were 
interested in and wondering what was going on in the game while they were away. 

U6: “I came back to the game if I was even a slightly curious about it.” 
U3: “I thought the game in some extend even though I was not playing it.” 
U4: ”I thought about the game at times when I wasn't playing it if I had just left the 

game aside and thought that I would continue it later.” 

After returning to the game the participants checked the current game state and 
reviewed previous game events in encounters. 

U5: ”I usually read the texts that appeared after the battle I had just finished.” 
U4: ” I have used the log feature and I think it is useful.” 
U3: ”I could follow game events in the encounters and observe what kinds of 

minions or spells the opponent used.” 

However, reviewing the current game state was not satisfactory, since the 
participants could have missed something interesting or important and it was too late 
to influence to the game events anymore at that point. Some participants tried to 
overcome this shortcoming by accessing the game several times a day to be on the 
safe side. 

U3: “Sometimes when I entered duels they seem to be almost finished.” 
U2: “If there would have been more actions happening at times when I wasn’t 

playing the game, then it would be more interesting and it would irritate if I 
would have missed something important.” 

U6:”I checked the game quite frequently and I did not leave it alone for an hour or 
more.” 

U2: “I checked the game at least two to five times per day.” 

5.3   The Game Should Notify about Important Events 

Based on the participants’ comments the game should have kept the players aware of 
the game events. Three participants mentioned that the game could send SMS 
messages to a player when something important has happened in the game and the 
player is not online. This would reduce frequent logins to the game. 

U5: ”I think the SMS feature would be fun. Then you don't have to access the game 
all the time.” 

U4: “The SMS feature would have make things easier when you wouldn't have to 
go into the game just to check out if something interesting has happened.” 

The notification feature was built in to the game, but none of the participants had 
activated it. There were UI design problems related to this feature, but since it is a 
novel feature in mobile games, the participants did not expect to find it in the game.  
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5.4   Finding Proper Intervals for Slow Update Mode 

The important question for slow update gameplay is how to define event intervals that 
support this gaming mode. The participants stated that they had two approaches for 
this. They used short intervals (30-45 seconds), in which events occurred almost in 
real time or considerably longer intervals, which left room for other activities.  

U6: “Sometimes it was good that the encounters lasted longer, because then I had 
a chance to do something else.” 

U4: ”I think that the encounters are sometimes really slow but then again it makes 
it possible to do something else at the same time.” 

The game event intervals between one to five minutes were considered 
problematic. They are too short for leaving the game unattended, but at the same time 
it was boring to wait for the next game event to take place. 

U2: “You cannot choose the wave length in every battle so it leaves quite 
vulnerable feeling when you have like 2 min waves and you cannot leave the 
game. You have to be in the game and see what happens.” 

5.5   Gaming Blends into Other Activities 

One of the key features in pervasive games is that gaming is not anymore an isolated 
activity, but the players can share their time with a game and other tasks at the same 
time. The participants confirmed that they were listening to music, reading emails, 
eating and doing other tasks while playing the game. Concurrence of gaming and 
other tasks is pretty much dependent on concentration level and time that is required 
to perform actions in the game.  If that time is long, it will disturb other activities.  

U5: “This game did not change my daily routines. It was just an addition.” 
U6: ”It was really easy for me to concentrate on something else than playing the 

game even though it was running in the background”. 
U3: ”I feel that it is not very distracting if I occasionally take a look what happens 

in the game world and it does not take very long time”. 

5.6   Utilizing Context Information Was Appealing 

Context information made the game appealing because setting conditions and 
defining the success rate of actions was different than what the participants were 
familiar with the traditional video games. 

U5: “I liked those rituals the best where there were different times of the day.” 
U3: “Rituals seem reasonable, especially when you have a multi-component ritual, 

which can be completed only in certain times of the day”. 

The challenge was to find the right context where the ritual could be completed. As 
the players cannot rely anymore on information provided only in the game world, 
they must also exploit other sources. 

U3: “I would probably try to figure out the current time of day by checking the 
outdoor or using a calendar.” 
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5.7   Sometimes It Is Not Possible to Play the Game 

Finding out the right circumstances to play the game can be a challenging task. 
Therefore, it is tempting to play when there is a possibility. However, the players’ 
social context or more urgent tasks will limit this possibility. The participants 
commented that they were thinking about their influence on others while playing the 
game because they might unintentionally be impolite towards them.  

U5: “There are those rituals tied to a certain time of the day. So as I belong to the 
School of Dusk, it is quite short time when the rituals are open and we usually 
have a class at that time. It is quite hard for me to play then.” 

U4: “I think the playing would be quite much depended on my daily schedule.” 
U5: “The others became impatient when I was playing the game and they had to 

wait for me to finish.” 
U2: “It is quite rude to play this game in certain situations where you really have 

to be involved.” 

6   Design Implications 

The user study results indicate that pervasiveness sets some new requirements to the 
game design. In this section we present implications that the designers should take 
into account when designing asynchronous pervasive mobile games. Sections 6.1 and 
6.2 discuss about utilization of context information in a game. Sections 6.3 and 6.4 
deal with issues related to asynchronous gameplay. 

6.1   Perception of the Current Context 

Pervasive mobile games typically use context information to define some conditions 
in the game world or to convert context information to a game element. One part of 
the fun in the pervasive games comes from discovering the correct context and 
playing the game when conditions are favorable for the player. 

The difficulty in using context information in a game design is that the game 
system and a player may not have a mutual understanding of the current context. The 
game design should not rely on context information blindly because it may be 
inaccurate or unavailable due to various reasons [7]. Inaccuracy can be a result of 
measurement variation due to different locations. For example, temperature can 
fluctuate several degrees even within a close range.  

A player may also be uncertain how the game system interprets current context 
information even though it would be otherwise clearly recognizable. For example, the 
game can utilize environment context information such as cloudiness in the game. 
Even though cloudy and partly cloudy skies are different by definition, from the 
player point of view they are alike compared to the clear sky. 

Using rigid thresholds with context information should be avoided because 
information from different sources may vary slightly and thus becomes ambiguous. 
Therefore, the designer should decide whether similar context information is 
considered as same or treated as different in the design. The best option is to utilize 
only context information that is clearly discernible and unambiguous for the players. 
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Furthermore, the game should notify the player what the game system considers as 
current context. The difficult issue for the designers is how the context information 
should be revealed to the player without contaminating the gaming experience. In 
addition, there can be several contexts that need be informed simultaneously.  

6.2   Equal Chance to Play 

Utilization of context information in the game should be carefully designed and the 
designers need to make sure that all players have an equal possibility to access 
relevant information. The player progression should not be depended on context that 
may be unreachable. Furthermore, most context information is also dynamic and the 
designers cannot control changes (e.g. weather information), which may place players 
to unequal position. 

In addition to uncontrollable changes in context, there can be player-related 
reasons why the player cannot access certain information. For example specific time 
of the day may not be suitable for the player due to other activities or the player’s 
current social context does not allow gaming at that point. The player may not be able 
to travel to retrieve location specific information or some resources are not available 
at the player’s current location. Our results confirm the previous study, which state 
that the lack of time and unfavorable location were reported to be the major obstacles 
for playing the game successfully [1]. Peitz et al. also report results of a pervasive 
game in which players were frustrated because there were not necessary game 
resources available at the player’s location [15]. 

However, if some context is available only for some players, the game design 
should enable and emphasize collaboration between the players. With this solution all 
players may access context information equally. This will also increase player-to-
player interaction in the game. Other possibility is that context information is time-
independent and the player can use it when it becomes available. If certain context is 
not available, the player should always be able to do some other things that will 
require some other information. Finally, the game should provide meaningful things 
to do that do not require any context conditions to be fulfilled. Other alternative is that 
the player can complete the task, but the reward is determined based on how well the 
context conditions were met. 

6.3   Adjustable Play Sessions  

Players play pervasive games as time permits it. Gaming can be very sporadic and the 
game design should take this into account. Moreover, as the play sessions are blended 
into other activities it is possible that the player needs to leave the game without prior 
notice or play sessions are short by default. Peitz et al. argue that short play sessions 
will promote social adaptability of the pervasive mobile game [15]. 

The game should be designed so that it is possible to leave the game at any time 
without reducing the player’s chance to win the game. Disconnections are likely to 
happen in pervasive games and the game design should manage these properly [4]. In 
the multiplayer games the design should consider what kinds of effects the 
abandonment of the player has on other players. 
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In asynchronous gameplay the player should be able to adjust the pace of the game 
and match it to available playing time. Sometimes it is preferable to play the game 
almost in real time while some other time a slower game pace is preferred as it gives 
more possibilities to lie back, and time to do other things at the same time. In this case 
the game requires minimal attention, but the player can still keep track on game 
events. Our study results indicate that the length of the short play session should be 
less than five minutes. These short play sessions allow the players to play the game 
and have some other activities at the same time without disturbing each other. Longer 
play sessions are preferred when the players have time to be invested for gaming. 

6.4   Communication Outside Gameworld 

Communication is a very important factor in multiplayer games. Players quite often 
create their own tools or utilize existing tools if the game design lacks required 
features (e.g. for communication) [8]. Even though the support for communication 
between the online players is a common feature in many games, asynchronous 
communication is gaining attention as well. Linner et al. introduce a framework, 
which enables rapid development of pervasive games that also supports offline 
communication [11]. The system buffers received messages and the player can see 
them on the next login. Lindley et al. also describes a pervasive mobile game that 
allows the players to receive alerts, although they are not actually playing the game 
(the game character is in a dormant mode) [10]. 

The participants in our study highlighted very clearly that they want to be aware of 
the game events when they are offline. This observation expands the current design 
practice because currently the communication stays inside the game world and the 
players will receive messages when they log in to the game next time. 

From the interaction design point of view communication to the offline players is 
interesting because the game user interface expands outside the game and the game 
events are communicated by using some alternative communication channel. The 
designers should decide both the communication and presentation methods when 
providing information from the game world.  

The designer can use direct or indirect communication methods. The benefit of the 
direct communication is that messages will be delivered immediately and the player 
can act without delays. The drawback of this solution is that it will generate costs to the 
game master because one has to use a messaging service such as SMS, MMS, or email. 
Indirect communication means that important game data is accessible through a 
medium, which does not require the player to log into the game world. One viable 
option is to use a web page, which displays the game events to the players. This 
solution does not create extra costs as the game server and the web server can be in the 
same local network and information is transferred internally. Indirect communication 
assumes that the players are active and will check the web page spontaneously. 
However, it is possible that the players will not get information in time. 

Instead of using messaging services or web services for communication it is 
possible to build automatic update functionality to the game itself. In this solution the 
client connects to the game server at certain intervals and retrieves the recent game  
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events. Information is then displayed to the player. The player can view information 
without accessing the game, but if some actions are needed then the player has to log 
into the game. This solution creates frequent data traffic between the mobile device 
and the game server, and the player pays expenses of the traffic. 

Presentation method depends on the communication method. SMS/MMS messages 
can have certain limits on how long messages can be, but for emails the length is not 
an issue. However, it should be noted that the emails are supposed to be read on a 
mobile device in order to achieve immediate information delivery. Textual 
information is in many cases sufficient, but images and graphics can make the 
messages more appealing. 

Another important issue in a presentation method is to decide what game events 
are communicated to the player. In other words how many messages the player will 
receive when not logged in. The basic rule is that the player should be notified about 
anything that would cause actions when the player is actively playing the game. 
However, the number of the messages should not be overwhelming because it can 
easily lead to negligence and may disturb player’s other activities. The player should 
be able to define the proper number of messages depending on the player’s needs and 
interest in monitoring the game offline. 

7   Conclusions 

In this paper we have presented design challenges that game designers face when 
designing pervasive mobile games. We also present design implications how to 
overcome these challenges. These design implications were derived from a user study 
that was conducted with an experimental pervasive multiplayer mobile game. The 
game design utilized three types of context information in the game world: spatio-
temporal, environmental, and proximity. Another important feature was an 
asynchronous slow update gameplay, which allowed the players to play the game 
whenever they wanted to and collaborate with other players without disturbing their 
gaming experience. The user study results indicated that when designing pervasive 
mobile games, the designer should pay attention to player’s freedom to play the game. 
This means that the player should be able to adjust play sessions according to the 
available time they have. When the player is offline, communication outside the game 
world also becomes a crucial factor for convenient gameplay. Another important 
factor in pervasive games is the utilization of context information. The designers 
should ensure that both the players and the game system have mutual understanding 
of the current context. In addition, the game design should support that all players 
have equal chance to access relevant context information. By following these high 
level guidelines we believe that it is possible to design more enjoyable pervasive 
mobile games and introduce this new game genre to a wider player population. 
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A Case Study of Mobile Game Evaluation

abStRact

The expert review method is a widely adopted usability inspection method for evaluating productivity 
software. Recently, there has been increasing interest to apply this method for the evaluation of video 
games, as well. In order to use the method effectively, there need to be playability heuristics that take into 
account the characteristics of video games. There are several playability heuristic sets available, but they 
are substantially different, and they have not been compared to discover their strengths and weaknesses 
in game evaluations. In this chapter, we report on a study comparing two playability heuristic sets in 
evaluating the playability of a video game. The results indicate that the heuristics can assist inspectors in 
evaluating both the user interface and the gameplay aspects of the game. However, playability heuristics 
need to be developed further before they can be utilized by the practitioners. Especially, the clarity and 
comprehensibility of the heuristics need to be improved, and the optimal number of heuristics is still open.
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intRodUction

Competition in the game industry is hard and the 
gaming experience has become a crucial factor 
in differentiating similar kinds of game titles. 
If a game is not enjoyable to play, players can 
easily switch to another game. Typically, gam-
ing experience can be evaluated after there is a 
working prototype implemented and it is ready 
for beta testing. At this point, correcting any play-
ability problems (e.g. UI navigation is complex, 
goals are not clear, or the challenge level or pace 
is set incorrectly) is often too expensive, or the 
project schedule does not allow any delays due 
to marketing reasons. As a result, there is a need 
for an evaluation method that can identify these 
playability problems before beta testing starts and 
thus provide time for corrections.

Productivity software has been evaluated for 
years with the expert review method to find us-
ability problems in the design and implementation 
(Nielsen and Molich, 1990). In an expert review 
method, a small group of experts evaluate a product 
based on a set of heuristics. Heuristics are guide-
lines, rule of thumb statements, which reflect the 
desirable aspects of a given product. The method 
is cost-efficient and effective, and the design can 
be evaluated already in early project stages. A 
skillful and knowledgeable usability expert can 
identify usability problems as accurately as in user 
testing (Molich and Dumas, 2008). Evaluating 
games with this method is a tempting idea, but 
traditional usability heuristics cannot be applied 
directly (Federoff, 2002; Desurvire et al., 2004; 
Korhonen and Koivisto, 2006).

The design objectives between productivity 
software and games are different, and the evalu-
ation methods need to recognize this divergence 
as well before they can be effectively applied to 
the domain of games. Pagulayan et al. (2008) 
describe these differences, and according to them, 
productivity software is a tool and the design in-
tention is to make tasks easier, more efficient, less 
error-prone, and increase the quality of the results. 

Games, instead, are intended to be pleasurable 
to play and sufficiently challenging (Pagulayan 
et al., 2008). Because of these differences, a set 
of specifically designed heuristics are needed 
when video games are evaluated with the expert 
review method.

Playability has been studied very little by game 
researchers and HCI researchers. The research 
community is lacking a commonly agreed upon 
definition for playability, which would describe 
important issues influencing the game experience 
and guiding the research work. Egenfield-Nielsen 
et al. (2008) state that a game has good playability 
when it is easy to use, fun and challenging. Järvinen 
et al. (2002) have defined playability as an evalu-
ation tool which consists of four components: 1) 
functional, 2) structural, 3) audiovisual, and 4) 
social playability. These components can be used to 
evaluate both the formal and the informal aspects 
of a game. Fabricatore et al. (2002) have defined 
playability in action games as the possibility of 
understanding and controlling gameplay. In ad-
dition, they state that poor playability cannot be 
balanced or replaced by non-functional aspects of 
the design. According to usability glossary1, play-
ability is affected by the quality of different aspects, 
including storyline, controls, pace, and usability. 
Along with the academia, the game industry has 
also approached the issue of playability from the 
practical perspective. For example, Games User 
Research at Microsoft Game Studios has published 
several empirical papers considering usability, 
playability and user experience in video games2.

For our work we have defined playability as 
follows. Playability is related to intuitiveness, 
unobtrusiveness, fun, and challenge. In addi-
tion, it is a combination of user interface and the 
gameplay, i.e. game content aspects of the game. 
In multiplayer games, players’ social interaction 
also affects playability. The user interface consists 
of game menus, controls and an interface through 
which a player interacts with game items, non-
player characters (NPCs), and other players. A 
game has good playability when the user interface 
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is intuitive and unobtrusive, so that the player 
can concentrate on playing the game. Gameplay 
includes, for example, game mechanics, narra-
tive, and goals that the player tries to achieve. 
Fun and challenge are created by the gameplay; 
a game has good playability especially when the 
gameplay is understandable, balanced, suitably 
difficult, and engaging.

Despite the lack of a commonly agreed upon 
definition, researchers have defined playabil-
ity heuristic sets that could be used to evaluate 
video games and their playability. However, the 
development work is still ongoing and there is 
very little knowledge about the usefulness and 
clarity of these heuristic sets. In addition, there 
are no previously published studies that would 
use these heuristic sets to evaluate a video game 
and compare the results.

In this chapter, we report an experiment in 
which two playability heuristic sets are used in 
a video game evaluation to discover their weak-
nesses and strengths in identifying playability 
problems, as well as whether they are helpful to 
inspectors in conducting the evaluation. The results 
indicate that heuristic sets should be improved 
before they are usable for the practitioners.

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. 
First, we review relevant related work regarding 
the expert review method and introduce playability 
heuristics that have been developed. Next, we 
describe an experiment we arranged to compare 
two playability heuristic sets in game evaluation 
and report the results of the experiment followed 
by discussion and conclusions.

Related WoRK

In this section, we present the expert review 
method and look at playability heuristics that 
have been developed for evaluating video games.

the expert Review Method

Inspection methods are well known and widely 
used to evaluate the usability of products. Ac-
cording to Nielsen (2005a) heuristic evaluation 
is the most popular usability inspection method. 
The popularity of the method is due to its cost-
effectiveness and ease of implementation in 
discovering usability problems even by novice 
inspectors. The method was developed by Nielsen 
and Molich (1990) and it is also known as the expert 
review method, since the inspectors’ experience 
and knowledge affect the results of the evalua-
tion (Jacobsen et al., 1998). The first version of 
usability heuristics was published together with 
the method, but the revised and currently used 
version of the heuristics was published in 1994 
(Nielsen, 1994a).

When conducting an expert review, inspectors 
go through the evaluated software individually and 
write down usability problems that they notice. 
The problems are assigned with the appropriate 
heuristic, and later the findings from all inspec-
tors are synthesized into a single usability report 
with suggestions on how to fix the problems. The 
heuristics act as a guideline for the inspectors 
to focus on typical usability issues that cause 
problems. Moreover, the problems found are also 
rated with a severity rating (e.g. three-scale rating 
minor, major, and critical) to emphasize its severity 
for the usability of the product. Nielsen (2005b) 
has suggested that three to five expert inspectors 
(preferably with domain expertise) are enough, 
since adding more inspectors would not increase 
the amount of problems found significantly.

Nielsen’s heuristics were made for evaluating 
productive software interface design. However, 
several researchers have extended these heuristics 
or developed new ones for different application 
domains. Ling and Salvendy (2005) present a 
summary of some of these studies. The summary 
contains domains such as websites, e-learning sys-
tems, groupware, notification systems, and games.
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The applicability of traditional usability heu-
ristics in game evaluations has been questioned 
by game researchers (Federoff, 2002; Desurvire 
et al., 2004; Korhonen and Koivisto, 2006). The 
most important reason for this is that usability 
heuristics concentrate primarily on the user inter-
face and disregard other aspects of a product. For 
example, in video games it is equally important 
to evaluate the gameplay as well. In their study, 
Johnson and Wiles show how games contravene 
the traditional usability heuristics to achieve a 
good game experience (Johnson and Wiles, 2003). 
Hence, game researchers have started to develop 
heuristics which would include both usability and 
gameplay issues, to assist game developers in dis-
covering playability problems in the game design.

development of Playability 
Heuristics

In the early 1980s, Malone (1982) studied video 
games and what makes the user interface enjoy-
able. He identified three principles (challenge, 
fantasy, and curiosity) that are needed for design-
ing enjoyable user interfaces. Malone also calls 
these principles heuristics in a design framework. 
Although the list is very limited and it concentrates 
only on high level issues in games, it highlights the 
importance of the game content in the evaluation.

Clanton argued that human-computer interac-
tion in games can be divided into three levels: 
game interface, game mechanics and game play 
(Clanton, 1998). Furthermore, Clanton describes 
15 principles which can be used to gain and keep 
the interest of a player. Although these principles 
are not called heuristics, they can be understood 
as such.

Federoff (2002) defined the first playability 
heuristics that are similar to usability heuristics. 
These heuristics were a result of a case study in 
a game company, but they lack validation, or at 
least such results have not been published. Fab-
ricatore et al. (2002) have studied players and 
their preferences that will affect the playability 

of action video games. Even though these are not 
described as heuristics, they could be converted 
into heuristics to evaluate games belonging to 
this specific genre.

Desurvire et al. (2004) published Heuristic 
Evaluation for Playability (HEP) in 2004. The 
heuristics were validated in a study in which 
heuristic evaluation was compared to user testing. 
The results indicated that the HEP heuristics were 
very good at identifying playability problems in 
a game prototype.

Korhonen and Koivisto (2006) have published 
a playability heuristic set for mobile games. How-
ever, the heuristics are applicable for evaluating 
games in other platforms as well because of their 
modular structure. The playability heuristic set 
can be extended or limited based on the needs of 
the evaluation. Later on, the core heuristics were 
extended with multiplayer heuristics (Korhonen 
and Koivisto, 2007). In addition, the number of 
heuristics is smaller than in two previous sets from 
Federoff (2002) and Desurvire et al. (2004). The 
heuristics of Korhonen and Koivisto have been 
validated in several game evaluations.

Schaffer (2007) presented a white paper 
introducing heuristics for usability in games. 
According to Schaffer, earlier heuristics lacked 
concrete examples, making them less clear for 
practitioners. Schaffer’s heuristics are based on 
literature and on his own expertise from the field 
of human-computer interaction.

Pinelle et al. published ten game usability 
heuristics that are based on game reviews (Pinelle 
et al. 2008a) and they have been validated in a 
preliminary study. These heuristics are used to 
evaluate game usability and there are no heuristics 
concerning gameplay issues. Later Pinelle et al. 
(2009) also published ten additional heuristics 
focusing on multiplayer usability.

Desurvire and Wiberg (2009) have presented 
PLAY heuristics, which are based on the earlier 
HEP heuristics (Desurvire et al., 2004). The PLAY 
heuristics feature 19 top level headings, each 
containing one to six heuristics (50 heuristics in 
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total). The PLAY heuristics are aimed toward ac-
tion adventure, first person shooter and real-time 
strategy games.

More recently, Köffel et al. (2010) have 
presented a synthesis of earlier heuristics. The 
authors handpicked 29 heuristics from the earlier 
models and added ten more heuristics focusing 
on advanced electronic tabletop games.

There are also other guidelines that are targeted 
for game developers in order to make games more 
engaging and usable for players (e.g. Falstein 
and Barwood, 2001; Snow, 2007). In addition to 
articles and websites, edited books have also been 
published recently on the topic (e.g. Isbister and 
Schaffer, 2008; Bernhaupt, 2010). These cover 
various methods for evaluating usability, play-
ability and user experience in general.

Based on the literature review, expert review 
could be an appropriate method for evaluating 
the playability of video games, but there should 
be specific playability heuristics accompanying 
the method. Several researchers have started to 
develop these heuristics, and currently, there are 
multiple heuristic sets available. However, the 
work is still ongoing and the heuristic sets are quite 
different, even though there are some common 
issues included. This raises the question of which 
heuristic set should be used in a game evaluation, 
and if one heuristic set is easier to use than another 
one from the inspectors’ point of view.

In our work, we aim to achieve some clarity 
about the different playability heuristic sets and 
their usefulness in game evaluations. We compare 
two playability heuristic sets in a game evaluation 
to see what their strengths and weaknesses are 
and how inspectors perceive the heuristic sets.

Validation of domain 
Specific Heuristics

Traditional usability heuristics (Nielsen, 1994a) 
are widely used in usability evaluations. One 
limitation of these heuristics is that they are 
advisedly general and they do not cover specific 

characteristics of systems (Ling and Salvendy, 
2005: Sim et al., 2009). Nielsen has noted that 
there could be domain-specific heuristics for a 
specific class of products as a supplement to the 
general heuristics.

Several researchers have developed heuristics 
for different domains. Baker et al. (2001) have 
developed heuristics to identify usability problems 
in real-time collaboration within a shared visual 
workspace. In their validation study, two groups of 
inspectors evaluated two groupware applications 
by using these heuristics. The evaluation results 
were compared to previously published studies 
by replicating Nielsen and Molich’s analysis 
methodology (Nielsen, 1990; Nielsen, 1992; 
Nielsen, 1994a).

Berry (2003) has developed heuristics for 
notification systems and compared them to tradi-
tional usability heuristics. In the study, inspectors 
were divided into two groups and they evaluated 
three versions of the system’s user interface. The 
results indicate that both heuristic sets performed 
quite similarly in identifying usability problems.

Mankoff et al. (2003) compared the perfor-
mance of heuristics developed for evaluation of 
ambient displays to traditional usability heuristics. 
The results indicate that with the help of modified 
heuristics inspectors were able to identify more us-
ability problems than inspectors using traditional 
usability heuristics. However, the best result was 
achieved by combining both sets of heuristics.

Bertini et al. (2009) have also developed mobile 
usability heuristics that not only take into account 
applications, but also the device and context in 
which it is used. This heuristic set was also evalu-
ated against the traditional usability heuristics in 
the evaluation of two mobile applications.

Previously presented studies compared 
domain-specific heuristics to traditional usability 
heuristics. Although this kind of comparison is 
useful in determining the usefulness of a new 
heuristic set, it still lacks a critical analysis of 
the heuristics to determine their usefulness in 
that specific domain. One of the problems related 
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to such comparison studies is that there are not 
many domains that have multiple domain-specific 
heuristic sets. Ling and Salvendy (2005) have 
presented a summary of some studies in which 
domain-specific heuristic sets have been devel-
oped. In their review, each domain contained only 
one heuristic set.

Zuk et al. (2006) used three sets of domain-
specific heuristics that are targeted to informa-
tion visualization systems. The goal of the study 
was not to compare heuristic sets as such, but 
to identify a common set of heuristics derived 
from these three heuristic sets to find common 
visualization problems.

Video games are one of the few application 
domains that have multiple heuristic sets devel-
oped for them (e.g. Federoff, 2002; Desurvire et 
al., 2004; Korhonen and Koivisto, 2006; Pinelle, 
2008a). However, studies empirically evaluating 
different heuristic sets in this domain and compar-
ing the applicability of the heuristic sets have not 
been published.

tHe eXPeRiMent

We arranged an evaluation session with eight 
persons who are working in the game industry or 
in the academia as game researchers to explore 
how the expert review method and two playability 
heuristic sets operate in a game evaluation. First, 
the participants were briefly introduced to the 
expert review method and the heuristics that are 
commonly used in productivity software evalua-
tions to give an idea of how usability specialists 
usually conduct evaluations. Three participants 
had previous experience in conducting an expert 
review of a product.

The participants were divided into 4 teams (two 
persons in each team) forming two groups based 
on the playability heuristic sets that were given to 
them. In the evaluation session, the teams played 
a game for one hour. The inspectors observed the 
game and wrote down short descriptions of pos-

sible playability problems they encountered in 
the game. After that, the teams went through their 
own playability problems and assigned violated 
playability heuristics to these problems. Finally, 
the observations were talked through with other 
teams and the participants discussed playability 
problems, the evaluation method, and the play-
ability heuristics they used. The results section 
describes the main observations from the discus-
sion, which was recorded with a video camera.

The game evaluated was EA Mobile’s The 
Simpsons: Minutes to Meltdown3. We selected 
this game for the evaluation because it was short 
enough to be evaluated in a single day workshop 
as it can be completed in less than 30 minutes 
in real time. The game did not receive favorable 
reviews (e.g. Buchanan 2007; Dredge, 2007; 
PurestProdigy, 2008), which made us to believe 
there were many playability problems to be found. 
We also wanted to use a mobile game, because it 
would be easy to obtain for every inspector and 
the evaluation session would be easy to arrange.

In this game, the player controls Homer who 
has 30 minutes to save Springfield from a nuclear 
disaster. The game features slightly tilted pseudo-
3D top-down perspective and Homer’s movement 
is controlled with a rocker key, or keys 2, 4, 6 and 
8 (up, left, right, down respectively) on the key-
pad. Left soft key brings up the pause menu and 
right soft key shows the timer. Context sensitive 
action is executed by pressing the rocker key or 
key 5 on the keypad.

The game features three levels and locations. 
The game starts at the Simpson’s apartment where 
Homer must find his car keys so he can drive to 
the power plant. Homer must interact with various 
characters and avoid furious citizens to complete 
the first level. The second level is the Springfield 
city centre. Homer has crashed his car and must 
continue on foot. There are various obstacles and 
hazards on the way as he tries to reach the plant. 
The last level is the power plant, where Homer must 
find the override valve to cancel the meltdown. 
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In this level, depending on the mobile phone, the 
player also controls Bart in certain key locations.

Playability Heuristics

As there are multiple heuristic sets available, it 
is important to choose heuristic sets that can be 
compared. As described in the chapter on related 
work, some heuristics are proposals which have 
not been validated, others are targeted to a specific 
game genre or they do not consider all aspects of 
playability. For this study, we selected playability 
heuristic sets from Desurvire et al. (2004) and 
Korhonen and Koivisto (2006) because they re-
sembled each other, they were probably the most 
advanced at the time of the study and they have 
both been validated by their authors. Although 
there were other heuristics available, they were 
either not validated by their authors (e.g. Federoff, 
2002; Schaffer, 2007) or they only focused on us-
ability issues in games (e.g. Pinelle et al., 2008a).

The heuristic sets selected are based on lit-
erature reviews and the initial heuristics were 
reviewed by game researchers and game design-
ers. The playability heuristics were developed 
further in game development projects and they 
were both validated by their authors. Although 
the sets have some similarities in their content, 
there are major differences in how the heuristics 
are organized and described.

Heuristic Evaluation of Playability (HEP)

This playability heuristic set contains 43 heuris-
tics and the authors have defined four categories 
for organizing them (Desurvire et al., 2004; see 
Appendix 1). Game Play is related to challenges 
and problems that the player must face to win a 
game. Game Story includes heuristics for story 
and character development. Game Mechanics 
involves the structure which defines how the 
game units interact with the environment. Game 
Usability addresses the interface and the controls 
the player utilizes when interacting with the game. 

Most heuristics are presented as one sentence de-
scriptions and they have been validated in a user 
study. Teams that used this playability heuristic 
set during the evaluation are referred to as Violet 
1 and Violet 2 in the results section.

Playability Heuristics for Mobile Games

This playability heuristic set contains 29 heuristics 
which have been organized into three modules 
(Korhonen and Koivisto, 2006; see Appendix 
2). Each module can be included or excluded 
depending on the needs of the evaluation. Two 
core modules, Gameplay and Game Usability, 
are common to all games. The Mobility module 
contains heuristics that are specific to mobile 
games. Each heuristic is described in detail on 
a separate document including examples of use 
(Koivisto and Korhonen, 2006). The heuristics 
were validated in several mobile game evaluations 
conducted by playability experts. Teams that used 
this playability heuristic set during the evaluation 
are referred to as Orange 1 and Orange 2 in the 
results section.

ReSUltS

In this section, we present the main results of the 
study, which are based on the comments from the 
group interview as well as the analysis of the data 
collected from the evaluation reports.

Heuristics Provide guidance

The participants commented that the expert review 
method seemed to be an appropriate method for 
evaluating video games, because it helped them 
to focus on the different aspects of the game dur-
ing the evaluation. One game industry participant 
stated that they use similar kind of evaluation 
approach on a weekly basis to manage game 
production processes.
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Participants commented that heuristics could 
also be useful in the design and implementation 
phases in game development to identify possible 
playability problems that might exist in the design. 
The participants would not use heuristics in the 
very early phases of game development, as they 
considered that the heuristics might restrict creativ-
ity at that point. One double expert participant also 
stated that she would not use heuristics in the very 
late phases either, as actual playtesting would be 
more beneficial. According to her, heuristics are 
good for finding basic problems and playtesting 
is used to refine the details.

defining a Proper abstraction level

Although the participants appreciated the effi-
ciency of the expert review method, they stated 
that there are certain challenges when the method is 
applied to game evaluations. Their biggest concern 
was related to the heuristics and their descriptions. 
The variety of video games is enormous and de-
fining playability heuristics that are suitable for 
evaluating all kinds of games can be a challenge.

“It is a laborious and challenging task to define 
heuristics that can capture those aspects that are 
considered to be essential from the point of view 
of game experience. In addition, game environ-
ments are changing constantly as they adopt new 
kinds of technical enablers”, Violet 1 inspector.

Therefore, it is important that the playability 
heuristics are on the right abstraction level. Too 
specific heuristics restrict their applicability to a 
large number of games, but in contrast, heuristics 
that are on a very general level lose their power to 
guide and assist inspectors during the evaluation. 
The participants stated that both heuristic sets had 
problems in this respect.

Playability heuristics defined by Desurvire et 
al. had both detailed heuristics and very broad 
heuristics, which were difficult to use during the 
evaluation. For example, there is the Game Play 

heuristic number 10 (“The game is fun for the 
Player first, the designer second and the computer 
third. That is, if the non-expert player’s experi-
ence isn’t put first, excellent game mechanics and 
graphics programming triumphs are meaning-
less.”) This heuristic was considered to be very 
difficult to apply during an evaluation.

Playability heuristics defined by Korhonen 
and Koivisto also had some heuristics which 
were considered to be quite specific, and they 
could be combined to provide a more concise 
list. For example, heuristics GP9 (“The players 
can express themselves”) and GP10 (“The game 
supports different playing styles”) describe similar 
kinds of issues on heading level, which are related 
to the player’s behavior and playing style in the 
game world.

Usability and gameplay Problems

The participants suggested that it is generally 
easier to find usability problems than it is to find 
gameplay problems from games. However, in 
this case, the participants found more gameplay 
related problems. One suggested reason for this 
was that the inspectors were experienced gamers 
and might thus be blind to some usability problems 
that would annoy novice gamers. On the other 
hand, in this case the user interface was generally 
liked as it was considered to reflect the industry 
standards well. From this perspective, it might be 
easier to spot usability problems, which are few 
but obvious, than playability problems, which 
are more numerous but also harder to point out. 
Korhonen and Koivisto (2006) reported similar 
findings in their earlier study when they developed 
their heuristics.

One participant questioned the difference 
between usability and gameplay problems. Some-
times, it was hard to decide if the problem found 
was related to usability or gameplay. “There were a 
lot of things which were on the borderline of being 
in the game’s interaction structure or in the user 
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interface structure. In the end, it was not possible 
to separate them clearly”, Orange 2 inspector.

In addition, it was discussed that it is not always 
obvious whether gameplay problems are actually 
problems or just hard challenges. For example, if a 
player has to go through the same part of the game 
over and over again, but is highly immersed and 
enjoys the game, calling out a gameplay problem 
might not be necessary. In our case, it was noted 
by one inspector that the game evaluated featured 
so many problems that it was not possible to get 
immersed.

evaluation Process

The participants commented that the evaluation 
task influenced their gaming experience, and for 
that reason, playing the game was different than 
what it would be normally. The objective of the 
game design is to immerse players on different 
levels (Ermi and Mäyrä, 2005). The evaluation 
task, however, prevents immersion because the 
inspectors need to be alert all the time and inspect 
the game for problems in playability. In addition, 
the inspectors found it difficult to play the game 
like any other player would, and for that reason, 
the evaluation session cannot be considered equal 
to a normal play session.

“There are two dimensions that make the evalua-
tion difficult. First, you should be able to describe 
the problem that you have identified and it affects 
your gaming experience negatively. On the other 
hand, you should play the game as players would 
play and get a positive gaming experience”, Violet 
1 inspector.

Another issue the participants pointed out was 
that it is very important for the inspectors to famil-
iarize themselves with the heuristics beforehand. 
In our study, playability heuristics sets contained 
43 or 29 heuristics. When considering Miller’s 
golden rule of 7±2 (Miller, 1956), the number of 
heuristics might have been overwhelming and 

there was too much information about the heu-
ristics to keep in mind. During the evaluation, it 
was time-consuming to browse through the whole 
list and find a proper heuristic for each playability 
problem. Due to time constraints, the participants 
did not study the heuristics beforehand, but there 
was a playability expert present in case they had 
any questions concerning the heuristics.

The large amount of heuristics brought up an 
idea in the end discussion that inspectors could use 
the heuristics in a more systematic fashion. First, 
the game would be played for some time, and then 
the inspector would go through the heuristics in 
a checklist manner. This approach has also been 
suggested earlier by Nielsen (1994b). However, 
it was noted that in this case the tool is using the 
inspector and not vice versa and therefore there is 
a possibility that the inspector does not recognize 
possible problems that are outside of the scope 
of the heuristics. It was also considered that the 
heuristics in general are problem-oriented and 
do not support positive findings very well. It was 
suggested that instead of formal statements, the 
heuristics could be in the form of questions, which 
might intuitively help to discover positive features 
from the game. One participant stated that due to 
his expertise in game development, he was able 
to find positive features easily.

Finding positive features was considered 
important. One inspector stated that, from a 
psychological perspective, no one likes to read 
an evaluation report which is full of negativity. 
Especially if a report is delivered to a person 
who has not seen the game, it might give a false 
impression of it. Reporting positive features of 
the game also enhances the possibility that those 
features are left intact and are not accidentally 
removed, changed or “fixed” by the designers 
(Nielsen 1994a).
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Revision for Playability 
Heuristic Sets

The participants found several issues troublesome 
with the playability heuristics defined by Desurvire 
et al. These issues made utilization of the heuristics 
difficult during the evaluation. There is a total of 
43 heuristics in the set and the participants thought 
this is too much. The heuristics are organized 
into four categories, but the participants did not 
find them helpful because some heuristics were 
in a different category from what they expected. 
For example, some Game Story heuristics were 
located in the Game Play category and vice versa. 
The Violet team inspectors pointed out that Game 
Play heuristic number 8 (“Players discover the 
story as part of game play”) would belong to the 
Game Story category rather than the Game Play 
category, and that Game Story heuristic number 
6 (“Player experiences fairness of outcomes”) 
sounds more like a heuristic belonging to the Game 
Play category. There were also some overlapping 
heuristics in the set.

Another problem that the participants noticed 
was the descriptions of the heuristics, as they 
were presumably influenced by the game that 
was used as a basis during the development work. 
Some heuristics were seen to be too specific to 
apply in practice. In addition, the descriptions 
were not consistent in terms of wording and the 
level of generalization. Some heuristics clearly 
set requirements for the game design and state 
explicitly how the game should be designed. An 
example of this kind of a heuristic is Game Play 
heuristic number 3 (“Provide clear goals, present 
overriding goal clearly as well as short-term goals 
throughout the play”), whereas some heuristics 
are more like recommendations for designers. For 
example, Game Play heuristic number 5 (“The 
game is enjoyable to replay”) is a too general 
and subjective issue to evaluate with the expert-
based method. There were also some heuristics 
which were difficult to understand and apply 
during the evaluation. The participants pointed 

out Game Play heuristic number 10 (“The game 
is fun for the Player first, the designer second 
and the computer third. That is, if the non-expert 
player’s experience isn’t put first, excellent game 
mechanics and graphics programming triumphs 
are meaningless”) to be an example of such a 
heuristic. Finally, the participants commented 
that the current writing style and format makes 
understanding the heuristics more difficult because 
they are not consistent and are missing either a 
heading or a description.

Playability heuristics developed by Korhonen 
and Koivisto were not optimal either. Even though 
each heuristic clearly had the heading and the de-
scription, they were presented in two documents 
which made using them difficult. The first docu-
ment described the heuristics on a heading level, 
in a similar fashion to the other heuristic set. There 
was a separate document available that contained 
the descriptions and practical examples (Koivisto 
and Korhonen, 2006). Some descriptions were 
also long, and reading the entire description and 
examples was time-consuming. The participants 
commented that this playability heuristic set was 
in a better shape and the wording of the heuristics 
was more consistent and on a more generic level 
than in the other heuristic set. However, there 
were still some heuristics such as GP8 (“There are 
no repetitive or boring tasks”) and GP11 (“The 
game does not stagnate”) that sounded similar 
on the heading level and they could possibly be 
combined.

One suggestion was that heuristics could be 
organized on different levels inside one category. 
For example, high level usability problems would 
consist of more abstract heuristics which are ap-
plicable to a large number of games. Low level 
usability heuristics would be more focused on cer-
tain game genres as it has been noted that different 
genres have different problems (Pinelle, 2008b).
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evaluation Statistics

Surprisingly, there was very little consistency in 
reporting playability problems between the four 
teams. Only a few playability problems were iden-
tified by more than one team. Even teams with the 
same heuristic lists assigned different heuristics 
to a playability problem. The teams reported 69 
playability problems in total. 13 playability prob-
lems were reported by two or more teams and 52 
playability problems were uniquely reported by a 
single team. In addition, there were 13 duplicate 
playability problems (i.e. reported multiple times 
by a single team), but these problems have been 
excluded from the analysis. There was a difference 
between groups in how many playability problems 
they reported. Teams Orange 1 (O1) and Orange 
2 (O2) identified 13 and 12 playability problems 
respectively. Teams Violet 1 (V1) and Violet 2 
(V2) identified a substantially larger number 
of playability problems, 20 and 24 playability 
problems respectively.

Most problems reported by both teams were 
related to gameplay issues. Teams O1 and O2 
reported more than a half of the problems belong-
ing to this category. The second most common 
problem category was game usability. Playability 
problem distribution in the heuristic categories is 
illustrated in Table 1. It should be noted that the 
heuristic categories are not comparable because 
they contain different heuristics. In addition, some 

categories exist only in one playability heuristic 
set and those categories are left empty on the table 
in the other set.

Some user interface problems were due to the 
mobile phones the participants used. The game 
looked and sounded different on their devices, 
and there were some minor changes in the game 
content because of the smaller screen resolution 
and the memory capacity of the device.

The teams seemed to have difficulties in assign-
ing violated heuristics to the identified playability 
problems, and the participants commented that 
they could not always find a proper playability 
heuristic from the set. Especially for teams V1 
and V2, assigning a violated playability heuristic 
was difficult, and they left 30% of the playability 
problems open (Table 1). Teams O1 and O2 were 
able to do it more accurately, and they left only 
16% of reported playability problems open.

Usually the teams assigned only one violated 
heuristic per problem, but there were a few cases 
when they assigned several heuristics (Table 2). 
The teams reported nine playability problems to 
which they assigned several heuristics from the 
same category that the problem violated. Three of 
them were related to Game Usability and the rest 
were Gameplay problems. There were also three 
playability problems to which the teams assigned 
playability problems from different categories. 
These problems were combinations of Gameplay, 
Game Usability, and Game Story related issues.

Table 1. Playability problems concerning different heuristic categories 

Orange Violet

Teams O1 O2 Total % V1 V2 Total %

C
at

eg
or

ie
s

Game Usability 3 4 7 28% 6 3 9 20%

Gameplay 8 5 13 52% 3 11 14 32%

Mobility 1 0 1 4% - - - -

Game Story - - - - 1 2 3 7%

Game Mechanics - - - - 5 0 5 11%

Unassigned 1 3 4 16% 5 8 13 30%

Total 13 12 25 100% 20 24 44 100%
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Finding the same playability problems seemed 
to be difficult, and the majority of the playability 
problems (75%) are reported only by a single 
team (Figure 1). However, there was one play-
ability problem which all teams reported. The 
playability problem concerns player progression 
in the game. If Homer dies in the game, the 
player has to start all over from the beginning. 
Teams were also consistent when assigning the 
violated heuristic for this problem. Teams O1 and 
O2 assigned the gameplay heuristic GP14 (“The 
player does not lose any hard-won possessions”). 
In addition, Team O1 marked that the problem 
violated Gameplay heuristic GP8 (“There are no 
repetitive or boring tasks”). Teams V1 and V2 
also had a consensus on the violated heuristic. 
They assigned Game Story heuristic GS6 (“Play-
er experiences fairness of outcomes”) to describe 
the problem. In addition, team V1 assigned Game 
Play heuristic GP5 (“The game is enjoyable to 
replay”).

There were two problems that were identified 
by three teams. The first problem concerned 
navigation in the game world, due to the fact that 
the player gets lost very easily on the second 
level. The second problem was related to the game 
menu design. Even though the three teams iden-
tified the same problem, each team assigned a 
different heuristic to describe the problem or left 
the problem open. For the playability problems 
identified by two teams, there was hardly any 
consistency in the heuristics assigned. One ex-
planation for different evaluation results between 

teams O1 and O2 might be that team O1 reported 
very specific playability problems such as “catch-
ing the pig is hard and it is not clear how it should 
be done”, whereas team O2 reported more gen-
eral level problems like “the game is too linear 
and prone to stagnate” or “game features boring 
repetition without optional ways to advance”.

Similarly, teams V1 and V2 used quite different 
heuristics to describe the playability problems. 
Team V2 did not assign any playability problems 
to the Mechanics category, even though team V1 

Table 2. Assigning heuristics to playability problems 

Orange Teams Violet Teams

Count % Count %

H
eu

ris
tic

s

Single 12 48% 28 64%

Many Same Category 8 32% 1 2%

Many Different Category 1 4% 2 5%

Unassigned 4 16% 13 30%

Total 25 100% 44 1005

Figure 1. Playability problems reported by teams
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used Mechanics quite extensively. They found 
three playability problems that violated heuristic 
ME1 (“game should react in a consistent, chal-
lenging, and exciting way to the player’s actions 
(e.g., appropriate music with the action)”). In 
addition, they assigned two other heuristics from 
the Mechanics category to describe identified 
problems. Correspondingly, team V2 concluded 
that five playability problems violated Game Play 
heuristic GP2 (“provide consistency between 
the game elements and the overarching setting 
and story to suspend disbelief”), while team V1 
thought that none of their playability problems 
violated this heuristic.

Both teams reported playability problems with 
different abstraction levels. Team V1 identified 
both specific and general level problems, whereas 
team V2 concentrated on criticizing the illogical 
gameplay. Examples of such playability problems 
in the gameplay were “Barney opens up a gate 
when you bring him coffee” and “The player can 
only go through certain bushes”.

diScUSSion

The inspectors’ comments indicate that the expert 
review method is applicable to game evaluations. 
This supports earlier claims made by several re-
searchers (e.g. Desurvire et al., 2004; Korhonen 
and Koivisto, 2006; Laitinen 2006; Pinelle et al., 
2008a). The inspectors liked the method as it is 
not too time-consuming or laborious to execute. 
They thought that the method could also be used 
at earlier development phases, when there are 
only design sketches or low fidelity prototypes 
available. Playability heuristics, however, need 
to be developed further before the method can be 
widely adopted by the practitioners. Playability 
heuristics should be presented in a similar manner 
to how Nielsen (1994a) has presented traditional 
playability heuristics. Ling and Salvendy (2005) 
have also concluded that domain-specific heuris-

tic sets should be structured and they should not 
contain too many heuristics.

In this study, we used playability heuristic 
sets developed by Desurvire et al. (2004) and by 
Korhonen and Koivisto (2006). The study revealed 
that both heuristic sets need to be improved in order 
for them to be usable and easily understandable. 
The inspectors considered that there were too 
many heuristics in the set developed by Desurvire 
et al (2004). In addition, their organization into 
categories, as well as their descriptions, need to 
be developed further as they were inconsistent and 
overlapping. This was visible in the evaluation 
data, as the teams who used this heuristic set did 
not assign any violated heuristic to 30% of the 
identified playability problems.

The playability heuristic set developed by Ko-
rhonen and Koivisto (2006) was more consistent 
in wording and organization, but the inspectors 
thought that the heuristics should be accompanied 
by short and compact descriptions since the de-
scriptions were presented in a separate document.

In the study design, it is important to think 
about the hardware that will be used, since it can 
have remarkable influence on what kinds of play-
ability problems are reported. Especially mobile 
phones can be very different in their technical 
capabilities and there are many device generations 
on the market. We did not anticipate that the game 
would vary so much on different devices. In our 
study, the inspectors used their personal mobile 
phones in the evaluation and therefore, we did not 
have sufficient control over the hardware. Some 
teams reported playability problems which were 
somewhat specific for the device they used. These 
problems were related to the audio and the amount 
of content on the screen. Gray and Salzman (1998) 
call this as an internal validity problem.

In game evaluations, the inspectors seem to 
face similar challenges in identifying the same 
playability problems. This result is consistent with 
comparison studies conducted with productivity 
software. However, the results of this study are 
slightly better than those reported by Molich and 
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Dumas (2008). The majority of the playability 
problems (75%) were reported only by a single 
team. However, one playability problem was 
commonly reported by all four teams, and the 
violated heuristic was assigned consistently within 
the teams, as well. Furthermore, there were 12 
playability problems which were reported by at 
least two teams. It is an interesting question for 
future work why the inspectors do not identify 
the same problems in the game. Unlike produc-
tivity software, video games in general are quite 
linear at the beginning and the players are guided 
through first missions or levels by the game de-
sign (Adams and Rollings, 2007). Therefore, the 
inspectors should have gone through the same 
aspects of the game and presumably identified 
the same problems. The problem that all teams 
identified in this study was critical for the game 
experience, and this is probably the reason why 
it was reported. Further research is required to 
understand why the teams did not find the same 
playability problems.

There are several possible reasons for the in-
consistency of the problems reported. One obvious 
explanation is the inspector effect (Jacobsen et al., 
1998) and its influence on the results. It has been 
concluded in many previous evaluation studies of 
productivity software that evaluation results differ 
quite a lot because of this factor (e.g. Jacobsen et 
al., 1998; Molich and Dumas, 2008). In this study, 
our inspectors had different backgrounds, game 
design, and evaluation experience. Although we 
tried to balance teams in their evaluation experi-
ence and game design experience, it did not seem 
to be enough.

Another possible explanation for the inconsis-
tency might be the heuristic sets that the inspectors 
used in the study. The purpose of the heuristic sets 
is to guide the evaluation and remind the inspectors 
to pay attention to important aspects of playability. 
The results indicate that using the heuristic sets was 
not straightforward and the inspectors had some 
problems with them, which might also explain 
the difference in reported playability problems. 

However, one interesting observation from the 
data is that most of the playability problems that 
were reported by two or three teams included 
teams from both groups. There were only a few 
problems which were reported only by one group. 
Unfortunately, there is not sufficient data from 
this study to make any deeper analysis on how a 
playability heuristic set influences finding play-
ability problems in a video game.

Third possible explanation for this inconsis-
tency might be that the inspectors had a different 
baseline for reporting. Some teams mainly reported 
general problems, focusing on certain aspects 
of the game, while others reported very specific 
problems. In the Violet group, team V2 did not 
report any playability problems which would 
violate heuristics from the Mechanics category, 
whereas team V1 assigned five problems to this 
category. Correspondingly, team V1 assigned five 
playability problems to one Game Play heuristic 
which was not used by team V2 at all. Otherwise, 
the teams reported problems that violated a large 
number of playability heuristics from different 
categories. This difference is probably due to the 
evaluation experience that the teams had. In addi-
tion, we probably did not instruct the teams clearly 
enough on what kinds of issues they should pay 
attention to and how to report those findings. In 
future studies, there should be greater emphasis on 
the instructions for creating a problem reporting 
baseline as equal as possible.

One characteristic of the game evaluations is to 
think about the origin of the playability problem, 
and whether the problem is in the user interface or 
in the game content. This problem does not usually 
exist in productivity software evaluations, as the 
evaluation concerns only user interface aspects 
of the product. Evaluating the content and the 
user interface together has been studied on other 
domains (e.g Galagher et al., 2001). In our study, 
the inspectors identified 12 playability problems 
to which they assigned multiple heuristics, and in 
three cases they were from different categories. 
We do not know for sure why the inspectors did 
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it this way. They possibly did not have time to 
analyze the problem thoroughly to find the origin 
of the problem.

It was also noted that the inspectors should 
always be aware of the creative vision that the 
designers have and what is used as a design 
principle when designing a game. Typically, it 
also guides the experience that the designers want 
to create for the players (Pagulayan and Steury, 
2004). The evaluation should always be relative 
to this vision, because otherwise the inspectors 
might focus the evaluation incorrectly and point 
out issues which are contradicting to the vision. 
This further emphasizes the need for the designers 
and the inspectors to work in close cooperation.

In the future, we are planning to continue 
these comparison studies to find out the optimal 
set of playability heuristics. The shortcoming of 
this study was that we could not compare which 
playability heuristics are used to describe the 
same playability problems because there was too 
little data for this. In the next study, we should 
also eliminate internal validity errors, which were 
related to the inspectors’ experience in using the 
evaluation method, their familiarity with the play-
ability heuristics, and the devices that the inspec-
tors used in the evaluation. In addition, there is 
a need to think about a new presentation format 
for the heuristics, which would better support the 
evaluation. In the discussion, it became obvious 
that presenting heuristics as a list is not easily 
utilized during the evaluation. The heuristics could 
be improved by using keywords, color coding for 
the categories and presenting them in a compact 
format, such as cards, for example.

conclUSion

In this chapter, we have explored two different 
playability heuristic sets to discover their strengths 
and weaknesses when they are used to evaluate a 
mobile game using the expert review method. This 
kind of a comparison study has not been reported 

previously, although there are several playability 
heuristic sets available. The results indicate that 
both heuristic sets should be improved as there 
were problems in clarity and comprehensibility. 
This study is the first attempt to develop play-
ability heuristics that would help inspectors to 
conduct game evaluations, and to provide precise 
and relevant evaluation results when evaluating 
video games with an analytical evaluation method.
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KeY teRMS and deFinitionS

Expert Review: An analytical evaluation 
method in which experts conduct an evaluation. 
The experts have good knowledge of usability/
playability principles and they are preferably also 
experts in the domain.

Game Evaluation: Game evaluations assess 
playability or game experience of a game by us-
ing different evaluation methods. The methods 
can be either analytical evaluation methods or 
user testing.

Game Experience: An experience enabled by 
the game for the player. Usability and playability 
are game centric terms where as game experience 
is related to the experiential engagement between 
the player and the game.

Heuristics: Heuristics are guidelines, rule 
of thumb statements, which reflect the desirable 
aspects of a given product.

Playability: Playability is defined as aspects 
that relate to desirable aspects of a good game. The 
game has good playability when the user interface 
is intuitive and unobtrusive, so that the player 
can concentrate on playing the game. Gameplay 
includes, for example, game mechanics, narrative, 

and goals that the player tries to achieve. Fun and 
challenge are created by the gameplay; the game 
has good playability especially when the gameplay 
is understandable, balanced, suitably difficult, and 
engaging. In multiplayer games, players’ social 
interaction also affects playability.

Usability: The extent to which a product can 
be used by specified users to achieve specified 
goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfac-
tion in a specified context of use. Additionally, 
other factors such as learnability, memorability 
and error prevention can be also considered to be 
part of usability.

Video Game: A type of game existing as and 
controlled by software, run by a device with video 
terminal and played with an interaction interface.

endnoteS

1  http://www.usabilityfirst.com/glossary/
term_657.txl

2  http://mgsuserresearch.com/
3  http://www.eamobile.com/Web/mobile-

games/the-simpsons-minutes-to-meltdown
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aPPendiX 1. eValUation HeURiSticS bY deSURViRe et al. (2004)

ID Category Description

GP 1 Game Play Player’s fatigue is minimized by varying activities and pacing during game play.

GP 2 Game Play Provide consistency between the game elements and the overarching setting and story to suspend disbelief.

GP 3 Game Play Provide clear goals, present overriding goal early as well as short-term goals throughout play.

GP 4 Game Play There is an interesting and absorbing tutorial that mimics the game play.

GP 5 Game Play The game is enjoyable to replay.

GP 6 Game Play Game should be balanced with multiple ways to win.

GP 7 Game Play Player is taught skills early that you expect the players to use later, or right before the new skill is needed.

GP 8 Game Play Players discover the story as part of game play.

GP 9 Game Play Even if the game cannot be modeless, it should be perceived as modeless.

GP 10 Game Play The game is fun for the player first, the designer second and the computer third. That is, if the non-expert 
player’s experience isn’t put first, excellent game mechanics and graphics programming triumphs are 
meaningless.

GP 11 Game Play Player should not experience being penalized repetitively for the same failure.

GP 12 Game Play Player’s should perceive a sense of control and impact onto the game world. The game world reacts to the 
player and remembers their passage through it. Changes the player makes in the game world are persistent 
and noticeable if they back-track to where they’ve been before.

GP 13 Game Play The first player action is painfully obvious and should result in immediate positive feedback.

GP 14 Game Play The game should give rewards that immerse the player more deeply in the game by increasing their 
capabilities (power-up), and expanding their ability to customize.

GP 15 Game Play Pace the game to apply pressure but not frustrate the player. Vary the difficulty level so that the player 
has greater challenges as they develop mastery. Easy to learn, hard to master.

GP 16 Game Play Challenges are positive game experiences, rather than negative experience (results in their wanting to 
play more, rather than quitting).

GS 1 Game Story Player understands the storyline as a single consistent vision.

GS 2 Game Story Player is interested in the storyline. The story experience relates to their real life and grabs their interest.

GS 3 Game Story The player spends time thinking about possible story outcomes.

GS 4 Game Story The player feels as though the world is going on whether their character is there or not.

GS 5 Game Story The player has a sense of control over their character and is able to use tactics and strategies.

GS 6 Game Story Player experiences fairness of outcomes.

GS 7 Game Story The game transports the player into a level of personal involvement emotionally (e.g., scare, threat, thrill, 
reward, punishment) and viscerally (e.g., sounds of environment).

GS 8 Game Story Player is interested in the character because (1) they are like me, (2) they are interesting to me, (3) the 
characters develop as action occurs.

GM 1 Game Mechanics Game should react in a consistent, challenging, and exciting way to the player’s actions (e.g., appropriate 
music with the action).

GM 2 Game Mechanics Make effects of the Artificial Intelligence (AI) clearly visible to the player by ensuring they are consistent 
with the player’s reasonable expectations of the AI actor.

GM 3 Game Mechanics A player should always be able to identify their score/status in the game.

GM 4 Game Mechanics Mechanics/controller actions have consistently mapped and learnable responses.

GM 5 Game Mechanics Shorten the learning curve by following the trends set by the gaming industry to meet user’s expectations.

GM 6 Game Mechanics Controls should be intuitive and mapped in a natural way; they should be customizable and default to 
industry standard settings.

GM 7 Game Mechanics Player should be given controls that are basic enough to learn quickly yet expandable for advanced options.
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Comparing Two Playability Heuristic Sets with Expert Review Method

ID Category Description

GU 1 Game Usability Provide immediate feedback for user actions.

GU 2 Game Usability The player can easily turn the game off and on, and be able to save games in different states.

GU 3 Game Usability The player experiences the user interface as consistent (in control, color, typography, and dialog design) 
but the game play is varied.

GU 4 Game Usability The player should experience the menu as part of the game.

GU 5 Game Usability Upon initially turning the game on the player has enough information to start playing.

GU 6 Game Usability Players should be given context-sensitive help while playing so that they do not get stuck or have to rely 
on a manual.

GU 7 Game Usability Sounds from the game provide meaningful feedback or stir a particular emotion.

GU 8 Game Usability Players do not need to use a manual to play the game.

GU 9 Game Usability The interface should be as non-intrusive to the player as possible.

GU 10 Game Usability Make the menu layers well-organized and minimalist to the extent that the menu options are intuitive.

GU 11 Game Usability Get the player involved quickly and easily with tutorials and/or progressive or adjustable difficulty levels.

GU 12 Game Usability Art should be recognizable to the player, and speak to its function.
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Comparing Two Playability Heuristic Sets with Expert Review Method

aPPendiX 2. eValUation HeURiSticS bY KoRHonen and KoiViSto (2006)

ID Category Description

GU 1 Game Usability Audiovisual representation supports the game.

GU 2 Game Usability Screen layout is efficient and visually pleasing.

GU 3 Game Usability Device UI and game UI are used for their own purpose.

GU 4 Game Usability Indicators are visible.

GU 5 Game Usability The player understands terminology.

GU 6 Game Usability Navigation is consistent, logical and minimalist.

GU 7 Game Usability Control keys are consistent and follow standard conventions.

GU 8 Game Usability Game controls are convenient and flexible.

GU 9 Game Usability The game gives feedback on the player’s actions.

GU 10 Game Usability The player cannot make irreversible errors.

GU 11 Game Usability The player does not have to memorize things unnecessarily.

GU 12 Game Usability The game contains help.

MO 1 Game Mobility The game and play sessions can be started quickly.

MO 2 Game Mobility The game accommodates to the surroundings.

MO 3 Game Mobility Interruptions are handled reasonably.

GP 1 Gameplay The game provides clear goals or supports player created goals.

GP 2 Gameplay The player sees the progress in the game and can compare the results.

GP 3 Gameplay The players are rewarded and rewards are meaningful.

GP 4 Gameplay The player is in control.

GP 5 Gameplay Challenge, strategy, and pace are in balance.

GP 6 Gameplay The first-time experience is encouraging.

GP 7 Gameplay The game-story supports the gameplay and is meaningful.

GP 8 Gameplay There are no repetitive or boring tasks.

GP 9 Gameplay The players can express themselves.

GP 10 Gameplay The game supports different playing styles.

GP 11 Gameplay The game does not stagnate.

GP 12 Gameplay The game is consistent.

GP 13 Gameplay The game uses orthogonal unit differentiation (units in the game should be designed so that they are 
functionally different)

GP 14 Gameplay The player does not lose any hard won possessions.
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ABSTRACT 
Selecting an evaluation method for product evaluations depends 
on many issues, such as the development stage of the product, 
time schedule, resources, and money that can be invested on the 
evaluation. The user testing and expert review methods are 
probably the most common ones when productivity software is 
being evaluated. Conducting a playtesting with players is 
commonly used by game designers, but the expert review method 
has not received that much attention, although it has proven to be 
an efficient and useful method. In this paper, we present a 
comparison study of the playtesting and expert review methods in 
mobile game evaluation. Our objective is to compare the 
effectiveness of the expert review method with playtesting. 
Results indicate that the expert review method is able to identify 
playability problems as accurately as playtesting, but in addition, 
it identifies problems that are crucial for the playability of the 
game. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
H5.2. Information interfaces and presentation (e.g., HCI): User 
Interfaces, Evaluation/methodology.  

General Terms 
Measurement, Experimentation, Human Factors 

Keywords 
Evaluation method, Expert Review, Playtesting, Playability 
Heuristics, Comparison Study. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
HCI researchers have developed multiple evaluation methods for 
testing the usability of productivity software. Selecting a method 
is not only about the method itself, but it also depends on other 
attributes such as resources, time, and money that can be invested 
on the evaluation. There are basically two mainstreams of 
evaluation methods: the user testing and inspection methods. In 
user testing, persons from a target user group interact with a 
product, and their behavior and experiences are collected either 

automatically or by observers. Even though this method enables 
developers to see how the product is used and perceived by the 
target users, arranging a user testing is time and resource 
consuming [25]. 
There are multiple inspection methods available that can be used 
for product evaluations. Nielsen calls these inspection methods 
discount methods, since they do not usually include users from 
the target user group, but the evaluation is conducted by experts 
[13]. The most popular inspection method is the expert review 
method (a.k.a. Heuristic Evaluation) developed by Nielsen and 
Molich [20]. In this method, usability experts evaluate a product 
by using usability heuristics (e.g. [18]) as principles to check the 
user interface of the product. The benefit of the expert review 
method is that it is fast, and knowledgeable experts can conduct 
an evaluation within couple of hours by using functional 
prototypes, low-fidelity prototypes (i.e. paper mockups) or even 
concept and interaction descriptions. 
Despite its popularity in productivity software evaluations, the 
expert review method has not received much attention among 
game designers, or at least the usage of the method has not been 
reported extensively. In game design literature, focus groups and 
playtesting are mentioned frequently as evaluation methods for 
evaluating game designs [7], [24], [26]. Recently, game 
researchers have started to develop the expert review method for 
game evaluations [3], [6], [10], [23], and their focus has been in 
developing required heuristics. Comparing different evaluation 
methods in game evaluations has not been studied extensively. 
Games differ in many respects from productivity software, which 
should be taken into account when applying evaluation methods 
developed for productivity software evaluations to game 
evaluations. Pagulayan et al. describe differences between games 
and productivity software [14]. According to them, productivity 
applications are tools, and the design intention is to make tasks 
easier, efficient, less error-prone, and increase the quality of the 
results. Games, instead, are intended to be pleasurable to play and 
sufficiently challenging in order to provide a good gaming 
experience. In addition, learning the goals, strategies and tactics 
to succeed in a game is part of the fun [14]. The intention of the 
game evaluation is to reduce the obstacles of fun, rather than the 
obstacles of accomplishments. This is a remarkable difference 
compared to productivity software evaluation, which focuses on 
the efficiency and ease of use of the product. 
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otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, 
requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. 
Fun and Games 2010, September 15-17, 2010, Leuven, Belgium. 
Copyright 2010 ACM 978-1-60558-907-7/10/09…$10.00. 
 

The contribution of the paper to the game research domain is that 
it provides empirical results on how the expert review method 
results correspond to playtesting results. In this study, we 
evaluated a mobile game by using two methods, and the results 
indicate that the expert review method very accurately identifies 
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the playability problems that came up in playtesting. Therefore, 
using the expert review method should be included in the 
evaluation method toolbox of game designs, and could be used to 
evaluate playability problems in games.  

2. RELATED WORK 
In this section, we review some studies that have applied the user 
testing and expert review methods to evaluating productivity 
software or web pages, and have compared evaluation results. 
Then we take a look at published game evaluations that have used 
several evaluation methods to evaluate digital games. 

2.1 Comparative Productivity Software 
Evaluations 
Karat [17], (p.204) describes that the number of identified 
usability problems and their type is one of the issues that define 
the usefulness of an evaluation method when comparing different 
evaluation methods. Molich et al. have conducted a series of 
comparative usability evaluations to find out what kinds of 
usability problems are found in the same application or web page 
[14]. In these studies, voluntary usability teams plan and conduct 
an evaluation of an application or web site by using the method 
they prefer and report results. Molich et al. found that the 
correspondence of the results is not very high, since 75% of the 
identified usability problems were reported only by a single team 
[14]. Doubleday et al. have reported that in their study, 39 % of 
usability problems that were identified in the user testing were not 
discovered in the heuristic evaluation [2]. 
Desurvire [17], (p.175) states that if the majority of identified 
problems are minor problems and there are more problems 
identified than in the laboratory test, an inspection method should 
not be considered very useful. The results from Jeffries et al. [5] 
showed that the heuristic evaluation method identified the most 
usability problems and more of the serious problems. However, 
the results of the study are inconclusive because different 
evaluation methods seemed to identify different usability 
problems. The overlap of the identified problems was only 10-15 
percent between the methods [17], (p.210). Other researchers 
have reported similar results when evaluating productivity 
software.  Desurvire reported that in their study, usability experts 
found 44 percent of usability problems that also occurred in the 
usability testing [17], (p.185). Karat reported that in their study, a 
third of the significant usability problems were identified with all 
methods. Gray and Salzman have criticized that many of these 
older studies contain errors in the experiment design, resulting in 
the fact that conclusions drawn from the data are not reliable or 
valid [8]. They state that the experiment should be designed very 
carefully to achieve reliable and comparable results. 
There are at least three reasons to why evaluation results are 
different. First, in some studies, the evaluated product was not the 
same. Desurvire et al. reported that the user testing was conducted 
with the real system, whereas usability experts evaluated a set of 
flowchart diagrams of the system [17], (p.181). Another reason is 
that tasks or scenarios that are used in the evaluation are not the 
same. Molich et al. allowed each evaluation team to develop their 
own set of tasks, and the result was that almost half of the tasks 
were unique and used only by one team [14]. The third reason for 
different results is the “evaluator effect” [4]. Nielsen and Molich 
also reported that, regardless of the same background, the 
correlation between the numbers of usability problems identified 

by individual evaluators was not high. Nielsen [13] (p.59) 
concluded that it is preferable to use usability specialists to 
conduct evaluations, and for optimal performance, they should be 
double experts1. Recruiting double experts to conduct an 
evaluation is not an easy task, and therefore, it is a tempting idea 
to use actual end users as evaluators. However, research results 
indicate that this does not work, since the users do not have the 
required knowledge and understanding of usability principles [13] 
(p.59). Muller et al. propose the Participatory Heuristic 
Evaluation method, in which end users participate in the heuristic 
evaluation [10]. This is reasonable when end users are members 
of the development team. 

Recent studies have indicated that both user testing and expert 
review can provide similar kinds of results. Molich and Dumas 
have studied how the usability testing and expert review methods 
compare. The results from this study show that the expert review 
method can provide valuable results in terms of identified 
problems when compared to user testing [13]. 

2.2 Game Evaluations 
User testing or playtesting is the most popular evaluation method, 
and it is also described as the main evaluation method for game 
designers in game design literature [7], [24], [26]. Pagulayan et al. 
have conducted playtesting by using open-ended tasks. The 
purpose of these tests is to gather data on how players prioritize 
tasks and goals in the game [14]. They can also reveal how 
players understand the game mechanics or controls in the game. 
Analytical evaluation methods and their potential applications to 
game evaluations have also been studied. The main focus of these 
studies has been to develop heuristics that are used during the 
evaluation [3], [10], [23]. More recently, a comparison study for 
evaluating two heuristic sets has also been conducted [11]. Baauw 
et al. have introduced an analytical expert evaluation method 
called the Structured Expert Evaluation Method (SEEM). Instead 
of using heuristics, the method includes a set of questions based 
on previous work from Norman and Malone [2]. This method has 
been used to evaluate games for children. 
There is also increasing interest towards using automatic 
recording of interaction with the game systems to evaluate 
playability issues and gaming experience. Kim et al. have 
introduced the TRUE system which records data streams 
combining events of interest, contextual information and 
subjective opinions of the players to get a holistic view of what is 
happening in the game and possible problems the players have in 
playing the game [9]. Drachen and Canossa have also presented 
an instrumentation system that is used at IO Interactive [4]. This 
system collects various data from the play session. These kinds of 
systems are excellent tools for gathering very detailed information 
about player behavior in the game. 
Studies on the comparison of different methods in game 
evaluations are very minimal. Laitinen has conducted a usability 
expert evaluation and user testing in a case study of a computer 
game [8]. The expert evaluation used traditional usability 
heuristics originally defined by Nielsen and Molich [12]. In the 
user testing, moderators introduced the game to the players and 

                                                                 
1 The evaluator has knowledge of general usability principles as 

well as product domain and task flows of the end users. 
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explained the background story and the starting point of the game. 
Players played the game for one and the half hours, and for the 
last 15 minutes, a cheat mode was activated in order to evaluate 
features that were not directly available for the players. The 
results do not directly indicate how well the results of the 
evaluation methods correspond to each other. However, Laitinen 
concluded that both methods provide useful data and identified 
problems in the design that were new to game developers [12]. 
Desurvire et al. performed a comparative evaluation of a 
computer game using both heuristic evaluation and playtesting 
[3]. Heuristics that they used in the inspection were specifically 
designed for game evaluations. One playability expert performed 
the heuristic evaluation. The two-hour playtesting was arranged 
with four players. The evaluation was conducted with an early 
prototype of the game. Results of the study indicate that both 
methods identify similar kinds of playability problems. The 
playtesting identified specific problems in the interface, whereas 
the expert evaluation identified general interface design issues. 

3. The Study 
The objective of the study was to compare the playtesting and 
expert review methods and to see how much evaluation results 
differ when they are used to evaluate a mobile game. The expert 
review was conducted before the playtesting. The author analyzed 
evaluation data after both evaluations were finished. 

3.1 The Mobile Game 
The mobile game was a commercial 3D action/puzzle game that 
can be played on smart phones. The game was a new version of 
one of the first games that started gaming on mobile phones. 
Therefore, evaluators and players who participated in the 
playtesting were familiar with the game concept. The evaluators 
and four out of six players have played the previous version of the 
game. The game was still under development, but the evaluated 
version was launched for beta testing, which means that all 
features of the game were implemented and it could be played on 
a target device [15]. This allowed the game to be evaluated 
thoroughly and the evaluation sessions were realistic. Both 
evaluations were conducted by using the same version of the 
game. The evaluators and the players used Nokia N73 mobile 
phones to play the game. 

3.2 The Expert Review of the Game 
The expert review was conducted by two playability experts and 
it followed recommended procedure [21], [19]. The evaluators 
were selected based on their expertise in conducting game 
evaluations and productivity software evaluations. In addition, 
both the evaluators play different mobile games regularly, which 
gave them expertise with mobile games. They were also familiar 
with the playability heuristics (See Appendix A) that are 
specifically designed for evaluating mobile games [10]. 
The evaluators did not belong to the development team of the 
game, and they did not have any previous experience with the 
game prior to the evaluation session. This provided a realistic 
context for the evaluators, and it resembled the situation that 
players will face when they get a new game for their device. The 
evaluators were instructed both to explore the user interface of the 
game and to try to complete as many levels as they could during 
the evaluation session. The instructions did not include tasks or 

scenarios that the evaluators should follow, but they were free to 
explore the game as they liked. 
The evaluation started from the moment when the evaluators 
launched the game for the first time. First, the evaluators 
examined the game menu and general settings of the game and 
walked through the first levels that served as a tutorial for the 
game. Identified playability problems were written down briefly 
and the violated heuristic was assigned. The purpose was to keep 
the paper work of the evaluation to a minimum during the first 
moments, because it would otherwise disturb the evaluators’ 
gaming experience. However, it is extremely important to record 
these first impressions with the game, because a player will learn 
and adapt quickly to design problems and valuable information is 
lost, if it is not recorded immediately. 
As the evaluation continued, the evaluators focused thoroughly on 
both game usability and gameplay issues of the game. Sometimes 
the evaluators needed to play some levels several times before 
they could complete them. However, this also allowed them to 
explore the possibilities of the game and try out different 
strategies and playing styles.  
The evaluation continued until the time required for finding new 
playability issues increased dramatically. This was based on the 
evaluators’ own judgment. After that, the evaluators walked 
through identified playability problems one by one and discussed 
about their findings. The identified playability problems were 
clarified and duplicates were removed from a combined list. 
Finally, a violated heuristic and severity of the playability 
problem were assigned. Recommendations to fix the playability 
problems were documented as a final step of the evaluation. 
The expert review session took approximately 3-4 hours including 
the evaluation of the game, discussion between the evaluators, 
and documenting the findings. Time reserved for playing the 
game was approximately one hour. The evaluators did not finish 
the whole game, but they completed the first eight levels. 

3.3 The Playtesting of the Game 
The playtesting was conducted in a usability laboratory and one 
participant was playing the game at a time. Six players were 
recruited for the evaluation. One participant out of the six was 
female. The average age of the players was 30 years, ranging 
from 26 to 35. All participants were experienced mobile phone 
users and they had played mobile games to some extent. Only two 
players played mobile games frequently. Others can be 
categorized as casual players of mobile games, which was the 
target population of the evaluated game. 
The procedure of the playtesting followed the standard procedure 
of user testing (e.g. [5], [25]). In the beginning, the moderator 
instructed a player on how to think aloud during the session and 
collected background information. After that, the player was 
allowed to start playing the game. The moderator observed the 
game session and how the player played the game. The moderator 
also asked questions to verify his observations during the 
evaluation session. There was also another observer in an 
observation room to make notes from the game session. The 
session lasted 60-90 minutes including the introduction phase, 
playing the game, and a post-test interview. The time for playing 
the game was approximately 60 minutes, and the difference in the 
total time was caused by the length of the post-test interview 
which consisted of open-ended questions and a questionnaire. 
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Although the playtesting was similar to standard user testing, 
there was one significant difference. Instead of using specific or 
predefined tasks, the players were instructed with a single open-
ended task which was formulated as follows:  
 “Play the game as you would play it on your own. The moderator 
will ask you questions and tell you when to stop.” 
The same method is also used in game evaluations at Microsoft 
Games User-Testing Group [22]. The open-ended task does not 
instruct a player to perform or achieve anything in particular, or to 
play the game in a certain way. Instead, it allows the moderator to 
observe whether a player understands the goals and other aspects 
in the game. In our opinion, this makes the evaluation session 
more realistic and it also corresponds to the situation where the 
experts were playing the game. 
The playtesting sessions were video recorded for later analysis. 
The recording system consisted of two cameras and a video 
mixer. One camera was recording the facial expressions and body 
movements of the participant, and another camera was mounted to 
a mobile phone to capture events of the screen and interaction 
with a keypad (Figure 1). During the sessions, the video stream 
was also transmitted to a monitor located in front of the 
moderator. This enabled the moderator to have a clear visibility of 
the content on the screen and observe the player’s actions without 
disturbing them. Having the moderator next to the player also 
allowed for natural conversation during the test session. 
 

 
Figure 1. A mini camera mounted to a mobile phone (The 
mobile phone differs from the actual device used during the 
playtesting) 

3.4 The combined analysis of the evaluation 
results 
Our main research question for the study was how well an expert 
evaluation and playtesting can identify the same playability 
problems in the game. In order to do this, we harmonized findings 
from both evaluations. In the analysis phase, all playability 
problems were analyzed one by one and duplicates were removed. 
We then categorized the remaining problems according to our 
playability heuristics and severity rankings. Finally, results from 

both evaluations were cross-checked to ensure that the same 
playability problems were recorded equally. 

4. Results 
In this section, we describe results from both the expert review 
and playtesting and go through the differences that were found 
from the results. 

4.1 Playability problems 
The number of playability problems reported by the two 
evaluation methods was quite similar. Six playtesting sessions 
reported 46 playability problems altogether, whereas the 
combined list of playability problems from two experts contained 
32 playability problems. There were both common problems and 
unique problems reported by a single method.  
The combined list of playability problems from both evaluations 
contains 53 playability problems. We did not include playability 
problems violating mobility heuristics in the analysis, because 
those were reported only by the two playability experts. 
Evaluating mobility aspects during the playtesting would have 
made the test sessions more complicated. In addition, we 
excluded all positive observations from the analysis, as those 
were only reported by the experts and they do not contribute to 
the problem identification of the game. Hence, the analysis 
contains playability issues related to user interface and gameplay 
of the game. 
Both evaluations were heavily user interface oriented, as 70% of 
the reported playability problems concerned user interface issues 
and 30% of the problems were identified as gameplay problems. 
Figure 2 shows problems categorized by the playability heuristics 
they violated. An interesting observation from the reported 
problems is that both evaluation methods reported 20 user 
interface problems, and in addition, playtesting reported 17 user 
interface problems. The expert review did not report any user 
interface related playability problems that would not have been 
reported by the playtesting. 
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Figure 2. Playability problems categorized by violated 
heuristics 
When looking at playability problems related to gameplay, we 
can see some differences in what kinds of problems were 
reported. There are 16 playability problems in total. Five 
playability problems are reported by both methods, seven 
problems are reported by two playability experts, and four 
problems are reported in the playtesting (Table 1). 
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Table 1. The number of playability problems and their 
severity identified by different evaluation methods 

Major Medium Minor Major Medium Minor Total
Common 9 10 1 3 2 0 25
Experts Only 0 0 0 3 4 0 7
Players Only 0 7 10 1 2 1 21

53

Game Usability Gameplay

 
Although 47% of the playability problems of the game were 
reported by both evaluation methods, there seem to be lots of 
playability problems that were reported independently from the 
other method (Figure 3). This provides an interesting starting 
point for viewing the differences between the results in more 
detail, as well as possible causes of these differences. 

Players Only
40%

Both
47%

Expert Only
13%

 
Figure 3. Playability problems identified by different methods 

4.2 Playtesting Findings 
Both evaluation methods focused on user interface issues, and 
70% of the reported problems belonged to this category. The 
playtesting reported several user interface problems that were not 
discovered by the playability experts. When looking at these 
problems in detail, the first observation is that the majority of 
these problems seem to be quite player specific. The playtesting 
reported 21 playability problems in total that only players 
encountered (Table 1). However, in 81% of the cases (17 
problems) only one out of six players encountered the problem. 
Furthermore, the problems did not seem to be severe, since the 
severity ranking of the problems was either medium or minor. 10 
problems were rated as minor problems, indicating that someone 
finds them disturbing, but they do not really affect the player 
experience. Seven problems were rated medium, meaning that 
players initially find them disturbing, but once the players learned 
them, they are not problematic anymore. Examples of such 
playability problems are visualization and terminology issues and 
difficulties with control keys.  
However, there were a couple of playability problems that were 
reported by several players. Since there were only six players 
participating to the playtesting, a problem reported by more than 
one player can be a significant issue and problematic to a larger 
player population as well. Two of them were ranked minor 
problems, whereas one problem had medium severity. 
Two players had problems with in-game instructions, because 
they did not explain the purpose of some special items in the 
game clearly enough and the items were introduced to the players 
too early. The players tried to find these items on basic levels, 

even though they were available only on advanced levels. The 
playability experts did not consider this as a problem. 
Three players had difficulties in understanding one visualization 
effect that was used in the game. When the player completed the 
level or a game character died, the screen went into grayscale 
mode. The players misinterpreted this to be some sort of special 
mode, because the game character was still moving in the game 
world and the player could control the character awhile. The 
playability experts did not point out this specific problem, 
because there were other problems affecting in this situation at the 
same time. The problem was ranked with minor severity. 
The most severe playability problem concerning the user interface 
was related to indicators that were used to present essential game 
information to the player. Five out of six players had difficulties 
in recognizing indicators for the time limit, level progress and 
special abilities indicators on the screen. Fortunately, players 
learned these indicators during the game session, but they were 
not clear from the beginning, and it had a tremendous impact on 
their gaming performance. Usually, players started to investigate 
what these indicators meant once the moderator had noticed the 
possible problem and asked about it from the players. We were 
curious as to why playability experts did not report this problem, 
because it seemed like an obvious problem that should have been 
reported. The playability experts said that they did not consider 
the visualization of the indicators problematic, because it took 
only a short time for them to learn what they meant in the game. 
From the gameplay, the players reported one particularly 
interesting problem that the playability experts did not report. 
Three players had problems in recognizing a new long-term goal, 
which was different than the long-term goal in the previous 
version of the game. Instead of having the game character avoid 
any obstacles in the game world, the players’ main task is to 
maintain the energy level of the game character while performing 
short term goals (e.g. collecting items). The player can gain or 
lose energy by hitting obstacles in the game world. In addition, 
without new energy supplies, the energy level will drain slowly. 
In the previous version of the game, hitting an obstacle is lethal 
and the game character is self-sustained. The players did not 
notice this change and they were puzzled as to why the game 
character seemed to die without a reason. Other player-reported 
gameplay issues were mostly opinions rather than actual 
playability problems. 

4.3 Expert Findings 
Playability problems that were reported by the experts only were 
all related to the gameplay. The playability experts reported seven 
problems that were not discovered by the players (Table 2). Three 
of those problems were ranked as critical, but they were 
discovered from the levels that the players never played during 
the play session. However, it is very likely that these problems 
will materialize when the players reach those levels. The 
probability of encountering those problems is high, because they 
are all related to basic game mechanics. Two of these problems 
are related to collectable items in the game world. The game 
requires that items on some levels must be collected in a certain 
order, and if a player fails to do that, completing the level is 
impossible. These limitations will restrict the player’s choice to 
complete a level and they may cause the game to stagnate. The 
third gameplay problem is related to substantially increased 
difficulty in the middle of the level. The game requires very 
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accurate navigation in order to collect items sequentially, and the 
pace of the game is temporarily increased at the same time. The 
actual problem is that the collectable items are possibly misplaced 
in the game world, and the input devices of the mobile phone do 
not enable the navigation accuracy needed on the level. 
Other four playability problems discovered by the experts were 
related to the goals, rewards, and challenge of the game. The 
severity ranking of these problems was medium. The playability 
experts reported two problems related to the goals of the game. 
The game has a short term goal, which gives a special bonus if a 
player manages to collect all bonus items from the levels. 
However, these items are permanently attached to specific levels, 
and if a player starts a play session other than the first level, it is 
not possible to collect all bonus items and thus get the bonus.  
The second problem with the goals was related to conflicting 
short term goals. The primary goal of the player is to avoid 
collision with obstacles which are not energy supplies, and to 
collect items in the game world. In the current version, this goal 
alone is a challenging task for the player. However, each level 
also includes a time limit, and the player fails if the time runs out 
before all items are collected. The reason why these two goals are 
conflicting is that controlling the game character to avoid 
collisions and collecting items is time consuming, and the player 
cannot really hurry up actions that need to be completed. 
The playability problem related to the rewards of the game is that 
a good high score can only be achieved by playing levels in 
sequence and starting from level one. Completing more advanced 
levels does not give significantly more points than easier levels, 
and it is easier to complete easy levels than to try to play more 
difficult levels. The lack of proper rewards on the advanced levels 
can reduce the motivation of the player. 
The playability problem related to challenge was found on the 
level that players never reached in the playtesting. The level 
contained an enemy which could destroy the game character 
instantly. This was unexpected feature, because the game 
character has an energy level and hitting an obstacle or an enemy 
will always decrease the energy level, but never drain it 
completely. Therefore, encountering such a strong enemy sounds 
like an unbalanced game feature and thus, it was reported. 

4.4 Effectiveness of Evaluation Sessions 
In playtesting, the participants’ performance in terms of 
evaluation efficiency and how many playability problems they 
encountered was quite similar. On average, one session reported 
20.17 (σ 2.23) playability problems and tendency was towards 
critical problems than minor problems (Table 2). 

Table 2. Distribution of identified playability problems 

Mean SD
Major 9.33 2.07
Medium 8.33 1.03
Minor 2.50 0.55  

When evaluating the efficiency of the playability experts, we 
compared the average number of players who encountered a 
playability problem in playtesting which was also reported by the 
experts to those problems that were only reported by the players. 
The independent t-test indicates that there is a statistically 
significant difference in means, t(43)=2.02, p<0.01.  

5. Discussion 
Recent studies indicate that both the expert review and user 
testing have provided similar kinds of results [13], [27]. Our 
results also show that the expert review and playtesting identified 
playability problems quite consistently. There were altogether 53 
playability problems identified from the game. 70% of them were 
related to user interface aspects such as visualization, feedback 
and controls, and 30% of the playability problems were related to 
gameplay issues. Distribution between the user interface and 
gameplay problems corresponds to the previous study [6]. One 
probable reason for this is that evaluating user interface issues is 
easier than finding gameplay, issues because problems in 
information visualization, feedback and navigation are apparent to 
both the players and the experts. An interesting observation from 
the results is that the expert review identified fewer problems than 
playtesting. Usually, Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) 
literature states that the expert review method tends to find more 
problems than user testing  [13] (p.56), and quite many of them 
are false alarms that are not verified in the user testing [16], [11]. 
In this study, the expert review method was very well able to 
predict playability issues that cause problems for players. Both 
evaluation methods jointly reported 20 playability problems from 
the user interface of the game. Nine problems were ranked as 
critical problems, and 10 problems had medium severity. This 
indicates that both methods have found the most serious problems 
from the user interface. In addition, the playtesting identified 17 
user interface problems. However, a detailed analysis of these 
problems indicated that usually only one out of six players 
encountered these problems, and more than half of them were 
ranked as minor in the severity classification. 
For gameplay related issues, the diversity of the problems was 
greater. Both methods identified 5 common playability problems 
in the gameplay. Three of them were major problems, and 5-6 
players encountered problems which were also reported by the 
experts. Two other gameplay problems were ranked with medium 
severity. In addition to jointly reported problems, the playability 
experts reported seven additional problems. During the evaluation 
session, the experts were able to progress further in the game, and 
they uncovered playability problems from levels that players 
never played in the playtesting. In addition, the experts uncovered 
playability problems related to goals and rewards that were not 
identified by the players. Reporting these kinds of problems can 
be regarded as specific benefit of the expert review method, 
because they require that the game is played repeatedly and the 
game mechanics are explored systematically.  
The playtesting reported four playability problems that were not 
identified by the experts. One of them is a particularly interesting 
problem, because the players had difficulties understanding the 
long-term goal of the game as it conflicted with their previous 
experience of the earlier versions of the game. The game 
designers had dramatically altered the behavior of the game 
character and what the player must do to keep the character alive. 
The playability experts did not report such problem, because it 
was not directly related to the current game design. Of course, the 
experts should consider the previous experience and knowledge of 
the target users and how it might influence on gaming experience, 
but in this case, it was not a problem that everybody would face 
when playing the game. During the playtesting, half of the players 
reported this particular problem. 
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The results of our study indicate that expert review is an efficient 
evaluation method for evaluating the playability of mobile games, 
and the method can be used to complement results from 
playtesting. In our study, the evaluation procedure was similar in 
both cases, which will make the comparison of the results 
feasible. In both evaluations, the experts and players were able to 
play the game as they would normally do. We did not give any 
specific tasks that should be completed during the evaluation, but 
they were allowed to explore the game world as they would like 
to. Games, in general, are quite linear at the beginning and players 
are guided through the first missions or levels by the game design 
[1]. Therefore, the progress of the expert review will correspond 
to the progress of the players, and the experts can explore issues 
that are possibly problematic for players. 
There are several advantages to using experts to evaluate game 
design instead of inviting players for playtesting sessions. Quite 
often, the playability experts have required domain expertise 
which is recommended by literature when recruiting evaluators 
[18]. The evaluators may belong to the target audience of the 
game, and playing games regularly will provide good baseline 
knowledge of different games. This is also a distinguishing aspect 
when compared to productivity software evaluations, where 
finding a domain experts can be much harder. 
Another advantage of using playability experts is that although 
they are playing the game, their main focus is still in the 
evaluation, and they are analyzing their own behavior in order to 
identify possible playability problems in the game design. In this 
evaluation mode, they are more sensitive to recognizing problems 
and writing them down immediately. In playtesting, players are 
focusing on playing the game and more easily immersed by the 
gameplay. In this mode, they do not necessarily recognize 
problems they are facing, but instead they try to overcome them. 
This is a contradicting situation, since the main focus should be in 
identifying playability problems from the game, but if the game is 
good, players will be immersed by the game and it is difficult for 
them to express problems. 
In our study, the players were frequently silent for a long period 
and playing intensively. Even though it is the moderator’s 
responsibility to observe the behavior of the players, it is 
impossible to recognize all problems that the players facing in the 
game if they do not express them to the moderators. In addition, it 
is often very difficult for the moderator to start asking questions 
because it will break the immersion and disturb the player 
experience [26]. For many players, it seemed to be very difficult 
not to be too immersed and think aloud while playing the game. 
Therefore, we tried to direct our questions to proper moments 
(e.g. completing the level or restarting the level) that would 
disturb the game play the least. However, the problem with this 
approach was that the problematic moment had already passed, 
and the players were not always able to recall the problem that 
they were struggling with. Therefore, our observation supports 
Laitinen’s findings [8].  
The third advantage of using playability experts is that they will 
use the time reserved for evaluation efficiently, and from the 
evaluation point of view, they can evaluate the game more 
thoroughly than is possible in playtesting. In our study the expert 
review lasted three to four hours in total, and the experts managed 
to explore the game more thoroughly than the players in 
playtesting, although time for playing was approximately same. In 

our study, the playtesting sessions were limited to two hours. 
Completing all playtesting sessions took 12 hours. During 
playtesting, the players did not progress as far in the game as the 
playability experts. Especially if the players encountered a very 
challenging situation or a level, they spent lot of time trying to 
solve it. These challenges are part of the game, but if they do not 
contain any playability problems, they are only consuming 
valuable evaluation time. One solution to this problem is to 
provide cheat codes to the players, but this will probably distort 
evaluation results. In our study, the evaluators faced the same 
challenges as the players, but since they were also skilled players, 
they solved the challenges quicker and were then able to move 
ahead in the game. However, it should be noted that it is good to 
reserve more time for game evaluations than what is usually 
reserved for expert reviews of productivity software. Korhonen 
and Koivisto have previously noted that game evaluations will 
take longer, because the evaluators need to play the game and 
solve challenges that are included in the game design [6]. 
The fourth advantage of the expert review method is that the 
experts pay attention to issues that the players might ignore, but 
they are still important from an evaluation point of view. In our 
study, the experts reported a few problems related to goals and 
rewards which were not covered by the playtesting. The players 
were so keen on completing levels that they did not pay attention 
to rewards or short term goals at all. The players commented on 
rewards after the moderator asked about them, but responses 
indicated that they were not interesting at this point. The 
motivation for playing the game was targeted towards seeing new 
levels than analyzing the results. The playability experts, instead, 
explored how players will progress in the game and what is 
achieved by completing levels. These observations discovered 
new playability problems in the game design. 
The expert review method does not make playtesting obsolete, but 
it should be seen as a complementary evaluation method which 
can provide useful information for game developers with less 
effort and pinpoint obvious problems before playtesting. In our 
study, the expert review identified playability problems 
consistently with the playtesting method. Moreover, the expert 
review was able to conduct a more thorough evaluation of the 
game than playtesting. However, the playtesting also reported 
some playability problems which were not identified by the 
playability experts. The most important finding was related to the 
conflict between the players’ previous knowledge and 
assumptions and the current design of the long-term goal of the 
game. These kinds of findings are very difficult to achieve with 
the expert review method, because the evaluators’ previous 
experience and knowledge influence what kinds of playability 
problems are identified. Another issue with the expert review is 
that it cannot describe the feelings and experiences that a game 
elicits from players, because the experts can only describe their 
own experiences. Therefore, playtesting is needed to explore the 
experiences of the game. 
The limitations of the study are that we have compared the 
evaluation results of one mobile game. The results are, however, 
very encouraging and they provide initial findings that the expert 
review method provides useful data for game developers. Another 
limitation of the study is that we evaluated a game in which 
completing the first levels of the game is controlled very tightly 
by the game system. For other kinds of games, (e.g. MMORPGs 
or sandbox games) the evaluation procedure might need tighter 
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control as regards what aspects the evaluators should focus on 
during the evaluation. 
In the future, we plan to continue these game evaluations and 
collect data from several game evaluations to validate the results 
presented in this study. In addition, we need to investigate the 
playtesting method and try to find ways of improving the 
effectiveness of the method in game evaluations and to overcome 
challenges that immersed players will set. Especially, we need to 
concentrate on how to identify playability problems in the game 
content, which is the most important part of the game. 

6. Conclusion 
In this paper, we have presented an evaluation study that 
compared the effectiveness of the expert review and playtesting 
methods in a mobile game evaluation. Playtesting is a commonly 
used evaluation method, but the expert review method is mainly 
ignored. In this study, we explored how the expert review method 
compares to playtesting in terms of efficiency in finding 
playability problems. The expert evaluation was conducted by 
two playability experts, and six players participated in the 
playtesting. The expert review used playability heuristics that are 
specifically designed for mobile game evaluations. Playability 
problems were analyzed and categorized based on their severity 
and heuristic that they violated. The results indicate that the 
expert review was accurately predicting playability problems that 
players faced when playing the game. The expert review 
discovered the most serious playability problems from the user 
interface that were also reported by the players. Playtesting 
reported many playability problems that are very detailed and 
specific to a certain player and which were not reported by the 
experts. Playability problems related to gameplay were much 
harder to discover in playtesting, and expert review found several 
serious problems that were not discovered by playtesting. We 
observed several benefits of the expert review method that will 
make it an attractive method for game evaluations. The length of 
the playtesting session will limit the scope of the evaluation, 
especially if the players encounter a tough challenge and cannot 
proceed in the game. Immersion into the game makes recognizing 
playability problems harder for players and expressing their 
difficulties to the moderator is often inadequate or even missing 
completely, because they are engaged in the gameplay. For these 
reasons, the expert review with playability heuristics can provide 
a cost efficient and fast method for evaluating the playability of a 
game.  
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9. Appendix A 
Game Usability Heuristics 

GU1 Audio-visual representation supports the game 

 The game graphics should support gameplay and story and be informative for the player. In addition, the graphical look and feel should be 
consistent throughout the game. Audio can be used to evoke emotions and increase immersion. A good sound environment in the game supports a 
positive gaming experience. The graphics or audio should not prevent the player from performing actions or make them unnecessarily difficult. 

GU2 Screen layout is efficient and visually pleasing 

 The layout should present all necessary information for the player, but on the other hand, if the screen is filled with all kinds of information, it 
starts to look crowded. It is important that the player finds the navigation controls and they should not be mixed with the information that needs 
to be visible on the screen. 

GU3 Device UI and game UI are used for their own purposes 

 It should always be noticeable whether the player is dealing with the game user interface or device functions. The game interface should not use 
the device’s user interface widgets in the game interface, because it breaks the immersion. The most impressive immersion is achieved when the 
game uses full-screen mode hiding other features. 

GU4 Indicators are visible 

 The player should see the information such as the current state of the game and status of the game character that is required for being able to play 
the game. Information that is frequently needed should be visible for the player all the time — if possible. 

GU5 The player understands the terminology 

 The terminology that is used in the game should be understandable and not misleading or unfamiliar for the players. Technical jargon should be 
avoided. For instance, terminology that is related to the game concept or features that the game needs from the device should be translated into 
more understandable language. 

GU6 Navigation is consistent, logical, and minimalist 

 Navigation consists of the game menu and the game world. The game menu consists of settings and selections for the desired game session. 
Different functions should be organized reasonably and possibly on different screens. However, long navigation paths should be avoided. Short 
navigation paths provide more clarity and are easier to remember. In the main game menu, the player should be able to start a game and have 
access to other important game features. In the game world, navigation should be intuitive and natural. Regardless of the complexity of the game 
world, players should be able to navigate there smoothly. With a proper set of control keys, navigation can be very intuitive and almost invisible. 

GU7 Control keys are consistent and follow standard conventions 

 Using common conventions in control keys reduces the time that is needed to learn to play the game since the player can use his or her 
knowledge from other games. Game devices usually have specific keys for certain actions and every game should follow them. 

GU8 Game controls are convenient and flexible 

 Novice players usually need only a subset of the controls when they start playing the game. On the other hand, veteran players often need 
shortcuts and more advanced commands. It should be possible to customize the game controls or use shortcuts or macros. However, using 
shortcuts should not provide a major edge in a competitive player vs. player game. The configurability and amount of controls needed to play the 
game should be kept at the minimum, but they need to be sufficient. In addition, the controls should be designed according to the device’s 
capabilities. 

GU9 The game gives feedback on the player’s actions 

 A good user interface has a low response time on the player’s actions. An action can be either a single key press or a more complicated input 
sequence. The player should notice immediately that the game has recognized the action by providing feedback. The most common way of 
providing feedback is to present it graphically. Other alternatives are to use audio or tactile feedback. Providing only auditory feedback is not 
acceptable since a player may be playing the game without sounds. Although the game needs to respond immediately to the player’s actions, the 
consequences of the action can be shown to the player later. If an action cannot be performed immediately, the game should notify the player 
about the delay. 

GU10 The player cannot make irreversible errors 

 The game UI should confirm actions that can cause serious and irreversible damage, which affects the player’s ability to play the game. Such 
errors are typically related to the game character or player’s progress in the game. When mistakes happen, it is helpful to enable recovery. 

GU11 The player does not have to memorize things unnecessarily 

 The game should not stress the user's memory unnecessarily, unless it is part of the gameplay. 

GU12 The game contains help 

 The players do not often read manuals. Instead, the game should teach the player what he or she needs to know to start playing the game. This 
can be done through a tutorial mode at the beginning of the game. The tutorial mode should be divided into chapters that teach a couple of things 
at the beginning. Ideally, the tutorial could be embedded completely in the game so that help would be provided every time when it is really 
needed. Help is also often needed in error situations. If the game provides useful error messages, the player can understand better what caused the 
problem. 
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Gameplay Heuristics 

GP1 The game provides clear goals or supports player-created goals 

 The players should be able to understand goals that exist in the game. The goals can be either set by the game or created by the players. The game 
should contain both short-term and long-term goals. Short-term goals provide repeated opportunities for reinforcement and keep players motivated to 
play the game. Long-term goals are usually more difficult to achieve and they can consist of several short term goals. 

GP2 The player sees the progress in the game and can compare the results 

 The players should have enough information so that they can see their progress towards the goals in the game. The progress can be shown to the 
player explicitly, for instance with numbers, or implicitly, for instance, by changing the behavior of non-payer characters or the game world. The 
players feel more motivated if they can compare themselves with the other players or the previous achievements. Traditionally, this has been done 
with high-score lists, rankings, character levels, or different titles. 

GP3 The players are rewarded and rewards are meaningful 

 The players should receive a meaningful reward as they progress in the game. In addition, the reward should be adjusted to the challenge that the 
player had to face in order to get it. The rewards schedule should be varying and frequent, but still unpredictable.  

GP4 The player is in control 

 The game should provide at least an illusion that the player is in control of what is happening in the game world. The players should be able to 
decide on actions they want to take and these actions should have an influence on the game world. 

GP5 Challenge, strategy, and pace are in balance 

 The game should be designed so that the challenge is comparable to player’s current skills, then the players do not feel frustrated or bored with the 
game. In single-player games, the player can often choose the difficulty level and thus affect the challenge. The players learn new strategies as they 
play the game. There should not be dominating strategies for any part of the game. The pace should be adjusted to the game style and it can be 
intensive or deliberate. The game should allow the player to take a deep breath once in a while during the play sessions. 

GP6 The first-time experience is encouraging 

 The first impression of the game is formed within a few minutes and it is very difficult to change. The players should feel that they have learned the 
basics and have accomplished something. The first play session should make the player desire for the next play session. 

GP7 The game story supports the gameplay and is meaningful 

 Even though the story plays an important role in many games, it should not dominate the gameplay. Some games do not even have or need a game 
story. If the game has a story, it should fit the other elements in the game and sound plausible to the player. The dialogue with non-player characters 
(NPC) should be meaningful and interesting for the player. 

GP8 There are no repetitive or boring tasks 

 The game should not require repetition of tasks without changing any conditions. Often, this repetition happens when the player needs to reach a 
certain goal before the game becomes interesting or challenging. However, during the training phase (tutorials), it is useful to repeat certain tasks so 
that the player learns and practices for example how the character is controlled in the game. 

GP9 The players can express themselves 

 The players should be able express themselves by, for instance, customizing their characters, acting in a certain way, or modifying the game world. 
Allowing the players to customize and personalize their game characters makes it more probable that they feel attachment to a game. 

GP10 The game supports different playing styles 

 The players can vary a lot in terms of both experience and preferred play styles. There are also different playing styles that should be supported at 
least in the more complex games. The player types are defined based on how the players prefer to interact with the game world or with the other 
players, Four common player types are: A) Achievers, who like to compete with the game mechanics. B) Explorers, who wish to explore different 
aspects of the game. C) Socializers, who prefer to socialize with other players D) Killers, who enjoy dominating other players. 

GP11 The game does not stagnate 

 The players should always feel that it is possible to reach the goals and the game progresses. The game should recognize immediately when the game 
is over and inform the players. Ending of the play session should be clearly indicated and restarting the game should be possible. 

GP12 The game is consistent 

 The game world and actions should be consistent and logical for the player. If something works in the beginning, the player assumes that it also 
works later on. Correspondingly, if the player is able to perform a certain action in the game world or for a game item, the player assumes that similar 
kind of action is possible for other similar objects or in the similar situation as well. Moreover, if the game world resembles the real world, the player 
assumes that the same principles also work in the game world. The game should not contain invisible walls. 

GP13 The game uses orthogonal unit differentiation 

 Each game item should have a purpose in the game world and it should be notably different to other similar game items. In addition, if the player 
needs to select character classes or roles in the game, they should be functionally different. 

GP14 The player does not lose any hard-won possessions 

 The game should maintain possessions that the player has earned while playing the game and the player cannot lose them accidentally. However, in 
some cases the game can provide very high risks and the player can stake valuable game items which can be lost during the gameplay. 
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ABSTRACT 
Research of playability heuristics to be used with usability 
inspection methods in videogame evaluations has been active in 
recent years, and there are multiple playability heuristic sets 
available. However, they differ quite a lot from each other, and it 
is still unknown how well they support inspectors and help to 
describe the identified playability problems in a game. In this 
paper, we present a study in which 36 novice inspectors were 
divided into two identical groups, and they evaluated a mobile 
game using one of the two playability heuristic sets. In the second 
task, the inspectors analyzed playability problems that were 
collected from the game, and assigned heuristics to describe the 
problems. The results show that a playability heuristic set needs to 
cover the main aspects of playability in order to be effectively 
used during the evaluation. The results of this work will help in 
developing a playability heuristic set that makes expert review an 
effective method for evaluating videogames. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
H.5.2 [Information Systems]: Information Interfaces and 
Presentation – User Interfaces, Evaluation/Methodology. 

General Terms 
Experimentation, Human Factors. 

Keywords 
Playability, Heuristic, Expert Review, Game Evaluation, Domain 
Specific Heuristics, Comparison Study. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Playability is a crucial factor when determining successful 
videogames which provide an engaging gaming experience for 
players. At least two aspects influence the playability of the game. 
The user interface should be intuitive and unobtrusive, so that it 
does not disturb gaming, and players can concentrate on playing 
the game. Secondly, gameplay should be understandable, 
balanced, sufficiently challenging, and engaging [1]. In addition 
to this, there can be other aspects such as social interaction in 
multiplayer games which should be taken into account when 
evaluating playability. 
Game designers have relied mainly on player feedback when 
evaluating videogames [2], [3], [4]. Focus groups are used to 
collect ideas and evaluate game concepts in the early stages of 
game development. At the later stages, playtesting is used to 

uncover design problems in a game and collect feedback from 
players. However, for conducting evaluations effectively, there 
should be a complete working game prototype available that the 
players can play during the evaluation. 
Analytical inspection methods, on the other hand, can provide a 
cost-efficient way to evaluate game design with partial or even 
non-functional prototypes, and to collect useful feedback for 
designers prior to involving players in evaluations. Expert review 
is a commonly used method for evaluating the usability of 
traditional software. The method is originally developed by 
Nielsen and Molich in 1990 [5]. In the evaluation, usability 
specialists go through the design and identify issues that are likely 
to cause problems for end-users. The expert review method does 
not provide information on how players will experience the game, 
but the specialists can predict problems that the players might 
face, which in turn decreases the enjoyment that the game is 
designed for. Even persons who are not necessarily usability 
specialists are able to conduct an evaluation after a short training 
[5]. However, the method has some challenges when it is applied 
to game evaluations. The traditional usability heuristics are not 
applicable to game evaluations, because they contravene in 
achieving a good game experience [6] or they do not cover all 
important aspects of the games [7]. Nielsen has stated that there 
should be domain-specific heuristics for specific products [8], 
such as videogames, to complement the general heuristics. 
Evaluating videogames is one of the few areas in which the expert 
review method has not been applied commonly, but the interest in 
using the method in game evaluations has increased, and there are 
several domain-specific heuristic sets available that are targeted 
towards evaluating the playability of videogames (e.g. [9], [7], 
[10], [11]). The development of playability heuristics, however, is 
still in its infancy, and the scope and the content of the heuristic 
sets seem to differ quite substantially from each other. Although 
multiple playability heuristic sets exist, there is no exact 
knowledge on how inspectors are using those heuristics during the 
game evaluations, and whether they actually help in identifying 
playability problems. One characteristic of the expert review 
method is that inspectors use their own expertise and previous 
knowledge about game design to identify playability problems 
during the evaluation. The role of the heuristics is to support the 
inspectors and provide help in paying attention to the most critical 
aspects that will influence playability. Knowledge of the 
usefulness of the playability heuristics would contribute in 
developing an optimal heuristic set that comprises the most 
important or commonly occurring playability problems in 
videogames. Currently, only limited knowledge exists on how 
different playability heuristic sets compare in a videogame 
evaluation [1], [12], but the actual use of the heuristics has not 
been investigated. 
In this study, we explore how novice inspectors use playability 
heuristic sets in a game evaluation, and explore in detail what 
playability heuristics are referred to when assigning violated 
heuristics for playability problems. 
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2. RELATED WORK 
The development of usability heuristics or domain-specific 
heuristics includes a validation step, in which heuristics are 
evaluated for assessing their relevance to describe usability 
problems. The common approach is to compare each heuristic to 
playability problems and rate how well the heuristic covers the 
description of the problem [13], [14], [15]. In the development of 
the usability heuristics, Nielsen used 249 usability problems 
collected from the earlier studies to rate 101 usability heuristics 
[13]. As a result, Nielsen defined the current set of usability 
heuristics which are widely used with the expert review method.  
Somervell and McCrickard performed a comparison of heuristic 
sets by providing a list of usability problems identified from a 
target system, and asked inspectors to rate the applicability of the 
heuristics to each of the problems [15]. The results indicate that 
more specific heuristics held the best scores [15]. The authors 
concluded that by providing a set of usability problems to the 
evaluators, it is possible to determine more accurately the 
applicability of the heuristic set to the problem set [15]. 
Assessing the relevance of the usability heuristics to each problem 
separately is made possible by the fact that both the heuristics and 
the problems concentrate on the same aspect of a product. This 
approach is not feasible when developing heuristics to evaluate 
games, because playability is dependent on two substantially 
different aspects: user interface and gameplay. It is obvious that 
gameplay heuristics are not good at describing user interface 
issues, and vice versa. Therefore, the assessment of the playability 
heuristics should be covered differently, and in the experiment, 
we have focused on the actual use of the heuristics in a game 
evaluation. The validation of playability heuristics is still in 
progress, and there are only a few studies in which playability 
heuristic sets are compared to other playability heuristic sets or 
usability heuristics.  
Jegers has compared playability heuristics and Nielsen’s usability 
heuristics in a pervasive game evaluation. 16 playability problems 
were analyzed, and the results indicate that some problems could 
be described with usability heuristics, but playability heuristics 
were better in describing problems [12]. Mankoff et al. concluded 
that because Nielsen’s heuristics are quite general, the inspectors 
are usually able to assign those heuristics to describe problems 
even when there is not an obvious fit [14]. 
Korhonen et al. compared two playability heuristic sets in a 
mobile game evaluation. The results indicate that both heuristic 
sets need to be improved before they can be applied by the 
practitioners [1]. There were some problems especially in the 
clarity and understandability of the heuristics. The problems with 
the heuristics were visible in inspectors’ ability to assign violated 
heuristics to describe a playability problem. In addition, different 
playability heuristics [9], [10], [11] have been validated 
independently, but these studies do not provide data on how well 
the heuristics supported the inspectors’ task during the evaluation. 

3. EXPERIMENT 
Our aim is to investigate how playability heuristics sets were used 
in identifying and analyzing playability problems in a mobile 
game evaluation, and especially, which heuristics were referred to 
when reporting playability problems. We arranged a study in 
which two similar groups of novice inspectors evaluated a mobile 
game. The use of the playability heuristics was investigated in two 
tasks. First, the inspectors evaluated the game and reported 
playability problems that they had identified in the game. In the 
second task, the inspectors analyzed a predefined list of 

playability problems from the game and assigned violated 
heuristics to each playability problem. The predefined playability 
problem list was constructed by a playability expert who 
evaluated the game prior to the novice inspectors. 

3.1 Inspectors 
The experiment started with inspector group formation. We 
recruited 36 students from the local university to participate in a 
game evaluation. The students were attending a basic usability 
evaluation course during the semester, and they had basic 
knowledge of the expert review method, as it was one of the 
methods of the course. In addition, they had conducted a heuristic 
evaluation of a web application before participating in our 
experiment. Some students had conducted usability evaluations 
using user testing and/or heuristic evaluation as part of some other 
course prior to attending the course at the time of the experiment. 
All participants can still be considered novice inspectors, because 
their evaluation experience is limited to evaluations included in 
the university courses. 
The objective was to form two similar inspector groups for the 
experiment. We collected background information, and the group 
formation was done based on demographics, gaming activity, and 
evaluation experience (Table 1). 
Table 1 Basic statistics of the inspector groups 

 
The gaming activity of the inspectors varied, and they could be 
roughly divided into two categories. About half of the inspectors 
in both groups played less than two hours per week or they played 
videogames infrequently. The other half played more, and in both 
groups, there were a few inspectors who played up to 40 hours per 
week. There were no particularly popular game genres, and the 
inspectors played different kinds of games. The most popular 
gaming platforms were PC, Game console (Xbox, PlayStation or 
Wii), Handheld device (PSP, Nintendo DS), and mobile phones. 

3.2 Procedure 
After the group formation, the inspectors received the heuristics 
and instructions concerning how to prepare for the evaluation one 
week before the evaluation sessions. The inspectors were 
instructed to study the playability heuristic sets in their own time. 
Moreover, it was stated that the inspectors did not have to 
memorize the heuristics, but that they would have the heuristic set 
with them during the evaluation. 30% of the inspectors had read 
the heuristic set once and others had read it 2 to 3 times. The 
group assignment and the game were not disclosed to the 
inspectors at this point. 
We arranged three evaluation sessions during two consecutive 
days, and the inspectors were free to choose which session they 
attended. Each inspector could only participate in one session. At 
the beginning of the session, the inspectors received a mobile 
phone with the game installed on it, a headset, and an envelope 
which contained a Non-Disclosure Agreement (NDA) form, the 

Group�Name H06 H08
Males 14 15
Females 4 3
Mean�Age�(in�years) 23,29 24,28

Computer�Science Computer�Science
Interactive�Techology Interactive�Technology
Statistics

Evaluation�Experience�(#�of�students)
Heuristic�Evaluation 7 5
User�Testing 4 6

Major�Subject
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heuristic set, a pile of problem report forms, and a post-test 
questionnaire. The NDA form was needed because the game was 
an unpublished commercial game under development. 
Before the inspectors started the evaluation, we briefly went 
through how to report playability problems, what to do if the 
game or phone crashed, and what the game is about. In addition, 
we introduced the basic controls (navigation, volume and special 
function keys) of the mobile phone, because the inspectors were 
not familiar with the phone models. We also reminded the 
inspectors that the game is in alpha testing phase, meaning that 
some features might be missing, and that there are obvious bugs 
which can be ignored during the evaluation. Detailed instructions 
on how to play the game were not given to the inspectors. The 
inspectors were advised to write down issues that they observed 
using a problem report (Figure 1), and to report one problem per 
report. The problem criterion was “Is there a playability issue that 
disturbs your gaming experience in the game?” The inspector 
described a problem using his or her own words, assigned a 
violated heuristic, and defined the severity using three severity 
values (critical, medium, low). The inspectors were not asked to 
provide a recommendation on how to fix the problem.  

 
Figure 1 Playability Problem Report 
The inspectors started the game from scratch, meaning that their 
first task was to create a game avatar. Then they had to move to 
song selection, and finally to control the dancing of the avatar. We 
did not specify any particular objectives or scenarios that the 
inspectors should try to achieve or follow; they were free to play 
the game as they liked. This approach provides a realistic context 
for the inspectors, and it resembles the situation that players will 
face when they get a new game for their device. In addition, in 
game evaluations, defining tasks and scenarios beforehand is not 
usually necessary, because the game should introduce goals for a 
player and guide the first moments of the play session. The same 
method is also used in game evaluations at the Microsoft Games 
User-Testing Group [16]. The session lasted for two hours, and 
the inspectors conducted the evaluation independently. We did not 
allow inspectors to discuss their observations during the 
evaluation session, as we wanted to collect the original list of 
problems that each inspector identified. The inspectors were also 
advised to use the headset during the evaluation in order to 
minimize cacophony in the classroom. 
At the end of the evaluation session, the inspectors filled in a post-
test questionnaire in which we asked how the heuristic set had 
worked for them and how the inspector felt about using the 
heuristic set during the evaluation. The questionnaire contained 

closed questions offering a number of defined responses (using 
the 7-point Likert scale). We also asked how the inspectors had 
prepared for the session. The post-test questionnaire, the problem 
reports, other forms, and the mobile phone were returned in the 
closed envelope that they received when they arrived at the 
evaluation session. The inspectors were asked not to discuss the 
evaluation session with other course participants until the whole 
experiment was finished. The inspectors were rewarded with extra 
course credit points for their participation in the game evaluation. 
In the second task of the experiment, the inspectors had to analyze 
a predefined list of playability problems that appeared in the 
game. The inspectors received a playability problem list and the 
post-test questionnaire by email after the final evaluation session. 
The problem list was created by an experienced playability expert 
(with expertise of videogames and the method). Previous studies 
have concluded that experienced inspectors, or experts, produce 
more complete sets of usability problems than novice inspectors 
[8], [17]. The previous results from the comparison study of 
mobile game evaluation indicate that a playability expert can very 
accurately identify major and medium-level playability problems 
that players will face when playing the game [18]. Thus it can be 
assumed that an experienced playability expert can provide a 
problem list that can be used for validating the evaluation results 
of the novice inspectors. The inspectors received movie tickets as 
rewards after completing the second task.  
The playability problem list was created prior to the evaluation 
sessions, and the expert followed same procedure and used the 
same equipment as novice inspectors would use in the experiment. 
Each problem was described in a couple of sentences. The expert 
was very familiar with both heuristic sets that were selected for 
the study. For each problem, the expert assigned a violated 
heuristic from both sets, if there was a suitable heuristic in the set. 
The list contained 44 playability problems from the game. 
After all evaluation sessions were over, we analyzed the 
playability problem reports. The analysis was based on the 
problem description that an inspector had written. In addition, we 
recorded the severity rating and violated heuristics that the 
inspector had defined for problems. If the problem description 
contained multiple playability problems, those reports were split 
and the problems were analyzed separately. The problem reports 
were explored to find out in which game feature or part of the 
game the problem occurred. The problems were categorized into 
eight groups: Game Menu, Character Creation, Music Selection, 
Dancing, Photo Gallery, Mobility, Device, and Network. 
Furthermore, each problem report was analyzed to determine 
whether the playability problem described in the report was 
related to user interface, gameplay, mobility, or device. 
The analysis of the predefined problem list included recording of 
the violated playability heuristics, and comparing them to the 
violated heuristic assigned by the playability expert. Statistical 
methods were used to analyze the results of the post-test 
questionnaires from both tasks. 

3.3 Apparatus and the Game 
The inspectors mainly used Nokia 6210 Navigator mobile phones 
in the experiment (Figure 2). Another phone model, Nokia N81, 
was available as a backup in a case of phone malfunction, or if 
there were not enough phones available in the evaluation session. 
The phones are very similar in terms of the features in their 
technical specifications and industrial design that are relevant for 
playing games. During the experiment, 88% of inspectors used the 
Nokia 6210 Navigator model. Four inspectors (two in both 
groups) conducted the evaluation by using Nokia N81 phones.  
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Figure 2 Mobile phones (Nokia 6210 Navigator on the left) 

The game was a new kind of music game for mobile phones. It 
uses the music collection stored on the phone as game content, 
and the player performs dance movements according to the 
rhythm and tempo of a song. Other major features in the game are 
creating and customizing a game character and managing songs 
that are played in the dance section. For evaluation purposes, we 
uploaded a music collection of 32 songs representing the dance, 
pop, hip hop and rock music genres to the phones. 
A player controls a 3D character in the game (see Figure 2) by 
pressing the rocker key (4-way navigation on one physical key) 
and trying to make different dance combos while maintaining the 
rhythm of the song. In addition, the player is able to customize the 
character with new clothes that are unlocked as rewards. The 
player’s performance is judged based on the complexity of the 
movements and the accuracy of the dancing, with the score 
presented as stars.  
The game was designed and produced by a 3rd party game 
development company, and none of the participants, experiment 
organizers, or the playability expert had seen the game 
beforehand. 

3.4 Selected Playability Heuristic Sets 
The primary goal of the study is to provide an answer to the 
question of how well the playability heuristic set supports an 
inspector in the game evaluation. For this study, we selected two 
heuristic sets that are quite different in many respects and, 
therefore, some differences in how they assist inspectors in 
completing an evaluation can be expected. Both heuristic sets are 
general purpose heuristics, meaning that they are applicable for 
evaluating all kinds of videogames, regardless of their platform. 
For purpose of the experiment, both heuristic sets were presented 
in a similar way, including a heading followed by a short 
description of the heuristic. 

3.4.1 Playability Heuristics for Mobile Games 
The heuristic set developed by Korhonen and Koivisto contains 
29 heuristics organized into three modules [10]. Each module can 
be included or excluded depending on the needs of the evaluation. 
Two core modules, Gameplay and Game Usability, are common 
for all games. The Game Usability module covers game controls 
and the interface through which the player interacts with the 
game. The Gameplay module contains heuristics that cover the 
game mechanics and other issues in the game content. The 
Mobility module contains heuristics that are specific for mobile 
games. The heuristics were developed based on a review of 
literature; the initial heuristics were used in game evaluations, and 
they were reviewed by game researchers and game designers [10]. 
The playability heuristics have been developed further in game 
development projects. 

For this study, we modified the heuristic set based on the 
recommendations from the earlier study [18]. The group of 
inspectors who used this heuristic set during the evaluation is 
referred to as H06 in the results section. 

3.4.2 Game Usability Heuristics 
The heuristic set developed by Pinelle et al. contains 10 game 
usability heuristics that are based on analyzing PC game reviews 
from a popular gaming web site. The analysis included 108 games 
from six major genres, and it identified common problem 
categories which were used to develop these heuristics [11]. The 
heuristics are developed specifically to evaluate game-specific 
usability issues related to learning, controlling and understanding 
the game [11]. The set is missing heuristics that cover gameplay 
issues. The group of inspectors who used this heuristic set during 
the evaluation is referred to as H08 in the results section. 

4. RESULTS 
In this section, we describe how novice inspectors used heuristic 
sets during the game evaluation and the problem analysis tasks. 

4.1 Heuristic Sets in Game Evaluation 
The overall reporting activity of the inspector groups was quite 
similar. The inspectors reported 480 playability problems in total 
(Table 2). Group H06 reported 250 problems and group H08 
reported 230 problems. The inspectors’ low experience level in 
conducting the evaluation and reporting findings can be seen in 
the relatively high number of problem reports that contained 
minor bugs and other known technical issues. These issues were 
due to unfinished implementation, and the inspectors could have 
ignored them in the evaluation because they were already 
discovered in quality assurance testing and it was mentioned in 
the introduction session. In group H06, 19% of the problems were 
non-playability issues. In group H08, this number was 
substantially higher, and 26% of the reported problems were not 
referring to playability issues. After removing bug reports, 
duplicates, and other irrelevant reports (22% of total reports), 
there were 374 reports related to the playability of the game. 
Table 2 Reporting activity by groups 

 
We categorized these 374 playability problems and identified 64 
unique playability problems. 45 playability problems were found 
in the user interface, 14 playability problems were gameplay 
problems, and 5 problems were related to mobility and device. 42 
out of 64 playability problems were identified by inspectors from 
both groups. There were 17 playability problems that at least nine 
inspectors (25% of the inspectors) reported. 
In this paper, we focus on these 17 playability problems in more 
detail to see how the inspectors have assigned violated heuristics 
when reporting problems, and to compare them to heuristics that a 
playability expert has assigned. The playability expert assigned a 
violated heuristic for 17 problems by using both playability 
heuristic sets, and it was done without knowing how the 
inspectors had assigned them. As the playability heuristic set used 
by group H08 is more limited than the set used by group H06, the 
playability expert could not assign a violated heuristic from this 
set for nine playability problems. The playability problems were 

Total Reports 250 230
Playability problems 203 81% 171 74%
Non-playability issues 47 19% 59 26%

Mean Reports per Evaluator 11.28 9.50
Standard Deviation 3.51 3.94

H06 H08
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related to navigation and gameplay features, such as goal setting 
in the game. Table 3 shows a summary of the comparison between 
novice inspectors and the playability expert. 
In general, the inspectors assigned violated heuristics accurately. 
In both groups, the inspector assigned on average 1.08 heuristics, 
and in seven cases, more than one heuristic was assigned. The 
playability expert assigned one violated heuristic for each 
playability problem. It is not forbidden to assign multiple violated 
heuristics, but if a problem report describes an issue with enough 
detail, usually one violated heuristic is sufficient. 
The correspondence between violated heuristics assigned by the 
inspectors and the playability expert is not very high. In group 
H06, the inspectors achieved 35% accuracy. In group H08, the 
result is slightly lower, and 33% of the inspectors had selected the 
same violated heuristic as the playability expert. 
In group H06, there were four playability problems in which none 
of the novice inspectors had selected the same heuristic as the 
expert. These problems were related to both user interface and 
gameplay. Correspondingly, in group H08, there were also four 
playability problems in which the playability expert had assigned 
a heuristic that none of the novice inspectors had selected. There 
was one playability problem (‘Navigation – Missing Key Labels’) 
for which inspectors in both groups assigned a different violated 
heuristic than the expert. 
Another observation from the violated heuristics is that the 
inspectors were not very consistent in assigning violated 
heuristics, and they had assigned numerous heuristics to describe 
the problem. In group H06, the median value of the violated 
heuristics is four (maximum is seven and minimum is two). In 
group H08, the median value is three. Only in one case had all the 
inspectors in group H08 selected the same violated heuristic. This 
would indicate that the inspectors had not really been careful 

when assigning violated heuristics, because there are also very 
obvious cases in which assigning a violated heuristic would have 
been a straightforward task. For example, the most commonly 
identified playability problem in both groups was related to 
insufficient instructions for a player to start playing the game. In 
both playability heuristic sets, there is a heuristic that specifically 
points out the importance of an in-game help or tutorial; still only 
half of the inspectors (45% in group H06 and 56 % in group H08) 
had assigned this particular heuristic to describe the problem. 
Others had interpreted that the problem means lack of proper 
goals and missing indicators or misleading terminology in the user 
interface. There were also some inspectors who had not assigned 
any violated heuristic for the problem. 
The inspectors had also identified another problem stating that the 
game is missing a tutorial that would teach the player basic 
interaction with a game avatar. In group H08, all inspectors had 
assigned the correct heuristic, but in group H06, only 64% of the 
inspectors had found the right heuristic. However, it should be 
mentioned that three inspectors in group H06 had assigned a 
heuristic that could be considered to describe the problem, 
because it is related to the initial impressions that a game gives the 
player, and how the first play session influences the player’s 
willingness to continue playing the game. The playability expert 
had interpreted that the problem is related to the user interface and 
not gameplay aspects, which the heuristic is referring to. 
The most accurate assignments of the violated heuristics in both 
groups were related to a problem that describes problems of 
challenge in the game. In group H06, 80% of the inspectors had 
assigned the same heuristic as the expert. In group H08, all 
inspectors had assigned a heuristic related to challenge in the 
game. In addition, one inspector had assigned a secondary 
heuristic for the problem. 

Table 3 Summary of violated heuristic assignment during the evaluation 

 
4.2 Heuristic Sets in Problem Analysis 
After the game evaluation sessions, we sent a list of playability 
problems that a playability expert had identified in the game to the 
novice inspectors. Their task was to analyze the problems and 
assign a violated heuristic to them. The list contained 44 
playability problems from three main features of the game: 
Character Creation, Music Selection and Dancing. Each game 

feature contained problems which were related to the user 
interface and the gameplay. In addition, the music selection 
feature contained one problem which was related to the mobility 
aspect of the game. Each playability problem was described in a 
few sentences, and there was no indication of whether it was 
related to the user interface or the gameplay. The list and the post-
test questionnaire were sent to the inspectors via email, and the 
inspectors were asked to return the assignment within one week. 

Category Playability Problem
Inspectors Violated 

Heuristics
Assigned 
Heuristics

Agree with 
Expert

Inspectors Assigned 
Heuristics

Per 
Inspector

Agree with 
Expert

User Interface Help - Insufficient Instructions 11 7 1,27 45 % 9 3 1,00 56 %
Gameplay Goal - Goals are Missing 12 6 1,08 67 % 5 3 1,00 40 %
User Interface Navigation - Start Game 6 2 1,00 83 % 9 5 1,11 11 %
Gameplay Help - No Tutorial 11 3 1,00 64 % 4 1 1,00 100 %
Gameplay Dance - Movements Arbitrary 6 5 1,00 33 % 7 6 1,29 29 %
User Interface Feedback - Dance Visualization 7 4 1,00 14 % 5 5 1,20 40 %
User Interface Navigation - Menu Structure 7 4 1,00 29 % 5 3 1,00 0 %
User Interface Navigation - Confirm Selection 8 4 1,00 63 % 4 3 1,00 0 %
User Interface Feedback - Flying Stars Confusing 6 4 1,00 33 % 5 4 1,20 40 %
Gameplay Dance - Challenge Mode Confusing 5 5 1,00 0 % 6 6 1,17 17 %
User Interface Navigation - Missing Key Labels 4 3 1,25 0 % 6 2 1,00 0 %
Gameplay Challenge - Challenge Level 5 2 1,00 80 % 5 2 1,20 100 %
User Interface Feedback - Song Duration 5 3 1,20 40 % 5 4 1,00 40 %
Gameplay Points - Collection Unknown 7 5 1,14 0 % 3 3 1,00 33 %
User Interface Navigation - Pause Menu Structure 7 6 1,14 29 % 2 2 1,00 0 %
User Interface Navigation - Missing Commands 3 4 1,33 0 % 6 4 1,17 17 %
User Interface Navigation - Default Menu Item 6 4 1,00 17 % 3 3 1,00 33 %

4 1,08 35 % 3 1,08 33 %

H06 H08
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The response rate in group H06 was 44%, and in group H08 it was 
61%. The inspectors used the same playability heuristic set as 
they had used during the game evaluation. The inspectors were 
asked to assign as many violated heuristics to the problem as they 
saw fit, or leave the violated heuristic empty, if they could not 
assign an appropriate heuristic for a problem. Table 4 shows a 
summary of how novice inspectors assigned violated heuristics to 
the playability problems, and how they compare to violated 
heuristics assigned by the playability expert. 
The inspectors used playability heuristic sets differently in this 
task compared to how they were using them during the evaluation 
sessions. The inspectors more frequently assigned multiple 
heuristics to describe the problem. In group H06, the inspectors 
assigned on average 1.21 heuristics, and in group H08, 1.13 
heuristics on average were assigned for a problem. Another 
observation is that the division of the assigned heuristics 
increased, especially in group H08. In this task, the median value 
for how many heuristics were assigned to describe a problem was 
five. When you consider that the playability heuristic set that 
group H08 used included only 10 heuristics, it indicates that the 
inspectors had a hard time assigning the violated heuristic 
consistently. 

When the violated heuristics that the inspectors assigned for 
playability problems were compared to heuristics that the 
playability expert assigned, the results are somewhat better than in 
the evaluation task. We calculated positive correspondence if any 
of the assigned heuristics matched with the heuristic assigned by 
the expert. In group H06, 48% of the inspectors had assigned the 
same violated heuristic as the playability expert on average. In 
group H08, the corresponding score was 41%. It is noticeable that 
the inspectors agreed quite consistently with the expert on the 
violated heuristic when looking at different game features. 
However, there is one exception, the Character Creation feature.  
Approximately half of the inspectors in group H06 had assigned 
same violated heuristic as the playability expert, but in group H08, 
only 28% of the inspectors had assigned the same heuristic. One 
probable reason for this is that the playability heuristic set that 
group H08 used is missing heuristics that would describe 
problems in the UI design (e.g. navigation issues). Although some 
inspectors agreed with the playability expert that a violated 
heuristic cannot be assigned, the majority of the inspectors had 
still assigned one. 

Table 4 Summary of violated heuristic assignment during the problem analysis 

4.3 Subjective Ratings of the Heuristic Sets 
In addition to collecting hard evidence about identified playability 
problems in the game and how the inspectors assigned violated 
heuristics to describe the problems, we also wanted to know how 
the inspectors perceived the playability heuristic sets they used, 
and whether they found them useful during the game evaluation 
and problem analysis tasks. We were interested in knowing if 
there was any difference in opinion between the tasks and the 
groups. Twice during the experiment, the inspectors filled in a 
questionnaire in which we tried to find answers to these questions.  
Sim et al. propose that, when the validity of the heuristics is 
evaluated, certain criteria such as correctness and coverage should 
be assessed [19]. Correctness means that the terminology that is 
used in the heuristic descriptions provides sufficient information 
for the inspectors. Coverage relates to the extent to which the 
heuristics represent the domain being evaluated. The correctness 
of the heuristics was measured by asking how the inspectors 
perceived the headings and the descriptions of the heuristics, and 
whether they were understandable. The coverage of the heuristics 
was measured to establish to what extent the inspectors were able 
to find a proper heuristic to describe the problem. 
In both groups, the inspectors’ opinion was that the headings of 
the playability heuristics helped them to assign a proper heuristic 
for a problem. A Wilcoxon Signed Rank test revealed no 
statistically significant difference in the usefulness of the 

headings, z=-.575, p=.565, with a small effect size (r=.13). The 
median score on the usefulness of the headings remained same in 
the evaluation task (Md=5) and the problem analysis task (Md=5). 
When analyzing how easy the heuristic descriptions were to 
understand, the inspectors’ opinion decreased slightly between the 
tasks, especially in group H06. A Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test 
revealed nearly a statistically significant reduction in group H06, 
z=-1.890, p=.059, with a large effect size (r=.051). The median 
score on the understandability of the descriptions decreased from 
the game evaluation (Md=6) to problem analysis (Md=5). 
However, the median score is still clearly on the positive side. In 
group H08, there was no statistically significant change between 
the tasks, z=-1,265, p=.206, with a small effect size (r=.27) even 
though the median score decreased as well from the game 
evaluation task (Md=6) to problem analysis task (Md=5). 
The reason why the inspectors’ opinion decreased between the 
tasks might be that the problem analysis task was more difficult 
for the inspectors, and using the heuristic sets also felt more 
difficult because they had to compare both the problem 
description and the heuristic description in order to determine the 
violated heuristic. In the game evaluation task, the inspectors had 
more information available to determine the violated heuristic. 
The inspectors knew the context in which the problem occurred, 
and they could determine whether the problem is related to the UI 
or gameplay. In the problem analysis task, the inspectors had to 
imagine a situation in which the problem appears, and they had to 

Game�Feature Category�(count)
Violated�
Heuristics

Assigned�
Heuristic

Agree�with�
Expert

Violated�
Heuristics

Assigned�
Heuristics

Agree�with�
Expert

User�Interface�(11)
Gameplay�(2)
User�Interface�(6)
Gameplay�(2)
Mobility�(1)
User�Interface�(17)
Gameplay�(5)

Group�H08

4 1,16 54�%Dancing

Music�Selection

6 1,10 28�%

4 1,08 25�% 6 1,09 29�%

Group�H06

Character�Creation 4 1,16 52�%

5 1,29 55�%
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rely on their memory and previous experience of the game, 
because the mobile phone or the games were not available. 
The coverage of the heuristic set was measured by asking the 
inspectors how they perceived the heuristic sets in terms of 
finding a proper heuristic to describe a problem. When comparing 
questionnaire results after the game evaluation task, a Mann-
Whitney U test revealed no significant difference in finding a 
proper heuristic for a playability problem in group H06 (Md=5, 
n=15) and group H08 (Md=4.5, n=18), U=113.5, z=-.793, p=.428, 
r=.13. Three inspectors from group H06 did not return the post-
test questionnaire, and therefore n=15. The result is in line with an 
observation that the accuracy of assigning violated heuristics was 
almost equal. In addition, the inspectors did not know that only a 
third of the violated heuristics were the same when comparing 
them to heuristics assigned by the playability expert.  
After the problem analysis task, a Mann-Whitney U test revealed 
a close to significant difference in finding a proper heuristic for a 
playability problem in group H06 (Md=4, n=7) and group H08 
(Md=3, n=11), U=21, z=-1.615, p=.106, r=.38. The inspectors in 
group H06 more consistently assigned a violated heuristic when it 
was compared to heuristics that the playability expert assigned. 
The correspondence was 48% (during the evaluation task, it was 
35%). In group H08, it was 41% and 33%, respectively. 
Another observation from the problem analysis task is that the 
inspectors could not always find a proper heuristic to describe a 
problem. Especially the inspectors in the group H08 left the 
violated heuristic unassigned more often than the inspectors in 
group H06. The violated heuristic was left unassigned 23 times in 
group H06, whereas in group H08, it was done 89 times. The 
difference between the groups is significant, and this should 
presumably also be visible in the subjective assessment of the 
heuristic sets. However, the inspectors did not perceive the use of 
the playability heuristic sets as problematic in this respect. A 
Mann-Whitney U test revealed no significant difference in not 
finding a suitable heuristic for a playability problem in group H06 
(Md=6, n=7) and group H08 (Md=7, n=11), U=30.5, z=-.781, 
p=.479, r=.18. Both groups agreed that for some playability 
problems, a violated heuristic could not be assigned, but the 
question of whether this disturbed the inspectors in the groups was 
not really answered. 
The number of assigned heuristics to describe the playability 
problems increased in the problem assignment task, and the 
inspectors in both groups more often assigned multiple heuristics 
to describe the problem. During the evaluation task, the inspectors 
assigned 1.08 heuristics on average, whereas in the problem 
analysis, task group H06 assigned 1.21 heuristics and group H08 
assigned 1.13 heuristics on average. A Wilcoxon Signed Rank 
Test revealed a statistically significant decrease in unambiguity of 
the heuristic descriptions in group H06 after using them in 
problem analysis task, z=-2,041, p=.041, with a large effect size 
(r=.55). The median score on the unambiguity of the heuristic 
descriptions decreased from the game evaluation task (Md=5) to 
the problem analysis task (Md=3). In group H08, there was no 
statistically significant change between the tasks.  
The inspectors’ opinion probably changed, because they had a 
hard time understanding the context of the playability problem 
properly. In one case, the playability problem was related to the 
lack of alternative game controls that could be used to control the 
game avatar. This is clearly a user interface problem, but some 
inspectors had interpreted this to mean that the game does not 
support different playing styles, which is related to the gameplay 
aspect of the game. 

5. DISCUSSION 
In this experiment, we have studied how novice inspectors use 
playability heuristic sets when they conduct a game evaluation 
and assign violated heuristics for identified playability problems. 
The assigned heuristics were compared to heuristics that a 
playability expert assigned for the same problems. We selected 
two playability heuristic sets that are quite different in their scope. 
Pinelle et al. have defined heuristics that mainly concentrate on 
usability issues [11], whereas Korhonen and Koivisto have 
defined heuristics that cover the user interface, gameplay, and 
mobility aspects of the game [10]. 
In the game evaluation task, the reporting activity of the groups 
was quite similar, and both groups produced several playability 
problem reports during the evaluation. In that sense, the groups 
were balanced, and there was no indication that inspectors in one 
group would have been more experienced or more active when 
conducting the evaluation. Assigning a proper heuristic to 
describe the playability problem depends quite a lot on how a 
problem is described, and what aspects are highlighted in the 
description. The effect of problem description was clearly visible 
in the experiment. In the game evaluation task, the inspectors 
identified the problems themselves and assigned a violated 
heuristic based on the description that they produced. Even though 
the problem reports described the same underlying problem, 
violated heuristics were in many cases very different and 
similarity to violated heuristics assigned by a playability expert 
was approximately 34%. In the problem analysis task, the 
playability problem descriptions were produced by a playability 
expert, and the inspectors assigned violated heuristics for them. 
The consistency of the violated heuristics increased to 48% in 
group H06, and in group H08, it was 41%. Our results support 
Somervell’s and McCrickard’s finding that by providing a set of 
usability problems to the inspectors, it is possible to more 
accurately determine the applicability of a heuristic set [15]. 
However, it should be noted that approximately half of the 
heuristics were assigned to describe a problem in group H08. In 
the worst case, eight out of ten heuristics were assigned as a 
violated heuristic, but none of them actually described the 
problem. This indicates that either the inspectors in group H08 did 
not understand the problem description, or the descriptions of the 
heuristics were not clear. In group H06, the inspectors also 
assigned more violated heuristics to describe problems, but the 
median value increased from 4 to 4.5 heuristics. 
Although the accuracy of assigning a violated heuristic to 
playability problems improved in the problem analysis task, it 
should be noted that inspectors in group H06 perceived use of the 
heuristic set more difficult than in the evaluation task. Even 
though inspectors’ opinions about the easiness remained clearly 
on the positive side, the reduction was remarkable. One probable 
reason for this is that the inspectors did not have enough material 
available that would have helped them to understand the 
playability problems. It was not possible to provide the inspectors 
with the mobile phone and the game, and they had to rely on their 
own memory and previous experience with the game when 
analyzing the problem descriptions. It was also possible that the 
inspectors did not encounter a situation in which the problem 
occurred, meaning that they had very little information available. 
In the future, we should ensure that the inspectors have some 
background material available when analyzing problem 
descriptions.  At a minimum, it could be a screenshot or a video 
showing the situation in which the problem occurs, but the best 
option would be that the inspectors would always get hands-on 
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experience of the game. This would help in analyzing the 
underlying structures of why the problem exists. Hvannberg et al. 
had also found that usability problems should be linked to the 
context for richer problem description [20]. 
We could of course ask if it really matters which heuristic is 
assigned to describe a playability problem, as long as the 
inspectors are identifying the problems that can have a negative 
influence on the gaming experience and should be fixed before the 
game is launched. In the professional game development projects 
it does, because it is easier for the developers to understand why 
an issue is a problem when they can refer to a correct playability 
heuristic which will describe the problem on a general level. In 
addition, developing playability heuristics that are easy to use and 
understandable will help inspectors to conduct the evaluation and 
make the evaluation session more efficient.  

6. CONCLUSIONS 
Research of playability heuristics to support usability inspection 
methods in videogame evaluations has been active in recent years, 
and there are multiple playability heuristic sets available. 
However, they differ quite a lot from each other and it is still 
unknown how well they support evaluation and help to describe 
identified playability problems in a game. We conducted an 
experiment in which 36 novice inspectors were divided into two 
groups, and they evaluated a mobile game using one of the two 
playability heuristic sets. In the second task, the inspectors 
analyzed playability problems that were collected from the game 
and assigned heuristics to describe the problems. The results show 
that a playability heuristic set needs to cover the main aspects of 
playability in order to be effectively used during the evaluation. 
The results of this work will help in developing playability 
heuristics that make expert review an effective method for 
evaluating videogames. 
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Appendix A:  

Code Game Usability Heuristics 
GU1a Audio-visual representation supports the game 
 Game graphics should support gameplay and story and be informative for the 

player. In addition, the graphical look and feel should be consistent throughout 
the game. Audio can be used to evoke emotions and increase immersion. A 
good sound environment in the game supports a positive gaming experience. 
The graphics or audio should not prevent the player from performing actions or 
make them unnecessarily difficult. 

  
GU1b A view to the gameworld supports smooth interaction and the camera 

behaves correctly 

 The view to the gameworld defines how the player perceives that gameworld 
and how well the player can immerse in the game events. The gameworld can 
be presented either in a 2D or a 3D view and there is no single best option of 
perspective, but it depends on the type of game and the game concept. It is 
more important to notice how the perspective influences the player’s ability to 
interact in the gameworld. 

  
GU2 Screen layout is efficient and visually pleasing 

 The layout should present all necessary information to the player, but on the 
other hand, if the screen is filled with all kinds of information, it starts to look 
crowded. It is important that the player finds the navigation controls and they 
should not be mixed with the information that needs to be visible on the screen. 

  
GU3 Device UI and game UI are used for their own purposes 

 It should always be noticeable whether the player is dealing with the game 
user interface or device functions. The game interface should not use the 
device’s user interface widgets in the game interface, because it breaks the 
immersion. The most impressive immersion is achieved when the game uses 
full-screen mode hiding other features. 
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GU4 Indicators are visible 

 The player should see the information such as the current state of the game 
and the status of the avatar that is required for being able to play the game. 
Information that is frequently needed should be visible to the player all the time 
— if possible. 

  
GU5 The player understands the terminology 

 The terminology that is used in the game should be understandable and not 
misleading or unfamiliar to the players. Technical jargon should be avoided. 
For instance, terminology that is related to the game concept or features that 
the game needs from the device should be translated into more 
understandable language. 

  
GU6 Navigation is consistent, logical, and minimalist  

 Navigation consists of the game menu and the gameworld. The game menu 
consists of settings and selections for the desired game session. Different 
functions should be organized reasonably and possibly on different screens. 
However, long navigation paths should be avoided. Short navigation paths 
provide more clarity and are easier to remember. In the main game menu, the 
player should be able to start a game and have access to other important 
game features. In the gameworld, navigation should be intuitive and natural. 
Regardless of the complexity of the gameworld, players should be able to 
navigate there smoothly. With a proper set of control keys, navigation can be 
very intuitive and almost invisible. 

  
GU7 Game controllers are consistent and follow standard conventions 

 Using common conventions in game controllers reduces the time that is 
needed to learn to play the game since the player can use his or her 
knowledge from other games. Game controllers usually have specific keys for 
certain actions and every game should follow them. The game should also 
provide alternative game controllers because the players should be able to 
select their preferable controllers. 

  

GU8 Game controls are convenient and flexible  
 Novice players usually need only a subset of the controls when they start 

playing the game. On the other hand, veteran players often appreciate 
shortcuts and more advanced commands. It should be possible to customize 
the game controls or use shortcuts or macros. However, using shortcuts 
should not provide a major edge in a competitive player vs. player game. The 
configurability and amount of controls needed to play the game should be kept 
at a minimum, but they need to be sufficient. In addition, the controls should be 
designed according to the device’s capabilities. 
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GU9 The game gives feedback on the player’s actions 
 A good user interface has a low response time on the player’s actions. An 

action can be either a single key press or a more complicated input sequence. 
The player should notice immediately that the game has recognized the action 
by providing feedback. The most common way of providing feedback is to 
present it graphically. Other alternatives are to use audio or tactile feedback. 
Providing only auditory feedback is not acceptable since a player may be 
playing the game without sounds. Although the game needs to respond 
immediately to the player’s actions, the consequences of the action can be 
shown to the player later. If an action cannot be performed immediately, the 
game should notify the player about the delay. Although the game needs to 
respond immediately to the player’s actions, the consequences of the action 
can be shown to the player later. If an action cannot be performed immediately, 
the game should notify the player about the delay. 

  

GU10 The player cannot make irreversible errors 
 The game UI should confirm actions that can cause serious and irreversible 

damage, which affects the player’s ability to play the game. Such errors are 
typically done in a shell menu or in the setting dialogs to the game character or 
the player’s progress in the game. When mistakes happen, it is helpful to 
enable recovery. 

  
GU11 The player does not have to memorize things unnecessarily 
 The game should not stress the user's memory unnecessarily, unless it is part 

of the gameplay. 
  

GU12 The game contains help 
 Players do not often read manuals. Instead, the game should teach the player 

what he or she needs to know to start playing the game. This can be done 
through a tutorial mode at the beginning of the game. The tutorial mode should 
be divided into chapters that teach a couple of things at the beginning. Ideally, 
the tutorial could be embedded completely in the game so that help would be 
provided every time when it is really needed. Help is also often needed in error 
situations. If the game provides useful error messages, the player can 
understand better what caused the problem. 
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Code Gameplay Heuristics 
GP1 The game provides clear goals or supports player-created goals 
 The player needs to understand the goals that exist in the game. The goals 

can be either set by the game or created by the players. The game should 
contain both short-term and long-term goals. Short-term goals provide 
repeated opportunities for reinforcement and keep players motivated to play 
the game. Long-term goals are usually more difficult to achieve and they can 
consist of several short term goals. 

  
GP2 The player sees the progress in the game and can compare the results 
 The players should have enough information so that they can see their 

progress towards the goals in the game. The progress can be shown to the 
player explicitly or implicitly. The players feel more motivated if they can 
compare themselves to other players or their previous achievements. 

  
GP3 The players are rewarded and the rewards are meaningful 
 The players should receive a meaningful reward as they progress in the game. 

In addition, the reward should be adjusted to the challenge that the player had 
to face in order to get it. The rewards schedule should be varying and frequent, 
but still unpredictable. 

  
GP4 The player is in control 
 The players want to be in control of what is happening in the gameworld. The 

players should be able to decide on actions they want to take and these 
actions should have an influence on the gameworld. If full control is not 
possible, the game should provide at least an illusion of control to the player. 

  
GP5 Challenge, strategy, and pace are in balance 
 The game should be designed so that the challenge is comparable to the 

players’ current skills, then the players do not feel frustrated or bored with the 
game. In single-player games, the player can often choose the difficulty level 
and thus affect the challenge. The players learn new strategies as they play 
the game. There should not be dominating strategies for any part of the game. 
The pace should be adjusted to the game style and it can be intensive or 
deliberate. The game should allow the player to take a deep breath once in a 
while. 

  
GP6 The first-time experience is encouraging 
 The first impression of the game is formed within a few minutes and it is very 

difficult to change. The players should feel that they have learned the basics 
and have accomplished something. The first play session should make the 
player desire the next play session. 

  
GP7 The game story, if any, supports the gameplay and is meaningful 
 Even though the story plays an important role in many games, it should not 

dominate the gameplay. Some games do not even have or need a game story. 
If the game has a story, it should fit the other elements in the game and sound 
plausible to the player. Dialogue with non-player characters (NPC) should be 
meaningful and interesting to the player. 
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GP8 There are no repetitive or boring tasks 
 A game should not repeat tasks without changing any conditions. Often, this 

repetition happens when the player needs to reach a certain goal before the 
game becomes interesting or challenging. During the training phase (tutorials), 
it is useful to repeat certain tasks so that the player learns and practices, for 
example, how the character is controlled in the game. 

  
GP9 The players can express themselves 
 The players should be able express themselves by, for instance, customizing 

their characters, acting in a certain way, or modifying the gameworld. Allowing 
the players to customize and personalize their game characters makes it more 
probable that they feel attachment to a game. 

  
GP10 The game supports different playing styles 
 The players vary a lot in terms of experience and preferred playing style. One 

of the main differentiating factors is the players’ attitude towards risk-taking. 
The story can also influence whether the player wants to play as a hero or a 
villain. The player types will also determine how the players prefer to interact 
with the gameworld and with other players. In very simple games, different play 
styles are usually not supported and all players will have only one role. 

  
GP11 The game does not stagnate 
 The players should always feel that it is possible to reach the goals and the 

game progresses towards the goals. Game items or the balance of power 
should not counterbalance each other to result in an infinite loop of 
meaningless actions. The game should recognize immediately when the game 
is over and inform the players. The ending of the play session should be clearly 
indicated and restarting the game should be possible. 

  
GP12 The game is consistent 
 The gameworld and actions should be consistent and logical to the player. If 

something works in the beginning, the player assumes that it also works later 
on. Correspondingly, if the player is able to perform a certain action in the 
gameworld or for a game item, the player assumes that a similar kind of action 
is possible for other similar objects or  in a similar situation as well. More 
actions can become available as the player progresses through the game. 

  
GP13 The game uses orthogonal unit differentiation 
 Each game item should have a purpose in the gameworld and it should be 

notably different from other similar game items and preferably restricted in 
some way. If the player needs to select character classes or roles in the game, 
they should be functionally different. In addition, interaction between the avatar 
and the non-player characters should support different interaction styles. 

  
GP14 The player does not lose any hard-won possessions 
 The game should maintain the possessions that the player has earned while 

playing the game and the player cannot lose them accidentally. However, in 
some cases the game can provide very high risks and the player can stake 
valuable game items which can be lost during the gameplay. 
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Code Mobility Heuristics 
MO1 The play sessions can be started quickly  
 Starting a play session should be quick and easy because it is often used to fill 

up micro-breaks. The player should be able to skip introduction sections or 
startup screens. The game menu should be designed so that frequently used 
actions are not hidden behind a long navigation path. The default settings for 
the control keys and UI customization should be feasible for most of the 
players. In addition, any changes to the settings should be stored. The player 
should be able to continue play sessions from the point where the player 
stopped during the previous play session. 

  
MO2 The game accommodates the surroundings 
 Playing the game in mobile contexts should not disturb non-players in the 

vicinity. A game should provide means for conveniently adjusting the volume 
level or muting the game. Alternatively, the game should respect the profile 
settings of the device or ask whether the player wants to disable the audio 
features of the game. 

  
MO3 Interruptions are handled reasonably 
 There can be both internal and external interruptions, which will disturb the 

gameplay. Internal interruptions include incoming calls and received 
messages. External interruptions are related to the player’s task switching in 
the current context or other unexpected events, which cannot be anticipated. If 
an interruption happens, the game should pause automatically and allow the 
player to continue gaming later on. 

  
MO4 The graphical design is accommodated to current brightness 

(Supplements GU1a) 
 The game settings should provide means to compensate changes in the 

environmental context. The players should be able to adjust screen brightness 
and color scheme in the game if necessary. 

  
MO5 The player should be aware of some device features while playing 

(Supplements GU3 and GU4) 
 The player should be aware of certain device functions when playing games 

with a mobile device. The most important information is network connection, 
battery, and modality of the keypad. Showing a clock will help the player to 
estimate when it is time to end the play session. Information should be 
presented using the same graphical style and user interface widgets that are 
used in the game user interface. 

  
MO6 Mobile devices have their own conventions for input (Supplements GU7) 
 Game design should follow the input conventions of the target device. For 

mobile devices with a physical keypad the keys have specific functions like a 
selection key. For touch screen devices, the conventions are related to 
gestures. 
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MO7 The tutorial should respond to immediate demand (Supplements GU12) 
 For mobile games, the tutorial should be tailored to present only information 

that a player needs during the current play session. The tutorial could be 
divided into several subsections which will span across several play sessions. 
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Code Multiplayer Heuristics 
MP1 The game supports communication 
 Communication is one of the cornerstones in multi-player games and, 

depending on the game, communication channels for different purposes need 
to be supported. In-game communication can be either synchronous or 
asynchronous. Chatting is the most frequently used method for in-game 
communication, but it can be restricted to cover certain areas in the gameworld 
or certain players. Asynchronous messaging is used with players who are not 
currently online. 

  
MP2 There are reasons to communicate 
 Communication is an essential part of social interaction. When players are 

either collaborating or competing this will generate discussions. Moreover, if 
players see how other players are doing in the game it will also generate 
discussion topics. The communication topics usually range from game related 
topics to common conversation to kill time during boring play periods. 

  
MP3 The game supports groups and communities 
 The game should support both short-term groups and long-lasting communities 

because they will increase social interaction and keep players playing the 
game. Short-term groups need to support communication and care taking of 
other members of the group. Long-lasting communities are more persistent 
groups which help players to advance in the game and increase social 
interaction. 

  
MP4 The game helps the player to find other players and game instances 
 Teaming up with other players is an essential aspect in multi-player games. 

The players should have a sense of the presence of other players and be able 
to find them. The game can direct players with similar levels to the same area 
in the gameworld where the players will meet each other. Alternatively, the 
game can automate matchmaking and help players find other players or game 
instances. 

  
MP5 The game provides information about other players 
 Knowing other players’ online status, level and rank will help in planning and 

coordinating actions in the game. The information can be used when deciding 
whether to interact with some player and if the player can be trusted. Being 
aware of other players in the gameworld will increase the social aspects of the 
game. 

  
MP6 The design overcomes the lack of players and enables soloing 
 There are always situations when other players are not available. There may 

not be enough players in the gameworld or a player might play the game at 
times when there are not many other players around. There might also be 
some personal reasons to play alone. The player might have insufficient 
language skills to communicate with other players or they might want to try to 
survive by themselves in the game, especially on the lower levels. Whatever 
the reason is, the multiplayer game should also provide content for solo 
players. 
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MP7 The design minimizes deviant behavior 
 The game design should minimize deviant behavior of the players, which is a 

common problem in multi-player games. Some players try to purposefully 
disrupt other players’ gaming experience with their own behavior. Players can 
cheat, exploit or hack the game system or they harass other players 
intentionally. Game designers should pay special attention to minimizing 
deviant behavior and implement mechanisms that prevent such actions. 

  
MP8 The design hides the effects of the network 
 In online games, the effect of the network may become an issue for positive 

player experience. Updates to the gameworld should always happen without 
delays, but latency can disrupt the gameplay and cause jitter in real-time 
interaction. As the players can move in the physical environment while playing 
mobile games, they can be unintentionally disconnected from the game. The 
game design should minimize disturbances to the player or other players in the 
game. 

  
MP9 Players should play with comparable players (Supplements GP6) 
 In multi-player games the player population can be diverse. Some players have 

played longer than others and  are thus more experienced in the gameworld 
and the tactics. They also have more developed avatars. The game design 
should help novice players to get familiar with the game and let them practice 
their skills and develop their avatar apart from the more experienced players 
during the first play sessions. 
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Code Context-Aware Heuristics 
CA1 Perception of the current context 
 Discovering the correct context and playing the game when the context is 

favorable for a player is one source of fun in pervasive mobile games. The 
challenge, however, is that the game system and the player may not have a 
mutual understanding of the current context. In addition, the player may be 
uncertain of how the game system interprets the current context even though it 
was clearly observable. The game system should only use information that is 
collected from the player’s current location and avoid rigid thresholds. The 
game system can also notify the player of what the current context is, if it does 
not contaminate the game experience. 

  
CA2 Players should have an equal chance to play 
 Utilization of context information in the game system should be carefully 

designed and all players should have an equal possibility to access relevant 
information. The dynamic nature of the context or player-related reasons might 
cause some context information to become unreachable. The game should be 
designed so that the player progression is not dependent on context 
information that is unreachable by many players. 

  
CA3 Adjustable play sessions 
 Play sessions of pervasive mobile games are often blended into other activities 

of the player. This will cause the situations where the play sessions are 
fragmented and the player might have to quit playing the game without prior 
notice. The game should be designed so that the chance of winning the game 
is not dependent on the player’s ability to play the game. In addition, the player 
might need to adjust the pace of the game and match it to available playing 
time. Sometimes it is preferable to play the game almost in real time while 
some other times a slower pace is preferred. 

  
CA4 Communication outside the gameworld (Supplements MP1) 
 Pervasive mobile games expand the need for communication outside the 

gameworld. The players need to be aware of game events even though they 
are offline. Offline communication should not be overwhelming, because it can 
lead to negligence and disturb the player’s other activities. The game events 
that require the players’ actions should be delivered immediately, while others 
can be postponed and delivered as a summary type of messages. 
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